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The aim of the work in this thesis is to use bearing vibration data to infer
the condition of bearings, in particular to detect the presence or absence
of damage, and identify the location and cause of damage to parts of the
bearing structure. Traditional methods of vibration analysis are evaluated
and compared with Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods.
The vibration datasets come from a selection of bearings that have been run
from new. After running-in bearings, some are allowed to continue running
for several hours. Others have seeded defects applied to balls or bearing
races, and are then run for a short time. These data are used to evaluate
the effectiveness of time-domain, frequency-domain and MCMC methods
in the field of bearing vibration analysis.
Time-domain measures can detect the presence or absence of damage in
most cases. Different defect types affect vibrations differently, and this can
be seen in plots of vibration data. The conventional time-domain methods
investigated take a discrete measure or measures over each data. They are
simple to implement, but do not have the ability to detect these differences
in vibrations, and therefore cannot detect the nature of damage.
Analysis in the frequency-domain is based on the fast Fourier transform
(FFT) and filtering. It is successful in detecting the nature of some defects.
Bearings with some defect types, or with low levels of damage, are difficult
to distinguish from undamaged bearings, and each defect type is better
detected using different filtering. These differences suggest that prominent
vibrations occur at modes of flexural vibration of the outer race, and that
the inner race can be approximated as a rigid body. A classification scheme
is implemented using a mixture of time-domain and frequency-domain mea-
sures. This scheme can correctly classify data from many – but not all –
bearings, but it gives no information on the certainty of classifications.
The findings from the time-domain and frequency-domain analysis have
been well explored previously. In this thesis they are combined with Bayesian
iii
inference, using a correlation based measure of likelihood to infer bearing
condition. MCMC methods are implemented using an adaptive Metropo-
lis (AM) algorithm, existing models of bearing behaviour, and vibration
data in the time-domain. MCMC outputs give estimations of the empirical
marginal distribution of parameters, so that not only can parameter val-
ues – and therefore the underlying physical mechanism – be estimated, but
uncertainties on these estimates can also be quantified.
An aims of this thesis is to see whether MCMC methods can be used to
infer properties of bearing condition. This thesis shows this is possible, but
there are difficulties to overcome. In particular, the use of the correlation-
based measure of likelihood results in the chain failing to converge in some
cases. These states are identifiable, as the likelihood is lower than when
convergence occurs. Possible solutions to this problem are discussed.
Analysis of MCMC outputs leads to model refinements to better measure
bearing properties. Marginal distributions relating to vibration frequency
have properties that allow the physical cause of vibration sources to be
inferred. Using data in the time-domain has some advantages when sepa-
rating the individual sources of these periodic vibrations. In the frequency-
domain some of these sources have harmonics or sidebands that coincide
with predicted frequencies of other sources. In addition, some of these
frequencies are not at their predicted values. This is not unexpected, as
slippage and the effect of loads are known to alter these frequencies. The
analysis of MCMC outputs allows the physical cause of discrepancies to be
investigated. Vibrations during the normal operation of undamaged bear-
ings have certain properties that differ from vibrations caused by bearing
defects, and relevant parameters show these differences. Distributions of
parameters relating to the amplitude and duration of vibrations caused
by defects are shown to have a relationship to defect dimensions. Further
development is required before defect dimensions can be directly inferred.
This thesis shows that traditional methods of vibration analysis can distin-
guish between damaged and undamaged bearings in most cases, and detect
the nature of damage in some cases. MCMC methods have potential in the
field of bearing vibration analysis, and can provide meaningful inference of
the physical properties of bearings.
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This thesis investigates methods of vibration analysis of deep groove ball bearings.
Experimental work involves periodically measuring vibrations from bearings which have
been run from new, in order to get data from “typical” undamaged bearings of their
type. These are compared to vibrations from other bearings which had defects seeded
on their races or balls after first running them in. See Figure 1.1 for some examples of
these defects. Initial analysis uses commonly used measures of bearing condition, and
results are compared with the physical state of bearings, which was found by cutting
open the bearings. Model based inference using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
methods is investigated, to see if bearing condition can be inferred from vibration data
using established models of bearing behaviour.
The aim of this thesis is to investigate three broad questions:
1. Given a profile of a typical undamaged bearing created using data from multiple
undamaged bearings, is it possible to compare any bearing with this profile to
determine condition (degree or absence of damage), or can each bearing only be
compared with an earlier version of itself?
2. Given a set of data from an existing selection of undamaged and damaged bear-
ings, is it possible to determine the nature and level of damage of these bearings
from these data? If so, is it possible to then determine the nature and level of
damage of other bearings using these methods?
3. Do MCMC methods have the potential to infer bearing condition, using vibration
data and existing models of bearing behaviour? Is it possible to model multiple
properties of bearing condition in a way that allows meaningful inference of these
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properties from vibration data? If so, what advantages do MCMC methods have
over other techniques used in this thesis?
1.1 Background
Rolling element bearings are widely used in rotating machinery [64, 126]. Deep groove
ball bearings have inner and outer raceway grooves of slightly larger diameter than
the ball diameter, with single row deep groove ball bearings being the most commonly
used type [94]. It is useful to monitor the condition of bearings as failure can be
expensive, both in terms of damaged machinery and of lost production time [139].
Bearing manufacturers provide estimates of bearing lifetime, but this is based on the
running of multiple bearings in ideal conditions [94], and does not take into account
the running conditions of an individual bearing [100]. Bearing failure can be due to
natural fatigue, but lifetime can be reduced by manufacturing defects, contamination
of lubrication, poor fitting or problems with associated machinery [64, 96, 121, 126].
Regular monitoring allows the onset of any problems to be detected, and an estimate
of the remaining useful life of the bearing can be made.
Condition monitoring and prognostics can be done by a trained person who periodi-
cally monitors bearings. Measures of each bearing’s current condition can be compared
with known values for an undamaged bearing – often previous values from the bearing
being tested [121]. Once any fault is detected and diagnosed, a prognosis is made [64]
– a damaged bearing can either be replaced, or have its remaining lifetime estimated
[103]. Failure to take timely action can result in surrounding machinery becoming
damaged or failing entirely [96, 126], but there are also costs associated with replacing
bearings too early. Avoiding unnecessary downtime is considered a desirable outcome
of condition monitoring [60], but so is avoiding the cost of potential machinery failure
or unscheduled repairs [147].
This thesis concentrates on condition monitoring and diagnosis. The purpose of this
thesis is to perform a thorough investigation of an MCMC based scheme of bearing
vibration analysis using existing models of bearing behaviour. The potential of MCMC
methods as a bearing analysis tool is evaluated, and model improvements are tested.
In addition, some useful knowledge is gained from an evaluation of common existing
methods. This assists in the choice of data pre-processing methods when implementing
MCMC algorithms, the evaluation of models, and the interpretation of MCMC outputs.
The prognosis of bearing lifetime is considered the desirable outcome of diagnosis, and
2
Figure 1.1: Seeded defects on the outer races of two bearings, the inner
race of one bearing, and the ball of one bearing. These defects are
discussed further in Section 3.5.2, and Appendix C – where there are
photographs of these and all other seeded defects applied to bearings.
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methods are investigated with this eventual outcome in mind. There are few examples
of MCMC methods being used in bearing vibration analysis (these are discussed in
Sections 1.2.3 and 2.2.4), and the approach used in this thesis has not (to the best of
our knowledge) been previously used in this field.
Experimental work described in this thesis uses artificially seeded bearing defects
so the effects of known defects can be measured. Defects are introduced to bearing
races and/or balls to simulate bearings in various stages of wear. This a commonly
used method in the field of bearing vibration analysis [76, 144, 148]. See Figure 1.1 for
some examples of these seeded defects. This process is discussed in detail in Sections
3.4 and 3.5 with photographs of all defects seeded on bearing parts in Appendix C. It
is hoped that the knowledge gained from this investigation can lead to these techniques
being applied to vibration data from bearings undergoing natural wear.
1.2 Monitoring of Bearings
Condition monitoring can include measuring vibrations or acoustic emissions, monitor-
ing temperature or lubrication quality, or inspecting disassembled bearings [97, 121],
with vibration analysis being the most widely used of these methods [126]. The ad-
vantage of analysing the vibrations or acoustic emissions is that this can be done with
portable sensors while the bearing is in use. Vibration analysis is used in this thesis,
and vibrations are detected with an accelerometer in contact with the bearing housing.
Reasons for choosing vibration analysis and for using an accelerometer are discussed in
Sections 2.3.1 and 3.2.1. Temperature is also monitored during some experiments (see
Chapter 3 and Sections 4.2.1 and B.2). Lubrication analysis can be done alone [17], or
in conjunction with vibration analysis [28], but this is not done in this thesis.
The difficulties associated with analysing vibrations (or acoustic signals) is that they
consists of several modes of vibration from the bearing and surrounding structure, even
when the bearing is in an undamaged condition [137]. In addition to this, bearings are
usually employed in environmentally noisy settings [33]. It can be difficult to detect
any evidence of damage – when it arises – over and above background vibrations
[82]. As a bearing sustains more damage, the amplitude of vibrations increase. A
sensor on the bearing housing (or other suitable surface near the bearing) can detect
this increase by measuring the displacement, velocity, or acceleration of the vibrating
surface [63, 121]. However, different bearings in a similar condition can record quite
different amplitudes, even when employing more than once type of sensor to measure
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signals [29], and levels of vibration that are problematic for one component may be
perfectly acceptable for another [121]. Condition monitoring involves having some
knowledge of the underlying cause of vibrations (or temperature readings or lubrication
condition), as well as understanding the data collected from sensors.
1.2.1 Bearing Models and Vibrations
Models of bearing behaviour can be used to understand the physical cause of vibration
measurements. This can be used to influence the choice of data analysis methods and
assist in interpreting the results of this analysis. It is also possible to use modern
statistical methods such as Kalman Filters and MCMC algorithms to infer the state
of the bearing using vibration data and these models.
When balls move in and out of load zones they trigger ringing events at structural
resonant frequencies [63, 126]. These events may not occur every period [33], and fur-
ther events can be triggered by undulations on the surface of bearing races (“waviness”)
[137]. Bearings models take into account the relative motion of rotating parts [126],
and the dynamics resulting from this motion. This includes modeling the stiffness and
flexing of bearing races [137], the damping provided by lubrication [131], the effect of
friction as a result of slippage [112], and the effect of the shaft and other parts of the
surrounding structure [120].
As bearings become worn, even very small defects developing on balls or races will
affect the nature of vibrations [64]. Impacts, when a ball strikes a defective race, or a
defective ball strikes a race, cause ringing events [112], which become more pronounced
as damage progresses. Bearing models take into account the relative motion and size
of these defects [83, 101].
The bearing-shaft-housing-motor system is complicated, and can be difficult and
time consuming to model [20]. An alternative is to simplify the model, for example
assuming the housing and bearing races are rigid and that there is no slippage between
moving parts [131], or to model unknown or unmodeled sources as adding to some
value – for example a Gaussian sum [33, 57]. Poorly known parameters can affect the
accuracy of a model [57].
1.2.2 Analysis of Accelerometer Data
An accelerometer in contact with a bearing housing produces a voltage that is propor-
tional to the dynamic acceleration of the vibrating surface. This data can be analysed
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to estimate bearing condition, taking into account data from the same bearing on pre-
vious occasions, or from other bearings run under similar conditions. Analysis can be
done in the time-domain, frequency-domain or using time-frequency methods.
Time-domain analysis can be done by taking a single measure over a section of
data, for example the root mean square voltage (Vrms), kurtosis or crest factor (see
Section 2.3.2), and noting how this changes with time [139]. Problems occur as these
time-domain measures do not always follow the same trends with increasing damage
[60], and some measures can even return to undamaged levels when a bearing is near
failure [32]. Time-domain measures such as Vrms and kurtosis cannot identify transient
events, such as ringing caused by impacts with a defective part of a bearing, until these
events become a significant contributor to overall vibrations [73].
Frequency-domain analysis is used to recover the periodicity of the ringing events
described in Section 1.2.1. The data is usually pre-filtered around structural resonance
frequencies to recover periodicities that may be masked by other vibrations in unfiltered
data [122]. But difficulties exist, as these events are transient, and impulses from
different physical causes can trigger different modes of resonance. This makes the
selection of effective filters difficult [145]. In addition, the amplitude and frequency
of these ringing events can differ during and between logging periods, and differ from
predicted values due to the effects of loads, friction, and slippage [33, 139].
Time-frequency methods can be used to decompose data into discrete frequency
bands – which can be used a filtering tool [148] – or to measure how the amplitude and
frequency of transient events vary with time [32, 144]. These methods tend to require
more processing power [74], and can be time consuming to implement. Ericsson [33]
points out that time-frequency methods can only provide more reliable diagnoses if
combined with a good understanding of rotating machinery.
All of these types of analysis can be used to create features for automated classi-
fication schemes such as those based on artificial neural networks (ANNs) or support
vector machines (SVMs) [111]. Some classification schemes report success rates of close
to 100%, but this can depend on sensor placement, the type of classifier and the choice
and number of input features used. It can be quite challenging to select the most useful
features [149], as different classification schemes perform differently using the same or
similar features [122], and the same classifiers can produce quite different success rates
depending on the choice of features [100].
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1.2.3 Model Based Inference and MCMC Methods
Models can be used to map the condition of a system to measured data from that
system. Inverse problems use a model to infer information about a system from the
data [25]. In the case of bearing analysis, the system can consist of bearings, housing,
and shaft, and vibration data can be used. Models can be used to create synthetic
bearing data [83], with properties that relate to underlying physical characteristics.
This synthetic data can be compared with an actual data from a bearing, to test the
accuracy of the model [112] or to optimise the model [57]. It is also possible to use
synthetic data to solve inverse problems, using modern statistical methods such as
MCMC algorithms.
Bayes Theorem (defined in Equation 2.14) is a statistical method that allows knowl-
edge about the true state of a system to be updated each time data are taken [18].
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms are a group of methods based on
Bayesian inference. Both Bayes theorem and MCMC methods have been used to in-
fer the remaining lifetime of bearings by using a model of Vrms changes over bearing
lifetime, along with periodic measurements of Vrms [38, 75, 150].
Rather than using a single measure such as Vrms, in this thesis sections of vibration
data are used in the implementation of MCMC algorithms. Synthetic data are created
during each iteration of the MCMC algorithm. Existing models of bearing behaviour
map physical properties of the bearing to parameters of this data. A correlation-based
measure of similarity is used to compare the synthetic data with the vibration data
during the accept-reject stage of each iteration. As far as we are aware, there are
no similar examples in literature of this method being applied to bearing vibration
analysis.
With the use of appropriate analysis of MCMC outputs it is possible to infer es-
timates of the physical state of the bearing. The quality of this inference depends
partly on the model used. It is important to find a balance between making reasonable
assumptions to simplify the model, and not oversimplifying the model so much that ap-
proximation errors become too large [58]. The multi-modal and non-stationary nature
of bearing vibrations leads to difficulties when using any form of analysis, but these
difficulties can be masked, or not measurable, when using traditional signal process-
ing methods. When a parameter value is not well known MCMC outputs will reflect
this. Calculating useful statistics of the posterior distribution allows an estimate of
parameter values and quantification of uncertainties [26].
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1.3 Thesis Outline
The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows.
Chapter 2 provides an overview of literature and methods. The topics introduced
in this chapter are expanded on, and examples from literature describe the use and
effectiveness of these methods. All methods of analysis used in this thesis are defined
in Chapter 2. In particular, the structure of ball bearings is discussed, along with
details of dynamic models of bearings, and the relationship between these models and
the resulting vibration data. Inverse problems are discussed, definitions are given, and
the examples from literature introduced in this chapter are reviewed in more detail.
Commonly used methods of signal processing are defined, and examples are given
of their use in bearing analysis. This includes a discussion of their use in bearing
classification schemes.
Chapter 3 describes the experimental setup used in this thesis. All individual bear-
ings used in the development and running of experiments are cataloged. Development
work is done using a number of test bearings. Experimental work is done using a set
of ten undamaged bearings run from new, and a second set of 21 bearings, which have
defects seeded on races or balls. Experimental methods are discussed, including the
defect seeding process and problems faced when running experiments. The datasets
used in later chapters are introduced.
Chapter 4 discusses the bearing datasets in the time-domain. Analysis of logged
data is done using time-domain measures. Applying this analysis to undamaged bear-
ings run from new allows the run-in period to be estimated. A classification scheme
based on thresholds created using time-domain measures from undamaged bearings is
used to measure the condition of bearings before and after the application of seeded
defects. These classifications are then compared with the actual condition of bearings.
Chapter 5 discusses the analysis of experimental data in the frequency-domain.
Different filtering techniques are compared, including their performance when filtering
data from bearings in different conditions. Time-frequency methods are discussed,
using data from a small number of bearings to provide examples. Frequency domain
thresholds are created using amplitudes at certain frequencies of interest. Either these
amplitudes, or results of the application thresholds, are used along with time-domain
measures in decision tree based classification, to see whether it is possible to correctly
classify bearings according to defect type.
Chapter 6 discusses a trial of the use of an adaptive Metropolis (AM) MCMC algo-
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rithm which uses existing models of bearing behaviour and vibration data. The model
and the AM method are described, along with details of the implementation of the AM
algorithm using a correlation-based measure of likelihood. MCMC outputs generated
from multiple implementations of the AM algorithm are discussed in reference to the
performance of the algorithm, problems in implementation, and the relationship be-
tween MCMC outputs and the condition of bearings. Model refinements are suggested
and tested.
Chapter 7 summarises the findings of this thesis.
Some papers have been published describing work also discussed in this thesis [68,
69]. In addition, some developmental work which is only briefly discussed in this thesis




Review of Literature and Methods
This chapter describes methods of modeling the structure and measuring the condition
of rolling element bearings. Included in each section is a review of related literature.
Section 2.1 describes the structure of rolling element bearings, and describes how this
structure is used to model bearing behaviour, and to model the vibrations produced
by bearings. This modeling can be used to directly map physical parameters to vibra-
tion data, or empirically, to describe characteristics of vibration data such as impulse
frequency. Model based inference, introduced in Section 2.2, can be used to estimate
the state of a bearing from measured vibration data.
Section 2.3 details some of the signal processing methods used to measure bearing
condition. These methods rely on the knowledge of bearing behaviour described in
Section 2.1, but do not directly incorporate models. Section 2.4 discusses methods of
bearing classification and automated analysis. Most of these methods rely on features
created using the signal processing methods discussed in Section 2.3.
2.1 Modeling Bearing Behaviour
A rolling element bearing consists of one stationary race and one rotating race, or two
races rotating at different rates, with a rotating cage between the races containing a
number of spherical, conical, or cylindrical rolling elements. The bearing structure is
shown in Figure 2.1. The labels for relevant dimensions are referred to throughout this
thesis. This review deals almost entirely with ball bearings, and situations where the
outer race is stationary and the inner race is moving. All experimental work in this








Figure 2.1: Deep groove ball bearing, the left diagram shows the axial
view and the right diagram shows the radial view if the bearing were
cut in half. Refer to Table 3.1 for dimensions of bearings used in this
thesis. All dimension labels are included in the “List of Symbols” in
the front matter.
2.1.1 Rotation of Moving Parts
If it is assumed that there is no slippage between the rolling elements and the races, then
the geometry of the bearing can be used to calculate the frequency of rotation of moving
parts (i.e. shaft, cage and rolling elements) [64, 126], and to calculate the frequency
of contact between the rolling elements and load points and/or damage sources (or
between damaged rolling elements and the races) [33, 122]. These frequencies are of
importance as they describe the frequency of impacts, and in the case of moving defects,
describe the frequency at which maximum impact forces vary with rotation [83]. This
is discussed further in Section 2.1.2.
As shown in Equations 2.1 – 2.3, it is common practice to relate all of these fre-
quencies to the shaft frequency, ωs, the diameter of the rolling elements, d, and the
cage diameter, D [33, 64, 126]. The bearing geometry gives the relationship between
inner race, outer race, rolling element and cage diameters (Di, Do, d, D) as:
Do = D + d cosα; Di = D − d cosα.
Note that the contact angle, α, is equal to 0◦ for deep groove ball bearings [98], unless
they are under significant axial load [33, 79]. Equations 2.1 – 2.6, given below, apply
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to the situation where the inner race is moving and the outer race is stationary. Gen-
eralisations of Equations 2.1 – 2.6 can be applied to situations where the outer race
rotates, with the inner race stationary [92] or also rotating [45].







The ball pass (or ball passage) frequency, ωbps, describes how frequently balls pass a
fixed point, such as a load or a sensor, and is given by
ωbps = Zωc, (2.2)
where Z is the number of rolling elements.








Equations 2.4 – 2.6 describe the frequency of impact between a moving part and a
single point of damage. These are calculated by relating Equations 2.1 – 2.3 to different
defect sources [33, 64, 126].








Note that the ball pass frequency is the same as the outer race defect frequency, as the
rate that balls pass a fixed point on the bearing structure is the same rate that they
pass a stationary defect.
The inner race defect frequency, ωid, is given by


















Derivations of Equations 2.1 – 2.6 are given in Appendix A, including estimates
of these frequencies for the bearing type used in experiments in this thesis (the NSK
6204).
As described in Section 2.1.2, non-linear mechanical effects such varying forces and
impacts excite structural resonances. When analysing vibration data in these cases,
evidence of these effects can be found using Fourier analysis (see Section 2.3.3). With
appropriate processing methods, (also described in Section 2.3.3) spectral peaks at the
frequencies given in Equations 2.1 – 2.6 can be observed. In particular, peaks at ωc,
ωs, ωr and ωbps can be seen even in bearings in undamaged condition, due to uneven
loading and periodic variations in the number of rolling elements in load zones [33].
Peaks at ωod, ωid and ωbd can occur when defects exist on the corresponding bearing
part [83], and further peaks at sideband frequencies can be observed due to periodic
variations in these impact forces. In particular, sidebands can appear at nωid ± ωs or
nωbd ± ωc. Most models attribute these sidebands to variations in impulse amplitude
as the defects move in and out of load zones [33, 83, 112] (see Section 2.1.2), but some
authors suggest that varying distances to sensors could also contribute [83, 126].
In reality, there is often some slippage, but this is low enough for all frequencies to
be near their predicted values. For example, Williams [139] noted a maximum of 2.5%
error in measured defect frequencies. Marsh [79] found small errors (under 1%) caused
by axial loads misaligning bearings (and hence changing the geometry). Ericsson [33]
notes that discrepancies of up to several Hertz can be caused by significant loads.
These discrepancies are discussed further in Sections 2.2, 5.4.1 and 6.4.2. Section 6.5.5
discusses inference of the size of, and the physical causes of, these discrepancies.
Notation and Summary of the Frequencies of Interest
Throughout this thesis the rolling element defect frequency is referred to as the ball
defect frequency (ωbd) as ball bearings are used. Linear frequencies are also used, with




ωs/fs, ωc/fc, ωr/fr, ωbps/fbps, ωod/fod, ωbd/fbd and ωid/fid are collectively referred
to throughout this thesis as the “frequencies of interest”, and ωod/fod, ωbd/fbd and
ωid/fid are collectively referred to as the “defect frequencies”. These frequencies are
summarised in Table 2.1, and are given in the “List of Symbols” included in the front
matter.
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Ball pass ωbps Zωc
Outer race defect ωod Zωc
Ball defect ωbd 2ωr
Inner race defect ωid Z(ωs − ωc)
Table 2.1: Summary of notation related to the frequencies of interest.
Note that ωbps = ωod. All frequencies can be related to ωs directly, or
via another ratio on the list. See Appendix A for full derivations of
these frequencies and see also Equations 2.1 – 2.6.
2.1.2 Dynamic Models of the Bearing-race System
This section discusses some methods of modeling bearings under motion, and the na-
ture of vibrations predicted by these models. This leads to the creation of synthetic
bearing signals, which can be used to test models and signal processing methods (before
applying them to actual vibration data), or in model-based inference. These models
also provide the physical basis for signal processing methods discussed in Section 2.3.
The Dynamic Effects of a Radial Load
A single radial load results in a force that decreases as the angular distance from the
load increases, as shown in Figure 2.2. The load on a rolling element at angle φ, q(φ),









−φz < φ < φz
0 | φ |> φz,
(2.7)
where q0 is the maximum load intensity, ε is the load distribution factor, and n = 1.5
for ball bearings [83, 97, 128]. The maximum load intensity occurs at φ = 0, and can











Figure 2.2: Distribution of a radial load in a ball bearing. Fr is the
applied radial load. The effect of the load varies with angle, and
the maximum value q0 (approximated by Equation 2.8) occurs at at
φ = 0.
The Mass-spring-damper Model
The bearing-race system can be modeled as a mass-spring-damper system [20, 27, 101,
112, 137]. The stiffness of the races and rolling elements, and damping provided by
lubrication can be used to predict how the ball and races will flex during bearing
motion. This model predicts contact forces between the ball and the races, causing the
races to become deformed at the point of contact, particularly under a net axial load
[137]. Radial loads are introduced above, and result in contact forces which vary as the
balls rotate [63]. All of these situations result in impulses at the ball pass frequency,
ωbps. Others also predict vibrations at ωbps ± nωc, n ∈ [1, 2, 3....), [49, 131] in the case
of an unbalanced shaft, where the load zone due to imbalance rotates with the shaft.
For a ball bearing, some authors suggest that 0 < ε < 0.5 [63, 83]. When ε ≤ 1, it
is defined as the fraction of the circumference that the load is distributed over, and
determines φz [13, 63, 83, 97]. NSK [97] also supply a definition of ε for situations
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where ε > 1.
Upadhyay [131] used the mass-spring-damper model to predict how the amplitude
of periodic impulses and the number of modes of vibration are affected by changing
the number of balls and making some of them off-sized. He found that reducing the
number of balls increases chaotic effects in the resulting vibrations, which leads to more
and larger spectral peaks due to the periodic impulses. Kiral [63] uses the mass-spring-
damper model and finite element analysis to predict the displacement at a (typical)
node. He goes on to show that a model can be created that takes into account effects
of varying motor speed, size and type of load, and the presence or absence of damage
on bearing races.
Modeling Bearing Races
Some of the mass-spring-damper models treat the bearing races as rigid bodies [50,
101, 131], for example introducing an artificial damping value to eliminate natural
frequencies (from any source, including races) [49]. Other models take into account
the flexing of races [27]. In two example which compare modeled and actual bearing
vibrations, the outer [137] or both [112] races are modeled to flex at their natural
frequency, causing resonance. The nth mode of flexural vibration of each of the bearing










where n ∈ [2, 3, 4...) is the mode of vibration, E is the modulus of elasticity, I is the
area moment of inertia of the bearing race, µ is the mass per unit length of the bearing
race, and r is the radius of the neutral axis of the race.
In order to remove difficulties in calculating I and r for deep-groove races, which
have cross sections that are not of constant thickness, the following approximation can
be used to estimate the natural frequency of the outer race [97]






where K is a constant determined by the cross sectional shape (K = 1.25 for a sealed
deep groove ball bearing), and diameters are as specified in Figure 2.1. See [97] and
[137] for discussion of axial and other flexural modes, and their associated natural
frequencies. Appendix A includes estimations of the frequencies predicted by these
formulae for the bearing type used in this thesis (the NSK 6204). Observed resonances
at some of these frequencies are discussed in Chapter 5.
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Imperfections on Bearing Races and Rolling Elements
Bearing races and rolling elements can have imperfections, such as surface roughness
and surface waviness, even when they are new [64]. Surface roughness is the term used
to describe imperfections on the bearing race(s) that are smaller than, or approximately
equal to, the contact area between each rolling element and the race. Waviness is
the term used to describe imperfections that are larger than this contact area – in
particular, longer in the direction of rotation [49, 64, 131]. Surface roughness is only of
concern when parts of the surface break though the layer of lubrication, causing metal
to metal contact, and resulting in vibrations at modes of the resonance frequency
[64, 131]. This metal to metal contact will also accelerate fatigue and hasten the onset
of discrete defects, which are discussed below [64].
Waviness can be modeled as sinusoidal shaped waves on the surface of each of the
bearing races [49, 50, 77, 131]. Some models also consider waviness on the surface of
rolling elements [77, 137]. These deformations cause further variations in contact forces,
resulting in periodic impulses which excite structure resonance frequencies. Harsha [50]
predicts that the frequency of the impulses resulting from race waviness are related to
the harmonics of the (relevant) race defect frequency. Wensing [137] also predicts that
ball waviness will cause impulses at frequencies related to harmonics of the ball defect
frequency. Both authors point out that the frequency produced depends on the number
of complete waves present on the surface of the race or ball, and includes a sum-and-
difference term that depends on the mode of vibration. Wensing averaged spectral
data from ten new bearings, and compared it with a modeled signal and found that
all results agreed within one standard deviation. Actual and modeled data for outer
race waviness had less variance than that for inner race and ball waviness. The author
notes that even a bearing without outer race waviness produces impulses at the ball
pass frequency.
Discrete Defects
Once a bearing starts to wear, defects such as cracks, pits and spalls (flaking) begin to
occur. These can be caused by incorrect mounting or contamination of lubrication [64],
or as a result of fatigue [101, 112]. The modeling of these defects involves considering
the vibrations resulting from an impact between each rolling element and a defect,
or between a defective rolling element and the races. This can be used to create a
signal model of a bearing [83] or used as part of a physical model – often combined
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with the mass-spring-damper model [112]. McFadden [83] models the impact process
between rolling elements and a single inner race defect, noting that the defect moves as
the shaft moves. As a result, impacts between rolling elements and the defect vary in
amplitude, due to the varying forces. He also notes that the transfer function between
the impact and the detector varies. He finds that the signal predicted by his model has
good agreement with the signal produced by a bearing with damage to the inner race.
Effect of the Shaft, Motor and other Surrounding Structure
Impacts due to the moving parts of bearings and the resonant response that they
trigger are not the only contribution to bearing vibrations. Any imbalance in the
shaft – including that caused by the normal operation of a motor or an applied load –
will create vibrations at harmonics of the shaft frequency [60, 72]. An ill-fitted bearing
results in vibrations at the shaft frequency and multiple harmonics. The SKF Vibration
Diagnostic Guide [121] notes vibrations at the shaft frequency and harmonics occur
due to the shaft being bent, misaligned or loose, and also due to poor contact between
the surrounding structure and the floor. For a model of a ball bearing that includes
the effects of the shaft and housing see [137].
Applied Loads and Bearing Lifetime
The lifetime of a bearing depends on the bearings type, and the load conditions it
operates under. The equivalent life of a bearing (in millions of revolutions) is typically







where L10 is defined as the time in which 10% of all bearings will fail, n = 3 for ball
bearings and n = 10
3
for roller bearings, and Cr is the basic dynamic load rating, which
is supplied in manufacturer information [94, 97]. Cr is defined as the constant load
applied to bearing with a stationary outer race that can be endured by the inner race
for one million revolutions, with the inner race at 90% of its lifetime after this time
[97]. P is the equivalent dynamic radial load applied to the bearing. In ball bearings
P = Fr when α = 0 [94], and manufacturer information supplies methods of estimating
P when loads are not purely radial, or when loaded zones vary [94, 97]. Equation 2.11
can also be calculated using the static load rating Cor, and the equivalent static load Po
[94, 97]. Cor is defined as the load which produces a pre-defined contact force between
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the most loaded rolling element and the bearing race. This contact force is determined
to be sufficient to cause permanent deformation [94].
2.1.3 Synthetic Signals and Modeling
The bearing models discussed in Section 2.1.2 predict that vibrations will consist of
periodic impulses, which trigger ringing at the natural frequencies of the bearing races
and surrounding structures. The period, amplitude, and number of these impulses de-
pends on the state of the bearing. Low frequency vibrations occur due to the motion of
the shaft. Slippage, friction, other moving parts such as the motor and other bearings,
electrical noise and environmental noise all add to vibrations measured near a bearing
(for example on the bearing housing). Signal models can either attempt to model these
additional effects, or model them as random noise [33]. Jiang [57] points out that as
these additional vibrations come from independent sources, then by the central limit
theorem the sum of these vibrations is Gaussian.
Synthetic signals can be used to test and refine analysis methods before applying
them to actual bearing data [39, 42] 1, [145, 146] 2. For this to be an effective tool,
it is necessary to create a synthetic signal that compares well with the actual signal
detected by an accelerometer (or other detection device).
The mass-spring-damper model can be used to create a series of differential equa-
tions, which can be solved using Newmark integration methods [49, 50, 107]. Rafsan-
jani [107] finds some similarity in the spectra produced by modeled and actual data for
bearings with a single seeded defect on the inner race, outer race or ball. The model
does not predict all peaks produced in the spectra from bearings vibration data, but
some of these can be attributed to other bearings in the system. Sassi [112] uses Mat-
lab SIMULINK [80] to numerically solve the equations of motion for a bearing with
defects, and create a synthetic signal. He uses the mass-spring-damper model, and
include forces due to impacts with race defects and the motion of defects relative to
loads, then predicts the resulting resonant ringing, and includes the effects of random
vibrations caused by friction. He then compares the synthetic data with with actual
data from damaged bearings. He finds that it is difficult to model the signal ampli-
tude correctly, but after correcting this by normalisation his simulated signal produced
results that were consistent with data from an actual damaged bearing.
Another approach is to create a modeled signal directly, by considering the effect
1See Section 2.2 for more on these.
2See Section 2.3.4 for more on these.
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defects and load zones will have on bearing vibrations. McFadden [83] creates a syn-
thetic signal by including the effect of load, transfer function to a sensor, defect size
and structural resonant frequencies. Jiang [57] uses a synthetic signal based on that
created by McFadden to help train a model for estimating defect size (see Section 2.2.2
for more on this).
2.2 Modeling and Inverse Problems
A model of any physical system can be used as a forward map [25, 35],
A : x 7→ yk, (2.12)
that can map the true state of a system, x, to data from that system, yk. In the case
of bearing analysis, the forward map can map the state of the bearing to the signal
detected by an accelerometer. The variable x can represent the actual state of the
bearing, or the true acceleration due to known forces.
The solution to an inverse problem is to attempt to reconstruct the true state of
the system from the data, using [26, 35]
yk = A(x) + N(0, σ), (2.13)
where A(x) is the action of the model on the system, and N(0, σ) is some additive
random noise with zero-mean and standard deviation σ.
2.2.1 Linear Inverse Problems
Linear methods can be used to solve inverse problems. Chiementin [21] compares
conditioning of the forward map with Tikhonov regularization, as methods of source
reconstruction. He denotes the accelerometer data – in particular, the Fourier trans-
form of this data – as the “virtual sources”, with the “true sources” being two bearings,
each with seeded defects on the inner and outer race. The model uses finite element
analysis, and incorporates the mass-spring-damper model under an external load dis-
cussed in Section 2.1.2. The Fourier transform of each reconstructed virtual source
is compared with that virtual source at nfid, n = [1, 2, 3], and nfod, n = [1, 2, 3, 4].
When using conditioning, errors at these frequencies did not exceed 3.1% when virtual
sources were in well conditioned areas, with larger errors from poorly conditioned ar-
eas. No radial sensor positions were tested, and well conditioned areas were all near to
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the shaft, and the (horizontal) centre of the casing. Tikhonov regularization performed
better than the poorly conditioned sensors, and less well than the well conditioned
sensors. The authors point out that Tikhonov regularization was simpler to perform.
Blind source separation is a method where multiple sensors are used to recover
the contributions of multiple sources, without knowledge of the model or the sources
[9, 39] (so both A and x from Equation 2.13 are unknown). It is assumed that the
multiple sources are independent [9], and blind source separation attempts to estimate
A for each source, so that source can be recovered by inversion. Gelle [39] uses three
time-domain and one frequency-domain based estimation methods. These are trialled
using a synthetic signal, and then tested on a setup that consists of two different speed
motors, each with four bearings as part of the assembly. It was found that in some
cases the bearing fault could be correctly attributed to only one source. The author
concludes that this would make a useful pre-processing step for fault detection.
2.2.2 Model Optimization
Jiang [57] makes use of model optimization to train a condition monitoring system to
detect the presence of a defect in a bearing and estimate the size of this defect. See
Section 2.4 for more on training and classification methods. Jiang [57] takes a filtered
signal from a bearing in known condition, and compares it with a synthetic signal,
created using a bearing model based on the defect model proposed by McFadden [83]
(see Section 2.1.2). The model parameters are optimized by minimising the difference
between the synthetic and actual signal, using a genetic algorithm and the gradient
descent method. Once the fault size is estimated, a Kalman filter is used to model
the progression of this fault. The system was trained with bearings which each had
a single seeded defect on the outer race, with nine different sized defects used. The
system was tested on a bearing with a tiny fault seeded on the outer race. A very high
load (equal to the rated maximum load) was used to accelerate the fault progression.
A split type bearing was used, so that the progression of the fault could be measured
during the experiment. The measurements were interpolated, and compared with raw
results and Kalman filtered results. The Kalman filtered output was a better match
with the interpolated results, although there were still some variations.
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2.2.3 Bayes Theorem
Bayes theorem allows knowledge about the true state of the system to be updated each
time data are taken. The posterior probability function, f(x | yk), gives the state of
the system, x after the kth data yk have been taken, and is given by [18, 19]
f(x | yk) =
1
f(yk)
f(yk | x)f(x), (2.14)
where f(x) is the prior probability, and f(yk | x) is the likelihood function, which is the
probability of a certain observation (e.g. the probability of the signal data), given the
model. The normalising constant f(yk)
−1 is the posterior probability over all possible
causes.
Bayes theorem can be used to estimate the true value of the frequencies of interest
referred to in Section 2.1.1. As many authors have noted, [33, 79, 139], these values are
often close to, but not at, the frequencies predicted by Equations 2.1 – 2.6. Girondin
[42] uses the predicted values of these frequencies and an estimated error range as the
prior information. He uses Bayes theorem to update this prediction with processed
vibration data from helicopter rotor-bearings. This is done across several harmonics of
the inner race and outer race defect frequencies, with a prior frequency error range of
about ±10% of the absolute frequency. A model based on correlation with an idealised
spectrum is used to evaluate the likelihood. This model was first tested on synthetic
data, then on actual bearings – first using a test bench, then using vibration data from
helicopter bearings. Results are given in terms of the corrected defect frequency, the
probability that this is correct, and fault indicator index based on an estimate of the
signal to noise ratio. This method detected a naturally occurring defect and a seeded
defect on each of the two test rigs, and failed to detect an inner race defect on the
second test rig. Results gave some indication of the presence of an inner race defect
found on one of the helicopter bearings. There was also some (false) indication of the
presence of outer race damage, but not across all data and with a low probability of
this result being correct.
Gebraeel [38] uses Bayes theorem to calculate the probability distribution of the
remaining lifetime of a bearings, with this value being updated throughout the bear-
ing’s lifetime. Thirty-four thrust bearings were run to failure in a setup designed to
accelerate the degradation process. Bearing lifetimes ranged from 148 – 508 minutes,
and vibration data was taken every 2 minutes, with the root mean square voltage (Vrms)
(see Equation 2.16) of each reading calculated. The lifetime of each bearing is defined
as the time at which Vrms is first observed to exceed a predetermined value.
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Lifetime was estimated by calculating the posterior distribution of parameters that
determine the lifetime, using each new value for Vrms as it became available. The prior
estimate of lifetime was based on data from other bearings. The model is based on an
exponential relationship between Vrms and time after the bearing starts to degrade (the
authors note that before this time, there is a different Vrms vs time trend). The model
includes an error term, with one version of the model using random errors, and the
other using an error term based on Brownian motion. In order to test the model, a prior
was created from 33 bearings, with the 34th used as the test subject (with this repeated
for all 34 bearings). Prediction errors were measured for each bearing and each version
of the model at 50%, 75% and 90% of each bearing’s lifetime. Errors were estimated
using the mean square error (MSE) of the median of the posterior distribution. These
results were compared with lifetime calculations made using the priors only (i.e. with
no updating from Vrms values). The Brownian model outperformed the random error
model and the no-update calculations, with MSE errors of 20% or under for about two
thirds of the bearings.
2.2.4 Markov Chain Monte Carlo Methods
This section gives a brief introduction to Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods,
and gives two recent examples of their use to estimate bearing lifetime. Hidden Markov
models, and their use in bearing classification schemes are discussed in Section 2.4.4.
Chapter 6 provides further information on MCMC methods, including some formal
definitions of terms used in this section (see Section 6.1) and discussion of methods of
implementation relevant to this thesis.
A Markov chain involves the drawing of random variables from a state space, in
order to estimate the target distribution. A state space may be discrete or continuous,
and contains all allowed values of the random variable. An initial state of the system is
chosen, then a transition to some new state is proposed, with the choice of the new state
being determined by a set of transition probabilities. Each new drawing of a random
variable depends only on the previous value, and does not depend on any values drawn
before that. This is known as the Markov condition, and is defined as [36]
Pr(Xn+1 = j | Xn = i,Xn−1 = xn−1, ....X0 = x0) = Pr(Xn+1 = j | Xn = i), (2.15)
where Pr(Xn+1) = j is the probability that the (n+ 1)
th sample has value j. Further,
if the transition probability between two possible states is always the same regardless
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of when in the chain the transition is made, then the Markov chain is said to be
homogeneous [36].
If a Markov chain is homogeneous, and also has the properties of irreducibility
and reversibility, then the chain can be said to be ergodic. That is, as the number
of samples goes to infinity, the chain approaches its stationary distribution [36, 127].
Irreducibility is the ability get from any state to any other state via a finite number
of transitions. Reversibility is satisfied if it is impossible to tell which direction the
chain was run – i.e. the probability of transition from state i to state j is identical to
the transition from state j to state i. MCMC methods generate Markov chains that
sample from the target distribution and satisfy the condition of ergodicity.
An MCMC algorithm was used by Zhou [150] to estimate remaining bearing lifetime,
using the same dataset as was used in Gebraeel [38], including the same threshold
for failure. Zhou used 20 of the 34 available bearings for training in order to test
model parameters, and believes that the degradation trend is not exponential, as is
assumed by Gebraeel. When testing the remaining lifetime of 14 bearings, he found
that the MCMC algorithm had a lower prediction error across multiple bearings at
five (known) percentages of the bearings’ actual lifetimes, when compared with the
Bayesian inference based methods used by Gebraeel. The median or mode of the
posterior distribution was used to calculate the predicted lifetime. Mean errors across
the bearings were under 20% for data logged at or after 50% of the bearings’ lifetimes.
He also found that estimates of (remaining) lifetime became more accurate as the
bearings became more worn.
The threshold for bearing failure depends on the bearing type, and the load condi-
tions it operates under. Liao [75] used an MCMC algorithm to estimate the remaining
lifetime of a bearing, using the exponential model suggested by Gebraeel [38], and a
failure threshold that depends on load, calculated using quantile regression. He found
that the model was able to predict the failure time of a bearing, with the final data,
taken 7.8 minutes before actual failure being accurate to within 3% (0.2 mins). The
failure time was determined to be the time that Vrms exceeded a load-based threshold
value.
2.3 Methods of Signal Analysis
Section 2.1 discussed the structure, rotation and vibration of bearings, and how this
creates the observed vibration signal. This signal consists of low frequency vibrations
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caused by shaft rotation. Any imbalance will create vibrations at harmonics of the shaft
frequency, and this occurs even during the normal operation of bearings [60]. Impacts
between parts of the bearing structure, or rolling elements passing a load will result
in periodic impulses at structure resonance frequencies. These ringing events become
more pronounced when a bearing is damaged [74]. Measuring changes in the amplitude
or Vrms is potentially a sufficient method to determine bearing condition (but not the
source of any damage), but is complicated by the fact that there may be other sources
of vibrations [2, 81]. The period (or frequency) of impulses provides information about
damage sources and bearing condition. However almost all damage frequencies are
suppressed in plots of the power spectral density (PSD) [2]. These frequencies can
be recovered using signal processing methods such as the envelope method [122] (see
Section 2.3.3), or decomposing the signal into frequency bands or vibration modes (see
Section 2.3.4).
2.3.1 Detection of the Bearing Signal
Vibration analysis can refer to the detection of vibrations using an accelerometer (or
other sensor) in direct contact with the bearing housing or another part of the struc-
ture. Signals are typically recorded over a bandwidth no greater than 0 Hz – 30 kHz.
Laser vibrometry is a non-contact method of measuring vibrations, potentially over a
higher bandwidth. Acoustic analysis refers to detection of ultrasonic signals using a
transducer(s) placed near the bearing structure, usually over a bandwidth of approx-
imately 20 kHz – 100 kHz. The methods described in Sections 2.3.2 – 2.3.4 are used
with both vibration and acoustic analysis.
Users of acoustic analysis note one advantage is that it can measure the velocity of
the propagation of vibrations, by measuring the time delay between different sensors
[31]. Mba [82] suggests that acoustic analysis is more sensitive, so can detect defects
in bearings earlier, as long as issues of signal attenuation are addressed by placing
the sensor close to the bearing structure. Al-Ghamdi and Mba [2] suggest that both
vibration and acoustic methods can detect defects in bearings, but found that acoustic
analysis was more sensitive to defect detection, and could potentially detect defect size.
Vibration analysis is more widely used than acoustic analysis to detect bearing sig-
nals [126, 145], particularly in industry based settings [75]. Vibration analysis can be
done by measuring the displacement, velocity or acceleration of vibrations at the bear-
ing housing, with accelerometers able to detect vibrations over a wider bandwidth and
dynamic range than other contact sensors [57, 121]. Laser vibrometers can measure
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velocity or displacement over larger bandwidths than contact sensors, and can be used
in situations where mounting a sensor on the bearing housing is impractical [23]. There
can be problems with measuring displacement due to movement of the whole struc-
ture – for example during turn-on [23]. Measuring rough surfaces can cause “speckle
noise” [133], which must be removed during data processing. Once these problems are
overcome, Cristalli [23] found that a laser vibrometer was superior to an accelerometer
when detecting bearing defects using frequency-domain analysis.
Accelerometers are rugged [121], simple to use [134], and widely used in bearing
research [76]. Girondin [42] notes the suitability of accelerometers for the non-intrusive
health monitoring of bearings in a helicopter. NSK, the manufacturer of most bearings
used in this thesis, recommend the use of an accelerometer (in particular, their product
[95]) to monitor bearing health [96]. One disadvantage of accelerometers is that the
bearing signal is spread across a wide range of frequencies, and can therefore be easily
masked by noise [103], with vibrations due to defects drowned by harmless background
vibrations [110, 139]. Hidden features can, however, be recovered by appropriate signal
processing [33, 144].
2.3.2 Time-domain Analysis
Time-domain methods measure voltage, x, versus time, where voltage can be propor-
tional to displacement, velocity or acceleration, depending on the detector used. Kiral
[63] compares all three in a simulated bearing case. In this thesis, unless otherwise
specified, voltage is proportional to the acceleration of vibrations at the sensor. In the
noise free case, the voltage at time t, x(t) = a(t)S, where a(t) is the acceleration at
the sensor at time t, and S is the sensor sensitivity. Similarly, the voltage of the ith
sample xi = aiS.
Vrms, crest factor and kurtosis are defined below, along with some other measures.
For each of these, a single measure is made over a section of data. These methods
can be used in vibration or acoustic analysis, and are used as features in classification
schemes (see Section 2.4). Following this is a brief discussion of impulse response in
the time-domain, and how analysis of the resulting signal is done. See Sections 2.3.3 –
2.3.4 for analysis of the impulse response in the frequency domain and time-frequency
domain.
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Root Mean Square Voltage







where Ns = number of samples. An increase in Vrms is associated with an increase in
damage, although this correlation is not always consistent [60]. Qiu [103] performed
four accelerated lifetime tests, using a setup containing four bearings. Tests were
stopped when one of the four bearings failed. The failure times of each bearing varied
significantly (7 – 43 days), but each failed bearing had a Vrms that remained at a
similar level until about two days before failure, when it began to rise rapidly. After
this time there were fluctuations in Vrms for each bearing, but the Vrms did not return
to undamaged levels. Vrms vs time curves were similar to those discussed in Section 2.2,
where the shape of the curves were used to infer remaining bearing lifetime. Williams
[139] suggests that one possible cause of fluctuations in the Vrms of a damaged bearing
is ‘healing’, where the sharp edges of cracks and spalls get smoothed by the rolling
elements resulting in a reduction in Vrms.








This is used to measure differences between undamaged and damaged bearings. The
author found that the EI rises as damage progresses, but showed significant fluctuations
before bearing failure [30].
Kurtosis
Statistical analysis of the spread of sample amplitudes allows more irregular vibrations
to be detected. In particular, the fourth moment of the probability density function
(PDF) – kurtosis – is widely used in bearing analysis [11, 31, 33, 122, 139].
The fourth cumulant, κ4, of a zero-mean signal
3 is
κ4 = m4 − 3m22, (2.18)
3There are further terms for the non zero-mean case, for both the second and fourth cumulants.
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where m2 and m4 are the second and fourth moments of the PDF. Considering the







and is zero for data with a Gaussian spread.










(xi − x̄)4, (2.21)
where x̄ and s are the sample mean and standard deviation. This definition will be
used throughout this thesis, and gives a kurtosis of three for a Gaussian distribution.
An undamaged bearing has a Gaussian distribution, and when damage causes the
vibrations to become more chaotic, kurtosis increases. Elforjani [32] finds that in some
cases kurtosis will return to lower values – even back to three – once the bearing
becomes severely damaged. Additionally, in other research [31], Elforjani finds that
the same bearing, at a similar level of damage, can display varying values of kurtosis.
Williams [139] suggests the reduction in kurtosis in a damaged bearing could occur
when a defect on one of the races becomes larger than the spacing between the rolling
elements, so there is always contact between at least one rolling element and the defect.
Mortada [89] suggests that the ‘healing’ phenomenon described in the section above
could explain incidences of kurtosis rising rapidly, then falling again.
Bearing classification schemes discussed in Section 2.4 use higher-order moments of
the PDF to create features [110, 111, 122, 132, 138, 143]. In particular, Equation 2.21







(xi − x̄)n. (2.22)
Crest Factor





where X = the set of all sample amplitudes. The crest factor normalises the peak
signal amplitude to the Vrms, hence it indicates an increase in the relative size of
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the largest vibrations. However, while crest factor trends upward with damage, both
Elforjani [32] and Karacay [60] find inconsistencies – crest factor can rise, then fall
again.
Other Time-domain Measures
The following measures are used along with Vrms, kurtosis and crest factor in some of























where SRM is the square root mean, Sf is the shape factor, Lf is the latitude factor
and If is the impulse factor.
Impulse Response in the Time-domain
Section 2.1.2 predicts that a damaged bearing produces periodic impulses caused by
contact between rolling elements and bearing races. Al-Dossary [1] and Al-Ghamdi
[2] use acoustic analysis to measure the width of the bursts caused by these impacts.
Al-Dossary found that defect size can be estimated using this method. One advantage
of acoustic analysis, noted by Elforjani [31], is that as the sensor is not in contact with
the surface, use of multiple sensors allows the position of damage to be located by
locating the source of signal bursts.
2.3.3 Frequency-domain Analysis
In the frequency-domain, a bearing vibration signal consists of low frequency peaks
due to the rotation of moving parts, and wide peaks around structural resonance fre-
quencies. Karacay [60] notes several harmonics of the shaft frequency (fs), and two
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harmonics of the ball passage frequency (fbps) at the early stages of a run-to-failure ex-
periment when the bearing was in good condition. Karacay, and also Wensing [137], use
Campbell diagrams to identify peaks due to resonance. These diagrams are progressive
power spectral density (PSD) plots of bearing vibrations, as motor speed is linearly
increased with time. Peaks due to rotating parts increase linearly in frequency as the
shaft speeds up. Peaks due to resonance do not change in frequency, but do increase in
amplitude, as there are more events triggering the resonant response. Karacay points
out that these resonance peaks become more pronounced as the bearing approaches
failure, as there are impacts between damaged parts of the bearing. He finds that a
PSD, taken shortly before bearing failure, has peaks corresponding to defect frequen-
cies. Li [72] uses the detection of these peaks as part of an artificial neural network
(ANN) based classification scheme, which can correctly detect bearing faults 80% –
96% of the time, depending on how the neural network if configured.
PSD estimation is often used to plot bearing spectra. Elforjani [32] compared the
fast Fourier transform (FFT) with other PSD estimation methods, and found signif-
icant differences in the spectra each produced. Another problem is that while defect
frequencies can show up in spectral plots, many authors note that defect frequencies
remain suppressed [2], or are masked by other low frequency vibrations [63], unless the
defect is very large [126].
Figure 2.3 shows the PSD of a bearing in undamaged and damaged condition, with
a second plot zooming in on lower frequencies for each condition. The resonance peaks
are at a higher amplitudes when the bearing is damaged, but at low frequencies there
is little difference in the amplitude of peaks. There are several harmonics of the shaft
frequency present, as well as harmonics of the ball pass frequency, with the position of
some of these peaks noted on the plot. Chapter 5 has a more in depth discussion of
these features in this and other bearings.
Impulses Response and the Envelope Method
The envelope method is a widely used method of recovering the frequencies of interest
[33, 122, 138, 145], and in particular it is used for detecting the presence (or absence)
of the defect frequencies [83]. The envelope method is also referred to as ‘envelope
analysis’ or ‘envelope spectral analysis’ [122, 138, 145], or the ‘high frequency resonance
technique’ [126], and is closely related to the Hilbert transform [145].
First, the signal x(t) is bandpass filtered around a structure resonance frequency,
and the filtered signal xf(t) is demodulated by taking the envelope of the signal. The
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(a)OD6 Before Defects Seeded
































(b)OD6 After Defects Seeded










fs fbps 2fbps 10fs
(c)OD6 Before Defects Seeded
fs fbps 2fbps 10fs
(d)OD6 After Defects Seeded
Figure 2.3: Spectrum of bearing ‘OD6’ before and after a seeded
defect was applied to its outer race (See Chapters 3 and 5 for more
on this). Note the higher amplitudes in plot (b) when compared with
plot (a). These data are given again in plots (c) and (d), with the
zoomed scale highlighting lower frequencies. The upper-axis labels
on plots (c) and (d) note the position of peaks corresponding to the
shaft frequency (fs), and ball passage frequency (fbps) and harmonics.
In most cases these peaks in plot (d) are at higher amplitudes than
corresponding peaks in plot (c). The large peak at 100 Hz is due to
the motor, is present in all bearings in all conditions, and has little
variation in amplitude when comparing different data as it is not
related to bearing condition.
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demodulation is usually done using the Hilbert transform [11, 63, 122, 145]. The Hilbert










where PV is the Cauchy principle value of the integral [10]. The function H(xf(t) is at
quadrature with respect to xf(t) [145]. From this a complex analytic function z(t) can
be defined [122]
z(t) = xf(t) + jH(xf(t), (2.29)
and z(t) can be used to calculate the instantaneous amplitude | a(t) |, or envelope, of
the filtered signal
| a(t) | =
√
xf(t)2 +H(xf(t)2. (2.30)
The Hilbert transform based analytic signal can only yield meaningful results for the
instantaneous amplitude if xf(t) is a narrowband signal [10]. This condition can be
satisfied by the selection of a suitable bandpass filter bandwidth. See Boashash [10]
for more on the Hilbert transform, and the analytic signal. The final stage of the
envelope method is to take the Fourier transform of the envelope, in order to recover
the frequency of any repeating periodic impulses [122]. Kiral [63] uses Matlab [80]
to perform the envelope method, when testing the properties of a synthetic bearing
signal. The envelope method is also used with other methods of pre-filtering the signal.
Spectral kurtosis and adaptive line enhancer filtering are discussed below. Use of signal
decomposition as a pre-filter is discussed in Section 2.3.4.
Ericsson [33] compares the envelope method with periodisation and wavelet trans-
forms (see Section 2.3.4) as part of a bearing classification process. He measured the
peak to median ratios of the enveloped Fourier transform at the first three harmon-
ics of the defect frequencies, and classified condition according to the magnitude of
the two largest of these values for each bearing. This methods had a misclassification
rage of 10%, and was the second best performing method, behind one of two methods
based on the continuous wavelet transform, which misclassified in 9% of cases. Other
examples of using the spectra produced by the envelope method to create features for
classification schemes are discussed in Section 2.4.
Spectral Kurtosis
The envelope method uses a pre-defined bandpass filter, with cutoff based on prior
knowledge of structure resonance frequencies. Spectral kurtosis is a method which can
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create an adaptive filter, based on the data being filtered. Excess spectral kurtosis can
be thought of as the kurtosis of a particular section of signal (in the time-domain) over





where S2(f) and S4(f) are the second and fourth spectral moments of the PDF. See
Antoni [4] for more on this definition, and a definition of spectral cumulants. Antoni
defines spectral moments using the short time Fourier transform (STFT)
Sn(f) =| X(τ, ω) |n, (2.32)
where n ∈ [2, 4, 6, ...] and X(τ, ω) is the STFT of x(t), which is defined in Equation
2.39. See Section 2.3.4 for more on the STFT.
To implement spectral kurtosis in adaptive filter design, Antoni [5] uses the kur-
togram [3], which uses the STFT or the wavelet packet transform (WPT) (see section
2.3.4) to decompose the signal into frequency bands, then measures the kurtosis of each
band. This is repeated for different window sizes. The frequency band and window size
where the highest kurtosis occurs is used to design an adaptive filter suitable for using
with the envelope method. Eftekharnejad [29] compared the envelope method using
either a fixed bandpass filter or one designed using spectral kurtosis. He performed two
tests where he ran bearings under very high load until damaged, and recorded vibration
and acoustic data for each. He found that the envelope method using spectral kurtosis
was effective in identifying a peak at the outer race defect frequency in both bearings,
using both sensors, and performed slightly better than the enveloping method using a
fixed bandwidth filter.
The Adaptive Line Enhancer Filter
The adaptive line enhancer (ALE) is a method of improving the signal to noise ratio
of the signal, so the envelope method can better highlight signal frequencies. Filter
weights are adjusted in proportion to the correlation of a time-delayed time-domain
signal. Highly correlated parts of the signal are amplified, whereas uncorrelated noise is
filtered out. Williams [139] uses a recursive least mean-squares algorithm to calculate
filter weights, and finds that using ALE then the envelope method allows peaks to




Time-frequency analysis is a tool to investigate how the frequency content of vibra-
tions changes over time, highlighting transient events. Fourier methods show only the
averaged PSD, but not how this spectrum changes over time. The time-domain view
will show periodic events, for example impulses, but not what frequencies are excited
as a result of these impulses. The disadvantage of time-frequency methods is that they
tend to require more processing power [74].
Wavelet Analysis
The continuous wavelet transform (CWT), W (a, b), compares data with a scaled and
shifted pre-defined mother wavelet function ψ.











The function of the mother wavelet can be thought of as similar to that of the sine
wave in a Fourier transform [80]. Daughter wavelets are created by altering the values
of the dilation (equivalent to frequency) coefficient, a, and the translation (in time)
coefficient, b, to create a scaled and shifted version of the mother wavelet. Each scale
of daughter wavelet is compared to the signal at all points in time, with a strong
correlation between the signal and the wavelet resulting in a large value coefficient at
that time. Commonly used wavelets in bearing analysis are the family of Daubechies
wavelets [61, 73, 117] and the Morlet wavelet [32, 145]. See [56] and [78] for more
on wavelet decomposition. Elforjani [32] uses the CWT to produce frequency-time-
amplitude plots of a bearing as it is run to failure. As damage progresses the author
finds that periodic impulses become larger in amplitude, over a wider range of scales.
See Yan [146] for a description of the harmonic wavelet transform, which combines
the CWT with the Fourier transform. In another paper, the same author [145] uses the
harmonic wavelet transform to create the analytic form of the wavelet transform (see
Equation 2.29 for the analytic function). He then applies the envelope method to each
scale, creating a multi-scaled envelope spectrum for each data. Testing this method
on bearings with outer race and inner race defects, he found that the corresponding
defect frequencies could be recovered even when they were missing from the Fourier
transforms of the signals, and hard to distinguish from other peaks in spectra created
using the envelope method with bandpass filtering.
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Figure 2.4: Three levels of decomposition of the signal x(t), using
wavelet transforms (left) or empirical mode decomposition (EMD)
(right). The highlighted portion of the wavelet transform represents
the DWT, and the entire left diagram and node coordinates represent
the WPT. Box widths and x-position represent bandwidth and fre-
quency range, with the top boxes representing the entire bandwidth of
x(t). Bandwidths of signals decomposed by the DWT and the WPT
are fixed, whereas EMD bandwidths are determined by the algorithm,
so box widths for R1, C1 etc are representative only.
The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) allows a signal to be decomposed into de-
screte, pre-determined frequency bands, using a wavelet that is scaled and shifted by
a factor of two with each increasing level of decomposition. The DWT is defined as








where 2j = a and 2jk = b.
The DWT works as a bank of filters (high and low pass) [78]. The decomposition
and partial reconstruction process decomposes the full-bandwidth signal into the first
approximation (low frequency) band, A1, and detail (high frequency) band, D1. The
A1 band is further decomposed into A2 and D2, and so on, as shown in Figure 2.4
(left diagram, highlighted portion). The wavelet packet transform (WPT) algorithm,
represented in Figure 2.4 (entire left diagram) by node coordinates (0,0) – (3,7) – also
decomposes the D bands, so the nth level consists of 2n frequency bands.
The DWT and the WPT are used in bearing vibration analysis to pre-filter signals
before further signal processing. Li [73] performs a 12 level DWT and calculates the
kurtosis of each of D1 – D12, and A12. He also performs a three level WPT, and
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calculates the kurtosis of the eight resulting frequency bands. He used this method to
compare the kurtosis of an undamaged bearing with bearings with seeded inner race,
outer race, and ball defects. For each defect type there were three bearings, each with
defects of different depths. He finds that the kurtosis of the first 3 – 4 detail bands
and all of the WPT frequency bands are almost always higher for damaged bearings.
He also finds that larger defects correspond to higher levels of kurtosis across most of
these regions.
Wavelet analysis is used as a preprocessing tool in bearing classification schemes,
before creating features in the time-domain or from envelope spectra [11, 110, 132, 148].
See Section 2.4 for more on this, and other examples of wavelet based classification
features [59, 100, 102, 143].
The Hilbert-Huang Transform
The Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT) was developed in 1998, by Norden Huang, “to
to break the suffocating hold on the field of data analysis by the twin assumptions
of linearity and stationarity” [54]. The first stage of HHT consists of empirical mode
decomposition (EMD). This is compared to wavelet decomposition in Figure 2.4 (right
diagram). EMD breaks the signal into simple modes of vibration, or intrinsic mode
functions (IMFs). The upper and lower envelopes of the signal x(t) are calculated by
finding maxima and minima and taking cubic-splines through them. The mean m(t)
of these envelopes is subtracted from the signal, creating h1 = x(t) − m(t)1. The
process is repeated with h1, and repeated a total of n times, until hn = hn−1 −m(t)n
is determined be a simple mode of vibration, and c1 = hn is defined as the first IMF.
The conditions for a simple mode of vibration are that the number of maxima plus
minima differ from the number of zero crossings by no more than ±1, and that mn is
“small” compared with hn [55]. This first IMF is subtracted from the original function,
so the remainder is r1 = x(t)− c1. The sifting process is applied to the remainder, and
repeated p times until the final remainder is monotonic [54], and there are p IMF.
The second stage of the HHT consists of using Hilbert spectral analysis to create
a high resolution frequency-time-amplitude plot of some or all IMFs. The Hilbert
transform, H(x(t)), of a function x(t) is defined in Equation 2.28. As the function
H(x(t)) is in quadrature with x(t), this yields Equation 2.29, which can be re-expressed
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in terms of the instantaneous amplitude, a(t), and phase, θ(t),


























See [10] for more on Equations 2.28 and 2.36 – 2.38.
The Hilbert analytic can only yield meaningful results for the instantaneous am-
plitude and frequency if x(t) is a narrowband signal [10], which should be satisfied
during the EMD process [55]. Poor signal to noise ratios can also make it difficult
to accurately calculate ω(t). Huang suggests removing the amplitude modulation by
normalising x(t) before calculating the instantaneous frequency [54].
Some authors report problems in the EMD process when applying the HHT to
bearing analysis and other fault diagnosis applications. EMD does not always cleanly
divide the signal into modes, resulting in “mode mixing”, where a single IMF is com-
posed of two modes of vibration. This violates the required orthogonality between
modes [141], and may also result in IMFs that do not satisfy the “narrowband” condi-
tion required for the Hilbert transform. Lei [71] and Wu [141] suggest the solution is
to implement ensemble EMD (EEMD) – a noise assisted implementation of EMD. A
hybrid of EMD and EEMD is used to diagnose a misaligned shaft in [141]. Gao [37]
reports needing to combine IMFs, to create combined mode functions (CMF), as one
mode of vibration has been spread between two IMFs. This paper also finds EMD,
with the CMF adaption, superior to wavelet decomposition when detecting a fault in
a power generator with a faulty bearing.
Yang [148] points out that the EMD can be used for envelope analysis, without
the need to know structural resonances in order to calculate filter bandwidths. He
uses EMD to create features for a classification scheme, which is discussed further in
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Section 2.4.2. Yan [144] found that there were visible differences in the frequency-
time-amplitude plots of a healthy bearing when compared with one with a defect on
its outer race. He also found that the spectra changed as damage progressed.
The Short Time Fourier Transform




and is the Fourier transform of a sliding time window, h(t− τ). The STFT is simple to
implement (for example, in Matlab [80], using the spectrogram command), but takes
a lot of processing power [74]. The main drawback with the STFT is that a short time
window provides good time resolution but poor frequency resolution, and a long time
window does the opposite [61, 144]. Using a non-rectangular window does allow some
improvement in resolution – for example using the Gabor transform, which is a STFT
with a Gaussian window. Due to its ease of implementation, the STFT is used in some
instances as a comparison with other time-frequency methods [61, 89, 144].
The Wigner-Ville Distribution
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and is the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function. There is some evidence of
this method being used in bearing analysis, but problems are often cited, for example
Kim [61] points out that while the WVD provides very good frequency resolution, it
is very difficult to choose appropriate (t ± τ
2
) terms. In addition, the WVD is not
a linear operator, so the WVD of a signal with more than one frequency mode, or
discontinuous in time, produces cross terms. Li [74] suggests that applying EMD, and
taking the WVD of individual modes as a way to get around the cross-term problem –
however there is not much evidence of this approach being used in bearing analysis.
2.4 Bearing Classification and Automated Analysis
This section provides a brief overview of some commonly used bearing classification
methods and the signal features used to create the inputs for the classifier. Most
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classification methods discussed in this section follow the same process, shown in Figure
2.5, where the vibration (or acoustic) signal is processed to create a feature set, using
some of the signal processing methods described in Section 2.3. Section 2.4.1 gives
details of the methods used. A training data set is used to train the classifier. Either
before training, or as part of training [111, 143] methods such as principle component
analysis [123, 138] are used to perform feature reduction, where the poorest performing
features are eliminated. Feature reduction is not always used [99, 110]. Once trained,
the classification scheme can be used with test data to determine bearing condition.
Methods of classification, and some results of selected schemes, are given in Sections
2.4.2 – 2.4.4. For a brief overview and comparison of sixteen classification methods and
nine regression methods, including most of those discussed in this section, see Meyer
[85].
2.4.1 Feature Selection
Each classification scheme described in Sections 2.4.2 – 2.4.4 uses a set of features taken
from the bearing signal. In some cases portions of the (usually processed) signal are
used directly as the input to an artificial neural network (ANN) [111, 132]. Commonly
used measures are:
• Vrms and crest factor (see Equations 2.16 and 2.23) [11, 72]
• Signal mean and amplitude related measures defined in Equations 2.24 – 2.27
[62, 70, 122, 143, 149]
• Kurtosis (see Equation 2.21) [11, 72] sometimes along with other moments of the
PDF (see Equation 2.22) [70, 110, 111, 138]
• PSD amplitude over selected frequency bands [72]
• Use of envelope spectra to identify the amplitude (or ratio of amplitude to some
local or global reference level) at frequencies of interest [11, 122, 138, 148]
• Use of wavelet transforms (see Section 2.3.4) as a filtering or de-noising tool
before extracting time-domain features [70, 76, 110, 132], periodisation features
[33], or as a pre-filter for extracting amplitudes at the frequencies of interest [11]
• Features of signals decomposed by wavelet transforms, such as wavelet energy,
Shannon entropy and wavelet grey moments [59, 100, 102, 143]
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Intepretation of Output 
(Condition of Test Bearing)
Training Data 
Set Test Data Set
Measurment of 
Signal Features
Figure 2.5: An overview of the stages of a classification scheme. Not
all schemes have all stages on the diagram, but most follow this pro-
cess.
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• Use of EMD as a preprocessing tool before extracting time-domain features [70]
or as a pre-filter for extracting amplitudes at the frequencies of interest [148]
• Statistical measures in the frequency-domain – eg mean frequency, and other
moments of the PDF in the frequency-domain [143]
• Bispectra [147]
• Processed derivatives and integrals of neighbouring samples [111].
2.4.2 Statistical Classifiers
This section gives a brief review of some statistical methods of classification, and their
performance.
Linear Classifiers
Linear classifiers work by creating a hyperplane which differentiates between two classes
(for example good and defective bearings) by placing a boundary between classes,
orientated in such a way that the margin between each class is maximised. Stepanic
[122] reports over 97% success training linear and quadratic classifiers to differentiate
between good and faulty bearings. He used 66 undamaged bearings and 130 damaged
bearings. The scheme was trained with 195 of the bearings, and tested with the 196th.
All undamaged bearings were classified correctly, and 125 – 129 of the damaged bearings
were correctly classified.
An example of a linear classifier is the support vector machine (SVM). The data
nearest the hyperplane boundary for each class (the support vectors) are used to define
each class [111], and subsequent data are classified as belonging to one class or the
other based on the support vectors. Relevance vector machines (RVM) work out the
probability of a test subject belonging to a particular class [138]. SVMs can be extended
for multi classification. Widodo [138] compares the SVM and the RVM, and different
methods of dimension reduction based on component analysis, to classify bearings
according to defect type – or as being in good condition. He also compared data
from acoustic and vibration sensors. He found that a misclassification result of up
to 90% could be reduced to 2% using a SVM with data from either sensor or a RVM
with acoustic data, and using independent component analysis for dimension reduction.
Yang [148] uses EMD to create features for a SVM. He takes the spectra of the envelopes
of the first three IMFs, and calculates the ratio of the amplitudes at the inner race and
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outer race defect frequencies for each of the three IMFs. These three ratios are used
as the features for a SVM. He tests three bearings, one in normal condition, one with
an inner race fault and one with an outer race fault. The SVM is used twice, once to
differentiate between the inner race defect and other conditions, and the second time
to differentiate between the undamaged and outer race defect conditions. The scheme
is tested with several different data from these same three bearings, and is always able
to correctly classify their conditions.
Decision Trees
Decision trees work by performing a series of yes/no tests (nodes) on a set of features
(predictors), with each test comparing the value of a particular feature with a threshold
value determined during training. Each test result (yes or no) leads down a different
branch to a further node, or to a leaf containing the outcome (or response) of that route
– i.e. the classification. Decision trees are created using training data with known
features and known classes. An example of a decision tree is the C4.5 algorithm,
which creates nodes by determining which features best split the test subjects into
their classes, and which values of these features split the data with the best normalised
information entropy gain [105]. Boumahdi [11] uses the J48 algorithm (an extension of
C4.5), incorporated in the program WEKA. He reports over 90% success in detecting
different bearing fault types using features in the time-domain (Vrms, crest factor, and
kurtosis) and frequency-domain (amplitudes at the frequencies of interest of enveloped
data). He classifies bearings according to the type and severity of damage.
Stepanic [122] compared his linear and quadratic classification scheme (discussed
in the section above) with one using a decision tree, and found that the decision tree
performed slightly better with defective bearings (98% – 100% were correctly classified),
but performed more poorly with undamaged bearings, with 91% correctly classified,
compared with 100% using the other classifiers.
2.4.3 Artificial Neural Networks
There are several examples of ANNs being used to classify bearing condition [59, 70,
72, 76, 110, 111, 143]. Samanta [111] compares the performance of an ANN and a
SVM, using the same feature set based on time-domain features, and feature reduction
based on genetic algorithms. Data were gathered from bearings in healthy or damaged
condition, and divided into training and test sets. He found that with appropriate
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feature reduction, bearings could be successfully classified as healthy or defective 100%
of the time using ANNs or SVMs. In another paper, the same author [110] investigated
the effect of filtering data before extracting time-domain features for use in a two-stage
ANN. He found that filtered and enveloped data offered improvement over non-filtered
data under some conditions, and that there was no advantage in processing data using
the DWT. The ANN correctly classified bearings as good or damaged in over 95% of
cases when tested using different filters and different numbers of features.
Kankar [59] compares two classes of ANN with a SVM, when classifying bearings as
undamaged, or having damage to the inner race, outer race, ball, or multiple instances
of damage. The bearings are run at various motor speeds on a test rig, under different
load conditions. The defects are simulated on the test rig. The author uses wavelet
energy and Shannon entropy, along with time-domain measures. The author finds the
SVM has a higher correct classification rate than ANN based classifiers, with the SVM
averaging a 98.67% correct classification rate, compared with 94.67% and 76% for the
ANNs.
2.4.4 Hidden Markov Models
There are some examples of hidden Markov models (HMM) being used in bearing
classification. HMMs use a Markov chain, and each observation is a probabilistic
function of the current state of a system – rather than a direct observation of the state
of the system. Training is done using the Baum-Welch algorithm which creates a model
library for known states of a system – for example for bearings in undamaged condition
[100], or with known (or no) bearing defects [99, 102]. Testing is then done, often using
the Viterbi algorithm, which compares the output of a HMM with the training library,
and calculates which state is the most likely, given the observations. See [106] for an
explanation of the Baum-Welch and Viterbi algorithms and HMM.
Ocak [100] trained a HMM to recognise a bearing in normal condition using the
node energy of the signal after it was decomposed using the WPT. He then ran this
bearing to failure, while regularly testing the probability that this bearing was still in
normal condition. He found this probability dropped gradually, then sharply at the
beginning of the final 10% of the bearing’s life.
The same author [99] trained a HMM to recognise a bearing in normal condition
or with varying amounts of damage to the inner race, outer race, or ball. He also
applied varying loads. He used auto-regressive modeling of enveloped data, and tested
different data window lengths and model order, finding the optimum values. His scheme
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successfully identified the condition of bearings 89% – 100% of the time, with the best
results for the undamaged bearing. Purushotham [102] also trained a HMM to recognise
bearing fault types. Single or multiple seeded defects were applied to the inner race,
outer race or ball, and data from each bearing was separated into training and test
sets. He was able to correctly identify faults 99% of the time. The bearing vibration
signals were processed to find the complex cepstral coefficients of wavelet decomposed
signals.
2.5 Summary
This Chapter discussed commonly used methods of modeling bearing behaviour and
processing bearing vibration data, with several examples given from literature. Exam-
ples were given of the use of vibration data in classification schemes such as ANNs and
HMMs, where bearings were classified according to their condition. There are a small
number of examples of vibration data being used in MCMCs algorithms, in particular
to estimate remaining bearing lifetime from current and past Vrms values.
Chapter 3 outlines the experimental apparatus, and the gathering of vibration data
for use in analysis. Chapters 4 – 5 discuss the implementation of several of the methods
introduced in Section 2.3. The use of MCMC methods to infer bearing condition is
explored in Chapter 6, using models discussed in Section 2.1. As far as we are aware,
there are no similar examples in the literature of the use of MCMC methods with







This chapter describes the design and implementation of experiments. Sections 3.1 –
3.2 detail the bearing tester, the bearings, the data logging system, and experimental
control apparatus. Section 3.3 describes the design and implementation of the undam-
aged bearing experiments, including an explanation of how data were selected for the
analysis discussed in Chapters 4 – 6. Section 3.4 discusses the use of test bearings
in the design of the seeded defect experiments, including a careful look at the effect
of temperature on data, and how this affects the data logging schedule. Section 3.5
details the seeded defect experiments, where bearings have defects introduced to the
races or balls.
3.1 The Bearing Tester and Bearings
The bearing tester, in the configuration used for all experimental work in this thesis,
is shown in Figure 3.1. The shaft is driven by an Associated Electrical Industries
AC motor with a given frequency of 1420 revs/minute (see Section 3.2.4 for a more
accurate measurement of shaft frequency during operation). The motor is attached
to the rotating shaft using an isolating dog to reduce vibration from the motor being
transferred to the shaft. Rubber feet also isolate the bearing tester from the floor, and
reduce reflected vibrations . The shaft is held in place by two 6204.2 single row ball











Figure 3.1: The bearing tester and bearings. The bearing nearest
the motor is denoted the ‘motor bearing’, to distinguish it from the
‘experiment bearing’, which is in close proximity to the accelerometer.
non-experimental bearing is referred to as the ‘motor bearing’ in this thesis (in reference
to its proximity to the motor). A third bearing, of type 6006.2, is used as part of the
load setup. The end of the shaft furtherest from the motor is attached to a shaft
encoder – this is discussed in Section 3.2.3.
3.1.1 The Applied Load
There are several examples of bearings being run under large loads (in the order of sev-
eral kN) in bearing analysis experiments [2, 11, 32, 103], as this provides sufficient time
to perform experiments, but acts to accelerate the natural aging process of bearings.
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There are also examples of using radial loads to reduce bearing lifetime to as low as
hundreds of minutes [62, 75]. Boumahdi [11] applies seeded defects to SPK 6206 ball
bearings (with a dynamic rated load Cr = 20.3kN), and runs them under loads of 3 –
7 kN. Qiu [103] runs sets of four Rexnord ZA-2115 double-row bearings (Cr = 104kN)
until one (or more) bearing fails, in an experimental setup where a load of 26.7 kN
is applied to two of the bearings. See Section 2.1.2 for discussion on rated load and
bearing lifetime.
A load is applied to the experimental apparatus by applying a known torque to a
bolt, using a torque wrench. This in turn applies a force to the bearing housing of the
6006.2 load bearing, by raising the bearing housing. This causes the shaft to be raised,
which transfers the force to the experiment bearing and the motor bearing. The load
housing was initially placed 9.1 cm from the experiment bearing and 16.3 cm from the
motor bearing. The shaft broke with the load in this position and the bolt torqued to
9 Nm. This occurred while using bearing T4 (see Table 3.2), which was undamaged,
and approximately 2.5 hours old. The shaft was replaced with one made of hardened
steel, and the load housing was moved to its final position, 2.7 cm from the experiment
bearing (and 22.7 cm from the motor bearing). This means that 89.3 % of the combined
load applied to the two bearings is now borne by the experiment bearing. The torque
on the centre of the shaft is reduced, reducing the chance of further breakage.
The load applied to the bearing can be approximated from the radial torque applied
to the bolt, τ , [119]
τ ≈ KFd, (3.1)
where F is the axial force, d = 0.008m is the bolt diameter, and K ≈ 0.2 is the torque
coefficient [119]. Note that ‘radial torque’ and ‘axial force’ are determined with respect
to the bolt being tightened, – the axial force is in the radial direction with respect
to the load bearing, and applies a radial force to the other bearings. For a torque of


















where xe is the distance from the load to the experiment bearing, and xtotal is the
total distance between the bearings. A NSK 6204 bearing has a dynamic rated load
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Cr = 12.8kN [94], so the applied radial load is 22% of this value. It is not unusual to
apply loads of > 0.2× Cr in bearing analysis experiments [8, 11, 21, 57, 103, 139].
Equation 2.11 provides an estimate of L10, the failure time of 10% of all bearings run
under a particular load condition. Using the dynamic rated load of a 6204 bearing, and
setting the dynamic load, P , as being equal to the value of Fr calculated in Equation







= 96× 106revs. (3.4)
This equates to about 45 days with the shaft running at 1486 revs/minute (see Figure
3.7).
This load applies a force to the shaft, which deflects it from its equilibrium position.
Shaft deflection can cause the inner and outer rings of the bearing to become misaligned
[94]. This caused some of the bearings to slip off the shaft during operation. In order
to reduce the likelihood of this happening, Loctite 609 [52] was used in some instances
to adhere the bearing to the shaft. The shaft was also periodically re-sleeved in order
to ensure a good fit. It should be noted that 39 different bearings were run in the
‘experiment bearing’ position on the second shaft, with over 50 individual bearing
fittings – as some were used more than once. It is possible that these multiple changes
accelerated shaft wear and contributed to problems with slippage.
3.1.2 Bearing Specifications
FAG bearings were used for early testing and for the motor and load bearings. NSK
bearings, bought in two batches, were used in experiments. Table 3.1 gives the man-
ufacturers specifications for the NSK 6204.2 [94] and FAG 6006.2 bearings (note that
FAG 6204 bearings have the same dimensions as NSK 6204 bearings). See Chapter
6 for further discussion on some of these these dimensions, including changes during
the operation of bearings due to the effects of flexing, loading, and damage. Each
individual bearing used for testing or experimental work is catalogued in Tables 3.2
and 3.3. The labels assigned to each bearing in these tables are used throughout this
thesis. Bearings are divided into three sections, and are either listed in the order they
were first used, or have their order of use specified in the table.
The first section of Table 3.2 lists test bearings (T1-11) and the ‘motor bearings’
(M1-M3). The test bearings were used for developing the experimental setup, in prepa-
ration for seeded defect experiments (see Section 3.4), and to test and train analysis
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Specification Symbol NSK 6204 FAG 6006
External Diameter (mm) De 47.0 55.0
Shaft Diameter (mm) Ds 20.0 30.0
Width (mm) B 14.0 13.0
Dynamic load rating (kN) Cr 12.6 13.3
Static load rating (kN) Cor 6.6 8.3
Mass (kg) 0.107 0.116
Number of balls Z 8 11
Inner race diameter (mm) Do 25.0− 26.5 35.0− 36.5
Outer race diameter (mm) Di 41.0− 42.0 49.0− 50.0
Ball diameter (mm) d 7.93 7.05
Cage diameter (mm) D 33.50 42.50
Table 3.1: Dimensions of the NSK 6204 and FAG 6006 Deep Groove
ball bearings. See Figure 2.1 for a diagram of a bearing, showing
all dimensions. The entries above the horizontal line are directly
from NSK documentation [94]. The entries below the line depend on
running conditions [94], or are are measured and compared with other




T1* unknown Early experiment development, run to destruction.
T2* 9 Experiment development, then defect seeded on ball.
T3 10 Experiment development, then defect seeded on ball.
T4 3 Experiment development, then defects seeded on inner
and outer races.
T5 20 Experiment development, then defect seeded on inner race.
T6 18.5 Experiment development, then defect seeded on outer race.
T7 43 Experiment development including taking temperature
data; broken attempting to seed a defect.
T8 27 Experiment development, then defect seeded on outer race.
T11 17.5 Experiment development, then lost.
T10 44 Experiment development, then defect seeded on inner race.
M1* ≈ 600 Run with T1-8, T10-11 (first use), UD1-2 and UD7
M2/T9* 131.3 Motor bearing for UD3 and UD8, then replaced T7 as
experiment bearing - defect seeded on ball.
M3* ≈ 700 Run with UD4-6, UD9-10, T2-10 (second use), and S1-21.
Bearing Running Use
order
UD1 1 Undamaged bearing experiments.
UD2 2 Undamaged bearing experiments.
UD3 5 Undamaged bearing experiments.
UD4 6 Undamaged bearing experiments.
UD5 8 Undamaged bearing experiments.
UD6 9 Undamaged bearing experiments.
UD7 3 Undamaged bearing experiments.
UD8 4 Undamaged bearing experiments.
UD9 7 Undamaged bearing experiments.
UD10 10 Undamaged bearing experiments.
Table 3.2: Catalogue of test bearings (T1-11), bearings run in the
‘motor bearing’ position (M1-M3), and bearings used in undamaged
bearing experiments (UD1-10). *denotes FAG 6204 bearings. All
other bearings are NSK 6204. UD1-10 were each run for 56.08 hrs.
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Figure 3.2: NSK6204 bearing of the same type as bearings UD1-10
and S1-21 (see Tables 3.2 and 3.3).
methods (see Chapters 4 and 5). Undamaged bearings (UD1-10), listed in the second
section of Table 3.2, were used for the undamaged bearing experiments, and vibration
data from these bearings were used to provide a comparison with bearings with seeded
defects. Details of this are in Section 3.3.
Table 3.3 lists the 21 bearings used in the seeded defect experiments. Each bearing
is labeled according to the type of defect applied to it (ID1-8, OD1-7 and BD1-6 for
inner race defect, outer race defect and ball defect respectively). See Section 3.5 for
more on the details of the defect seeding process. The term ‘S1-21’ is used throughout
this thesis when these bearings are referred to as a set. When they are discussed
individually, they are referred to by the labels given in Table 3.3.
3.1.3 Data Logged During the Development of the Experi-
mental Setup
This section briefly discusses some trials done while developing the experimental setup.
These trials are not considered part of the experimental work in this thesis, but were
useful as they tested the ability to detect increases in vibration levels as bearing con-
dition deteriorated, and examined the contribution of vibrations from the motor and
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Bearing Running Maximum age Where defect(s) seeded:
order reached (hours)
ID1 1 18.23 Inner race
ID2 4 18.23 Inner race
ID3 8 18.23 Inner race
ID4 11 18.23 Inner race
ID5 14 18.23 Inner race
ID6 17 18.23 Inner race
ID7 19 18.23 Inner race and ball
ID8 21 18.23 Inner and outer races
OD1 2 18.23 Outer race
OD2 5 20.15 Outer race
OD3 6 18.23 Outer race
OD4 9 18.32 Outer race
OD5 12 18.23 Outer race
OD6 15 18.23 Outer race
OD7 20 18.23 Outer race and ball
BD1 3 18.23 Ball
BD2 7 18.23 Ball
BD3 10 18.23 Ball
BD4 13 17.87 Ball
BD5 16 18.23 Ball
BD6 18 18.23 Ball
Table 3.3: Catalogue of bearings used in the seeded defect experi-
ments. All bearings are NSK 6204 bearings, and were run-in before
defects were seeded. As a set, these bearings are collectively referred
to as S1-21. Bearings are individually referred to by the type of defect
applied, where ID = inner race defect, OD = outer race defect, and
BD = defect on ball. See Section 3.5.2 for more on the seeding of
defects.
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other bearings (i.e. the ‘motor’ and load bearing). See Lawrence [67] for details of the
trial experimental setup and some early tests, which involved adding carborundum to
the grease surrounding the cage.
Bearing T1 was run for several hours (this was not noted, but was about 20 –
30 hours) after the application of carborundum caused a noticeable deterioration in
condition and corresponding increase in signal amplitude [67]. Figure 3.3 shows data
from T1, under a load of approximately 1600 N, and M1 under a load of approximately
900 N (the load is in the initial position described in Section 3.1.1). Bearing T1 is
about three hours from total failure (the cage broke apart). The amplitude of the
displacement at M1’s housing is lower than that detected on the housing of T1. M1
has Vrms = 22.3 mV, and T1 has Vrms = 95.4 mV. This indicates that vibrations from
the motor are lower (even close to the motor) than those from a damaged bearing. In
addition, the large vibrations due to T1 do not cause large vibrations at the housing
of M1. These initial tests also showed it is possible to log vibrations as a bearing
deteriorates from new to near failure using the same sensor, amplifier and data logging
software.
The PICO logging system was replaced with ELVIS and SignalExpress (see Section
3.2.2), and the above test was repeated to compare vibrations from two undamaged
bearings after the load had been moved to its final position (shown in Figure 3.1).
Figure 3.4 shows data from bearings T11 and M1 in the time-domain and frequency-
domain. T11 was under a load of approximately 2800 N (the load at M1 is about
300 N), had been run for a total of 17 hours over three days, and was in undamaged
condition. T11 has Vrms = 61 mV and M1 has Vrms = 45 mV. This higher Vrms in T11
is due to it being under a higher load, and confirms that the contribution of vibrations
from the motor is small. However, plots of the power spectral density (PSD) show
that both bearings have a large peak at 100 Hz due to the motor, and this is of higher
amplitude for M1, due to its proximity to the motor. This 100 Hz peak is also present
in vibrations detected using the accelerometer (see Section 5.1.1).
3.2 Sensors, Data Logging and Experimental
Control
This section discusses the vibration detection, data logging equipment and experimen-
tal control. A photograph and block diagram of the experiment setup are shown in
Figures 3.5 and 3.6.
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T1 damaged M1 (by motor) undamaged
Figure 3.3: Time-domain and frequency-domain data logged using
microphones and PicoLog. T1 is near failure, and M1 is in good
condition. Vibrations near M1 are of lower amplitude than those
near T1, indicating that vibrations from the motor are smaller than
those from a damaged bearing, and the high amplitude vibrations
from T1 do not cause large vibrations near M1.
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Figure 3.4: Time-domain and frequency-domain data for bearings
T11 and M1, both in good condition. Data were logged for 20 s using
microphones and SignalExpress. The time-domain plots are zoomed
to show the first 2 s and PSDs are calculated from the full 20 s. Vi-
brations in the time-domain are of similar amplitude (although Vrms
is higher for T11), indicating that vibrations from the motor do not
dominate over vibrations due to the normal operation of a bearing.
In the frequency-domain the effect of the motor can be seen in the
PSD – both have a large peak at 100 Hz, M1 has a larger peak due
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Figure 3.6: Block diagram of the experimental setup used for all
experiments in this thesis.
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3.2.1 The Accelerometer
Accelerometers, and measurement of vibration acceleration (as opposed to displace-
ment), are widely used in bearing analysis experiments [33, 60, 61, 110, 111, 122, 139].
This is due to them being rugged [121] and simple to use [134], and their ability to
sense vibrations over a suitable bandwidth and dynamic range [57]. See Section 2.3.1
for more on this. The sensor is a Brüel & Kjær Delta-Tron piezoelectric accelerometer
of type 4519-002 [14, 15], with sensitivity S = 10mV/g (where g = 9.81ms−2 – i.e.
acceleration due to gravity). It is connected to a Brüel & Kjær WB1372 power supply
[15], which also provides the interface to the ELVIS data logging system. A simple RC
high-pass filter with a cutoff of 1 Hz is used to remove the DC Offset.
3.2.2 The Data Logging System
Data logging is done using a National Instruments ELVIS Development Board [90],
connected to a PC running National Instruments SignalExpress [91]. ELVIS with
SignalExpress allows for scheduled logging over hours or days. Logging can be started
by a timing schedule and/or a trigger signal. The trigger can be set by software, or by
an external signal. The limiting factor for each individual data log is the file size, and
whether it can be easily imported into Matlab. The ELVIS analog to digital converter
(ADC) has a user defined gain, set in SignalExpress, which allows for a maximum
signal range of ±10V. SignalExpress can be configured so an alarm is raised each time
the input signal exceeds a user selected voltage. The sampling rate is also user defined,
with limiting factors being computer speed (for buffering) and file size.
Data was sampled by SignalExpress at 180 kHz, with data filtered digitally in Mat-
lab. Data was decimated by a factor of three after being imported into Matlab, with
the Matlab decimation algorithm default filter used. This filter is an eighth order
Chebychev Type 1 filter with a cutoff of 0.8fnyq, [80], where fnyq is the down-sampled
Nyquist frequency. So for the (down sampled) sampling rate of 60 kHz, fnyq = 30 kHz,
and the bandwidth is 24 kHz. Data is further processed in various ways before or during
analysis, including further down-sampling and/or filtering (see Chapters 4 and 5).
3.2.3 Experimental Control
Some experimental control was required for running experiments. Software controlled
the turning on and off of the motor to enable experiments to start and/or stop with (or
without) an external trigger. As bearings were run unsupervised in some experiments,
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and with large defects in other experiments, it was necessary to have a safety cutout
mechanism. Some experiments were re-started and run over several days, so it was
desirable to have a way to track bearing age in addition to manually recording this.
A Xilinx Spartan-3 field programmable gate array (FPGA) Starter Kit [142] was used
to provide these features, using inputs from a shaft encoder connected to the bearing
tester (see Figure 3.6). The programmable logic device provided flexibility during the
development of the experimental apparatus, testing of sensors, and during experimental
design. Many combinations of available triggers, counters, switches and buttons were
used for various tasks during this phase. The final (simplified) configuration could have
been implemented using a micro-processor, but the FPGA was still operating well, so
was retained.
The shaft encoder was an Avago Technologies HEDS-9140 [7], used with a HEDS-
5140 code wheel [6]. The shaft encoder uses an LED source and detector, along with
a code wheel to create three outputs: a once per revolution pulse which remains high
for one 2000th of a shaft revolution and two square waves in quadrature, which each
have a frequency of 500 cycles per shaft revolution.
The FPGA used the shaft encoder outputs to count shaft revolutions (counter 1),
and part revolutions (counter 2, which counts 500ths of a revolution), and to implement
the safety cut-out mechanism. The cutout switch is activated if there are too many
FPGA clock periods per revolution. More exactly, the code counts the number of
3.123 MHz FPGA clock periods during the period that the counter 1 source signal
is low (i.e. 1999/2000 of a shaft revolution). If this number exceeds 130 000, the
cutout switch is activated. This corresponds to a shaft frequency of 24.01 Hz. The
cutout mechanism was used for all unsupervised logging, but sometimes needed to be
bypassed during supervised experiments with particularly damaged bearings (although
the mean shaft frequency over several minutes never fell to 24.01 Hz, even for these
damaged bearings).
The FPGA recorded bearing age using counter 1, with counter 2 providing a backup,
as well as an indicator of accuracy. These counters could be displayed on the FPGA 4-
digit LED display. Three switches allowed the user to select which output is displayed,
and provide an additional 4 digits resolution. This allows a cumulative count of over
96 hours using counter 2, or several years using counter 1. The outputs are displayed
in hexadecimal. The LED display can also display the number of counter 2 periods
since the last complete revolution, for positioning the shaft.
The age of each bearing was tracked manually by reading and recording counter 1
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and counter 2 at the end of each day, and the elapsed time was also noted. Counter
1 and 2 values were reloaded before turning the motor on the next day. The purpose
of these data were to record the age of each bearing in revolutions, and to provide a
double check on data logging schedules. These data also provided a useful estimate of
the “typical” shaft frequency.
3.2.4 Measuring Mean Shaft Frequency
Some methods of vibration analysis rely on accurately determining the shaft frequency
(fs). Equations 2.1 – 2.6 describe how fs relates to, and numerically determines, other
frequencies of interest, including the defect frequencies. The envelope method (see
Section 2.3.3) relies on these frequencies of interest being known.
An estimate of the mean shaft frequency was made using using counter 1 values and
elapsed time. Figure 3.7 is a plot of the cumulative age versus the total counter 1 count
of each of UD2-10 at the end of each day. Counter 1 data for UD1 are omitted, due to
an FPGA error. There are six data for each bearing, except UD3, which has three. The
slope of this plot, using the basic Matlab linear fit, is 1485.8 rpm, (24.76 Hz). Using
the Matlab curve fitting tool, the slope within 95% confidence bounds is 1486± 1 rpm.
Also plotted is 1
500
of corresponding counter 2 values and the same elapsed times. This
also has a slope of 1486± 1 rpm.
See Appendix B for further discussion of measurements of mean shaft frequency.
This was measured for all of S1-21, as well as UD1-10, and denoted fsenc for these
individual logging periods. The accuracy of measurements is discussed, as well as the
relationship between fsenc and bearing condition.
3.3 Undamaged Bearing Experiments
A series of experiments was done on ten undamaged bearings (UD1-10), which were
each run for 56 hours. Bearings were run using the bearing tester and logging equipment
as shown in Figure 3.5. A radial load of about 2800 N is applied to the experiment
bearing, as shown in Equation 3.2. The purpose of these experiments was to gather
data from run-in, undamaged bearings that can be used to create a undamaged bearing
profile, with data from individual bearings also able to be used for comparison with
data from bearings S1-21. In particular, data are used in Chapters 4 – 6 to answer the
three questions posed in Chapter 1.
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slope =  1486 rpm
Figure 3.7: Counter 1 versus elapsed time for bearings UD2-10, with
values recorded at the end of each day’s logging. Also plotted is 1/500
of the counter 2 count versus elapsed time.
3.3.1 The Data Logging Schedule
Data were recorded almost continuously for the first 5 – 6 minutes in five 60 s blocks
(a few seconds were required for data to be written to file between blocks). From that
point onward, data were recorded in 20 s blocks, at 20 mins, 40 mins, then hourly until
a total of 56 hours running time had elapsed.
The data gathering was semi-supervised, and not done overnight. To minimise the
effect of re-starting each new day, the bearing tester was turned off shortly after the
last data were gathered for the day. This maximised the time between turning the
experiment on the next day and the first scheduled logging time. On 48 of 62 occasions
the first logging occurred 54 mins or more after the experiment was turned on. The
shortest time was 34 mins.
On 613 of the 630 scheduled logging times, data were recorded entirely correctly or
were of the correct length and less than one minute early or late. On the other occasions,
the data gathering was not done exactly on the hour, was missed, or was not logged
for the full 20 s. For example, monitoring information indicates a one minute error in




UD1 No problems. –
UD2 No problems. –
UD3 No problems. –
UD4 No problems. Bearing M2 (by the motor) replaced with M3. –
UD5 No problems. –
UD6 No problems. –
UD7 No problems with UD7 except missed logging; load bearing 32–35
worn so replaced this and swapped bearing M1 for M2.
UD8 M2 came loose during operation (stopped at 40 hrs to fix). 33–46
UD9 Bearing came loose (stopped at 31 hrs to fix). 20–32
UD10 Bearing came loose (stopped at 45 hrs to fix). 22–45
Table 3.4: A brief summary of problems faced when running some of
UD1-10. This resulted in some data being omitted from the undam-
aged bearing dataset. Note that the data omitted from UD7 is due to
missed logging. See Table 3.2 for the running order of UD1-10, and
more on bearings M1-3.
UD3 was taken one minute before each hour. UD7 had one hour’s data logged late, as
a fire alarm sounded during the scheduled logging. Occasionally SignalExpress had a
logging error – this was often caused by running monitoring software at the same time,
particularly during the heavier logging schedule early in a bearing’s life. This resulted
in data not being recorded for the entire 20 seconds. If at least 18.5 sec of data were
recored, it was kept – this happened on seven occasions – otherwise data were logged
as soon as possible afterwards. Bearing UD7 has four hours of data missed between 32
and 35 hours, and the next two hours taken late (at 36:39 hrs and 37:02 hrs).
3.3.2 Dataset Selections from Undamaged Bearings
The data from UD1-10 were used to create the undamaged bearing profile. Data subsets
were created from the 630 data logged from undamaged bearings. These datasets are
detailed below, along with a brief introduction to their use in Chapters 4 – 6. See
Table 3.4 for a brief summary of problems faced when some bearings were run.
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The Undamaged Bearing Dataset
The undamaged bearing dataset consists of 365 20 s (or 18.5 s – 20 s) chunks of data from
undamaged bearings that have been run-in and are operating under normal conditions.
Bearings were considered to be run-in by 15 hours – reasons for choosing 15 hours are
discussed in Section 4.1.2.
All hourly data logged between 15 – 56 hrs from UD1-6 is included in this dataset.
Four hours from UD7 were not logged. As discussed in Section 3.1.1, a high load was
used to reduce experiment time, which placed considerable strain on the bearing tester,
and caused problems during three of the ten undamaged bearing runs – UD8, UD9, and
UD10. All data that may have been affected by the onset of problems were omitted.
See Table 3.4 for details.
This dataset was used to create time-domain thresholds (see Chapter 4), and to
assist with the testing of frequency-domain thresholds (see Chapter 5). Three data
from the undamaged bearings dataset from each of UD1-10 were used in Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms (see Chapter 6), where two of these three data are
from the subsets introduced below.
The Undamaged 18 Hour and 50 Hour Sets
Two subsets of the undamaged bearing dataset were created, each consisting of three
hours data from each bearing. These were used as a comparison to data from S1-21.
Before bearings S1-21 had defects applied, they were run in for 17 hours, then three
chunks of data were taken at around 17:30 hrs (see Section 3.5), so some data logged
at around the same time from each of UD1-10 was required. To provide a comparison,
a second dataset from near the end of the 56 hr experiment period was created.
Selection criteria for these two datasets were that the three data were to be logged
on the same day, more than an hour after the bearing tester was turned on. In addition,
all data needed to be correctly logged – i.e. on time, for the full 20 s. This resulted in
different data being selected from some bearings for each dataset, but it was possible
to make the following two sets, and fulfill the criteria.
• ‘Undamaged 18 hour set’ (or UD 18 hr set), consists of three subsequent hours
of data from each of UD1-10, and includes the data logged at 18 hours. Each
bearing’s data were taken at least 115 minutes after the bearing tester was turned
on for the day.
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• ‘Undamaged 50 hour set’ (or UD 50 hr set), consists of three subsequent hours
of data from each of UD1-10, and includes the data logged at 50 hours. Each
bearing’s data were taken at least 100 minutes after the bearing tester was turned
on for the day.
3.4 Use of Test Bearings in Experimental Design
Even under a high load, the lifetime of an undamaged bearing is long. After 56 hours,
only one bearing, (UD7), showed possible signs of damage (see Figure 4.1 and Section
4.3.5). This indicated that it would be impractical to run more than a small number
of bearings until failure (or even until they were very damaged). Artificial seeding of
defects on bearing races or rolling elements is widely used to simulate the effects of
bearing wear [21, 76, 144, 147, 148]. Defects can be introduced by electro discharge
machining (EDM) [11, 31, 143], or by scratching or engraving the bearing race or ball
[1, 2, 88, 138]. The seeding of defects was chosen as preferable to running bearings to
failure, due to time constraints, and due to concerns that equipment was not robust
enough to gather data in this way.
The aim of seeded defects experiments was to seed different levels of damage, and
record vibrations for that level of damage over a few minutes. It was important that
bearings were not so damaged that significant deterioration occurred between logging
data and cutting the bearings open. Bearings T2-10 were used to investigate what
defect sizes would be suitable, and find an appropriate logging schedule. After use, the
bearings were stored and cut open at a later date, with actual physical defects noted
at this time.
3.4.1 Seeding Defects in Test Bearings
A die grinder with fine grinding stone was used to introduce a defect to one of T2’s
balls and to the races of T4. The cage also needed to have the linkage broken on one
side, in order to access the ball or races. Details of seeded defects applied to all of T2-6
are given in Table 3.5, and photographs of defects are shown in Figures C.6 and C.7.
Note that all dimensions of race defects are given as length along the circumference by
width across the race by maximum depth. See Section 3.5.2 for more on measuring
defects, including details on measuring ball defects.
T2 and T4 were run for six minutes. Data gathered (and observations at the
time) indicated that vibrations were large. Vrms, kurtosis and crest factor results for
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Bearing Location Description Defect size (mm)
T2 Ball Intersecting lines 0.7SA× 2.0× 0.15
T3 Ball Thin line 0.6C × 1.0× < 0.01
T4 Outer race 1 Rectangular 2.4× 2.6× 0.2
T4 Outer race 2 Rectangular 2.4× 2.6× 0.1
T4 Inner race Line 6.6× 3.3× 0.3
T4 Ball* Thin line 0.6C × 1.0× < 0.01
T5 Inner race Irregular line 6.6× 3.3× 0.15
T5 Ball* Thin line 0.7C × 1.6× < 0.01
T6 Outer race Rectangular 3.9× 5.6× 0.1
Table 3.5: Dimensions of all defects seeded on bearings T2-6. All
race defects are given as length along race by width by depth at the
deepest point. Ball defects are given as length of line by width of
line, or amount of coverage by width of widest line, by depth at the
deepest point. C refers to the circumference, and SA to the surface
area. * denotes defects on balls that occurred while seeding defects
on races. See Figures C.6 and C.7 for photographs of the defects.
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bearings T2-10 are shown in Figure B.7 (along with some results from UD1-10), and
indicate that these two bearings have larger amplitude vibrations than any of UD1-10.
The ADC gain had to be altered several times to stop the signal being clipped, and
maximum vibrations for T2 were outside the ±500 g range of the accelerometer (±500 g
corresponds to a signal of ±5 V).
Data from these two bearings are briefly discussed in Section B.3, and data from
T4 were used when testing time-domain thresholds (see Appendix D). But data from
T2 and T4 were not used in any other testing or training of analysis methods, as T2
data showed signs of clipping, and T4 has more seeded defects than any other bearing.
T4 also showed possible signs of ball damage, and a defect was found on a single ball
(see Table 3.5 and Figure C.6).
Smaller defects were applied to T3, T5 and T6, with details given in Table 3.5. Each
bearing was run for five minutes. The load was varied over this time also. Data from
these bearings clearly differed from undamaged bearings, but there was some concern
that logging times were too short, and data logged too early. Data from these three
bearings were used to assist in the development some of the thresholding and classi-
fication discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, as they did show evidence of damage. But in
some cases amplitude changes appeared to correlate with increasing temperature (due
to the equipment warming up), so the effect of temperature on Vrms was investigated
before further seeding of defects was done.
3.4.2 The Effect of Temperature on Vrms
A Digital Thermometer (Uni-T UT320) was added to the experimental set-up. Using
the measurement accuracy quoted in the data sheet [130], all ambient temperature
measurements are accurate to within ±0.8◦C, and all other temperate measurements
are accurate to within ±0.9◦C. Bearing T7 was used to measure detailed temperature
and Vrms changes of a run-in, but undamaged, bearing at the start of a new day. T7
had previously been run for about 40 hours. The data gathering schedule was:
• Almost continual logging for the first hour in 60s blocks (it took 61:31.5 mins to
perform 60 1:01 minute blocks).
• Scheduled 20s blocks every 5 minutes from 1 – 2 hours.
• Scheduled 20s blocks hourly from 2 – 7 hours.
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Time since turned on (mins)
Vrms
Temperature
Figure 3.8: Vrms and temperature changes over seven hours for bearing
T7 in undamaged condition. Data was logged (almost) continually for
an hour, then logged for 20 s every 5 mins for an hour, then hourly
for a further 5 hours.
• Temperature data was recorded manually from the UT320 hand-held display at
the beginning of each logging event.
• Ambient temperature was not noted, as the second sensor was also attached to
the bearing apparatus.
The Vrms and temperature data, shown in Figure 3.8, show that the temperature rose
steeply over the first hour (from 20.5◦C− 32.8◦C), and that steady state was reached
early in the second hour. This is consistent with the undamaged bearing data, where
in some cases the first data block of a day exhibited a lower amplitude PSD. Vrms
was 1% – 15% lower than the last data of the previous day in these cases. A similar
trend to that seen in Figure 3.8 was noted by Elforjani [32] at the beginning of an
experiment. Elforjani ran a bearing over a 20 hour period, using a test rig and bearing
type that accelerated the damage process. He found that temperature rose over the
first hour (from about 28◦C to 36◦C), stabilised over the second hour, and remained
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almost constant until the 16th hour, by which time there were indications of damage.
After this it fluctuated between 36◦C− 38◦C.
The 4519-002 accelerometer has a sensitivity temperature coefficient of
αS = +0.7%/
◦C1. This increase in sensitivity causes the measured Vrms to be higher
for a particular RMS acceleration if the sensor is at a higher temperature. Using the
sensitivity at time t = 0 mins as the reference point, the increase in the Vrms due to







where Vrms(t) is the Vrms at time t, αS is expressed as a fraction, and ∆Tt = Tt − T0,
where Tt and T0 are the temperatures at times t = t and t = 0.
Using the temperature values at 0, 10, 30 and 120 mins, and the Vrms values at 10,



















This compares with actual increase in Vrms of 0.506 mV after 10 mins, 0.661 mV after
30 mins and 0.830 mV after 120 mins. Equations 3.6 – 3.8 could also be calculated in
terms of Vrms(0) = 2.917 mV, which yields the lower values of ∆Vrms(10) = 0.133 mV,
∆Vrms(30) = 0.221 mV and ∆Vrms(120) = 0.278 mV. Clearly, accelerometer sensitiv-
ity cannot explain all increases in Vrms, with other factors such as the warming of
lubrication also affecting results. So, rather than simply correcting for accelerometer
sensitivity, it is preferable to allow the bearing to warm up before recording data. This
was done in undamaged bearing experiments by (on most occasions) running each
bearing for 54 mins or more on a new day before the first scheduled logging time.
1This is supplied with calibration information, and is higher than the value specified on the data
sheet ( [14]).
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Bearing Location Description Defect size (mm)
T8 Outer race Line 3.7× 4.0× 0.05
T8 Ball* Scratch 3.0× 1.0× << 0.01
T9 Ball Thin line 1C × 1.5× < 0.01
T10 Inner race Irregular line 3.9× 3.9× 0.1
Table 3.6: Dimensions of defects seeded on bearings T8-T10. All
race defects are given as length along race by width by depth at the
deepest point. Ball defects are given as length of line by width of
line by depth at the deepest point. C refers to the circumference. *
denotes defects to balls that occurred while seeding defects on races.
See Figure C.7 for photographs of defects.
3.4.3 Finalisation of Experiment Design
This section discusses the use of T8-10 in finalising the experiment schedule used for the
seeded defect experiments. Bearing T7 was damaged beyond repair when attempting
to seed a defect, so motor bearing M2 (re-labeled T9 for convenience) was used as a late
replacement. The UT325 Thermistor was connected with logging software through a
computer USB port. Software logged the temperature approximately every 10s. This
temperate data was used along with vibration data to finalise logging schedules.
These tests included running T8-10 before seeding defects in order to get baseline
data. In order to seed defects, the bearing needs to be removed from the shaft so the
cage can be damaged slightly in order to provide access to balls or races. T8-10 were
used to investigate whether it was best to do this before or during run-in, or at the time
defects were seeded. In addition the post-defect logging schedule was investigated.
Previous use of Test Bearings
These bearings had all sat in storage, and were believed to be in reasonable condition.
T8 had previously been run for 13 hours, and some time-domain data had been gathered
while logging with microphones. These indicated that T8 had a reasonably high Vrms
– higher than that measured for T7 and T11 using the same logging equipment. But
the microphones were becoming unreliable by this time – they were replaced shortly
after these data were taken.
M2/T9 had been run for 131 hours under a very low load (as the ‘motor’ bearing).
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It was replaced as it was loose on the shaft, but had no signs of damage (Loctite 609
[52] was used to adhere its replacement, M3, to the shaft).
T10 had been run for 30 hrs while setting up the accelerometer. Some data were
logged during this time, but at a sampling rate that was too low. While not usable,
these data indicated that T10 was in an undamaged condition.
Development of the Logging Schedule
Bearings T8 and T10 were run using the following schedule.
• The bearing was run for 7 hours and data were recorded hourly for 20 s.
• The bearing was removed from the shaft and the cage linkage was removed, in
preparation for later seeding of defects.
• The bearing was returned to the bearing tester, and run for a further 5 hours.
Data were recorded hourly for 20 s.
• A seeded defect was applied (see Table 3.6) with the bearing still on the shaft
(and the shaft removed from the bearing tester).
• The bearing was returned to the bearing tester, and run for 90 minutes. Data
were gathered in 60 s blocks, five minutes apart.
• Temperature was recorded every 10 s.
• Ambient Temperature was noted at the start of logging.
When comparing data from before and after the damaging of cages, Vrms fell for T8, and
rose for T10. In both cases the bearings were clearly in a better condition before the
seeded defect was applied. Figure 3.9 shows some data from T8 before cage damage,
after cage damage, and after the defect was seeded. It was unclear if observed changes
before and after the cage was damaged were due to the cage damage itself, or due to
changes in clearances and running conditions after the bearing was re-fitted onto the
shaft. These experiments, and microphone data logged from T4, T7, and T9 during
the development of the apparatus, indicated that re-fitting can alter Vrms. This is
also supported by data from UD1-10 (see Chapter 4), where each bearing has slight
differences in Vrms and other measures, even though bearings are all run from new
under the same load conditions.
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T8 before cage damage




































T8 after cage damage






































T8 after seeded defect
Figure 3.9: Time domain data and PSDs for bearing T8 before the
cage is damaged (after 7 hours running time), after the cage has been
damaged and the bearing run for a further 4 hours, and 25 mins after
the application of a seeded defect to the outer race. Time-domain
plots are zoomed to show 2 s of data, frequency-domain plots are
of the entire logging period. The plot shows the effect of stopping
and refitting the bearing, with reduced vibrations in the middle plot.
After the application of the seeded defect vibrations were of higher
amplitude, and Vrms was higher than any pre-defect measurement (see
also Figure 3.10).
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The broken cage linkages were necessary to access bearing races and balls in order to
seed defects, so it was decided that when doing seeded defect experiments the bearing
cages would be damaged before the bearing was first run. This also removed the need
to re-fit bearings. Bearing T9 was run using this method. The logging schedule used
for T9 was retained for the seeded defect experiments, and is given in detail in Section
3.5.1.
Changes in Vrms after the Application of Defects
Vrms and temperature data for bearings T8-T10, before and after the application of
seeded defects, are shown in Figure 3.10. All bearings had higher Vrms values after the
application of seeded defects across all data. Bearing T9 had the most consistent Vrms
levels before the application of seeded defects, due to it being run in with the cage
already damaged. The fluctuating Vrms levels for T9 post-defect can occur in bearings
with ball faults [73, 112] (see Section 4.2.2 for more on ball defects). T10 had the
smallest change in Vrms, but it is clearly higher after the defect was seeded. See Section
B.3 for a brief discussion on Vrms and other time-domain measures for all of T2-10.
Temperature Changes while Running Bearings after Seeding Defects
Inspection of the temperature data after defects were applied showed that each bearing
was within 3◦C of the likely steady state temperature by 30 minutes – even though
there was a 10◦C difference between bearings as to what this temperature was. There
was evidence of damage progressing (hence Vrms increasing) and causing a further small
increase in temperature – for example T8 about 50 mins after the seeding of defects (see
Figure 3.10). Temperature increased more rapidly, and approximate steady state was
reached sooner, after defects were seeded (see also Figure 3.8). These differences could
be partly attributed to the damaged state of the bearings, but Williams [139] noted
no clear trend when comparing temperature to damage level, finding that varying
the motor frequency had a greater effect on temperature. The other reason is that
the bearing tester didn’t have time to fully cool down while defects were seeded. In
particular, T9 was returned to the tester and data logged within 30 mins of it previously
being turned off. As a result, the initial temperature was 4.5◦C higher than it had been
when the bearing tester was turned on to begin running-in T9. This was noted, and
used, in scheduling of seeded defect experiments. Ambient temperature was not logged,
but was recorded at the start of experiments. This is discussed further in Section 4.2.1,
where it is noted that ambient temperature did not influence bearing temperature after
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T8 before and after damage to cage



























T10 before and after damage to cage











T8 after defect seeded on outer race
Running time since damage applied (mins)











T9 after defect seeded on ball
Running time since damage applied (mins)











T10 after defect seeded on inner race











































































Figure 3.10: Vrms and temperature for bearings T8-T10 before and
after the application of seeded defects. T8 and T10 were run for
7 hours, and re-run the next day with damaged cages, after being
pressed back onto the shaft. T9 was run overnight with an already
damaged cage. Missing temperature data from T9 is due to temper-
ature logging stopping overnight (it was re-started in the morning).
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Figure 3.11: Vrms and temperature for bearing T10 during the first
50 mins after the application of a seeded defect to the inner race. Data
is logged for 60 s every five minutes, and these data are broken into
20 s chunks, and the Vrms is calculated for each.
the first few minutes of running time.
The Post-defect Logging Schedule
The purpose of the seeded defect experiments is to observe the effects of known damage.
A balance needs to be reached between running the bearing for long enough that it is
close to steady-state temperature, and not running the bearing for so long that defects
cause rapid deterioration. When all three bearings had their 60 s runs broken into 20 s
blocks, by 25 mins there was no longer any simple increasing trend over each run, or
between each run. Results for T10 are shown in Figure 3.11. As a result, a decision
was made to record the seeded defect dataset at 25, 30 and 35 mins after turn-on. It
should be noted that temperature changes over this time in bearings T8-T10 would
only increase accelerometer sensitivity by 0.5 – 1.5%.
The data from T8-T10 taken 25, 30 and 35 mins after seeding defects were used to
test thresholds, and in the development of a classification scheme (see Chapters 4 and
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5 and Appendix D).
3.5 Seeded Defect Experiments
The seeded defect experiments were carried out on twenty-one new bearings (S1-21),
with the schedule given in Section 3.5.1. Bearings were run in, then seeded defects of
varying sizes were applied to the inner race, outer race or a ball from these bearings.
Defects included some that should be easily detectable, and some that produce vibra-
tions that are hard to distinguish from an undamaged bearing. Defect dimensions are
discussed in Section 3.5.2. Section 3.5.3 gives a brief summary of the running of the
experiments, including problems faced, and Section 3.5.4 discusses data selection.
3.5.1 The Experiment Schedule
The logging schedule was designed after taking into account observations made while
running UD1-10 and T2-10 (discussed in Sections 3.3 – 3.4). The logging schedule is
as follows:
1. The cage linkages on one side were removed, in order to allow access to the
bearing races and/or balls.
2. The bearing was thoroughly cleaned and re-lubricated with SKF LGMT 2/1
Bearing Grease and stored in a clean environment before use.
3. The bearing was pressed onto the shaft and run-in for 17 hours (overnight), with
20 s of data gathered on each hour for monitoring purposes.
4. At 17:25, 17:30 and 17:35 hours 60 s of data was gathered (the pre-defect dataset),
as baseline data for direct comparison with the seeded defect data gathered from
the same bearing. Then the Bearing Tester was turned off.
5. The shaft was removed from the Bearing Tester, and defects were seeded on the
bearing races(s) and/or a single ball while the bearing was still on the shaft.
Cleaning and re-lubrication was also done.
6. The shaft was returned to the Bearing Tester, and run for 37 minutes with 60 s
of data gathered every 5 minutes.
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7. The post-defect datasets consists of the data logged at 25, 30 and 35 minutes,
unless this was not possible due to excessive damage (this was the case with
BD4).
Temperature data was taken at all possible stages, including while gathering the pre-
defect and post-defect datasets. The Uni-T UT320 Digital Thermometer software stops
logging after a few hours (this time varies), so temperature logging stopped overnight,
and was restarted in the morning. Ambient temperature was noted at the start of most
logging periods. See Sections 4.2.1 and B.2 for brief discussions on logged temperatures
and Vrms.
3.5.2 The Application and Measurement of Defects
The bearings were cut open after the completion of all experimental work, and after
some analysis was completed. It was essential to ensure that the bearings were not
required for any further running before opening. A summary of defect sizes is given
by defect type in Tables 3.7 – 3.9. Bearings with more than one type of seeded defect
are listed in each relevant table. Balls that were damaged as a result of the defect
seeding process are listed separately in Table 3.10, with damage severity referenced to
that intentionally applied to balls (shown in Table 3.9). See Figures 3.12, 3.13 and
Appendix C for photographs of defects.
Bearings are ranked within their defect type according to severity of damage, with
a rank of ‘1’ indicating the most severely damaged for that category. This ranking is
subjective, as all three dimensions, as well as the position of defects on the bearing
race all contribute to the effect defects have on bearing vibrations. Bearings in each
Table are able to be divided into a ‘more damaged’ and ‘less damaged’ group, and this
grouping is useful in Chapters 4 – 6 when analysing data.
Defects are described as being lines, rectangular, scratches or pits. The term ‘line’
is used to describe defects where the engraving tool has been moved across a ball or
race. The resulting lines are not necessarily straight, and are sometimes almost “L”
shaped. Some balls have several of these lines intersecting. Rectangular defects occur
when the tool was held still to create a deeper, wider, shorter defect2. Scratches and
pits result from very light touches by the tool, and are smaller, shallower and less
regularly shaped than rectangular defects.
2Rectangular defects are actually oval when applied to balls, due to the spherical surface
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Bearing Description and position on race, Defect size Ranking
and (width of line (mm)) – if given (mm) of severity
ID1 Line (1.4), near the centre 5.6× 4.4× 0.08 2
ID2 Rectangular, near edge 2.4× 3.8× 0.15 3
ID3 Two close scratches, near edge 2.5× 2.9× << 0.05 6
ID4(i) Scratch at edge 3.5× 2.3× 0.05 5
ID4(ii) Line (1.78) from edge to near centre 10.1× 2.8× < 0.05 (5)
ID5 Two tiny scratches at edge 3.0× 0.9× << 0.05 7
ID6 Bent line (1.9) from edge to centre 11.7× 4.3× 0.05 1
ID7 Scratch at edge 1.6× 0.5× << 0.05 8
ID8 Rectangular (but irregular), near edge 4.00× 3.9× 0.08 4
Table 3.7: Dimensions of defects seeded on bearings ID1-8. Dimen-
sions are given as length along the race by width across the race by
depth at the deepest point. Line widths are also given for diagonal
or bent lines. Bearing ID4 has two distinct defects 5.5 mm apart.
Bearing ID3 and ID5 have close together pairs of defects, which are
measured as one defect. Bearings ID1, ID2, ID4, ID6 and ID8 have
larger defects than any of ID3, ID5 and ID7. See Figure C.1 for
photographs of defects.
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Bearing Description and position on race, Defect size (mm) Ranking
and (width of line(mm)) if given of severity
OD1 Scratch at edge 1.4× 1.8× << 0.05 8
OD2 Line (1.5) from edge to near centre 5.5× 3.9× < 0.05 4
OD3 Line (1.9) near centre 5.7× 2.5× 0.05 1
OD4 Three tiny scratches near edge 3.2× 3.2× << 0.05 7
OD5 Rectangular (very small) at edge 2.3× 1.9× < 0.05 6
OD6 Bent line (1.4) from edge to centre 5.8× 5.6× 0.08 2
OD7 Rectangular at edge 1.9× 3.7× 0.05 3
ID8 Two large scratches at edge 4.6× 1.6× < 0.05 5
Table 3.8: Dimensions of defects seeded on bearings OD1-7 and the
outer race of ID8. Dimensions are given as length along the race by
width across the race by depth at the deepest point. Line widths are
also given for diagonal or bent lines. Bearings OD2, OD3, OD6, OD7
and ID8 have larger defects than any of OD1, OD4, or OD5. See
Figure C.2 for photographs of defects.
Defects on the Inner and Outer Race
Figure 3.12 shows examples on each of an inner and outer race of a line defect (ID1
and OD3), a rectangular defect (ID2 and OD7), and a small defect (ID5 and OD5).
See Figures C.1 and C.2 for photographs of all bearings with inner race and/or outer
race defects. All dimensions of race defects are given as length along the bearing
circumference by width across the race by maximum depth. Where a line is diagonal,
or ‘L’ shaped, the width of the line is also given. Depth measurements were difficult to
make with available equipment, and are the averages of multiple measurements. Depths
of under 0.05 mm are not given, but are differentiated into two categories – defects too
shallow to measure are given as << 0.05mm, and those that produce measurements of
0.01 mm – 0.04 mm are given as < 0.05mm.
ID8 has defects seeded on both races. It is labeled as ID8 rather than OD8 as
the inner race defect is larger and this is reflected in the nature of vibrations from
this bearing. ID7 and OD7 also have intentionally seeded defects on balls. These are
discussed in the next section.
The ‘more damaged’ and ‘less damaged’ groupings remain consistent when compar-








Figure 3.12: Examples of defects seeded on races, with two examples
of line defects (ID1 and OD3), rectangular defects (ID2 and OD7),
and small defect (ID5, OD5). See Appendix C for photographs of all
defects seeded on the inner and outer races.
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Bearing Description of Defect Defect size (mm) Ranking
of severity
BD1 Four tiny pits – each pit: < 1× < 1× < 0.01 6
BD2 Thin line 0.5C × 0.5× < 0.01 7
BD3 Short thin line 2.0× < 0.5× < 0.01 8
BD4 Intersecting lines 0.7SA× 2.0× 0.04 1
BD5 Intersecting lines 0.8SA× 1.5× 0.03 2
BD6 Rectangular defect 2.3× 1.9× 0.05 3
ID7 Rectangular defect 1.9× 1.5× 0.03 4
OD7 Rectangular defect 1.7× 1.2× 0.03 5
Table 3.9: Dimensions of defects seeded on a single ball from each of
BD1-6, ID7, and OD7. Dimensions are given as length of the line by
width of the line by depth, or amount of coverage by width of widest
line, by depth at the deepest point. C refers to the circumference,
and SA to the surface area. BD4, BD5, BD6, ID7 and OD7 have
much larger defects than any of BD1, BD2 or BD3. The defect on
BD3 is so shallow, it is almost impossible to see. See Figures C.3 and
C.4 for photographs of defects.
‘more damaged’ of the inner race bearings tend to have larger defects than the ‘more
damaged’ of the outer race bearings.
Defects on Balls
Balls were also damaged when seeding defects on the races of T4, T5 and T8, so it
was necessary to plan for this occurrence when seeding defects on S1-21. In order
to estimate the contribution of any ball defects that occur on OD1-7 and ID1-8, ball
defects seeded on BD1-6 ranged from almost invisible (in one case) to larger (in terms
of defect area and depth) than the defects found on the balls of T4, T5 and T8.
In addition, two bearings (ID7, OD7) had a defect intentionally seeded on a ball in
addition to the defect seeded on the race.
Figure 3.13 shows some examples of intentionally seeded defect, and defects that
occurred when seeding defect on the inner or outer race of bearings. An example of a
small defect (BD1, OD3), and an intersecting line defect (BD5, ID2) are given, along
with the rectangular defect seeded on BD6 and a thin line defect that occurred when
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seeding a defect on the inner race of ID1. OD3, ID2, and ID1 are more severe examples
of defects that occurred on balls when seeding defects on races. See Figures C.3 – C.5
for photographs of all defects on balls.
Ball defect measurements are given as length by width by maximum depth of single
line defects, pits, and rectangular defects. Long irregular line defects are given as
approximate length in terms of circumference, by width by depth. In the case of
defects which are series of intersecting lines (such as BD4 and BD5) defects are given
as fractional coverage by width of widest line by maximum depth. Fractional coverage
is defined as the total area minus the continuous portion of the surface area with
no defects. This enables an estimate of the contact time between races and defects.
For example, balls with greater than 50% coverage will have some defect-race contact
during every ball rotation period, irrespective of the orientation of the ball. Depth
of ball defects were able to be measured more accurately (and repeatably) than race
defects down to a minimum depth of 0.01 mm.
3.5.3 A Brief Summary of Seeded Defect Experiments
Table 3.11 provides a brief summary of logging problems, and technical problems faced.
Some bearings in the first batch (the first 10 bearings run) had trouble with grease
being expelled from the cage while the bearing was run in. This affected the logging
schedules of OD2 and BD3. OD2 was run for an extra hour, during which time more
lubrication was added and the temperature allowed to return to steady state. BD3
(which was originally run straight after OD2) was run for 41 mins, then the experi-
ment was postponed and restarted on another day, after the lubrication problems were
resolved.
There was no evidence of any bearing being affected after the application of seeded
defects. Bearings were cleaned and re-greased at this time. This indicates that the
problem may have been caused by the grease drying out, as covers had been removed
when the first batch was prepared for the experiments. Replacing covers during run-
ning (once the problem had been identified) did not remedy the problem and made it
impossible to monitor grease condition while the bearing was running. It was found
that warming the bearing (using body heat), while manually rotating the shaft allowed
grease to be softened and mixed before putting it on the bearing tester. The second
batch (11th − 21st bearings run) had no problems with grease expulsion as this fix was
employed. Preparing bearings in smaller batches – for example week by week – could
have also eliminated this problem by reducing the extent of grease drying out.
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Bearing Description Defect size (mm) Relative
severity
OD6 Intersecting lines 0.9SA× 1.0× 0.01 *
ID2 Intersecting lines 0.6SA× 1.5× < 0.01 *
ID4 Intersecting lines 0.9SA× < 1× 0.01 *
OD3 Multiple pits/intersecting lines 0.75SA× < 1× < 0.01 *
ID3 Intersecting lines 0.5SA× < 1× < 0.01 *
ID6 Intersecting lines 0.75SA× < 1× 0.01 *
OD2 Multiple pits/intersecting lines 0.75SA× < 1× < 0.01 *
ID1 Thin line 0.9C× < 1× < 0.01 > BD2*
ID8 Thin line 0.75C× < 1× < 0.01 > BD2*
ID1 Thin line 1C× < 1× < 0.01 > BD2*
OD4 Thin line 0.5C× < 1× < 0.01 > BD2*
ID5 Thin line 0.6C× < 1× < 0.01 > BD2*
ID2 Thin line 1C× < 1× < 0.01 < BD2
OD1 Thin line 40.4C× < 1× < 0.01 < BD2
ID8 Thin line and single tiny pit 5.6× < 1× < 0.01 < BD1, 2
OD7 Thin line 5× < 1× < 0.01 < BD2
ID7 Four pits ≤ 2.5× ≤ 1.5× 0.01  BD1*
OD3 Multiple tiny pits < 1× < 1× < 0.01 ≈ BD1*
OD5 Three tiny pits < 1× < 1× < 0.01 < BD1
OD3 Two tiny pits < 1× < 1× < 0.01 < BD1
OD4 Tiny pit < 1× < 1× < 0.01 < BD1
ID5 Tiny pits < 1× < 1× < 0.01 < BD1
Table 3.10: All damaged balls found on bearings ID1-8 and OD1-6.
In most instances, damage is assumed to have occurred during the
seeding of defects, but some of the smaller pits may have occurred
during the running of bearings. Damage is listed by type, then in
order of severity. All balls are less damaged than the five most dam-
aged balls listed in Table 3.9. Balls in the top section were much more
damaged than BD1-3. C refers to the circumference, and SA to the
surface area. For pits (lower section) the size of the largest pit(s) are
given. * indicates balls that were photographed (see Figures C.3 –
C.5), other defects were too small to be visible in photographs.
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BD5
ID1- defect on ball 1
BD1
BD6
OD3- defect on ball 1
ID2- defect on ball
Figure 3.13: Examples of defects on balls – including a small seeded
defect (BD1), a small defect that occurred on a ball when seeding
a defect on the outer race of OD3, a severe intersecting line defect
(BD5), an intersecting line defect that occurred on a ball when seeding
a defect on the inner race of ID2, a rectangular defect seeded on BD6
and a thin line defect that occurred when seeding a defect on the
inner race of ID1. See Appendix C for photographs of all defects on
balls.
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The shaft started to show possible signs of wear during later experiments, and was
re-sleeved after ID6 was run. Bearing BD6 ran at a higher temperature than any other
bearing (see Sections 4.2.1 and B.2), possibly due to the new sleeve being too tight.
The effect these problems had on vibrations is discussed further in Chapters 4 and 6. It
should be noted that the pre-defect dataset is used only to compare each bearing with
itself. These data are not included in the undamaged bearing profile, or considered to
be ‘typical’ undamaged bearing data, due to the necessity of breaking cage linkages
before use.
3.5.4 Data Selection from Bearings with Seeded Defects
Undamaged bearings appear to be well run-in in by around 15 hours (see Section
4.1), so taking pre-defect data between 17:25 hours – 17:35 hours allowed for a small
margin of error over and above 15 hours, while also allowing for a manageable logging
schedule. There were two exceptions to this. Due to the problems OD2 had with
grease being expelled from the cage, the pre-defect data were taken at 19:20, 19:25 and
19:30 hours, after this was remedied. Bearing OD4 had data logged 5 mins late (17:30,
17:35, 17:40 hours).
As discussed in Section 3.5.1, data were taken 25, 30 and 35 mins after the ap-
plication of seeded defects. See Section B.2 for periodic measurements of Vrms and
temperature for the entire 37 min running period. The defects on BD4 was so large
that data needed to be taken early. The experiment was paused after four minutes
to ensure that excessive vibrations were due to bearing damage, and not due to the
bearing or shaft being misfitted. After re-starting, data were taken out of schedule at
about 11:35 mins, 13:05 mins and 14:20 mins, after first ensuring that the ADC was set
to the correct range to avoid clipping.
Some bearings exhibited consistently high Vrms values across the three data, and
others showed evidence of damage progressing. Other bearings displayed transient
effects – see Section 4.2 and Figure 4.10 for more on this. Some of the methods
discussed in Chapters 4 – 6 required only 60 s of data (not 3× 60 s), or a short portion
of this, from each bearing. The data with the most evidence of transient effects or
other features of interest were selected in these cases. Data from the middle of the 60 s
logging period was used when these features were absent.
The datasets from all 21 bearings are referred to as the ‘S1-21 pre-defect dataset’,
and ‘S1-21 post-defect dataset’. Note that S1-21 is a collective term for these bearings,






ID3 8 Minor problems with lubrication expulsion during run-in.
ID4 11 Minor problems with lubrication expulsion during run-in.
ID5 14




OD2 5 Problems with lubrication expulsion during run-in.
Pre-defect data logged late, after re-lubrication.
OD3 6
OD4 9 Pre-defect data logged 5 mins late.
OD5 12
OD6 15 Possible bearing slippage.
OD7 20
BD1 3 Some temperature data missed.
BD2 7
BD3 10 Run for 41 mins, stopped due to lubrication expulsion
then experiment resumed another day.
BD4 13 Seeded defect so severe experiment was stopped early.
BD5 16
BD6 18 Re-sleeved shaft before running.
Table 3.11: Summary of seeded defect experimental runs, noting all
technical problems faced. The running order is included in column 2.
Batch one consisted of the first 10 bearings run, and batch two the
11th − 21st bearings run.
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OD1-7, BD1-6). The S1-21 pre and post-defect datasets are used along with the un-
damaged bearing dataset and undamaged 18 hr and 50 hr subsets in vibration analysis.





This chapter discusses the time-domain analysis of bearings. The goal is to apply
conventional time-domain measures of bearing condition to vibration data. These will
form one of the baseline measures for comparison with the inference based analysis
discussed in Chapter 6. These will also be used as inputs into classifiers (see Section
4.3 and 5.5). The purpose of this analysis is to see how time-domain measures vary
between bearings in different conditions, and between an individual bearing at different
times. In particular, analysis and interpretation of results is done with respect to the
first of the three questions posed in Chapter 1: Given a profile of a typical undamaged
bearing created using data from multiple undamaged bearings, is it possible to compare
any bearing with this profile to determine condition (degree or absence of damage), or
can each bearing only be compared with an earlier version of itself?
In run-to-failure experiments, Vrms, kurtosis and crest factor all increase with the
onset of damage [60], but there is not necessarily a simple increasing trend [139], and
different bearings degrade at different rates [103]. Gebraeel [38] suggests that Vrms has
no clear trend before the onset of damage, then increases exponentially. This chapter
takes these findings into account, and uses the datasets introduced in Chapter 3 to
answer the question posed above. Vrms, kurtosis and crest factor are measured for each
data. These measures are collectively referred to as the “time-domain measures” in
this chapter.
In section 4.1 data from undamaged bearings UD1-10 are inspected for similarities
and differences. Data from S1-21 is compared before and after the application of seeded
defects, and with data from UD1-10, in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 discusses a threshold
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scheme based on time-domain measures, which is used to classify bearing condition by
ranking them according to level of damage. All testing of this scheme (in particular, the
selection of thresholds) was first done before the bearings were cut open, so threshold
values and the initial interpretation of results were not influenced by exact knowledge
of bearing condition. Once bearings were cut open, rankings made by the classification
scheme were compared with the actual condition of bearings, and the rankings of defect
severity given in Section 3.5.2. Section 4.4 gives a summary of findings.
4.1 Analysis of Undamaged Bearings
The time-domain measures were calculated for hourly data from bearings UD1-10,
omitting some data from UD8-10 (see Table 3.4). As noted in Section 3.2.1, an ac-
celerometer with sensitivity is S = 10mV/g was used to detect vibrations, and therefore
all voltage scales used in this chapter are proportional to acceleration at the sensor sur-
face.
Time-domain measures were made after first decimating the data to a Nyquist
frequency (fnyq) of 30 kHz, 18 kHz, 15 kHz, or 10 kHz. Note that all data are decimated
to fnyq = 30 kHz before voltage-time plots are taken or frequency-domain analysis
done. It was found that the time-domain measures in the 10 kHz bandwidth were the
most useful, as there is a clearer distinction in these measures – particularly kurtosis
– between bearings in undamaged and damaged condition over lower frequencies. See
Chapter 5, and in particular Section 5.2.2, for more on the frequency response of
bearings in different conditions and with different defect types.
Data logged when the motor was not running and all other parts of the bearing tester
and logging apparatus were turned on, indicate that the contribution from background
vibration, sensor noise, and electrical noise was in the order of Vrms = 0.02 mV –
Vrms = 0.03 mV across the 10 kHz bandwidth. The sensitivity temperature coefficient is
αS = +0.7%/
◦C (see Section 3.4.2), and the effects of random temperature fluctuations
and differences in ambient temperature are assumed to add another 1% uncertainty to
measurements due to temperature related differences in sensor sensitivity. Allowing for
these effects, data logged from two otherwise identical undamaged bearing that have
been running under identical conditions for at least 30 mins are estimated to agree
within Vrms = 0.07 mV.
Figure 4.1 is a plot of the time-domain measures for the undamaged bearing dataset,
with each hour’s data for each bearing plotted separately. Note that data were gathered
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Vrms (mV) Kurtosis crest factor
Bearing 3 hrs 20 hrs 3 hrs 20 hrs 3 hrs 20 hrs
UD2 3.24 3.59 3.09 3.11 15.23 11.68
UD4 2.81 2.82 2.89 2.64 13.77 11.75
UD8 2.80 2.85 4.25 3.38 19.19 17.45
Table 4.1: Time-domain measures for bearings UD2, UD4 and UD8,
at 3 hours and 20 hours. See Figure 4.2 for voltage-time plots at these
times.
more often in the first hour of each bearing’s life.
No direct analysis of raw time-domain data is done, but it is useful to inspect some
amplitude vs time plots, and to consider the time-domain measures at the time that
these plots were taken. Figure 4.2 shows three bearings early in their lives. Included are
the bearing with the highest individual Vrms value – UD2 at 20 hours, and the bearing
with the highest individual kurtosis value – UD8 at 3 hours. These two bearings are
both plotted at both of these times, along with UD4 which has some of the lowest
Vrms and kurtosis values at any time when compared with the rest of the undamaged
bearing dataset. Time-domain measures for these bearings at these times are given in
Table 4.1.
Bearing UD2 has the largest vibrations and highest amplitude peaks. Kurtosis
depends on the size of all peaks, and the size of the standard deviation. The standard
deviation is equal to Vrms when data have a zero mean
1. Bearing UD8 at three hours has
the highest individual kurtosis reading of all undamaged bearings, but this is partly due
to it having the lowest Vrms of all undamaged bearings. This unusually high kurtosis
is not a sign of damage, and is probably an effect of bedding in. Karacay [60] recorded
kurtosis over the 1400 hour life of a bearing, and there were fluctuations in kurtosis and
Vrms early in the bearing’s life – although values were higher, and fluctuations greater,
as the bearing became worn.
4.1.1 Variations in Time-domain Measures
Figure 4.3 shows boxplots of the time-domain measures, with each bearing plotted
separately, as well as a boxplot for the combined data. The spread of data for each
1Data in this thesis have means in the order of tens of microvolts over the 20 s – 60 s data length,
and each Vrms and standard deviation pair agree to within 1µV , and to within 0.02%.
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Figure 4.1: Vrms, kurtosis and crest factor for undamaged bear-
ings UD1-10, calculated from vibration data logged hourly from 0–
56 hours. Data were logged more often during the first hour of running
time, and these values are also plotted.
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Figure 4.2: Vibration data in the time-domain for bearings UD2, UD4
and UD8 at 3 hrs and 20 hours. UD2 at 20 hrs has the highest Vrms
reading of any of UD1-10, and UD8 at 3 hrs has the highest kurtosis
reading of any of UD1-10. UD4 has some of the lowest readings for
Vrms and kurtosis, and these values vary little over the 56 hr logging
period.
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bearing, and for all undamaged bearings, is not Gaussian, so percentiles were used to
estimate variances in data. The boxplots indicate the median (red line), interquartile
range (IQR) (blue box), with the whiskers above and below each plot reaching to 1.5
IQR above and below the blue box. The IQR is defined as the difference between the
25th percentile (first (lower) quartile, Q1) and 75th percentile (third (upper) quartile,
Q3), and is considered a robust estimate of the spread of non Gaussian data, as outliers
are ignored [80]. The standard deviation (of a Gaussian distribution) can be estimated
by σ ≈ 0.7413 × IQR, hence the difference between the upper and lower whiskers
(4× IQR) is approximately 3σ.
An inspection of Figures 4.1 and 4.3 show that undamaged bearings have a Vrms
between 2.4 mV and 3.7 mV, and the variation between different bearings is greater
than the variation for an individual bearing over 56 hours. The IQR of the combined
data is 0.35 mV, and the largest variation in an individual bearing is UD7, with IQR =
0.22 mV. The majority of outliers are lower outliers, which occurred early in a bearing’s
life. Kurtosis is raised for some bearings during the bedding-in process. After this
kurtosis becomes more consistent, and is usually between 2.5 and 3.5. However some
bearings (UD3 and UD8) have a higher IQR than that of the combined data. The
crest factor varies far more between bearings, – the median value for UD8 is 36%
higher than the median for UD4. However, all bearings have some overlapping data,
and crest factor is rarely over 20.
As most outliers occurred early in a bearing’s life, it was considered desirable to
estimate a run-in period, and use the spread of values of a reduced dataset, which
ignored all data logged before the run-in period was complete, for comparison with
other bearings.
4.1.2 Determining when Run-in was Completed
When a bearing is new, it is stiffer, which can result in lower amplitude vibrations [92].
However, Elforjani [32] found slightly larger acoustic emissions early in a bearing’s life,
which decreased until rising again after the onset of damage. Run-in periods depend
on the bearing set-up, and can be in the order of tens of minutes when bearings are
altered to accelerate their degradation [29, 32], or much longer in a non-accelerated
experiments, with Karacay [60] noting a run-in period of 100 hrs. Each bearing has its
own degradation pattern [38, 103], and this includes variations between the behaviour
of different bearings early in their lives.
An example of this difference in behaviour is given in Figure 4.4, which compares
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Figure 4.3: Boxplots showing the spread of data for each of the time-
domain measures for bearings UD1-10. Time-domain measures are
calculated for all data gathered for each bearing, except for the omit-
ted data listed in Table 3.4. ‘All UD’ is the box-plot for the combined
data.
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bearings UD3 and UD6 at 8 hrs, 18 hrs and 50 hrs. Bearing UD6 has a lower amplitude
at 8 hrs, and relatively smaller and fewer peaks when compared with the five other
data. Time domain measures for these bearings at these times are given in Table 4.2.
See Figures 5.1 and 5.2 for the same data in the frequency-domain.
As early life behaviour varies between bearings, a time had to be chosen where
all bearings appear to be run-in, so earlier data could be ignored when describing a
‘typical’ run-in, undamaged bearing. Monitoring of experiments – in particular noting
data from UD6 and other bearings that took a long time to run in – indicated that this
time would be somewhere in the 12 – 20 hr range. A more precise estimation of 15 hrs
was made by considering the time outlier values from Figure 4.3 occurred. Figure 4.5
shows boxplots of the same bearings, with all data logged earlier than fifteen hours
omitted. The number of outliers decreases, particularly when looking at the kurtosis
of the dataset as a whole, and looking at the Vrms for individual bearings. Each bearing
has an IQR for each measure that is smaller than that of the combined data for all
measures, with the only exception being the crest factor data from bearing UD3. Hence
the undamaged bearing dataset, used in this chapter to create various thresholds for
comparison with bearings S1-21, excludes data from earlier than fifteen hours. The
UD 18 hr set was selected as a sample of data from each bearing just after it has run
in.
As noted earlier in this section, run-in periods depend on the bearing set-up. The
estimate of 15 hrs is greater than that found in accelerated degradation experiments
[29, 32], and shorter than that noted by Karacay [60] – but load conditions were not
noted in this work. Qiu [103] ran bearings with a load of 26% of the dynamic rated
load (Cr), which is similar to 0.22 Cr used in these experiments. Run-in periods were
not specifically discussed but appear to be in the order of a few 10s of hours [103, 149].
This estimation of run-in time also influenced experiment design. The experiment
schedule for the seeded defect experiments (see Section 3.5.1) includes running in bear-
ings for 17:25 hrs before taking baseline data – the pre-defect dataset. This allows a
small margin of error over and above the estimated run-in time of 15 hrs.
4.2 Analysis of Bearings Before and After the
Seeding of Defects
The time-domain measures for the S1-21 pre-defect and post-defect datasets, and for
the UD 18 hr and UD50 hr datasets, are plotted in Figure 4.6. Bearings are labeled,
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Figure 4.4: Vibration data in the time-domain for bearings UD3 and
UD6 after each bearing had been running for 8 hrs, 18 hrs and 50 hrs.
Note that bearing UD6 was not run-in after 8 hrs but bearing UD3
was. Plot amplitudes for UD3 changes little over the 42 hours, but
time-domain measures and plot amplitudes increase for UD6. See
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 for PSDs of these data.
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Figure 4.5: Boxplots showing the spread of data for each of the time-
domain measures for bearings UD1-10. Data taken between 15–56 hrs
are used, excluding omitted data listed in Table 3.4. ‘All UD’ refers
to the boxplot for the entire dataset.
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Vrms (mV) Kurtosis crest factor
Bearing 8 hrs 18 hrs 50 hrs 8 hrs 18 hrs 50 hrs 8 hrs 18 hrs 50 hrs
UD3 2.82 2.87 2.92 3.82 3.01 2.62 18.63 15.19 12.14
UD6 2.90 3.07 3.10 2.55 2.69 2.92 8.32 12.63 13.55
Table 4.2: Time-domain measures for bearings UD3 and UD6, at 8 hrs
18 hrs and 50 hrs. See Figure 4.4 for voltage-time plots at these times.
and referred to, according to their defect type – ID1-8, OD1-6, and BD1-6 refer to
inner race defects, outer race defects and ball defects respectively. The term ‘S1-21’ is
used only to describe the seeded defect bearings as a group.
The Vrms values for the S1-21 pre-defect dataset show the effects of the seeded defect
experimental process. Before these bearings were run, slight damage was done to the
cage to allow access to the bearing races and/or balls when seeding defects, without
having to remove the bearing from the shaft. Yang [147] notes that slippage can occur
due to cage damage, which affects the nature of vibrations. Only six bearings had Vrms
values less than the maximum value of for the undamaged bearing dataset (3.63 mV).
A further ten bearings have all three Vrms readings within 0.5 mV of this value. Once
defects were applied, all bearings except BD2 had an increase in Vrms, although some
increases were very small. All Vrms values in the post-defect dataset were above the
maximum value from the undamaged bearing dataset, and 14 bearings had a higher
Vrms after the application of seeded defects than any bearing before defects were applied.
The kurtosis values for the S1-21 pre-defect dataset were lower than the maximum
undamaged bearing value (see Figure 4.5). All bearings except ID3 have a kurtosis
below the upper whisker value of 3.55, so would not be considered outliers in the
undamaged bearing dataset. After defects are seeded, the kurtosis increased in all
bearings except ID3, OD5, and BD2. Fifteen bearings have kurtosis values above 3.55
for all three data. Like Vrms, these results show some overlap between the kurtosis
values of bearings in different conditions, but kurtosis is usually higher (and higher
than three) after the application of defects.
One of the problems with comparing the crest factor of different bearings is that
data were logged over different periods of time. Crest factor (defined in Equation 2.23),
depends only on the maximum and minimum data value, and Vrms. The longer the
data run, the greater the chance of a one-off peak that is atypically large. Undamaged
bearing data were logged over 20 s and seeded defect data over 60 s. To allow for
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Figure 4.6: Time-domain measures for data gathered from undam-
aged bearings, and bearings before and after the application of seeded
defects. The UD 18 hr set and UD 50 hr set are compared with the S1-
21 pre-defect and post-defect datasets, with measures for each bearing
plotted separately. Vrms and kurtosis for UD1-10 are so similar that
data points are obscured in many cases, whereas ID1-8, OD1-7 and
BD1-6 have many instances of clear differences between pre-defect
and post-defect measures.
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comparisons between these bearings, the crest factor from the longer logging periods
was calculated over three 20 s periods, and the median value used. This was also done
for 60 s data from bearings T2-10 (see Section B.3).
Crest factor values often increase after the application of seeded defects, but there
is less of a distinction between bearings in different conditions than there is for the
other two measures. Seven bearings have overlapping values when comparing the pre
and post-defect datasets for that bearing, and ID3 has a drop in crest factor after the
application of defects. All crest factor values for the S1-21 pre-defect dataset are under
the maximum value of 18.78 for the undamaged bearing dataset. Only seven bearings
have a crest factor that is higher than 18.78 for all three post-defect data. A further
three bearings are higher in two out of three data.
Figure 4.6 indicates that there is a difference between datasets. Differences between
the S1-21 pre and post-defect datasets are greater than differences between the UD
18 hr and UD 50 hr sets. Time-domain measures tend to be raised in the post-defect
dataset, when compared to values for UD1-10. Section 4.2.2 discusses results further,
with reference to defect type and voltage-time plots of data. Section 4.3 uses the
time-domain measures to classify bearings according to level of damage.
4.2.1 Temperature Monitoring
Temperature analysis is not used in this thesis, but temperature was monitored during
the seeded defect experiments. Temperature monitoring can be included in vibration
or acoustic monitoring schemes - typically the monitoring of lubrication temperature
[30, 32] - but is not widely used to detect bearing defects [104, 115, 126]. Thermal
imaging has been shown to have potential as a method of bearing fault detection [115],
but there is no clear advantage over other methods.
The aim of the seeded defect experiments was to take data a short time after defects
were seeded, and when bearings were not deteriorating quickly, so the condition of
bearings when cut open is similar to the condition of the bearings when the post-defect
dataset was logged. This needed to be balanced against the effect of temperature on
vibration amplitude. As discussed in Section 3.4.2, it was observed that increases in
Vrms shortly after the motor was turned on corresponded to increases in temperature.
Figure 4.7 shows Vrms and temperature vs time for selected bearings before and after
the application of seeded defects. The bearings with the lowest and highest maximum
temperatures (ID3 and BD6) are included in the figure. Both of these bearings ran
at a similar temperature before and after the application of defects, as did most other
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bearings. Included in Figure 4.7 are three of the bearings with the largest differences
in temperature before and after defects were applied. ID7 and BD5 ran colder after the
application of seeded defects, and ID8 ran hotter. BD5 and ID8 each have large seeded
defects, but BD5’s defect is larger and Vrms is higher than ID8. So, clearly there is not
a direct link between the size of defects and temperate. However different bearings did
run at different temperatures irrespective of bearing condition.
These differences are not attributable to differences in ambient temperature. The
ambient temperatures recorded at the start of pre-defect and post-defect logging pe-
riods varied over the range 19.7◦C - 21.9◦C. After the first few minutes logging, the
temperatures in the bearings did not appear to be related to this initial ambient tem-
perature. There was no relationship between higher ambient temperatures and higher
steady-state temperatures in undamaged bearings, or between higher ambient temper-
atures and the higher temperatures at the start of the post-defect data logging period.
The room/ ambient temperature did increase during the running of the bearing appa-
ratus, with the highest recorded temperature being 23◦C. This can be attributed to
the bearing apparatus heating the room.
Appendix B has temperature and Vrms plots for all of S1-21 after the application of
seeded defects, and includes a brief discussion on the relationship between temperature
and Vrms. Note that ID3 (and some of the bearings plotted in Figures B.4 – B.6) has
measurements for Vrms and temperature that rise at the same rate, although the rate
of change has reduced by the time the dataset was taken. The other four bearings
plotted in Figure 4.7 do not have Vrms values that increase with temperature after the
application of defects, and all have fluctuations in Vrms.
4.2.2 Results by Defect Type
Figure 4.8 shows the time-domain measures for the S1-21 post-defect dataset, with the
plots separated by defect type. The UD 50 hr dataset for bearings UD1-7 are included as
a comparison. Results show that Vrms, kurtosis and crest factor are higher for bearings
with defects, but clearly some bearings show the effects of damage more than others.
Al-Ghamdi [2] applied various sized seeded defects to bearings, and found that there
was only a small increase in Vrms for bearings where a small amount of damage was
applied, and that kurtosis tended to be higher with damage, but sometimes returned
to 3 as damage progressed. Williams [139] notes that kurtosis can drop to undamaged
levels in bearings with defects that are longer than the spacing between balls. Bearings
ID4 and ID6 have defects that are similar in size to the ball spacing. Their kurtosis
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Figure 4.7: Vrms and temperature for selected bearings before and
after the application of seeded defects. Missing temperature data is
due to temperature logging stopping overnight, and then being re-
started the next morning.
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Figure 4.8: Time-domain measures for the S1-21 post-defect dataset,
with ID1-8, OD1-7 and BD1-6 grouped separately. Also plotted is
the UD 50 hr set for bearings UD1-7. Legend numbers refer (as ap-
plicable) to the individual bearings in each group. The slight offset
on the x-axis between data in each set is to improve readability only.
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readings are raised, but ID6 has some of the lowest kurtosis readings for a bearing with
an inner race defect, even though it has the largest race defect of all bearings (in terms
of both length and total volume). See Section 4.3.5 for discussion on defect size and
time-domain measures.
What cannot be seen when plotting the time-domain measures is the different nature
of data from bearings with different defect types. Figure 4.9 shows four bearings, ID2,
OD6, OD7, and BD5 before and after seeded defects were applied. Each bearing had
been running for 17.5 hrs when the pre-defect data were gathered, and post-defect plots
are chosen from the portion of the post-defect dataset that shows the effects of seeded
defects most clearly. See Figures 5.3 – 5.7 for plots of data from these bearings (and
some others) in the frequency-domain.
All four bearings have changes in the nature and amplitude of vibrations after the
application of defects. Bearings ID2 and BD5 show the effect of a moving defect, where
the amplitude of vibrations due to impacts between moving parts and defects (or a ball
defect and races) vary as the defect moves in and out of the load zone [83, 112]. ID2
has 12 – 13 modulation periods in 0.5 s, and BD5 has 19 modulation periods in 2 s.
These are consistent with the shaft and cage rotation frequencies (fs, fc) respectively.
See Chapter 6 for more on load zones and moving defects, and see Appendix A for
estimates of the frequencies of interest for NSK 6204 bearings.
OD6 has increased vibrations after the defect was seeded, but the impulses caused
by impacts between balls and the defect are obscured by other vibrations. OD7 has
defects on the outer race and a ball. There are visible impulses, with about 38 periods
over the 0.5 s plotted. This is consistent with the predicted value for fod.
Referring to Figure 4.8, there is no overall tendency for values to get higher across
the three readings for each bearing, suggesting that taking data at 25, 30 and 35 mins
usually allowed for three separate readings from a bearing with a particular level of
damage, rather than damage which was progressing over this time. Bearings ID5, ID7,
BD5, and BD6 had the greatest differences across the three readings. ID7, BD5 and
BD6 all have defects intentionally seeded on a ball. ID5 had a ball damaged during the
seeding process, and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) outputs suggest that there
may be slippage between the inner race and the shaft (see Section 6.5.6). Voltage-time
plots of the post-defect dataset for ID5 and BD6 are shown in Figure 4.10. There are
significant differences in the amplitudes of peaks between data for each bearings, and
during the 60 s logging period in some instances.
As a damaged ball rotates, impacts vary. Sassi [112] notes that in the case of a ball
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Figure 4.9: Vibration data in the time-domain for ID2, OD6, OD7,
and BD5 before and after the application of seeded defects to the inner
race, outer race, outer race and ball, and ball respectively. Data are
taken when the bearing has been running for 17.5 hours, then one
of the data logged 25, 30 or 35 mins after the application of seeded
defects is plotted, and zoomed to show features of interest.
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BD6 25mins after Defects Seeded
Time(s)






BD6 30mins after Defects Seeded
Time(s)






BD6 35mins after Defects Seeded
Time(s)
Figure 4.10: Vibration data in the time-domain for ID5 and BD6
at 25, 30 and 35 mins after defects were seeded. ID5 has periodic
increases in amplitude that are absent between 30 – 31 mins. This
bearing has two small scratches on the inner race, and a ball with a
thin scratch around 60% of the circumference, and analysis in Chapter
6 suggests there may be periodic slippage. BD6 has periods of higher
amplitudes across all three data as impacts between the rectangular
defect and races vary in strength due to the rotation of the ball, and
as the ball moves in and out of the load zone.
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defect with a small surface area, impact strengths will vary depending on the position
of the defect during impacts. There will be periods of time when there is no contact
between a small defect and races. In the case of larger defects, ball rotation will affect
the orientation of defects relative to the races. Defects on races are subject to impacts at
regular intervals and strength when the balls roll over them. However, slippage causes
further random events – Sassi [112] models the amplitude due to slippage between a
ball and race as proportional to the square root of the relative slip velocity.
4.3 Classification of Bearing Condition using Time-
domain Measures
Two sets of thresholds were created using the time-domain measures from the undam-
aged bearing dataset. The first is a set of absolute thresholds for comparing any bearing
with a “typical” undamaged bearing. The second is a set of relative thresholds, for
comparing a bearing with its condition at a previous time. Initial testing of thresholds
was done using bearings UD1-10 and T2-10, then re-tested on S1-21, to ensure that
there wasn’t a set of thresholds that were just as valid (given the undamaged bearing
dataset), and performed better. The thresholds were used to classify the condition of
S1-21, and these classifications are compared with known defect sizes. See also Section
5.5 (and in particular Section 5.5.2), where time-domain measures were used along
with frequency-domain measures in an automated classification scheme.
4.3.1 Classification and Scores
Absolute thresholds were used to classify bearings into six possible conditions for each
time-domain measure – ‘very good’, ‘good’, ‘query state’ (possible signs of early dam-
age), ‘probable early damage’, ‘damaged’, and ‘very damaged’. These states are de-
noted respectively as ‘G’, ‘g’, ‘Q’, ‘d’, ‘D’,‘D+’, and have an associated score of 0 for
‘G’ to 5 for ‘D+’. The bearing’s overall state at a particular time is determined by
by taking the score for each time-domain measure (Vrms, kurtosis, and crest factor),
and using a weighted average to determine the overall score. The state corresponding
to the combined score (after rounding), then gives the classification of that bearing’s
condition.
Relative thresholds classify changes in a bearing when compared to its condition at
a previous time. Its previous state is measured using the UD 18 hr set or S1-21 pre-
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defect set (as appropriate) for that bearing. The Vrms and kurtosis of the three data
combined data are used along with the median crest factor. This combined value is
compared with the Vrms, kurtosis and crest factor of the UD 50 hr or S1-21 post-defect
dataset for the same bearing. A bearing that has deteriorated in condition (higher
Vrms, kurtosis, and crest factor) can be classified as: ‘almost the same’, ‘similar but
with possible deterioration’, ‘slightly worse’, ‘worse’ or ‘much worse’. These states are
denoted respectively as ‘S-’, ‘qs-’, ‘w’,‘W’,‘W-’. Similarly, a bearing in better condition
has the following states: ‘S+’, ‘qs+’, ‘b’,‘B’,‘B+’. Scores of -4 to +4 are associated
with these states, and weighted averages are used to create a combined score, as per
absolute thresholds. A small magnitude score (±0.2) is associated with each of ‘S+’ and
‘S-’ to differentiate them (this did not affect any overall classifications). The weighted
averages have a further classification of ‘S’, created by a mixture of ‘S-’ and ‘S+’ scores.
These classifications and their related scores are summarised in Table D.1. Ap-
pendix D gives further details on the threshold levels.
4.3.2 Weighted Averages
Bearing condition was determined by using a weighted average of the Vrms, kurtosis and
crest factor scores. A proposed weighting of 3:2:1 (for Vrms:kurtosis:crest factor) was
tested against other combinations of weights. The following factors helped determine
the proposal of the 3:2:1 ratio:
• Vrms is a very reliable determinant of bearing condition [81], and undamaged
bearing data have a narrow spread of Vrms values (although each bearing has a
different median and data spread).
• Data from UD1-10 and T2-10 indicate that there is a clear difference between
undamaged and damaged bearings in most cases – for example choosing 4mV to
distinguish undamaged from damaged bearings would correctly classify all but
four data from Figure B.7 (all incorrect classifications would be from T6).
• Kurtosis varies more for a single undamaged bearing at different times than Vrms
does – data outliers are more likely (see Figure 4.5).
• A small increase in kurtosis can be an indicator of damage, but very damaged
bearings can have low kurtosis [32], for example T8 and T9 have similar and very
high Vrms, but T8 has lower kurtosis value, which is below the upper whisker of
the undamaged bearing dataset (see Figures 4.5 and B.7).
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• Crest factor depends only on two data points and Vrms – so a random variation
can affect the result. This is the least reliable domain measure, so should carry
the lowest weighting. There are several overlapping values between bearings with
and without seeded defects.
4.3.3 Time-domain Threshold Levels
Thresholds were determined by using measures of the spread of data of the undamaged
bearing dataset (see Figure 4.5). All proposed thresholds are given in Table D.1. A
good bearing (‘G’, ‘g’) is any bearing with an Vrms or kurtosis less than Q3 +1.5× IQR.
That is, Vrms or kurtosis would not be an upper outlier in the undamaged bearing
dataset. Damaged states have thresholds that are higher multiples of the IQR above
Q3, and were set to ensure that existing damaged bearings (T2-10) scored across the
range ‘d’, ‘D’, ‘D+’ – i.e. score could be correlated with actual damage at a later date.
Creating thresholds for crest factor was more difficult – a certain amount of trial and
error during code development resulted in the thresholds given in Table D.1.
Relative thresholds are determined by the spread of data for a single bearing for
each measure. Selecting only from bearings UD1-6, which were run to 56 hours with no
technical problems or missed data (see Section 3.3.2), the maximum IQR from a single
bearing for each measure is used (UD2 for Vrms, and UD3 for kurtosis and crest factor).
Multiples of this maximum IQR (denoted IQRm elsewhere in this Chapter, and in
Table D.1) are used to determine the states from ‘S’ to ‘B+/W-’. The Vrms thresholds
chosen initially proved to be too low, and had to be altered. This is discussed further
in Section 4.3.4 and Appendix D.
4.3.4 Testing of Proposed Time-domain Thresholds
Testing of thresholds was done in three stages. The first two stages involved altering
proposed thresholds and weights (of weighted averages) to see the effect this had on the
classifications of bearings UD1-10 and T2-10. Testing of relative thresholds was done
using the ‘UD 18 hr set’ and ‘UD 50 hr set’, and data from T8-10 before and after the
application of seeded defects. The purpose of this testing was to see if thresholds were
reasonable, resulted in a variety of classifications among defective bearings, whether
the proposed weights are reasonable, and to ensure that there wasn’t a clearly better
set of threshold values and/or weighted averages.
In all testing and use of thresholds, performance was evaluated by measuring the
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Condition Vrms (mV) Kurtosis Crest Factor
L M H L M H L M H
g 3.17 3.32 3.63 3.09 3.18 3.52 12.04 13.41 14.26
Q 3.61 3.74 3.82 3.45 3.57 3.65 13.68 14.76 15.48
d 3.95 4.08 4.16 3.77 3.90 3.98 16.56 17.64 18.36
D 4.46 4.59 4.67 4.27 4.40 4.48 18.00 19.08 19.80
D+ 5.30 5.43 5.51 4.77 4.89 4.97 25.19 26.28 27.00
qs-/qs+ ±0.11 ±0.18 ±0.25 ±0.12 ±0.23 ±0.35 ±1.59 ±3.18 ±4.77
w/b ±0.32 ±0.39 ±0.46 ±0.47 ±0.59 ±0.70 ±6.36 ±7.95 ±9.53
W/B ±0.53 ±0.60 ±0.68 ±0.82 ±0.94 ±1.05 ±11.12 ±12.71 ±14.30
W-/B+ ±1.10 ±1.17 ±1.25 ±1.76 ±1.87 ±1.99 ±23.83 ±25.43 ±27.01
Table 4.3: Magnitudes of the finalised time-domain thresholds. The
three sets of thresholds are denoted L=lower M=middling H=higher.
Absolute thresholds are given in the top section of the table, and time-
domain measures for each bearing are compared directly with these
values. Measures smaller than the ‘g’ threshold classify as being in
‘very good’ (‘G’) condition. Relative thresholds (below the dividing
line) compare time-domain measures from each bearing with previ-
ous values from the same bearing. The ± for each threshold refers to
worsening condition (+), or improving condition (−). No classifica-
tion of ‘b’, ‘B’ or ‘B+’ occurred, except during testing. Differences
smaller in magnitude than the qs-/qs+ threshold classify as being the
same, with a small positive value giving a classification of ‘S-’, and a
small negative value ‘S+’.
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percentage of incorrect results, correct results, and ‘query state’ results. Appendix D
has details of all testing. Incorrect and correct results are defined in Section D.1.1, and
rely on the fact that bearings are expected to be undamaged before the application of
seeded defects and after the application of seeded defects bearings are expected to be
damaged and to have deteriorated in condition. The separate tallying of query results
(‘Q’ for absolute thresholds, and ‘qs-’ results for relative thresholds) allowed for the
fact that some bearings were affected by the defect seeding process, and some bearings
had only small defects seeded.
Tests showed that absolute threshold levels are set at a reasonable level, but that
some relative thresholds were too low. The 3:2:1 weighted average was found to be the
best or second best across all tests. This weighting was evaluated further, along with
the 1:1:1 weighting, which performed well when testing relative thresholds on bearings
UD1-10. The relative thresholds for Vrms were increased before further testing.
Thresholds were tested further on S1-21 (and UD1-10), before their final use in
classification of bearing condition. The purpose of this process was to ensure that
there isn’t an obviously better set of thresholds that had been overlooked (once the
relative Vrms thresholds had been changed) – particularly for the relative thresholds,
which could not by fully evaluated using only the small number of test bearings (T8-
10) that had both pre-defect and post-defect data available. Results of testing also
highlighted the need to evaluate the rate of false positives against false negatives – the
definition of “best” results depends on which is considered more costly.
The results of testing were used to make a further two sets each of absolute and
relative thresholds. The first one classifies damaged bearings more successfully, with
additional cost to other results kept reasonably low and the second classifies undamaged
bearings more successfully. They were chosen to give some contrast with the middling
set, rather than by simply choosing some combination of values that gave gave the
best outcome. Likewise, the middling set was not tweaked, even though small arbitrary
adjustments could have increased correct results or reduced incorrect results. The 3:2:1
weighted average was the best performing over the majority of tests, so it is used to
classify bearings. Finalised threshold values for the three sets are given in Table 4.3.
4.3.5 Results of Time-domain Based Classification
Each bearing with seeded defects was classified using the three sets of thresholds given
in Table 4.3. As a comparison, the UD 18 hr and UD 50 hr datasets are also classified.
Results are given in Table 4.4 and full results for each bearing are given in Table D.2.
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Results for Undamaged Bearings
The UD 18 hr and UD 50 hr sets always classify as ‘g’ or ‘G’, although there are a
small number of ‘Q’ results when the entire undamaged bearing dataset is tested (these
results are not listed). Of 365 individual data in this dataset, there were a total of 1,
4 and 8 ‘Q’ results for the low, middling and high threshold sets, all from bearings
UD1 and UD7. These results are not unexpected, as these data were used to make the
thresholds.
There is a small increase in the number of very good (‘G’) classifications between the
UD 18 hr and UD 50 hr datasets when using the higher or middling thresholds. Results
of classification using the relative thresholds give results of ‘same’ (‘S-’, ‘S’, S+’) in the
majority of cases. All bearings classify as being in the same condition using the higher
thresholds, so ‘incorrect’ results for S1-21 using these thresholds clearly show that
these bearings have not deteriorated when compared to changes in normally running
undamaged bearings.
Two bearings (UD1, UD2) showed a possible improvement in condition in some or
all data using the middling thresholds. This could indicate that bedding-in was not
quite complete at 18 hours – a closer look at the individual results for each measure (not
given) showed that kurtosis and crest factor results improved for bearing UD1. Bearing
UD2 had an unusually high Vrms early in life (see Section 4.1), so the Vrms improved
from ‘g’ to ‘G’ over the 30 hours between the UD 18 hr and UD 50 hr datasets.
Bearings UD7 and UD8 showed a possible worsening in condition. In particular, the
last few hours data for UD7 started to indicate possible deterioration (see Figure 4.1).
The data at 56 hrs would classify as ‘w’ across all three threshold sets. This may the
beginning of the worsening in condition leading to failure, but data from run-to-failure
experiments show that bearing’s time-domain measures can fluctuate [38, 60, 103] well
before (and during) the exponential rise in these measures that precedes failure.
The lower set of relative thresholds is so low that UD7’s condition appeared to
improve, due to individual time-domain scores being a mixture of possible deterioration
and possible improvement. Thirteen data show possible improvement or deterioration




Classification: (N) G g Q d D D+
UD 18hr set 30 22(19,29) 8(11,1) 0 0 0 0
UD 50hr set 30 25(17,30) 5(13,0) 0 0 0 0
S1-21 pre-defect 63 0(0,18) 44(27,30) 19(33,15) 0(3,0) 0 0
S1-21 post-defect 63 0 5(1,9) 14(15,10) 9(9,11) 17(18,16) 18(20,17)
ID1-ID8 24 0 1(0,1) 0(1,0) 2(1,3) 12(13,11) 9
OD1-OD7 21 0 3(1,3) 6(5,6) 6(8,7) 4 2(3,1)
BD1-BD6 18 0 1(0,5) 8(9,4) 1(0,1) 1 7(8,7)
Relative Thresholds
Classification: (N) qs+ S qs- w W W-
UD 50hr set 30 4(6,0) 24(17,30) 2(7,0) 0 0 0
S1-21 post-defect 63 1(0,1) 3(4,5) 13(10,13) 10(13,8) 21(20,23) 15(16,13)
ID1-ID8 24 0 0 1(0,1) 4(5,4) 11(10,13) 8(9,6)
OD1-OD7 21 0 1(1,3) 5(4,5) 6(7,4) 9 0
BD1-BD6 18 1(0,1) 2(3,2) 7(6,7) 0(1,0) 1 7
Table 4.4: Summary of results of classification using time-domain
thresholds – see Table D.2 for full results. The results for each condi-
tion using the middling thresholds are given in bold face, with lower
and upper threshold results bracketed (in that order) if one or both
results are different. N=number of data, and N
3
is the number of
individual bearings in each row. The S1-21 post-defect results are
re-listed by defect type below the dividing line. Relative thresholds
test the UD 50 hr set and the S1-21 post-defect set against the UD
18 hr or S1-21 pre-defect measures for the same bearing.
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Results for the S1-S21 Pre-defect Dataset
These bearings have a significant number of ‘Q’ classifications (and no ‘G’ classifications
using the lower and middling thresholds), indicating that they were in worse condition
than the undamaged bearings. Referring to results for individual bearings, and the
middling thresholds (see Table D.2) fourteen bearings classified as ‘g’ across all three
data, with another six classifying as in a ‘Q’ state (ID2, ID3, ID4, OD2, BD6, and
ID7). BD5 had a mixture of ‘g’ and ‘Q’ classifications. The lower set of thresholds
increases the number of bearing with three classifications of ‘Q’ to ten, and ID3 classifies
as having probable early damage (‘d’). The higher thresholds reclassifies some good
bearings as ‘G’, and OD2 improves from ‘Q’ to ‘g’.
These bearings were clearly affected by the preparation process. Referring to Table
3.11, the three bearings that had problems with lubrication being expelled from the
cage are ID2, ID3 and OD2 – all three of these bearings classify as ‘Q’. All four bearings
run after the shaft was re-sleeved (ID7, ID8, OD7, BD6) classified as ‘Q’ for the lower
thresholds, with BD6 and ID7 classifying this way for all three sets. This could be
due to the re-sleeving, but it should also be noted that the bearings were prepared for
experiments in two batches. The bearings run earlier in each batch were more likely
to have a ‘g’ or ‘G’ classification. As noted in Section 3.5.3, it may have been better
to prepare bearings in weekly batches (five at a time).
These are not the same as ‘typical’ undamaged bearings, but still provide baseline
data that can be compared with the data logged after the application of seeded defects.
All of the bearings that had ‘Q’ classifications with the higher and middling thresholds
(and nine of the ten that had three ‘Q’ results with the lower thresholds) showed a
clear deterioration in condition after the application of seeded defects.
Results for the S1-21 Post-defect Dataset
Looking first at the middling thresholds, most bearings classified as damaged. The 44
classifications of ‘d’, ‘D’, or ‘D+’ came from fifteen bearings. A further five bearings
classify as being in a ‘Q’ state. The five ‘g’ results came from three bearings – ID5,
OD5 and BD2.
Bearing ID5 has a single ‘g’ result, but otherwise indicated damage and deterio-
ration using absolute and relative thresholds (see also Figure 4.10). This bearing has
a small scratch on the inner race, and a thin line on one ball – it is one of the least
damaged of ID1-8. Bearing BD2 classified as a mixture of good and query results,
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depending on the thresholds used, and there was no evidence of deterioration – and
some evidence of possible improvement in condition. A mixture of some time-domain
measures worsening and others improving, and the fact that all six readings (before
and after defects were applied) were near the good-query threshold means that the
middling thresholds give contradictory results – this is the only bearing this occurred
for. Bearing OD5 classified as being in good condition with all three sets of thresholds,
with only possible deterioration in condition when compared with itself before defects
were applied. It has a small scratch on the outer race, and some tiny pits on one ball.
It is one of the least damaged of OD1-7, but when compared with all 21 bearings, there
are five bearings (OD1, OD4, BD1, BD2, BD3) that have lower levels of damage. BD2
is discussed above, the other four bearings all classify as being in a ‘Q’ state.
Sixteen of the bearings had three identical results after defects were applied (see
Table D.2). Of the ones that didn’t, some differences in classification are due to
results being near to thresholds, for example BD2 moved from ‘good’ to a ‘query’
state. Sometimes damage causes transient effects, particularly when a ball is damaged
or there is slippage – see Section 4.2.2 and Figure 4.8 for more on this. All of the
five bearings that didn’t have three identical results have ball damage and/or evidence
of slippage. ID5 and BD6 showed the greatest variation in classifications across the
three data, BD5 also had variations in its time-domain measures, but was above the
‘D+’ threshold for all three time-domain measures and all three threshold sets. This
emphasises the need for regular monitoring of bearings especially when nearing the end
of their rated lifetimes, or after showing possible signs of damage.
The 46 classifications of worsening condition (‘w’, ‘W’,‘W-’) came from sixteen
bearings. Two of these (ID5 and BD6) indicated worsening condition in only two
out of three results, for the reasons mentioned above. The thirteen classifications of
possible worsening in condition (‘qs-’) included three bearings (OD4, BD1 and BD3)
which moved from ‘g’ pre-defect to ‘Q’ post-defect (a fourth, OD1 classified as ‘w’).
BD2 and OD5 were the only bearings that failed to show at least a possible worsening
in condition for all three of the threshold sets.
4.3.6 Comparison of Classifications and Defect Sizes
The initial analysis of this classification process was done before the bearings had
been cut open, to ensure that knowledge of defect sizes didn’t prejudice the selection
and testing of thresholds. Ranking of defect size was done without reference to these
results (as far as this was possible). When comparing the size of seeded defects with
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classification scores, there is a reasonable agreement between classifications and the
state of bearings, but they do not agree exactly. Reasons for this include variations in
the state of bearings before defects were seeded, balls also being damaged during the
seeding of race defect, and defects of different types affecting vibrations in different
ways. Note also that grouping defects into ‘larger’ and ‘smaller’ defects (see Tables 3.7
– 3.9) was reasonably straightforward, but further rankings were subjective, as defects
had different depths and positions on races, as well as length and width.
Others note different effects when correlating defect sizes and defect types. Al-
Ghamdi [2] found a poor correlation between outer race defect size (in terms of width
and length) and Vrms and kurtosis of vibration data, but line defects and large rough
defects always had raised levels with respect to undamaged bearings. Behzad [8] mea-
sured an increase in Vrms of vibration data for defects of increasing length (on either
race) and for each defect as it progressed. He noted an R2 score of 0.89 when plotting
defect length vs Vrms for a single bearing with a progressing outer race defect. Li [73]
used wavelet based kurtosis measurements of bearing vibrations, and found that ball
damage and inner race damage were more detectable than outer race damage, which
was hard to distinguish from an undamaged bearing. Deeper defects on the outer race
were distinguishable from the undamaged case. He found that in most cases kurtosis
increased with increasing defect depth or increasing width (while holding the other two
dimensions constant). Seen also Section 5.5.3 for results of an automated classification
scheme. This scheme uses a mixture of time-domain and frequency-domain measures
used as inputs, and ranks defects according to type and size. As noted in Section 5.5.2,
this scheme produces poor results when time-domain measures are used alone.
Detection of Inner Race Defects
ID1-8 all classify as having damage, or severe damage (‘D’, ‘D+’), excluding the ex-
ceptions mentioned above for some data from ID5 and ID7. These two bearings, along
with ID3 have the smallest inner race defects. ID7 also had a rectangular ball defect
seeded, and this defect dominates over the inner race defect (eg see Figure E.5 and Sec-
tion 6.5.5). ID3 and ID5 have smaller race defects than OD2 and OD6, but classify as
being more damaged. This cannot be explained by the relative state of these bearings
before defects are seeded, as pre-defect data for ID3 and OD2 classifies them as ‘Q’,
and ID5 and OD6 as ‘g’. As noted in Chapter 5, inner race defects produce impulses
that excite lower frequency resonance modes to a greater extent than these modes are
excited by outer race defects. However, classification results from data decimated to
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lower levels (i.e. higher fnyq values) were inspected (these are not given), and there
were no significant differences in relative classifications of bearings with similar sized
defects on the inner and outer race.
Impacts with inner race defects occur more frequently than outer race defects (fid ≈
1.6× fod), and same-sized defects cover a greater proportion of the smaller inner race
circumference. Williams [139] notes that contact forces in the inner race produce
greater stresses due to the smaller radius of curvature. In a run-to-failure experiment
Karacay [60] noted that (naturally occurring) inner race defects occurred earlier in a
bearing’s life than outer race defects. In addition to this, the inner race was harder to
access when seeding defects, so ball damage during the seeding process tended to be
greater.
Detection of Outer Race Defects
Bearings with outer race defects had reasonable agreement between the size of seeded
defects and classifications. Of the three bearings with smaller seeded defects, OD4
and OD5 classified as being in ‘g’ or ‘Q’ condition, and showed no, or only possible,
worsening in condition, across all three threshold sets. OD1 has the smallest defect of
OD1-6, but showed a slight worsening in condition – and had a ‘d’ classification with
the lower thresholds.
Of the bearings with larger outer race defects, there is some correlation between
defect size and classification scores. OD3 and OD7 classify as the most damaged. OD3
has a large line defect on the outer race, and OD7 has a rectangular defect of similar
depth (but smaller area), and a rectangular defect was seeded on one ball. The reason
for OD2 and OD6 classifying as less damaged (‘d’) could be due to the position of the
defect on the shaft. Patil [101] uses a defect model that predicts significant differences
in the amplitude of impulses caused by outer race defects, depending on the relative
positions of the defect and the load. However, it should be noted that OD2 has a higher
Vrms than OD3 – lower kurtosis and crest factor scores resulted in the ‘d’ classification.
Detection of Ball Defects
BD4, BD5 and BD6 had much larger seeded defects than BD1, BD2 and BD3, and
this was reflected in classifications. BD1, BD2 and BD3 classified as being in ‘g’ or
‘Q’ condition, and showed no, or only possible, worsening in condition, across all three
threshold sets. BD6 had the smallest defect of the three most damaged bearings, and
had a mixture of ‘d’, –‘D+’ classifications, due to contact between the defect and
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race varying as the ball rotates [112] (see also Section 4.2.2 and Figure 4.10). BD6’s
classifications are similar to those of ID7, and each bearing has a ball with a rectangular
defect. Defect dimensions are similar – BD6’s is larger and deeper, but ID7 also has
a defect on the inner race and a second ball. BD4 and BD5 have the highest Vrms
and kurtosis values of any bearings. Their defects cover significant portions of the ball
surface, so impacts between defects and races occur during all ball rotations. Severity
varies, as the damaged ball moves in and out of the load zone, and as the location of
the deepest defects vary with respect to the races.
4.4 Summary
Time-domain classification was done to investigate whether the condition of a bearing
could be measured using thresholds. These results make a useful baseline for other
methods of measuring bearing condition discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.
Undamaged bearings have time-domain measures that fall into a narrow range, but
each bearing is different. An undamaged bearing profile created from time-domain
measures from ten run-in undamaged bearings was used to create thresholds, which
successfully detected moderate to severe seeded defects. Bearings with very slight
damage (including those of S1-21 affected by the preparation process) showed some
worsening of condition when compared with undamaged bearings. In particular most
bearings with slight seeded defects showed a classification of possible early damage
(‘Q’). Relative thresholds proved to be useful in detecting deterioration in bearings
with significant seeded defects, regardless of the condition of these bearings before the
application of defects. This indicates that it is useful to compare bearings with both
previous values (relative thresholds) and absolute thresholds.
Time-domain measures (and the thresholds created from them) are less successful
when differentiating between similar levels of damage on different parts of the bear-
ing. Time-domain measures do not take into account differences between the forces
experienced in the case of inner race, outer race and ball defects, including the effect
of moving defects moving in and out of load zones, and the rotation of defective balls.
The ability of detect the source of damage – inner race, outer race or ball – would




Bearing Condition and Data in the
Frequency-domain
This chapter investigates the effectiveness of different data measures and processing
methods in the frequency-domain, with reference to the second question posed in
Chapter 1: Given a set of data from an existing selection of undamaged and dam-
aged bearings, is it possible to determine the nature and level of damage of these
bearings from these data? If so, is it possible to then determine the nature and level
of damage of other bearings using these methods?
As noted in Section 4.3.6, time-domain analysis is useful to detect the presence of
damage, but different defect modalities affect vibrations differently. This chapter evalu-
ates the effectiveness of various types of frequency-domain analyses, and uses measures
in the time-domain and frequency-domain to classify bearing condition. Analysis dis-
cussed in this chapter indicates that frequency-domain measures can be used to detect
defect type, but not in all instances, and the incorporation of time-domain measures
is required in some cases to separate undamaged and damaged bearings. Some defect
types and defect dimensions are more easily detectable than others, and different meth-
ods, or variations on these methods, better recover evidence of different defect types.
The analysis discussed in this chapter provides a useful baseline for comparison with
findings in Chapter 6, where Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms are used
to estimate bearing condition. MCMC algorithms use data that has been processed
using methods discussed in Section 5.2.
Frequency-domain plots were created for all data by taking the power spectral
density (PSD) of filtered or unfiltered data. This proved to be useful for experimental
monitoring, but is not an efficient way to analysise large amounts of data. Sections
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5.1 – 5.2 discuss these plots. Trends in plots of data from selected bearings are noted,
including similarities and differences between bearings with the same and different
types of seeded defects and different levels of (or no) damage. In particular, the ability
to detect the frequencies of interest (ωs, ωc, ωr, ωbps/ωod, ωbd and ωid, introduced in
Section 2.1.1) using different filtering methods is discussed.
Time-frequency methods are discussed in Section 5.3. These allow small sections
of bearing vibration data to be plotted in detail, but these plots require too much
processing power to be useful when applied to multiple data.
Sections 5.4 – 5.5 discuss thresholding and classification schemes, which use some
of the data and methods discussed in Sections 5.2. Time-domain measures discussed
in Chapter 4 are included as inputs to the classification scheme described in Section
5.5. Section 5.6 summarises findings.
5.1 Spectra of Vibrations from Unfiltered Bearings
Measuring the frequency spectra of bearing vibration data allows the identification of
resonance bands caused by the natural frequencies of the bearings and surrounding
structure [137]. In some cases, the frequencies of interest can also be identified [60].
In particular, the shaft frequency (ωs/fs) and harmonics are often visible even in the
case of undamaged bearings [72], due to imbalance and misalignment, which can occur
during the normal operation of bearings.
Estimating the PSD of logged data was done as part of the monitoring of all ex-
periments. PSD estimation was done using the Welch estimation method [80], and
the spectrum.welch command in Matlab. This monitoring of spectra provided some
useful information during the running of experiments. For example, the lower ampli-
tudes of the first data logged on a new day from some of UD1-10 was first noticed
during this monitoring. This observation helped determine future logging schedules
(see Sections 3.4.3 and 3.5.1), and contributed to data selection (see Section 3.3.2).
The onset of problems faced by UD8, UD9 and UD10 (due to slippage), was noticed
in the frequency-domain, as more harmonics of the shaft frequency were present when
compared with earlier data (and data from other bearings), and all harmonics were at
higher amplitudes.
Some initial analysis of seeded defect data was done by measuring amplitudes at
certain frequencies, but a scheme based on the envelope method was eventually used for
classification (see Sections 5.4 – 5.5). This method relies on filtering around resonance
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bands, which are identified from the PSD. While unfiltered frequency-domain data was
not used for further analysis, it is still useful to consider differences between undamaged
and damaged bearings. In particular, some of the data from individual bearings plotted
in the time-domain in Sections 4.1 – 4.2 are plotted again in the frequency-domain.
5.1.1 Undamaged vs Damaged Bearings in the Frequency-
domain
When running bearings UD1-10, PSDs showed multiple harmonics of the shaft fre-
quency (up to approximately 0.5 kHz). At higher frequencies, resonance peaks can be
seen. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the plots of the PSD of UD3 and UD6 after they had
been running for at 8, 20 and 50 hours. These same data were plotted in the time-
domain in Figure 4.4, where they showed differences in amplitude due to differences in
running-in time.
Modes of the natural frequencies due to the flexural vibration of the outer race,
ωno/fno, and inner race, ωni/fni, (n ∈ [2, 3, 4, ...)) are estimated in Appendix A, and
summarised in Table A.2. The first three modes for the outer race are: f2o ≈ 4.4 kHz,
f3o ≈ 12.5 kHz, f4o ≈ 24.0 kHz. The first mode of the inner race is: f2i ≈ 13 kHz.
Other modes are at above the Nyquist frequency, so are not estimated.
All six subplots in Figure 5.1 have peaks between (approximately) 11 kHz – 13 kHz
and 21 kHz – 25 kHz. The expected frequency of the n=4 resonance mode is at a similar
frequency to the 24 kHz cutoff frequency of the decimation filter, so the shape of the
21 kHz – 25 kHz peak is affected by this filter. There are peaks from other sources
(such as the shaft) at lower frequencies, but most bearings have evidence of a distinct
narrow peak at about 4.4 kHz.
Bearing UD6 has lower amplitudes at all frequencies above 5 kHz for the data logged
at 8 hrs, as the bearing had not yet run in. There is little change between the 18 hr and
50 hr data, and UD3 has similar amplitudes across all frequencies at the three times.
See section 4.1.2 for more on running-in times.
Figure 5.2 shows the same plots, zoomed in to show lower frequencies. All subplots
show multiple harmonics of the shaft frequency (fs) visible up to about 500 Hz
1. The
large peak at 100 Hz is due to the motor, and appears in all PSDs from all bearings.
There is very little difference between amplitudes at these lower frequencies at different
times. This indicates that there is no significant changes in shaft imbalance or bearing
1Note that fsenc ≈ 24.8 Hz for UD3 and fsenc ≈ 24.7 Hz for UD6 (see Table B.1).
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Figure 5.1: PSDs of 20 s of data from UD3 and UD6 after each bearing
had been running for 8 hours, 18 hours and 50 hours. See Figure 4.4
for time-domain plots of these same data. Note that the amplitude
at each frequency varies little for UD3 (left plots) across the three
time periods, whereas UD6 (right plots) experiences an increase of
amplitude between 8 hrs and 20 hrs, particularly at frequencies above
5 kHz.
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Figure 5.2: PSDs of 20 s of data from UD3 and UD6 after each bearing
had been running for 8 hours, 18 hours and 50 hours. Plots are of the
same data as Figure 5.1, zoomed to show low frequencies. Multiple
harmonics of the shaft frequency (fs ≈ 24.78 Hz) can be observed, up
to about 400 Hz.
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alignment during this time.
PSDs taken while monitoring the seeded defect experiments show differences be-
tween bearings before and after the application of seeded defects. Figure 5.3 shows
plots of the PSDs of the same data from OD6, OD7 and BD5 that were plotted in the
time-domain in Figure 4.9. The same data, zoomed to show low frequencies, are shown
in Figure 5.4. See also Figure 5.5 for PSDs of the post-defect data from ID1 and ID2.
The three bearings all show increases in amplitude after the seeding of defects, but
these changes are greater at different frequencies for different bearings. Frequencies
below 1 kHz are discussed separately below. OD6 and BD5 have increases across all
other frequencies plotted. OD6 has relatively larger increases (i.e. a greater increase
in dB readings) across the frequency band that correspond to f3o than at most other
frequencies, including frequencies close to f2o and f4o. BD5 has the greatest increases
between about 3−18kHz – including frequencies corresponding to f2o andf3o. OD7 has
small increases with the greatest increase occurring at the frequencies corresponding
to f4o.
At low frequencies, amplitudes are higher, but peaks are at different frequencies.
There are fewer peaks at harmonics of fs. Peaks at nfbps (labeled fo on the upper x-
axis) are visible in all plots (only the first harmonic is visible in post-defect data from
BD5). These peaks are hard to distinguish from harmonics of fs in the left plots (and
in plots of UD1-10, such as those in Figure 5.2). OD7, which has rectangular defects
on a ball and on the outer race, has multiple peaks separated by about 9.5 Hz (fc).
Vibrations at harmonics of fc can be caused by variations in ball diameter [137]. BD5
has significant damage to one ball, and this causes the length (in time) and strength
of impacts to vary. The PSD of 60 s of data is an average of these varying effects,
however even when taking the PSD of shorter portions of data, harmonics of the defect
frequencies are obscured. Pre-filtering of data is required to recover the frequencies of
interest in this and other bearings.
5.2 The Envelope Method
Analysis of bearing vibration data in the frequency-domain is often done using the
envelope method [33, 83, 122], which is introduced in Section 2.3.3. This method is
considered effective in recovering the frequencies of interest, particularly the defect fre-
quencies, which can be obscured in unfiltered PSDs [2, 63]. Figure 5.5 shows unfiltered
and enveloped plots of the PSDs of data from ID1 and ID2. Both have inner race
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BD5 After Defects Seeded
Figure 5.3: PSDs of 60 s of data from OD6, OD7 and BD5 before and
after the application of seeded defects. Pre-defect data were taken
after the bearing had been running for 17.5 hours, then one of the
data logged at 25, 30 or 35 after the application of seeded defects
is plotted. See Figure 4.9 for the same data in the time-domain.
Amplitudes are higher in post-defect data, particularly at frequencies
above 5 kHz.
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fs fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
OD6 Before Defects Seeded
fs fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
OD6 After Defects Seeded
fs fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
OD7 Before Defects Seeded
fs fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
OD7 After Defects Seeded
fs fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
BD5 Before Defects Seeded
fs fofb 2fb 3fb 4fb 5fb
BD5 After Defects Seeded
Figure 5.4: PSDs for OD6, OD7 and BD5 before and after the appli-
cation of seeded defects. Plots are of the same data as in Figure 5.3,
zoomed in to show low frequencies. Labels on the upper x-axis refer
to the approximate position of harmonics of some of the frequencies
of interest (see Section E.1 for plot labels and positions).
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defects – ID1 has a line defect, and ID2 has a rectangular defect. The inner race defect
frequency, fid, is not visible in the unfiltered PSD (middle plot for each bearing), but
is recovered by the envelope method (bottom plot for each bearing). Low frequency
vibrations, such as multiple harmonics of fs, and the 100 Hz peak caused by motor
vibrations are filtered out, allowing other peaks such as fid and sidebands at fid ± fs,
[122] to become visible.
The envelope method removes unwanted frequencies by filtering [122], but there
are problems associated with choosing a particular band for the filter. There can be
modes of vibration within the filter band that are not caused by impacts between defects
[137], and different defects cause different resonances [145]. As a bearing becomes more
damaged, there will be more random vibrations as the races break up [16], and as defects
become larger than the ball to ball spacing so impacts are continuous [126]. Burgess
[16] notes that the amplitude difference between peaks and the noise floor reduces as
damage progresses, until the envelope method becomes ineffective in recovering defect
frequencies.
5.2.1 Applying the Envelope Method to Bearing Vibration
Data
The envelope method was applied to data from all bearings, using a bandpass fil-
ter which filters around the peak corresponding to f3o. The filter has a lower cutoff
frequency of 10.5 kHz and an upper cutoff frequency of 13.5 kHz. The upper cutoff
frequency is high enough that estimated values of f2i (see Table A.2) are attenuated
by less than 10 dB. The 3 kHz bandwidth is similar to that used by others [63, 83, 122],
although it is also narrower than that used in some classification schemes based on
enveloped data and multiple filter bands [110, 138]. A 4th order Butterworth filter was
used2. Bearings in different condition produce different resonances [145], so choosing a
filter and a passband is a balance between having a wide enough passband to include
resonances caused by more than one effect, at frequencies that are estimated only (see
Section A.3), while limiting unwanted vibration sources [33]. It is also essential to
satisfy the narrowband condition required to use the Hilbert transform [10]. The same
Welch PSD estimation method [80] used for unfiltered data is used here (and in all
PSD estimation in this thesis).
Appendix E has two plots from each bearing after data have been processed using
2The filter was the same as was used by Kiral [63].
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ID2 After Defects Seeded










































fs fo fi 2fi 3fi 4fi 5fi 6fi
fs fo fi 2fi 3fi 4fi 5fi 6fi
fs fo fi 2fi 3fi 4fi 5fi 6fi
fs fo fi 2fi 3fi 4fi 5fi 6fi
Figure 5.5: Frequency-domain plots for ID1 (left plots) and ID2 (right
plots). The top two plots for each bearing show the unfiltered PSD
over two frequency scales. The bottom plot shows the same data
processed by the envelope method, using a passband of 10.5 kHz –
13.5 kHz. Approximate positions of some harmonics of the frequencies
of interest are shown on the upper x-axis (see Section E.1 for plot
labels). Peaks at nfid, which are not visible in unfiltered data, can be
recovered using the envelope method.
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the envelope method. UD1-10 at 18 and 50 hours are are plotted in Figures E.1 and
E.2, and S1-21 before and after the application of seeded defects are plotted by defect
type in Figures E.3 – E.5. These plots show that data from UD1-10 changed little
over 32 hours, but most plots from S1-21 had noticeable changes in the amplitudes and
frequencies of peaks. Selected data from these plots are shown in Figures 5.6 – 5.7.
Note that Section E.1 has a summary of the frequencies of interest, and how they are
labeled on the upper x-axis of plots in this chapter and in Appendix E.
One of the problems with the envelope method is difficultly in distinguishing be-
tween peaks caused by balls passing the load or balls rolling over a defect on the outer
race, as these occur at the same frequency (i.e. fbps = fod). Bearing models also
suggest vibrations at harmonics of fbps can occur due to outer race waviness in other-
wise undamaged bearings [137]. Figure 5.6 shows enveloped spectra from UD3, UD4,
OD2, OD3 and OD7. The amplitude of peaks at the first two harmonics of fbps = fod
(denoted and typeset as ‘fo’ on the upper x-axis of Figure 5.6) are similar for UD4 and
OD2.
OD2 and OD3 both have line defects. OD3 has larger defect than OD2 (this is
reflected in time-domain classifications of ‘d’ and ‘D’ respectively), but peaks at fod
are at lower amplitudes for OD3, and lower than peaks at other harmonics of fc (note
that fod = Zfc coincides with the Z = 8 harmonic). OD7 has a rectangular defect,
and while peaks are at lower amplitudes than OD2, it has well resolved peaks at
harmonics up to (and above) 9fod. As noted previously, larger and longer defects can
be more difficult to defect, as other vibrations can drown vibrations caused by the
defect [16]. The Vrms may be higher than less damaged bearings [64], and the bandpass
filter removes many of these other vibrations [126], but peaks at the relevant defect
frequency can be less resolved. OD3 has a deep line defect, which is over 33% of the
ball-to-ball spacing in length. The defect on OD7 is of similar depth, but much smaller
in area.
Figure 5.7 shows other examples of comparisons between rectangular and longer
or larger defects. ID2 has a rectangular defect, and ID6 has a line defect which is
longer than the ball-to-ball spacing, meaning that impulses due to impacts between
balls and the defect are continuous. ID6 has very small peaks at nfid (denoted and
typeset as ‘nfi’ on the upper x-axis of the plots), and these are lower in amplitude than
other peaks, particularly the peak at fbps. ID2 has peaks at nfid and at sidebands
nfid ± fs (±s on the upper x-axis for the first two harmonics). These sidebands are
due to variations in the impact size of the moving defect as it moves in and out of the
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fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo −s 4fo +s 5fo 6fo 7fo 8fo 9fo
UD4
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo −s 4fo +s 5fo 6fo 7fo 8fo 9fo
OD2
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo −s 4fo +s 5fo 6fo 7fo 8fo 9fo
OD3
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo −s 4fo +s 5fo 6fo 7fo 8fo 9fo
OD7
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo −s 4fo +s 5fo 6fo 7fo 8fo 9fo
Figure 5.6: PSDs of selected bearings with that are either undamaged
(UD3 and UD4), or have seeded defects on the outer race (OD2,
OD3 and OD7). Data are processed by the envelope method, using a
passband of 10.5 kHz – 13.5 kHz. Relevant frequencies of interest are
labeled on the upper x-axis. Note that labels nfo refer to nfod = nfbps.
It is hard to distinguish between spectra of undamaged and damaged
bearings. OD3 has less well defined peaks at nfod than OD2 and
OD7, which have smaller seeded defects than OD3.
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load zone [107, 128]. Note that both bearings had balls damaged while seeding defects
on the inner race, and that fid − fs ≈ fbd, so any peak at fbd due to the ball defect
may be obscured.
BD6, which has a rectangular defect on a single ball, also has peaks and sidebands
at its relevant defect frequencies (nfbd and nfbd ± fc), with sidebands caused by the
defective ball moving in and out of the load zone. BD5 has multiple line defects covering
much of one ball. The peaks at nfbd are over a wider band than the narrow peaks
produced by other bearings, and are smaller relative to the local floor amplitude – this
is an example of the envelope method being ineffective in the case of a significant defect
[16]. Some of the filters and filtering methods discussed later in the chapter can better
recover the peak at fbd, or otherwise detect the presence of this ball defect.
It is important to note that some of the bearings with line defects or defects covering
much of a ball did produce noticeable peaks at the relevant defect frequency – in
particular ID1 (see Figures 5.5 and E.3), and BD4 (see Figure E.5). BD4 had damage
covering a significant portion of one ball, so that impacts between defects and races
were continuous. This caused vibrations with the highest Vrms of any of S1-21, and the
enveloped data shows significant peaks at nfbd and nfbd ± fc.
ID8 has defects seeded on the inner and outer race, and one ball was damaged
during the seeding process. There are several modes of vibration due to these defects,
as there are impacts between balls and the defect on each race which sometimes occur
simultaneously or almost simultaneously. In addition to this, the inner race defect
moves in and out of the load zone once per shaft revolution, and the small defect on
the ball will cause impacts with races, and on occasion these will be with the defective
parts of the races. The largest defect is on the inner race, and the largest peaks are at
fid.
These plots indicate that the envelope method is successful at identifying peaks at
the frequencies of interest when defects are moderate in size – particularly rectangular
defects which are relatively short and deep – but peaks are not always visible in data
from bearings with longer race defects or ball defects that cover much of the surface.
In addition, it can be difficult to distinguish data from bearings with outer race defects
with that from undamaged bearings.
5.2.2 Investigation of Different Filters
The filter used in the previous section was chosen to correspond to a resonance peak
that is present in all bearing vibration data, and includes the estimated frequencies of
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fc fs fo −s fi +s −s 2fi +s 3fi 4fi 5fi 6fi
ID6
fc fs fo −s fi +s −s 2fi +s 3fi 4fi 5fi 6fi
ID8
fc fs fo −s fi +s −s 2fi +s 3fi 4fi 5fi 6fi
BD5
fs fr fo fb 3fr 2fb 3fb 4fb 5fb 6fb 7fb
BD6
fs fr fo fb 3fr 2fb 3fb 4fb 5fb 6fb 7fb
Figure 5.7: PSDs comparing data from bearings with different sized
seeded defects. Data are processed by the envelope method, using a
passband of 10.5 kHz – 13.5 kHz, and relevant frequencies of interest
are labeled on the upper x-axis. ID2 and BD6 each have rectangular
defects, which produce pronounced peaks at fid and fbd respectively,
as well as sidebands at nfid ± fs and nfbd ± fc. ID6 and BD5 have
larger defects than ID2 and BD6, but have smaller or missing peaks
at defect frequencies. ID8 has multiple defects, producing large peaks
as defect positions coincide.
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flexural modes for each of the races (f3o and f2i).
There are also resonance peaks at lower and higher frequencies, which can also
be used to construct filters [33, 83, 110, 138] for use with the envelope method. In
particular, filters around the peaks coinciding with f2o, f3o, and f4o are compared.
In addition, other natural frequencies of the bearing rings exist – for example the
equations supplied by [97] estimate the second and third axial modes of the outer race
to be approximately 8.5 kHz – 9 kHz and about 24 kHz. There are also several modes
of vibration, some at lower frequencies than f2o, due to the bending of the shaft [137],
as well as rigid body vibrations of the bearing races [86, 137]. In this thesis, no filter
with a fixed bandwidth is tuned to these modes, but adaptive filtering can potentially
be tuned to any mode of vibration.
Spectral kurtosis, introduced in Section 2.3.3, is a method of creating an adaptive
filter based on the short-time Fourier transform (see Section 2.3.4), and can be used
with the envelope method in bearing analysis [5, 113]. Some authors find spectral
kurtosis based filtering produces superior results than filters based on fixed resonance
bands [29, 114]. The kurtogram [3] is used to implement the spectral kurtosis method.
See also Section 5.3.1 for discussion on the implementation of empirical mode decom-
position (EMD), which decomposes data into several modes of vibration.
Four bandpass filters (denoted filters 1 – 4) were compared when used with the
envelope method. Note that filter 2 is the filter introduced in Section 5.2.1 :
• Filter 1 has the same design as filter 2, with a passband of 4.1 kHz – 4.8 kHz.
• Filter 2 is the filter used in Section 5.2.1, with a passband of 10.5 kHz – 13.5 kHz.
• Filter 3 has the same design as filter 2, with a passband of 22 kHz – 24.5 kHz.
• Filter 4 is designed using the kurtogram [3], which designs a filter based on the
frequency band with the greatest spectral kurtosis.
Note that the upper cutoff frequency of filter 3 is above the cutoff frequency of the
decimation filter used on all data before any processing. An alternative version of
filter 3 was trialled with a bandwidth of 20.5 kHz – 23 kHz. The main difference was
that this alternative filter produced envelope spectra at a higher amplitude across all
frequencies, but peaks were no better defined. It was considered desirable to use filter
4, as it includes the estimated frequency of f4o. Other versions of filter 1 and filter
2 were also trialled, but performed less well. Some of these alternative versions were
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briefly evaluated using the thresholds discussed in Section 5.4.2, and none indicated
that they would be better performing.
Figure 5.8 compares the use of filters 1 – 4 using data from UD3 and OD3, which
are filtered then processed using the envelope method. Of the five bearings plotted in
Figure 5.6, these bearings had the least well defined peaks at nfbps (= nfod). Both
bearings have more harmonics of fbps present when data is filtered using filters 3 and
4. The filter created by spectral kurtosis (filter 4) had passbands centered on 24.5 kHz
for UD3 and 19.8 kHz for OD3 – these frequencies are similar to the filter 3 centre
frequency (particularly in the case of UD3). This improvement in detecting peaks at
fbps is seen in both bearings, so there is no indication that this improvement is due to
the better detection of impacts between balls and the outer race defect on OD3.
Figure 5.9 compares the use of filters 1 – 4 using data from ID1 and ID6. Both
of these bearings have line defects on the inner race, with ID6’s defect being greater
than the ball-to-ball spacing. Filter 1 produces clear peaks at the defect frequencies
and sidebands for ID6 which are missing in other plots. This filter works reasonably
well for data from ID1 also, but there is no clear advantage over filter 2. Like OD3,
ID1 and particularly ID6 have better defined peaks at fbps when filter 3 is used (note
only the first harmonic is labeled – as fo – on the upper x-axis). This would further
indicate that balls passing the load are the source of the better defined peaks for OD3
(and ID1 and ID6), rather than impulses caused by the defect.
In some cases, including ID6, the peaks at nfid, nfbd and relevant sidebands are
best recovered by filtering with filter 1, but this is not always the case. See Figure E.6
– E.7 for further examples – including some where filter 1 does not perform better than
filter 2. There seems to be no advantage filtering around frequencies close to the first
(n = 2) mode of flexural vibration of the inner race (f2i ≈ 13 kHz), when detecting
defects on the inner race. A version of filter 2 centered on 13 kHz was also trialled, with
no improvement. While some authors suggest that inner race defects trigger flexural
vibrations on the inner race [112, 125], others suggest that while the outer race flexes
(or otherwise moves with respect to the housing), the inner race can be approximated
by a rigid body [27, 137]. Momono suggests that problematic vibrations at the natural
frequencies of the outer race are more likely due to the looser fit of the outer race [86].
Filter 1 performs badly for bearings with outer race defects. Filter 3 enhances peaks
at fbps, and performs badly for bearings with inner race and ball defects. This filter
also tends to enhance peaks at harmonics of fc whether there is any damage to the
cage or not. Filter 4 (based on spectral kurtosis) creates adaptive filters centered on
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Figure 5.8: PSDs of UD3 and OD3, with data processed using the
envelope method. Four different filters are compared. The centre of
the passbands of filters 1 – 3 are 4.45 kHz, 12.00 kHz and 23.25 kHz.
Filter 4 is centered on 24.52 kHz for UD3 and 19.83 kHz for OD3.
Filters 3 and 4 better resolve peaks at nfbps (marked nfo, n ∈ [1 : 6]
on the upper x-axis) for both UD3 and OD3. In the case of OD3, this
suggests peaks may be evidence of balls passing the load (as they are
with UD3), rather than evidence of the defect on the outer race.
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Figure 5.9: PSDs of ID1 and ID6, with data processed using the
envelope method. Four different filters are compared. The centre of
the passbands of filters 1 – 3 are 4.45 kHz, 12.00 kHz and 23.25 kHz.
Filter 4 is centered on 19.83 kHz for ID1 and 1.53 kHz for ID6. Peaks
at 2fid (marked nfi on the upper x-axis for n = [1, 2, 3, 4]) are better
recovered using lower frequency pass bands (filter 1 and filter 4) for
ID6. For ID1 there is no clear advantage using any filter.
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higher frequencies in the majority of data. All of the 60 data from the UD 18 hr and
UD 50 hr datasets, 50 of 63 data from S1-21 pre-defect dataset and 53 of 63 data from
S1-21 post-defect dataset had filter 4 centered on frequencies greater than 19.5 kHz.
Hence the envelope method using filter 4 produced no advantage in resolving peaks
due to defects.
Filter 2 is the best or second best of the filters trialled at resolving peaks due to
defects, and is the best single filter over all defect types. The ability of filter 1 to better
detect some defect types means that filters 1 and 2 are both used (separately) with the
envelope method in Section 5.5.
5.3 Time Frequency Methods
Time-frequency methods including the wavelet transform, the Hilbert-Huang transform
(HHT), and the short time Fourier transform (STFT), are introduced in Section 2.3.4,
where each method is defined, and examples are given of their use in the field of bearing
analysis. As noted in that section, these methods tend to be computationally expensive
[74]. The advantage of time-frequency methods is that changes in the spectrum over
time can investigated. In addition, as part of implementation, the wavelet transform
and the HHT first decompose data into frequency bands. In this thesis, use of time-
frequency methods is limited to testing the use of adaptive filtering using the HHT,
and using the wavelet transform and the STFT to illustrate some examples of the
differences between data from bearings in different conditions.
5.3.1 The Hilbert-Huang Transform
Data from bearings were processed using the HHT (see Section 2.3.4). The first stage
of HHT involves EMD, which decomposes vibration data into intrinsic mode functions
(IMFs), with frequency bands that are determined by the data, rather than being
pre-defined. This was implemented in Matlab [80], incorporating some code from Tan
[124]. As IMF are considered to be narrowband [55], it is possible to use the Hilbert
transform and apply the envelope method to each mode. This method was applied
to 4 s of data from each bearing, with the envelope spectra of the first six modes of
decomposition for bearings BD1 and BD5 plotted in Figures 5.10 and 5.11.
In many cases applying the envelope method to data decomposed using EMD did
produce spectra with peaks at the relevant defect frequencies, and the bearings plotted
are examples of this. These is no clear advantage in EMD as a pre-filter for the envelope
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method when considering data from all bearings. A small number of bearings produced
more visible peaks, but in most cases there is no improvement. One disadvantage of
using EMD as a pre-filter is the need to either inspect multiple plots for each bearing, or
otherwise select the best performing frequency band. Some of these data were trialled
as inputs for decision trees (see Section 5.5) during initial testing of this scheme, but
did not perform well and were not used. It is possible that some method of feature set
reduction (for example those introduced in Section 2.4), would improve the performance
of these data.
Many of the problems discussed in Section 2.3.4 regarding the implementation of
HHT were noticed. These included mode mixing (where vibrations of a particular
mode was split between two IMFs), and difficulties in calculating the instantaneous
frequency. Using Equation 2.38 and phase wrapping to calculate instantaneous fre-
quency can mask these problems (and therefore produce incorrect data). It is possible
to calculate instantaneous frequency directly [116, 144]. This results in several val-
ues (for data from any given bearing) of instantaneous frequency above the Nyquist
frequency, sometimes by several orders of magnitude. These data usually occur when
the amplitude is small, and could be caused by the resulting mode not satisfying the
narrow-band condition required for the Hilbert transform [10], or a poor signal to noise
ratio at these lower amplitudes. Huang [54] suggests first removing amplitude modula-
tion (by normalising the data to the envelope). This reduces but does not eliminate the
problem. Plots produced (with data above the Nyquist frequency, and/or the first level
of decomposition removed) showed some differences between undamaged bearings and
bearings with seeded defects, but plots produced using the STFT and the continuous
wavelet transform (CWT) showed these features more clearly.
5.3.2 Selected Time-frequency Domain Analysis
The CWT and the STFT – both introduced in Section 2.3.4 – allow short sections
of data to be plotted in the time-frequency domain. This is done in Matlab [80] with
colorbar plots. Both of these methods are simple to implement, but are computationally
expensive. It was only possible to plot short sections of data before all available memory
was used, and longer sections of data have too much detail to be adequately displayed
using plots of this type.
Figures 5.12 and 5.13 compare data in the frequency-domain, time-domain and
time-frequency domain for BD5 and BD6. The time-frequency plot is created by taking
the STFT, and was designed to compromise between time and frequency resolution
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Figure 5.10: Envelope spectra of the first six levels of EMD (C1–
C6) for 4 s of data from BD1. Decomposition levels C3, C4 and C6
recover some evidence of a peak at fbd (marked nfb, n ∈ [1 : 5] on the
upper x-axis), which is not visible in envelope spectra of data from
this bearing using any other filter. However, these peaks are not well
defined.
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Figure 5.11: Envelope spectra of the first six levels of EMD (C1-C6)
for 4 s of data from BD5. Peaks at nfbd (marked fb, n ∈ [1 : 5] on
the upper x-axis) are narrow and better defined for most levels when
compared to plots of enveloped data filtered using bandpass filters
(filters 1–4). Sidebands at nfbd ± fc also visible.
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using a window size of 512 samples = 8.3 ms, a 50% window overlap, and 8192 fast
Fourier transform (FFT) points. Other window sizes, overlaps, and numbers of FFT
points were also trialled.
These figures show examples of transient events. The plot of data from BD5 (Figure
5.12) has series of decaying impulses that occur at intervals of fc
−1 ≈ 10.45 ms as the
defective ball moves in and out of the load zone. Each event consists of a series of
about ten impulses (at fbd
−1), the larger ones produce raised amplitudes across most
frequencies. These events are not always well defined. BD5 has a defect covering a
significant portion of one ball – hence impacts between defects and races can be almost
continuous, depending on the orientation of the ball. One of the problems with the
STFT is that the time resolution can be insufficient to distinguish some of these events
– but if the time resolution is increased, then the frequency resolution is reduced [144].
BD5 has raised amplitudes across the three frequency bands which include f2o, f3o and
f4o, with the n = 2 band (which includes the filter 1 passband) being at the highest
amplitude.
In the case of BD6, shown in Figure 5.13, the periodicity at fc
−1 is difficult to
distinguish. Note that both BD5 and BD6 have visible peaks at nfbd ± fc using the
envelope method with appropriate filtering (see Figure 5.7, as well as Figure 5.11 for
BD5 and Figure E.7 for BD6). Individual events at fbd
−1 are more pronounced in the
case of BD6, which has a rectangular defect. The plot also has examples of transient
events (eg at approximately 29.4 s, 29.7 s and 29.8 s) which produce vibrations across
all frequencies, particularly above 20 kHz. One of the advantages of time-frequency
analysis is the ability to note the frequency content of transient events such as these.
The CWT of an undamaged bearing (UD4) and a bearing with a seeded defect
on the inner race (ID6) are compared in Figures 5.14 and 5.15. Also plotted are the
same data in the frequency-domain and time-domain. CWTs plot time against pseudo-
frequency, which is related to the scale of the daughter wavelet (see Equations 2.33 and
2.34), and (as the label suggests) is the equivalent to frequency. The Morlet wavelet
and 128 scales are used to calculate coefficients of the CWT for 0.35 s of data for each
bearing.
Periodic events at fbps
−1 ≈ 13 ms can be clearly seen in the data from UD4, shown
in Figure 5.14, and are not present in Figure 5.15. The events clearly correspond to
higher amplitudes in the time-domain plots. ID6 has a line defect that is larger than
the spacing between the balls (so impacts between balls and the defected portion of the
race are continuous). Nine events, with a spacing of fs
−1 ≈ 41 ms, can be seen in Figure
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Figure 5.12: Fourier transform, time-domain data and STFT of 1 s of
the data logged from BD5 35 mins after the application of a seeded
defect, which covered a significant portion of a single ball. Events
visible on the lower two plots occur approximately every 0.11 s, which
agrees with estimates of fc
−1, so are probably due to the damaged ball
moving past the load. These events are made up of shorter events with
a period that agrees with the predicted value of fbd
−1.
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Figure 5.13: Fourier transform, time-domain data and STFT of 1 s
of the data logged from BD6 30 mins after the application of a rect-
angular seeded defect to one ball. Events visible on the lower two
plots occur approximately every 0.11 s, which agrees with estimates
of fc
−1, but these events are not well defined. The events are made up
of shorter events with a period that agrees with the predicted value
of fbd
−1, caused by impacts between the damaged ball and bearing
races.
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5.15. These correspond to the period of the defect as it moves in and out of the load
zone. The time-domain plot has some evidence of higher amplitudes at these times,
but they are partly obscured by other vibrations. These events have particularly high
amplitudes at pseudo-frequencies of about 1 kHz. The adaptive filter for ID6 (filter
4), created using spectral kurtosis, was centered on 1.53 kHz (see Figure 5.9). This
was one of the few examples of these filters with cutoff frequencies of below 19.5k̇Hz.
Wensing [137] in his model of a two bearing system, that includes the effects of the
shaft and housing, notes several low frequency (800Ḣz – 2 kHz) modes of vibration of
the system, in particular several relating to the shaft.
5.4 Detecting Defect Type using Thresholds in the
Frequency-domain
When frequency-domain data are included in classification schemes, the envelope
method is usually used to process data [11, 33, 122, 138]. As noted in Section 5.2,
peaks at the frequencies of interest, particularity the defect frequencies, are far better
resolved with appropriate filtering and demodulation. Data processed using the en-
velope method were used to create a set of thresholds to see if these can be used to
identify the presence or absence of defects. This is done by measuring the amplitude
at the frequencies of interest and their harmonics. Results of applying thresholds to
S1-21 and UD1-10 are compared with those from time-domain classification. In Section
5.5 classification is performed while comparing various decision trees, some of which
are based on the thresholds created in this section. Filter 2 is used with the envelope
method unless otherwise specified.
5.4.1 Selection of Frequency-domain Data
In order to create the thresholds, first it is necessary to decide which frequencies of
interest are to be used, and how this is to be done. Figures 5.7 and E.3 – E.5 show
evidence of peaks at defect frequencies and their harmonics in some cases but not all.
These figures also show variations in the raw amplitude at the frequencies of interest,
and in the resolution of peaks – i.e. the amplitude ratio between peaks and the (local)
floor. Figure 5.6 highlights some difficulties in differentiating between undamaged
bearings and those with defects on the outer race. Some classification schemes are
based on the amplitude at defect frequencies [11, 122], but others measure the peak
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Figure 5.14: Fourier transform, time-domain data and a CWT of
0.35 s of the data logged from UD4 after it has been running for
50 hrs. Periodic events that occur every fbps
−1 ≈ 13 ms can be seen
on the bottom two plots. These impulses occur as balls pass through
the load zone.
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Figure 5.15: Fourier transform, time-domain data and a CWT of
0.35 s of the data logged from ID6 35 mins after the application of a
large seeded defect to the inner race. Periodic events that occur every
fs
−1 ≈ 41 ms are visible on the bottom two plots. These events occur
when a ball and the defect in the inner race are in the load zone at
the time of an impact.
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to median ratio [33, 138]. Ericsson measures the local median value (i.e. the median
value between peaks) [33], whereas Widodo defines a frequency band, and takes the
mean over this range, and compares each peak with this single value [138].
In order to allow for varying shaft frequencies, it is necessary to define each peak
as the maximum value within a few Hertz of the predicted value of the frequency of
interest. Ericsson uses a range of ±2% around the cage frequency (fc), the ball rolling
frequency (fr), the outer race defect frequency (fod), and the inner race defect frequency
(fid), and their 2nd and 3rd harmonics. Note that fbd = 2×fr. Stepanic [122] sums the
amplitude over a ±3 Hz range around fc, fr, fod, fid, fbd, and the 2nd – 5th harmonic of
fod. Testing for the presence of peaks at sidebands of moving defect frequencies could
help determine the cause of the peaks, but this is difficult using simple thresholding,
as the more peaks that are tested for, the more chance there is a peak due to some
other cause at a similar frequency.
Peak Selection
Considering the structure of the bearing, prior knowledge of the data from monitoring
experiments, and methods used by the authors cited above, the following amplitudes
were measured:
• Peak amplitudes at the cage frequency and the fourth harmonic (fc, 4fc = 12fod).
• Peak amplitude at the shaft frequency (fs).
• Peak amplitude at the ball rolling frequency (fr = 12fbd).
• Peak amplitudes at the outer race defect frequency and second and third harmon-
ics – note that this is also the ball pass frequency (nfod = nfbps, n = [1, 2, 3]).
• Peak amplitudes at the ball defect frequency and second and third harmonics
(nfbd, n = [1, 2, 3]).
• Peak amplitudes at the inner race defect frequency and second and third har-
monics (nfid, n = [1, 2, 3]).
• First quartile of amplitudes between the peaks listed above.
These frequencies are all defined in Equations 2.1 – 2.6, see also Appendices A and E.
Not all of these listed frequencies were used to create thresholds, but all were used in
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Section 5.5 as inputs to decision trees. The peak amplitude was defined as being the
maximum values within a ±1.4 Hz range of the typical observed value of peaks.
Observed and predicted values of the frequencies of interest differ by approximately
0.5 Hz–1.5 Hz. These discrepancies are discussed in Sections 6.4.2, 6.5.5 and A.2. The
values used when creating thresholds are given in Table E.1, and are the same as those
used on the upper x-axis of plots in this chapter. The range of ±1.4 Hz is larger than
the variations between observed values and the values given in Table E.1, and allows
for variations in shaft frequency. Peak amplitudes at higher harmonics were checked
against the source data to ensure that this range was not too narrow to miss true
peaks. When a wider search range than ±1.4 Hz is used, more false positives occur due
to peaks from other sources being measured instead.
This thresholding method relies on peaks having a narrow spectral width, as only
a single peak amplitude is measured. The amplitude between peaks is estimated to
be the first quartile, Q1, of the amplitudes of all data points between the peaks, with
values within ±2.8 Hz of the expected value of peaks ignored. The first quartile was
chosen, rather than the mean or median, so that peaks from other sources between the
frequencies of interest would not influence this measurement.
5.4.2 Frequency-domain Thresholds
When creating time-domain thresholds, it was possible to make initial choices using
the undamaged bearing dataset, and asking questions like “what is an outsider?” and
“how far above the undamaged bearing values is an indication of probable damage?”.
Data gathered while monitoring bearings, and plots of the spectrum of the enveloped
data, showed that it would be difficult to use the undamaged bearing dataset in the
frequency-domain in this way. There is overlap between absolute amplitudes of the
spectra of new and damaged bearings. In particular, it is very difficult to differentiate
between enveloped data from some undamaged bearings and most bearings with defects
on the outer race. So instead this thesis attempts to answer the question “is there a
possible set of frequency-domain thresholds that will successfully classify defect type,
using either peak values, the peak to first quartile ratio, or a combination?”. Bearings
T2-10 were used to see if a set of thresholds could be made using these bearings. When
then applying them to S1-21, they identified defects in only a small number of cases.
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Testing of Frequency-domain Thresholds
Eight different subsets of thresholds were created, four for testing the absolute am-
plitude of peaks and four which measured the peak to first quartile ratio (peak:Q1).
Each set varies in its rate of true positives and false positives. The sets are denoted
sets 1–4. Set 1 contains the lowest threshold values, and was designed to get the most
positive results from the S1-21 post-defect dataset, while minimising false positives.
Sets 2 and 3 were designed to minimise the number of false positives in the S1-21 pre-
defect dataset, while still identifying a reasonable number of peaks in the post-defect
dataset. Set 4 was designed to minimise the number of false positives in UD1-10 (and
was created using data from T2-10).
Each set of thresholds tested for a positive result at nfid, nfod, or nfbd, where n =
[1, 2, 3]. An absolute peak was defined as a peak existing, and being above a particular
amplitude. The existence of a peak was defined as being 3dB above the relevant
value of Q1 for inner race and ball defects and 6 dB above Q1 for outer race defects.
This higher threshold for outer race defects reduced the number of false positives from
UD1-10, ID1-8 and BD1-6. Note that all calculations in this chapter were done using
linear-scale amplitudes, but thresholds are quoted in dB.
Some results in this chapter tally the total number of data above the threshold
for the first and/or second harmonic of the relevant defect frequency. In other cases
(in particular, for full results for each bearing given in Appendix E) each bearing was
scored according to its combined results across the three harmonics. Scores, and the
corresponding symbols used are:
• I+/O+/B+ (a score of 3) indicates the bearing is above the threshold for all three
harmonics of the corresponding (inner race/outer race/ball) defect frequency.
• I/O/B (a score of 2) indicates the bearing is above the threshold for the first,
and either the second or third harmonic of the relevant defect frequency.
• i/o/b (a score of 1) indicates the bearing is above the threshold for either the
first or second (or second and third) harmonic of the relevant defect frequency.
Ignoring single positive results from the third harmonics reduced the number of false
positives, and made little or no difference to the number of true positives.
Thresholds from the four sets were tested on the undamaged bearing dataset (con-
sisting of data from bearings UD1-10 after they had been running for fifteen hours,
and omitting some data from bearings UD8-10), and the S1-21 pre and post-defect
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datasets. Results of this initial testing are given in Table 5.1, where the incidences of
any score of above zero are counted.
Almost all false positives from UD1-10 occur for the thresholds for nfod. Data from
UD4 had many positive results at nfod using any of the threshold sets, positive results
at 2fid for sets 1 – 3 and a small number of positive results at nfbd for set 1. There are
very few other incidences of positive results at fid or fbd (ten for set 1, five for sets 2
and 3, and none for set 4). UD2, UD8 and UD10 have several false positives for sets 1
– 3. UD1, UD6 and UD7 have a small number of positive results for sets 2 and 3 (up
to six per bearing), and several for set 1.
Data from S1-21 pre-defect have a far lower rate of false positive results. This may
be because the data were taken just after the bearings were run in. Although the rate
of positive results in the ‘UD 18 hr’ dataset is almost identical to the ‘UD 50 hr’ set,
testing over the entire undamaged bearing dataset indicates that false positives are
more prevalent when a bearing has been running for longer. This lower rate may also
be due to the effects of damaging the cage before seeding defects.
When applying thresholds to data from S1-21 post-defect, only sets 1 and 2 manage
to identify defect type correctly (by data being above the relevant threshold) in over
50% of cases. The number of incorrect results for set 1 is higher than for set 2. Most
incorrect results are a second type of defect being identified in a bearing with only one
type of seeded defect. Thresholds made and tested using peak:Q1 data give slightly
better results than those using absolute thresholds. There is also some benefit from
combining results for most sets. Bearings with race defects also had balls damaged
during the seeding process. Positive results at nfbd in these bearings were not included
in either the ‘correct’ tally or the ‘incorrect’ tally.
The four sets were reduced to three sets, by replacing the absolute thresholds for
nfod in set 3 with those from set 4. This means that set 1 and set 2 still have high
incidences of false positives for outer race defects in UD1-10, but set 3 has a far lower
rate. The next section takes a more detailed look at the performance of sets 1 – 2 and
the altered set 3.
Results from the use of Frequency-domain Thresholds
In this section, threshold sets 1 – 3 are applied to data from S1-21 before and after
the applications of seeded defects, to see how many data are above the threshold for
the frequencies corresponding to the correct defect type, and which bearings these
data come from. These results are compared with those from the UD 18 hr and UD
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Bearings: UD1-10 S1-21 S1-21
Dataset: undamaged pre-defect post-defect
Dataset size: 365 63 63
Result: > threshold >threshold >threshold >threshold <threshold
(incorrect) (incorrect) & correct & incorrect for all
Set 1 Peak 228 5 30 5 30
High cost Peak:Q1 69 15 33 1 21
Combined 229 20 40 6 15
Set 2 Peak 111 1 27 1 36
Combined Peak:Q1 67 2 28 1 27
cost Mixture 117 3 34 2 26
Set 3 Peak 111 0 23 1 40
Low cost Peak:Q1 67 0 23 0 40
Combined 117 0 27 1 36
Set 4 Peak 36 0 16 1 47
Low cost Peak:Q1 0 0 17 0 46
to U1-10 Combined 36 0 18 1 45
Table 5.1: Results of tests of four sets of thresholds, with each set
tested using thresholds for peak amplitudes, peak to lower quartile
ratios (peak:Q1), and combined results for both sets of thresholds.
The undamaged bearing dataset was tested, along with the S1-21 pre
and post-defect datasets. Positive results at nfbd in bearings with
balls damaged during the defect seeding process were not included in
either the ‘correct’ tally or the ‘incorrect’ tally.
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50 hr datasets, in particular positive results at nfod for these data. Full results for each
bearing are given in Table E.2. These results include the scoring of positive results – ‘i’,
‘I’, ‘I+’ for the identification of inner race defects, for example. Results are summarised
in Table 5.2.
Positive results at nfbd in bearings with balls damaged during the defect seeding
process were not included in either the ‘correct’ tally or the ‘incorrect’ tally, although
all incidences are noted in Tables 5.2 and E.2. As a result, the totals in the three right
columns of Table 5.2 do not necessarily add up to ‘N’ (the total number of data in each
row). Data from bearings with more than one type of seeded defect are included in the
‘correct’ tally if one or more of the relevant defect frequencies are above the threshold.
The right column of Table 5.2, ‘above threshold and all correct’ counts the number
of incidences of data above the threshold at the correct defect frequency, but not also
above the threshold at an incorrect defect frequency.
Set 2 is able to identify defect types in about 50% of data. Bearings ID1-8 have
the highest rate of correct identification. This is due to a combination of these defects
being more severe, and it being reasonably straight-forward to choose thresholds that
can separate data from bearings with and without seeded defects on the inner race.
None of BD1, BD2 and BD3 are above the threshold for nfbd for any data and any
thresholds. Bearings ID7 and OD7 also have seeded defects on one ball, and are above
the threshold for nfbd for five out of six data for sets 1 – 2.
BD5 (see Figure 5.7) has small peaks at the second and higher harmonics of fbd,
which are only about 3dB above the local floor, and are spread over about 10 Hz. This
means that even though data from this bearing shows clear signs of a ball defect when
viewing data in the frequency-domain (and the time-domain and the time-frequency
domain) it does not perform well in frequency-domain classification.
Table 5.3 gives results for S1-21 post-defect by time-domain classification. All
results of ‘above threshold and all correct’ for sets 2 – 3, come from data with a time-
domain classification of ‘d’,‘D’, or ‘D+’ (probable damage, damage, severe damage).
This is an indication that ‘correct’ is a reasonable result, even for bearing with outer
race defects. The percentage of correct identifications of defect type for data with ‘d’,
‘D’ and ‘D+’ classifications are 89%, 76% and 61%. As discussed in Section 5.2, the
envelope method becomes less reliable at recovering peaks at the relevant frequencies
as bearings become more damaged [16, 126].
The purpose of set 1 was to test whether there was any set of thresholds that could
correctly identify defects type, with no consideration for the number of false positives
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Number of data above Frequency- Results
domain Thresholds for: for Set
Dataset N Inner Outer Ball 2+ hits Above None Above
race race per thres & above thres &
data incorrect thres all correct
UD1-10 30 2 11 0 2 11 19 n/a
18 hr set (3,2) (20,4) (0,0) (3,2) (20,4) (10,26)
UD1-10 30 3 11 0 3 11 19 n/a
50 hr set (3,3) (18,7) (0,0) (3,3) (18,7) (12,23)
S1-21 pre 63 2 1 1 1 3 60 n/a
defect (7,0) (11,0) (4,0) (2,0) (20,0) (43,63)
S1-21 post 63 17 8 33 20 2 26 32
defect (17,13) (17,6) (36,8) (20,1) (6,1) (15,37) (37,25)
ID1-8 24
15 0 15 12 0 6 18
(15,12) (1,0) (16,2) (12,0) (1,0) (5,10) (17,14)
OD1-7 21
1 8 11 7 1 9 7
(1,0) (13,6) (12,0) (7,0) (1,0) (3,15) (12,6)
BD1-6 18
1 0 7 1 1 11 6
(1,1) (3,0) (8,6) (1,1) (4,1) (7,12) (7,5)
Table 5.2: Results of applying frequency-domain threshold sets 1 –
3 to the UD 18 hr, UD 50 hr, S1-21 pre-defect and S1-21 post-defect
datasets. N=number of data, and N
3
is the number of individual
bearings in each row. Combined results (peak and peak:Q1) are given,
with the results from set 2 in bold type, and threshold results from
the other sets given as (set 1, set 3). The S1-21 post-defect results
are re-listed by defect type below the double line.
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Time-domain N Inner Outer Ball 2+ hits Above None Above
classification race race per thres & above thres &
(middling set) data incorrect thres all correct
‘g’ 5
0 0 0 0 0 5 0
(4,0) (1,0) (1,5) (3,0)
‘Q’ 14
1 1 3 1 1 11 0
(1,0) (5,0) (3,0) (1,0) (3,0) (7,14) (2,0)
‘d’ 9
0 6 7 5 0 1 8
(6,5) (7,1) (5,0) (1,3) (8,6)
‘D’ 17
9 0 11 6 0 3 13
(9,6) (12,3) (6,0) (2,8) (13,9)
‘D+’ 18
7 1 12 8 1 6 11
(2,1) (14,4) (8,1) (2,1) (4,7) (11,10)
Table 5.3: Results of the application of frequency-domain thresh-
olds, listed by time-domain threshold result, for the S1-21 post-defect
dataset. N=number of data, and N
3
is the number of individual bear-
ings in each row. The results from set 2 are given in bold type, and
threshold results from the other sets given as (set 1, set 3) if they
differ. The middling set of time-domain thresholds are used in this
table. See Tables 4.4 and D.2 for time-domain threshold results.
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in UD1-10 and S1-21 pre-defect. Using this set, there was one more correct result for
BD4 than for set 2 (and one fewer for ID2, as one data is now above the threshold for
at nfod), but the remaining increase in the number of ‘above threshold and all correct’
results comes from bearings that classify as ‘g’ or ‘Q’ using time-domain thresholds.
This must be offset against the multiple false positives in S1-21 and UD1-10 data.
These false positives are more common at nfod, but also occur at nfid and nfbd. This
indicates that these thresholds are too low, and that any advantage set 1 appears to
have over set 2 really only comes from prior knowledge of bearing condition i.e. that
S1-21 post-defect do actually have defects.
Performance of Thresholds using Data Processed with Filters 1, 3 and 4
The thresholds were also briefly tested on the data created using the envelope method
with filters 1, 3 and 4 (see Section 5.2.2). These filters produced data with different
amplitudes across all frequencies, so thresholds for measuring absolute amplitudes do
not necessarily perform well. Peak:Q1 ratios do not depend on the absolute amplitude,
but only the size of the peak relative to the local floor.
As expected, filter 1 was more successful in detecting peaks at nfid and nfbd –
but this includes several false positives – and it was less successful at detecting peaks
at nfod. Some decision trees used threshold results or peak:Q1 amplitudes from data
processed using filter 1. Relevant filter 1 threshold results for these are given with
decision tree classifications in Tables E.4 and E.6.
When thresholds were tested on data processed with filter 3, allowances were made
for the decimation filter by either lowering the passband by 1.5 kHz (to 20.5 kHz –
23.0 kHz), or lowering all thresholds. Set 1, using the different bandwidth, gives a
similar (but slightly smaller) number of true positives when compared with set 2 and
data processed using filter 2. However there are more false positives at nfod. Filter
4 did not perform well, and a new set of thresholds would be needed to adequately
test this filter. The peak:Q1 and peak amplitudes of data processed using filters 3 and
4 were tested as inputs to decision trees. If there had been any indication that these
trees could produce reasonable results (for example, a close to 50% correct classification
rate in post-defect bearings) then some consideration would have been given to testing
thresholds created specifically from these data, but this was not the case.
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Summary of Findings
Bearings with moderate – high levels of damage have defect types correctly identified (in
data processed using filter 2) in most cases, but care must be taken when interpreting
correct results from any bearing with an outer race defect. The rate of false positives
among U1-10 is high, so correct results in OD1-7 must be treated with caution. The
problem with using thresholds to determine defect type is that the underlying cause of
raised amplitudes at particular frequencies cannot be tested. Other supporting data
such as multiple sources of peaks with the same period in the time-domain and the
presence of side-bands in the frequency-domain, are ignored. It is also possible that
a completely reasonable set of thresholds exists that has not been tested (although
this appears unlikely). With this in mind, a method of automated classification is
tested, using a mixture of the time-domain measures discussed in Chapter 4 and the
frequency-domain inputs tested in this section.
5.5 Classification of Bearing Condition using
Decision Trees
Time-domain thresholds, created using the spread of data from undamaged bearings,
give a reasonable indication of bearing condition. Frequency-domain thresholds are able
to indicate defect type in the case of bearings with moderate-high levels of damage.
However, as noted in Section 5.4.1, frequency-domain thresholds were created by trial
and error – earlier attempts to use T2-10, and/or the spread of data from undamaged
bearings produced thresholds which performed poorly.
Section 2.4 gives examples of several commonly used bearing classification methods.
As noted in Section 1.2.2, these classifiers can report high success rates, but success
rates can vary between different classification schemes using similar features [122], or
the same classification scheme using different features [100]. Decision trees, created
using the Matlab Classregtree function [80], were chosen as they are simple to imple-
ment and fast to run [123], and it was possible to trial several combinations of training
and test data. If the automated analysis of bearings was the focus of this thesis, it
would have been useful to compare other decision tree algorithms, such as the J48
algorithm/ WEKA based algorithm used by Boudahmi [11], and/or to test Learning
Classifier Systems - for example Neural Networks. In this case, the purpose of trialling
a method of automated classification was to ensure that a poor choice of thresholds, or
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poor interpretation of results, wasn’t the reason that defect type(s) could only be de-
tected in about half of cases (depending on thresholds used). In addition, time-domain
measures were incorporated in decision trees, so it was possible to compare outputs
with results of the threshold-based classification used in Chapter 4.
Boumahdi [11] uses decision trees to attempt to determine bearing defect type, first
using only Vrms, kurtosis, and crest factor. He created a fourth time-domain input, with
Vrms compared to a threshold value, and expressed in dB. He then added thresholds to
indicate the presence or absence of peaks at the first and second harmonic of the inner
race and outer race defect frequencies, using data processed by the envelope method.
If both peaks exist, he also tested to see if the amplitude at the second harmonic is
greater than that at the first harmonic.
One of the disadvantages of decision trees is that they perform well when run using
the training data, but this does not necessarily translate to good performance when
classifying data [80]. This can be remedied by optimising trees – for example by pruning
branches off overly complicated trees [123].
5.5.1 Testing of Predictors
Various decision trees were implemented, where different combinations of predictors
(data inputs) and responses (possible classifications) were tested. Initial testing, using
trees with four possible responses (undamaged, inner race, outer race or ball defect),
produced a correct identification of defect type in around 50% of cases [68]. A pre-
dictor set consisting of the time-domain measures and the peak-to-first quartile ratios
(peak:Q1) at the first two harmonics of the defect frequencies produced a better result
than a predictor set using the time-domain measures and threshold results for the same
frequencies. This raised the possibility that the threshold values used were not the best
possible set. This led to the creation of threshold sets 1 – 2 (and eventually to the final
version of set 3).
The Matlab Classregtree function [80] works by creating decision trees based on
training data, which are then used in the classification of other data. Initial testing
of trees involved training the decision trees using the UD 18 hr and UD 50 hr sets,
along with data from test bearings T3, T5-T6 and T8-T10. This is a small training
set, and meant it was not possible to test for defect severity as well as defect type.
In addition, T3, T5 and T6 were run under different conditions from T8-10 and S1-
21. However, this scheme allowed the testing of several combinations of time-domain
measures and/or threshold outputs or combinations of the amplitudes or peak:Q1 ratios
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at the frequencies of interest. A summary of time-domain and frequency-domain inputs
trialled is listed below:
• Time-domain measures (Vrms, kurtosis and crest factor). The fourth Vrms based
input (Vrms compared with a reference level and expressed in dB), as used by
Boudahmi [11], was ignored by all trees, in favour of the raw Vrms.
• Vrms only (usually used with a set of frequency-domain inputs).
• Threshold outputs using one of threshold sets 1 – 3 (all three sets were tested),
and scoring 1 – 3 as per Section 5.4.2, or including only the result for the first
two harmonics.
• Threshold outputs using one of sets 1 – 3, with output scores as per Boudahmi
[11] (presence of first and second harmonic at the defect frequencies, with a higher
score if the second harmonic is at a higher amplitude than the first).
• The peak amplitudes or peak:Q1 ratios used for frequency-domain thresholds
(first three harmonics of inner race, outer race and ball defect frequencies).
• Various combinations of the full set of thirteen calculated peak amplitudes or
peak:Q1 ratios at the frequencies of interest (see Section 5.4.1).
Threshold inputs used the results of the application of peak amplitudes thresholds,
peak:Q1 thresholds, or both sets combined. All frequency-domain based combinations
used data processed with one of filters 1 – 4, with all four filters tested.
This initial testing indicated that some combinations could achieve about 50% cor-
rect classifications, correct classifications were more likely in more damaged bearings,
and that some combinations of data and/or thresholds worked better than others. How-
ever, it was clear that the training set was too small. One of the problems of decision
trees is that as they have to make a decision, results can be inflated by the nature of a
tree with few nodes. A bearing with data that does not resemble the training dataset
has a 25% chance of a correct result when using a four-response tree.
5.5.2 Testing Larger Response Sets
When training decision trees (and other classifiers), the performance of the classifier can
be evaluated by cross validation [80, 138]. In particular, training a classification scheme
with all bearings except the one being tested [38, 122] allows for a larger training set,
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which can include of most of S1-21. The disadvantage of the this method is that each
bearing is classified with a different decision tree – although differences are slight, and
can be reduced by pruning lower branches. The advantage is that the larger training-
set makes it possible to classify bearings according to type and severity of defect, and
to differentiate between U1-10, and S1-21 before the application of seeded defects. As
mentioned in Chapter 4, S1-21 pre-defect are not typical undamaged bearings.
A larger training set was created that consists of T8-10, UD1-10, and all of S1-21
except ID7, ID8 and OD7, and excluding all data from the bearing currently being
classified. T8-10 are included in the training set as these are run under identical
conditions after the application of seeded defects (and equivalent conditions before, in
that they had been previously run-in). ID7, ID8 and OD7 are omitted, as each of them
is the only one with that particular combination of two seeded defects. These three
bearings are included in classification, but some care is taken when interpreting results
from them.
As noted in Section 3.5.2, bearings can be easily separated into those with larger
and smaller seeded defects (see Tables 3.7 – 3.9). With this in mind, three combinations
of responses were used (with associated symbols also listed):
• The original four classes of undamaged, inner race, outer race and ball defects
(U, I, O, B).
• Eight classes, with bearings without seeded defects being divided into undam-
aged, and pre-seeded-defect condition (U, P), and bearings with seeded defects
being divided into those with smaller and larger defects (I1, I2, O1, O2, B1, B2),
according to Tables 3.7 – 3.9.
• Eleven classes – the eight classes, with three additional classes (I3, O3, B3)
created by separating I2, O2 and B2 further.
When determining the class of bearings with seeded defects it was not necessary to
compare defect severity between different defect types, as these already have separate
classes. When creating the eleven-class tree it was necessary to ensure that there were
at least two bearings with each response. Severity rankings for the eleven-class tree
were made taking this into account.
The set of predictors was reduced to a better performing set for final testing. There
is a very large number of combinations of available data, filtering methods, and thresh-
olds that could be used. There were some combinations that obviously didn’t work,
but no combination that clearly out-performed others.
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The threshold outputs based on those from Boudahmi [11] did not perform par-
ticularly well, and are not included in the final results. Data processed using filter 1
(which works well for inner race defects, and poorly for outer race defects) and filter 2
(which performs reasonably well for all defect types) were used in final testing.
Trees using peak or peak:Q1 amplitudes were tested with multiple combinations of
these data, and it was found that the best performing trees used the peak:Q1 ratios
for all thirteen of the frequencies of interest listed in Section 5.4.1 when using data
processed using filter 1, or for ten of these frequencies (all except the third harmonics
of the defect frequencies) for data processed using filter 2.
Some combinations were tested that used Vrms, rather than all three time-domain
measures. Pruning of trees helped improve performance when there were eight or eleven
predictors, but did not improve performance in the four-predictor case. This reduced
set was tested using all three response sets, and the best trees were kept.
No tree using only time-domain predictors performed well. The use of cross val-
idation, and therefore a larger training set, increased the effectiveness of these trees
compared to those discussed in Section 5.5.1 and Lawrence [68]. However, trees with
only time-domain predictors performed more poorly than almost all time-domain with
frequency-domain combinations tested, and none were able to correctly identify defect
type in over 45% of cases. Rates of correct identification of the presence or absence of
damage were similar to, or lower than, most other predictor combinations tested, but
inferior to the better performing trees discussed in Section 5.5.3. There was also no
indication that decision trees using only time-domain predictors were superior to the
classification scheme discussed in Chapter 4.
5.5.3 Selected Predictor-Response Results
Results from six of the trees that classify defect type correctly in over 50% of cases are
included in this section, and summarised results are given in Table 5.4. Full results
for each bearing given in Tables E.3 – E.6, and further summarised in Table E.7. The
three best performing trees are selected, along with others that produce reasonable
results, and provide some contrast. Trees 1 – 3 have four response classes, trees 4 and
5 have eight and tree 6 has eleven. Predictor details for trees 1 – 6 are as follows:
1. Vrms and threshold set 2 peak results with filter 1 used.
2. Time-domain measures and peak:Q1 at 13 frequencies with filter 1 used.
3. Vrms and peak:Q1 at 10 frequencies, with filter 2 used.
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4. Vrms and threshold set 1 combined (peak and peak:Q1) results with filter 2 used.
5. Time-domain measures and peak:Q1 at 10 frequencies with filter 2 used.
6. Vrms and threshold set 3 combined (peak and peak:Q1) results with filter 1 used.
All eleven-response trees tested performed more poorly than the equivalent eight-
response trees. Tree 6 can identify the defect type in 60% of cases, but performs
badly when identifying the severity of defects. The same predictors used with an 8-
response tree produces almost identical results, except all results of I3/O3/B3 are now
I2/O2/B2, (as I3/O3/B3 are not available in an 8-class tree) and it can identify the
type and severity of defects in 49% of cases. It is likely that these poorer results are
caused by the training set for the extra responses in an eleven-class tree being too
small.
Care needed to be taken when defining a ‘correct’ result for ID7, ID8 and OD7.
As all bearings with inner and outer race defects have slight ball defects as well, it
was decided to define the correct responses as I1, I2/3 and O2 for ID7, ID8 and OD7
respectively. It could also be justifiable to define a correct result for ID7 as ‘B2’ (as
the ball defect is the larger of the two seeded defects on this bearing). This decision
affects the outcomes of some of the trees reported in this section, but not the three
best performing trees. These trees (trees 1,4 and 6) misclassify ID7 as O, O2, or O3
(as does tree 3). Trees 2 and 5 would each have two fewer correct results if ‘B2’ were
considered correct for ID7.
Omitting all of ID7, ID8 and OD7 from the classification process would have little
effect on the percentage of correct results for bearings after the application of seeded
defects (of the six trees, the rate of correct classifications would increase by 3% for one
tree, and drop by 0.3 – 1.5% for the other five). The rate of incorrect classifications
of pre-defect bearings (i.e. any results of I,O,B) would decrease if all data from these
three bearings were omitted, as they have a higher than average rate of incorrect results
for pre-defect data – but this is not related to the type of defects applied later.
Results for Undamaged Bearings
While the purpose of this section was to determine the condition of S1-21, it is also
important to check the classifications given to undamaged bearings. Table 5.4 gives
combined results for the UD 18 hr and UD 50 hr sets. In almost all cases these bearings
are classified as ‘U’. There are a small number of ‘P’, ‘B’ and ‘B1’ classifications, for
UD2 (18 hr set) and/or for UD5 (at 49 hrs).
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Number of classes: Four Eight Eleven
Tree Number: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Time-domain inputs: R R,K,C R R R,K,C R
Freq-domain inputs: thres p:Q1 p:Q1 thres p:Q1 thres
UD 18 hr & Result of ‘U’ 60 60 57 56 56 56
50 hr sets Result of ‘P’ n/a n/a n/a 4 3 4
(N=60) Result of I,O,B 0 0 3 0 1 0
Pre-defect
Result of ‘U’ 47 41 38 3 8 3
Result of ‘P’ n/a n/a n/a 48 47 48
(N=63) Result of I,O,B 16 22 25 12 8 12
Post-defect
Result of ‘P’* 12 17 13 15 15 15
Correct defect 40 34 32 36(30) 32(26) 38(13)
(N=63) Incorrect defect 11 12 18 12 16 10
ID1-8
Result of ‘P’* 2 1 3 3 2 3
Correct defect (I) 18 20 14 15(9) 16 (14) 18 (6)
(N=24) Incorrect defect (O/B) 3/1 2/1 7/0 3/3 6/0 3/0
OD1-7
Result of ‘P’* 6 8 3 6 9 6
Correct defect (O) 15 8 8 12(12) 8(4) 14 (3)
(N=21) Incorrect defect (I/B) 0 3/2 6/4 3/0 3/1 0/1
BD1-6
Result of ‘P’* 4 8 7 6 4 6
Correct defect (B) 7 6 10 9(9) 8(8) 6(4)
(N=18) Incorrect defect (I/O) 4/3 0/4 0/1 0/3 5/1 3/3
Table 5.4: Results of the classification of UD1-10 (18 hr and 50 hr
datasets combined) and the S1-21 pre and post-defect datasets using
decision trees, with results from six of the best performing trees listed.
Time-domain inputs (R, K, C) refer to Vrms, kurtosis and crest factor.
Frequency-domain inputs refer to peak-to-first quartile ratios (p:Q1),
and threshold outputs (thres). Details of trees 1 – 6 are given in
Section 5.5.3. Outputs ‘U’, ‘P’, ‘I’, ‘O’, ‘B’ refer to undamaged, pre-
defect, inner race defect, outer race defect and ball defects condition.
Note that four-class trees cannot give an output of ‘P’ (substitute ‘U’
for ‘P’* for four-class trees). Bracketed results indicate correct defect
type and correct severity. See Tables E.3 – E.6 for full results for each
bearing.
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When classifying all data from UD1-10 (i.e. all of the 560 available data logged from
1 hr – 56 hrs and including data omitted from the undamaged bearing dataset), depend-
ing on the predictor-response combination, there were at most seventeen data (all from
UD2, UD5, UD7, UD8 and UD10) that did not classify as ‘U’. Misclassifications were
usually ‘P’, with a most three instances per tree of bearings being misclassified as any
severity level of I,O, or B. The small number of ‘P’ results is quite reasonable, as some
bearings had larger vibrations and higher Vrms levels.
Results for the S1-21 Pre-defect Dataset
Trees 1 – 3 misclassify 25% – 40% of data from S1-21 pre-defect as coming from a
bearing with a seeded defect. Table E.7 sorts decision tree classifications by time-
domain classification. Most mis-classifications occur in the 19 data that have a time-
domain classification of ‘Q’ – Trees 2 – 3 misclassify 84% of these data.
Noting that it is not possible to know the actual state of S1-21 pre-defect, the
addition of the ‘P’ classification to eight and eleven-class trees improves their ability
to classify these bearings, with fewer being misidentified as having a seeded defect.
The small number of ‘U’ classifications are for data with a time-domain classification
of ‘g’, in all cases except two (from Tree 5, for ID4) – so these classifications are quite
reasonable. Taking this into account, Trees 4 and 6 give correct (or totally reasonable,
given the state of the bearing) results for 81% of data from S1-21 pre-defect, and Tree
5 does for 84% of data3.
Results for the S1-21 Post-defect Dataset
Trees 1 – 6 correctly classify data according to defect type in 50% – 64% of cases. If
data is correctly identified as coming from a damaged bearing there is a 33% change of
the correct defect type being identified, so the rate of correct classifications of defect
types would be expected to be well above 50%.
Tree 4 – and the 8-class version of tree 6 mentioned previously – can correctly
classify defect type and severity in just under half of data (48% and 49%). Most correct
classifications of defect type also result in correct damage severity classifications in
other 8-class trees, including tree 5. Eleven-class trees perform poorly when separating
I2/O2/B2 from I3/O3/B3, which is probably due to the small training sets. In addition,
there are only three bearings with small inner race defects (severity of ‘I1’) and one,
3The two classifications of ‘U’ for ID4 for Tree 5 are considered incorrect, as this bearing has a
time-domain classification of ‘Q’.
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ID7, is not used in training. Data from the two other bearings (ID3, ID5) bearings are
never correctly classified, due to the small training set for this class.
Bearings with time-domain classifications that indicate damage (‘d’,‘D’, ‘D+’) have
their defect types correctly classified in 60% – 77% of data (depending on the tree). A
small number (1 – 3 per tree) of these data per tree are misclassified as being in ‘U’
(Trees 1 – 3) or ‘P’ (Trees 4 – 6). None of these mis-classifications are in data with
‘D+’ time-domain classification. These results are all for ID5, except for tree 2, which
misclassified two data from OD3. These mis-classifications would be of concern if this
were part of a condition monitoring scheme, particularly those from OD3, which has
a significant defect on the outer race and two damaged balls. Simply monitoring Vrms
levels would correctly indicate that OD3 is damaged.
Most post-defect data that classifies as being in ‘U’ state for Tree 1 – 3, or ‘P’
for 4 – 6 comes from bearings with a lower level of actual damage, and a ‘g’ or ‘Q’
classification using time-domain thresholds. These results are reasonable given the
state of the bearing. In particular, in almost all cases BD1, BD2 and BD3 classify as
a mixture of U and B for 4-class trees and P and B1 for 8 and 11-class trees. These
bearings have little damage, and data shows only possible deterioration in condition
using comparative time-domain classifications, so these results are reasonable. This
emphasises the advantage of 8-class trees. What is less clear is whether damage at
the level found in BD1, BD2 and BD3 could be distinguished from UD1-10 if it were
naturally occurring in a bearing that did not first have the cage damaged.
Summary of Performance of Trees 1 – 6
With consideration of predictors used and the actual state of bearings, the best per-
forming trees can provide reasonable classifications in about 75% of data. In particular
trees 4 and 6 perform well for UD1-10 with no misidentified defects, and 76% of data
from S1-21 pre-defect for these trees are classified as ‘P’ (and 5% as ‘U’). Defect type
and severity is correctly identified in 48% of post-defect data for tree 4. Both trees have
reasonable classifications of post-defect data, with correct defect type, or ‘P’ for bearing
with very small defects in 75% of classifications from tree 4 and 78% of classifications
from tree 6.
Tree 1, which has the highest number of defect types correctly identified, uses Vrms at
almost all nodes, except one which tests for any positive threshold result for inner race
defects. Tree 6 also uses Vrms at almost all nodes, and three nodes test for particular
threshold scores relating to inner race and ball defects. It is not clear that these trees
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would perform as well if used to classify the condition of a different set of bearings.
For example, a set that included bearings with a wider range of ball defect severity, or
fewer bearings with long inner race defects and more bearings with long, deep outer
race defects.
Trees created using peak and peak:Q1 amplitudes do not perform better than those
using threshold results. This indicates that it is unlikely that there is a set of thresholds
that would perform significantly better than those already used, or these amplitude
levels would appear as nodes on decision trees.
5.6 Summary
This chapter answers the (two part) question, first posed in Chapter 1: Given a set of
data from an existing selection of undamaged and damaged bearings, is it possible to
determine the nature and level of damage of these bearings from these data? If so, is
it possible to then determine the nature and level of damage of other bearings using
these methods?
It is possible to detect defect type in data from a bearing with damage that is
moderately severe in many cases. This can be done by inspecting plots of data processed
using the envelope method, or the amplitudes at the defect frequencies can be compared
with thresholds or used directly in a classification scheme. These methods are more
effective in detecting defects on the inner race or balls than outer race defects, which
are difficult to distinguish from undamaged bearings. However, if time-domain data
indicates a bearing is damaged, and frequency-domain data indicates significant peaks
at the outer race defect frequency, then this is a reliable indication of an outer race
defect. If damage is slight or very advanced it becomes more difficult to detect the
nature of defects.
The answer to the second part is a cautious yes in the case of bearings with mod-
erately severe defects. However, thresholds and classification using decision trees (or
other methods) would need to be evaluated on a different set of bearings, preferably
bearings allowed to run to failure without seeded defects, to be confident that methods
investigated in this chapter would reliably detect defect types in other bearings.
Results from this chapter demonstrate that evidence of different defect types are
best recovered using different filters, which is not unexpected [134, 145]. Physical
models of bearings vary in their treatment of the bearing races, with some treating
the races as rigid bodies [50, 101, 131] and others allowing for flexing in the outer
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[27, 86, 137] or both races [112, 125]. The relative effectiveness of different filters
in this chapter supports the modeling of the inner race as a rigid body, as there is
no evidence that filtering around flexural modes of the inner race (f2i) better recovers
evidence of defects on the inner race. Filters centered around frequencies corresponding
to different flexural modes of the outer race better show different defect types.
Inner race defects are easier to detect with filter 1, and the detection of ball defects
is also improved. Outer race defects are difficult to distinguish from other periodic
vibrations at the ball pass frequency. There is some evidence that adaptive filtering
can help resolve these problems [5, 144], but investigations of spectral kurtosis and
Hilbert-Huang based filtering provide an improvement in only a small number of cases.
These filters, and time-frequency methods, provide improved ability to view data and
note trends, but this is time consuming in terms of processing time, and in terms of
the time required to interpret results.
Data from moving defects (ball defects and inner race defects) show evidence of
the defect moving in an out of load zones in the form of sidebands about the defect
frequencies, which is expected [83, 112]. In some cases these frequencies coincide with
harmonics of peaks from different sources, so these were not used as thresholds or
features for decision trees. These events may be better detected in the time-domain.
The next Chapter investigates whether analysis based on MCMC methods can better
detect the type and severity of defects in bearings, and overcome some of the challenges
faced when recovering evidence of different defect types.
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Chapter 6
Using Markov Chain Monte Carlo
Methods to Estimate Bearing
Condition
This chapter discusses the use of Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods, used
in conjunction with existing models to infer bearing condition. As noted in Section 2.2,
a model of a physical system can be used as a forward map, which maps the true state
of the system to data from that system. An inverse problem is where the state of the
system is inferred from the data and a model of that system [26]. MCMC algorithms
are a group of methods that can give solutions to inverse problems, even when they
are ill-posed [25] – that is, even if there is a range of possible model predictions that
fit the data [26].
This investigation is done with reference to the (multi-part) question first posed in
Chapter 1: Do MCMC methods have the potential to infer bearing condition, using
vibration data and existing models of bearing behaviour? Is it possible to model
multiple properties of bearing condition in a way that allows meaningful inference of
these properties from vibration data? If so, what advantages do MCMC methods have
over other techniques used in this thesis?
Overview of Chapter 6
The remainder of the chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.1 expands on the intro-
duction to MCMC methods given in Chapter 2. Particular mention is given to model
based inference and the adaptive algorithms used in this chapter. Details of the im-
plementation of these algorithms are discussed in Section 6.3. Section 6.1 concentrates
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on the theoretical background of methods used in this chapter. See also Section 6.3.5
for a brief discussion on Markov chain output measures.
Section 6.2 discusses the models of bearing behaviour introduced in Chapter 2, and
their use in generating synthetic data for use in MCMC algorithms. This allows param-
eters to be introduced, but also introduces the physical meaning of signal properties.
The choice of prior distributions (see Section 6.3), and the interpretation of MCMC
outputs (see Section 6.5), depends on the models introduced in Section 6.2. The model
adaptations discussed in Section 6.2 (model 2) came about after some of the analysis
discussed in Section 6.5 had been completed.
Section 6.3 ties together technical details of algorithm implementation and output
analysis, and summarises all chain types run. Algorithm variations and data selection
are discussed in Section 6.3.1. Prior distributions are summarised, along with the
specifics of the the implementation the adaptive Metropolis (AM) MCMC algorithm,
in Sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.3. The empirical likelihood function is introduced in Section
6.3.4, which is a measure of similarity between the synthetic data and actual data,
and is used during each chain iteration to calculate the Hastings ratio (introduced in
Section 6.1). Section 6.3.5 details the integrated autocorrelation time (IACT), and
other measures used in Markov chain output analysis.
Section 6.4 discusses the behaviour of the AM MCMC algorithm over all chains
run. Chains that failed to converge are not discussed later in the chapter, but the
frequency and probable cause of these incidences, along with diagnosis and possible
solutions, are detailed in Section 6.4.1, along with other performance problems. This
section also discusses parameter behaviour.
Section 6.4.2 gives details on the behaviour of parameters relating to frequency and
periodicity. Discrepancies, noted earlier in this thesis, between actual and predicted
values of the frequencies of interest are also apparent during MCMC output analysis.
Re-estimates of the frequencies of interest are discussed, along with physical causes of
discrepancies. This discussion is continued in detail in Section 6.5.5. Sections 6.5.1 –
6.5.5 discuss marginal posterior distributions of relevant frequencies of interest for each
bearing.
Section 6.5 comprises much of this chapter, and discusses individual MCMC out-
puts, and whether these give useful information about the condition of bearings or the
model used. The section is organised as follows.
Section 6.5.1 discusses MCMC outputs for undamaged bearings, including plots
of joint and marginal distributions. Taking these outputs into account, the model
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introduced in Section 6.2, and how it relates to undamaged bearings, is evaluated in
Section 6.5.2. This led to the trial of model 2, with some outputs from undamaged
bearings discussed in this section.
Section 6.5.3 briefly summarises chain outputs from the S1-21 pre-defect dataset.
These chains are not the focus of this chapter, but are needed as a comparison to chains
generated using post-defect data from each bearing.
Section 6.5.4 details outputs from bearings with outer race defects, including plots of
joint and marginal distributions. These are compared to outputs from chains generated
from undamaged bearings, to see if defect properties (or the existence of defects) can
be inferred. Some outputs from chains generated using model 2 are discussed.
Section 6.5.5 discusses outputs from bearings with moving defects. The section
begins with a discussion of the re-calculation of the ratios between the frequencies
of interest. This re-calculation process began by using the outputs from four chains
generated from data from two bearings, but was confirmed later by repeating the
process with further data and further chain variations. Chains that generated evidence
of inner race defects and ball defects are discussed, along with properties of defects that
can be inferred from relevant posterior distributions. Chains that failed to produce
evidence of defects are discussed separately. Plots of joint and marginal distributions
are given for each bearing.
Section 6.5.6 discusses model 2 and bearings with seeded defects. The focus of much
of this section is bearings with moving defects. The advantages and disadvantages of
model 2 and the modeling of moving defects is discussed, along with possible gains from
using different data pre-processing/filtering. This section concludes with a summary
of model 2 and bearings with race defects, evaluating the ability of MCMC methods
to infer useful information on the dimensions of race defects.
Section 6.6 gives a conclusion of findings, with reference to possible improvements
and developments. See Chapter 7 for further conclusions.
6.1 Markov Chain Monte Carlo Methods
Markov chains are introduced in Section 2.2.4. The Markov condition can be defined
for a set of random variables, M = {Xn}∞n=0. The set of all possible Xn is known as
the state space Ω. The Markov Condition is [36]
Pr(Xn+1 ∈ A | Xn = i,Xn−1 ∈ An−1, ..., X0 ∈ A0) = Pr(Xn+1 ∈ A | Xn = i), (6.1)
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where i ∈ Ω and all A ⊂ Ω. A Markov chain is constructed using a transition function,
or transition kernel PiA, where [24, 36]
Pr(Xn+1 ∈ A | Xn = i) ≡ PiA. (6.2)
See Gamerman for more on the properties of PiA.
As introduced in Section 2.2.4, MCMC algorithms are methods of sampling from a
target distribution π. There are certain conditions that must be satisfied [36, 127] for
this to occur. In particular, a chain generated using MCMC methods needs to have
the property of ergodicity.
A Markov chain is homogeneous if the transition probability between two possible
states is the same, regardless of when in the chain the transition is made [36]. That is,
Pr(Xn+1+m ∈ A | Xn+m = i) ≡ PiA (6.3)
for all m ∈ Z.
If it is possible to get from any state in Ω to any other state in Ω via a finite number
of transitions, then Ω is irreducible [127]. This means that for any two states i ∈ Ω
and j ∈ Ω there must be at least one path with non-zero probability that links i to j
and j to i.
A Markov chain is reversible if Pij = Pji, that is if the probability of transition from
state i to state j is identical to the probability of transition from state j to state i.
This also means it is impossible to tell which direction the chain is run in. In order for
a chain to be reversible, and in its equilibrium distribution, it must satisfy the detailed
balance condition (which also assumes the chain is homogeneous) [36]
π(i)Pij = π(j)Pji, (6.4)
for all i, j ∈ Ω.
An irreducible, aperiodic1 Markov chain that satisfies the detail balance condition is
also reversible and ergodic and has π as its equilibrium distribution [36]. See Gamerman
[36] and Tierney [127] for more on the conditions of ergodicity, including a definition
of aperiodicity.
6.1.1 Metropolis-Hastings MCMC Methods
Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithms [51] are methods of generating a Markov chain
that converge on the equilibrium distribution as the length of the chain becomes large
1A periodic chain is one that can potentially transition from state i to state i after a certain number
of steps (greater than one). Periodic chains are not necessarily ergodic [36].
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[24]. A proposed new state Xn+1 = j is generated, depending only on the current state
Xn = i and a transition matrix consisting of transition probabilities from each state in
Ω. This must be a transition matrix of an irreducible Markov chain on Ω [51].
The probability of generating state j when in state i has some distribution g(j | i),
which must satisfy g(j | i) = 0 ⇒ g(i | j) = 0. The transition probability of the MH
MCMC algorithm can be re-expressed in terms of this and the acceptance probability:
Pij = g(j | i)α(j | i), (6.5)
where α(j | i) is the probability that the proposed state j is accepted.
Applying this relationship to Equation 6.4 leads to the acceptance probability,
α(j | i), being defined according to the Hastings ratio [51]









It is common (but not essential) to choose a symmetric proposal [127],
i.e. g(j | i) = g(i | j), which simplifies Equation 6.6 to







If the proposed new state is accepted, the following proposal is generated from the
state j. If the proposed state is rejected, then another proposal is made from state i.
While neighbouring samples in a MH Markov chain are highly correlated, as the
chain becomes longer the set of parameters generated by the chain can be thought of
as independent samples from the posterior distribution. See Tierney for discussion on
conditions for ergodicity in MH MCMC algorithms [127].
6.1.2 Random Walk Metropolis-Hastings
There are several methods of generating new proposals, and one example is the random
walk Metropolis-Hastings. See [19, 24, 36] for discussion on other methods of proposal
generations for MH algorithms.
The random walk begins in some prior state Xn = i, drawn from Ω. A new state is
proposed by making a random step from this state. If a transition step uses a Gaussian
distribution, it will have the form
j = i+ N(0, σ2), (6.8)
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where σ2 is the proposal variance. As this proposal is symmetric, Equation 6.7 de-
termines whether this proposal is accepted. If accepted, Xn+1 = j, and if rejected
Xn+1 = i. The next proposed state is a random walk from Xn+1.
The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm can be applied to a multi-dimensional distribu-
tion by proposing changes to all variables at once, or by changing only one variable
in each proposal, with that variable selected in turn, or randomly [51]. Equation 6.8
would use the distribution N(0,Σ) in the case of a multiple step, where Σ is the co-
variance. The choice of σ2 or Σ determines the proposal distribution, which affects
the behaviour of the chain. In particular, the acceptance rate is affected by the size
of proposed steps, as is the region of Ω explored by a particular chain [19]. An accep-
tance rate of approximately 0.45 is considered optimum for a one-dimensional chain,
dropping to 0.23 as the number of dimensions becomes large [40, 109].
6.1.3 Metropolis-Hastings and Model Based Inference
As noted in the introduction to this chapter, MCMC algorithms are used to solve
inverse problems. In the context of this thesis, this means inferring the condition of
bearings using vibration data and an appropriate model. In order to to this, Bayes
theorem is used.
Bayes theorem (introduced in Section 2.2.3) can be used to estimate the posterior
probability of a proposed state j, given the data y:
π(j | y) = 1
π(y)
L(y | j)πpr(j). (6.9)
The likelihood function, L(y | j), is an estimate of the forward probability [34], and
πpr(j) is the prior probability of j. The normalising constant π(y) is the probability of
the data over all states and can be omitted as it remains constant [24].
Applying the unnormalised version of Equation 6.9 to Equation 6.7 gives [26]







in the case of a symmetric proposal. See Section 6.3.4 for details on the estimation
of L(y | j) in this thesis. Both Gaussian and uniform prior distributions are used in
MCMC algorithms implemented in this chapter. In the case of uniform priors, each
proposed state has the same prior probability – i.e. πpr(i) = πpr(j) – so this does not
need to be calculated. Gaussian priors are widely used with MCMC algorithms [136],









where µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of the prior distribution.
6.1.4 Adaptive Metropolis-Hastings
An MH MCMC algorithm was implemented using methods similar to those described
in Sections 6.1.1 – 6.1.3, and using the model described in Section 6.2. It was difficult to
choose appropriate proposal variances, in particular for parameters that controlled the
frequencies of vibration sources. Acceptance rates varied between being very high and
very low, and the exploration of Ω was poor. It appeared that a lot of trial and error
would be required to find appropriate variances (or covariances) for all parameters.
A solution to this is to implement the adaptive Metropolis (AM) algorithm, which
adaptively updates the proposal covariance by using the covariance of the chain [24, 46].
This updated proposal covariance has value Ct after the t
th step in the chain, and is
estimated from the current chain covariance Σt-1, according to [24, 46]:
Ct =





εI t > t0,
(6.12)
where φ is a scaling value, d is the number of dimensions in Ω, I is an Identity Matrix
with dimension d2, and ε is a small positive constant, chosen empirically to provide
a mixing term to prevent the chain becoming stuck at some problematic Σ [24]. The
value t0 is the initial number of samples, over which the chain covariance is not updated.
The only required conditions for C0 are that it be strictly positive [46], but prior
knowledge may be used to better select these values. Scaling the proposal covariance
by φ2 ≈ 2.382 is found to optimise the efficiency of MH chains [40, 109]. These same
authors find chain efficiency is optimised with an acceptance rate of approximately 0.23,
which they suggest can be achieved with φ2 = 2.382. The rounded value of φ2 = 2.42
is also widely used [18, 46, 47].
Laine [65] provides some Matlab code to implement the AM algorithm as described
in Haario, Laine, Mira and Saksman [46]. See Haario [47] for proof of that ergodicity
is preserved, where the author notes that this can only be proved when ε > 0. The
contribution of the current state of the chain to the proposal covariance is inversely
proportional to the chain length. Using an iterative calculation to save computation


















where Xt is the t
th state of the chain, X t is the chain mean at sample t, and (in general)
XT is the transpose of X.
6.1.5 Delayed Rejection Metropolis-Hastings
Delayed rejection (DR) MH algorithms make a second proposal during each step if
the first proposal is rejected (and possibly further proposals if the second proposal is
rejected). DR can be combined with the AM method to create the delayed rejection
adaptive Metropolis (DRAM) algorithm [24, 46, 47]. Haario suggests that DR is a
useful addition to the AM algorithm, particularly early in a chain, where a poor choice
of initial covariance can result in the chain taking a long time to get started [46]. Trias
[129] suggests that DR is useful when attempting to sample from a multi-modal target
distribution.
Rewriting Equation 6.6 gives the initial (first-stage) acceptance probability as [46]









where i is the prior state and j1 = i+N(0,Ct) is the first-stage AM proposal (at point
t in the chain), and in general ga(b, c) is the a
th stage proposal transition probability
for a transition from c to b.
The acceptance probability for the second stage proposal, α2(i, j1, j2), can be cal-
culated by considering i, j1, and the second-stage proposal j2 = i + N(0, SDR−1Ct),
where SDR is a scaling term, [46]:

















It is also possible to generalise Equation 6.15 for any number of DR stages [46]. See
Green [44] for discussion on the detail-balance condition in the second-stage proposal
and Cui [24] and Haario [46] for proof that ergodicity is preserved in the case of the
DRAM algorithm and other adaptive algorithms.
When implementing the DRAM algorithm, it is usual to select SDR > 1 resulting
in a second-stage proposal with a smaller covariance [46]. The chain covariance is
updated with no distinction made as to what stage proposal (if any) was accepted at
each iteration. With this mind, a combination of mono and multiple parameter steps,
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adaptive and non adaptive periods, or using delayed rejection only during the initial
stages of the chain are suggested by Haario [46].
6.2 Synthetic Data for use in MCMC Algorithms
Bearing condition is estimated in this chapter using an AM MCMC algorithm which
compares synthetic data with vibration data at each step of the chain. See Section 6.3
for details on implementation. The synthetic data has certain parameters which relate
to the condition of the bearing. This section discusses these parameters, how these
parameters relate to the physical properties of the bearing, and how these parameters
become dimensions in Ω.
Two variations of the model were used. Model 1 and data from all vibration datasets
were used in multiple implementations of the AM algorithm. Analysis of these MCMC
outputs led to modeling some parameters differently. This updated model is denoted
model 2, but is more correctly a variation of model 1. MCMC algorithms in this chapter
are implemented using model 1 unless specified.
6.2.1 Modes of Vibration
Even during the normal operation of an undamaged bearing, there are several modes
of vibration [64, 72]. As discussed in Section 2.1.2, the number of ball bearings in
the load zone varies as the cage rotates, which in turn varies the size of the load zone
[137]. The change in clearance as the balls pass into the load zone causes parametric
excitation, which results in periodic impulses at the ball pass frequency (fbps) [92].
Other impulses are predicted by the waviness model (see Section 2.1.2) [131]. Wensing
[137] compares modeled and actual results in the frequency domain, and found that
results at fbps provided the best agreement, suggesting that parametric excitation is a
larger contributor to periodic events than race waviness.
Discrete defects are predicted to create impulses at (depending on the defect type)
the outer race defect frequency (fod), the ball defect frequency (fbd) or the inner race
defect frequency (fid), with amplitudes that are related to the severity of the defect
[101, 112].
This investigation is based on a simplified model, which assumes four sources of
periodic impulses which trigger flexural vibrations at the natural frequencies of the
outer race – in particular the n = 3 mode (f3o). The n = 2 mode is considered
separately in a small number of the implementations of the AM algorithm. See Sections
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2.1.1 – 2.1.2 and Appendix A for more on the defect frequencies and the natural
frequencies of the outer race.
The four sources (1-4) of periodic vibration are assumed to be:
1. Balls passing in and out of the load zone.
2. Balls passing a small defect or surface imperfection on the outer race.
3. The rotation of a single ball with a small defect or surface imperfection.
4. Balls passing a small defect or surface imperfection on the inner race.
Each source is assumed to create a damped periodic impulse (with short decay time)
or a longer impulse, which is modeled as a damped periodic impulse with a longer decay
time. Synthetic signals are created using the same methods as those used by Sheen [118]
and Toth [135] (and using methods similar to those used by others [57, 84, 107, 128]).
Model 2 assumes that source 1 can trigger more than one impulse during the time a
single ball traverses the load zone (see Sections 6.2.4 and 6.5.2). Other pulse shapes,
such as half-sine wave and rectangular impulses [125] were considered, but early trials
of the implementation of MCMC algorithms and inspection of data from bearings with
large (and small) defects, indicated that an exponentially decaying pulse shape with
varying decay constant performed reasonably well.
Analysis methods discussed in Chapter 5 found no evidence of impulses due to race
waviness in undamaged bearings, but starting with the assumption that these sources
exist allowed this to be re-investigated within the limitations of this model. As noted
by Harsha [50] and Wensing [137], the first harmonic of vibrations due to outer race
waviness occurs at fbps. For inner race waviness vibrations are predicted at fid ± nfs,
and for ball waviness they are predicted at fbd± nfc, where n = [2, 3, 4....) for flexural
vibrations, so n = 3 for this model. n = 0 and n = 1 modes exist, but these correspond
to extensional and rigid body vibrations [137]. Some authors suggest that waviness
produces significant vibrations only up to 60 times the shaft frequency [126].
More complex models of bearings include rigid body vibrations, contributions from
the shaft, and axial and other modes of flexing and bending of the bearing races
[137]. By considering only bearing vibration data that has been pre-filtered around
one of the modes of flexural vibration of the outer race, these other sources can be
ignored or treated as a noise source. With this in mind, vibrations apart from the
four sources are modeled as a Gaussian sum by the central limit theorem, as the
sources are from other independent parts of the bearing-race-shaft-motor system [57].
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When comparing synthetic data and bearing vibration data, Ericsson [33] found that
sources are better modeled as a Gaussian sum before (rather than after) filtering around
resonance frequencies.
The four sources each have a periodicity, an amplitude which may modulate by
some amount at some frequency, and a pulse decay constant, which determines im-
pulse length. Sources at the same frequency (sources 1 and 2) have a phase relation-
ship. These parameters, as well as modulation characteristics, and the noise term, are
discussed in Sections 6.2.2 – 6.2.4.
Notation and Summary of Parameters
Parameters of each of the four sources are described in Sections 6.2.2 – 6.2.4, and
symbols for each set of parameters are introduced. Table 6.1 summarises these symbols,
along with a brief description of each parameter type. They are also included in the
“List of Symbols” at the front of this thesis.
These symbols may be used to describe a particular source, or to describe that
parameter type for all (or some) of the sources. For example, the amplitude of each
of the four sources is denoted A1 – A4. The term Az refers generally to the amplitude
of any source, all sources (Azs) or the amplitude parameters in general. Ax refers to
a specific impulse (1-4), where x may or may not be specified. Each impulse as a
whole is denoted impulse x. It is hoped that each of impulses 1–4 map to sources 1–4
respectively, but this is not necessarily the case. See Section 6.4.1 for more on this.
The term ‘periodicity’ used mainly to describe impulse period, and the term ‘fre-
quency’ is used mainly to describe the frequency of modulation of these periodic im-
pulses. In both cases, values are given as frequencies (rather than periods), as these
collectively relate to the frequencies of interest introduced in Section 2.1.1 and used
throughout this thesis. Table 6.1 notes which frequency of interest is assumed to re-
late to which impulse or modulation frequency. The validity of these assumptions is
discussed throughout the remainder of the chapter.
6.2.2 Contributions to Amplitude
Impulse and Noise Amplitude
Vibration amplitude is proportional to acceleration, and therefore force, but as this
investigation uses data filtered around the frequencies corresponding to the flexural
modes of the outer race, only some force contributions are modeled. Equations 2.7
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Parameter Used with Description
Model(s)
A1 −A4 m1, m2 Impulse amplitude (proportional to acceleration/force)
σN m1, m2 Standard deviation of Gaussian noise (sum of non-modeled forces)
M1 m2 Periodic variation in A1 (modeled using sinusoidal modulation)
M2 m1 (m2) Periodic variation in A2 (modeled using sinusoidal modulation)
M3, M4 m1 Periodic variation in A3, A4 (using sinusoidal modulation)
ε3
−1, ε4
−1 m2 Periodic variation in A3, A4 (using load distribution factor ε)
fI1 − fI4 m1, m2 Frequency of impulses 1-4 (prior assumption: fbps, fod, fbd, fid)
fm1 m2 Frequency of modulation of impulse 1 (prior assumption:
1
2fs)
fm2 m1 (m2) Frequency of modulation of impulse 2 (prior assumption: nfc)
fm3, fm4 m1, m2 Frequency of modulation of impulses 3-4 (prior assumption: fc, fs)
β1, β3, β4 m1, m2 Variables that control fI1 − fI4 (β2 = 0 as fI1 = fI2)
β5 − β8 m1, m2 Variables that control fm1 − fm4 (βz is turned off if fm(z-4) = 0)
φ1,2 m1, m2 Phase difference between fI1 and fI2
τD1 m1, m2 Length of impulse 1 (*see below)
τD2 − τD4 m1, m2 Length of impulses 2− 4 (proportional to defect length)
ε1 m2 Width of loadzone (used to calculate A1a, A2b)
φa, φb m2 Phase difference between impulse 1 and impulses 1a and 1b
A1a, A2b m2 Amplitude of impulses 1a and 1b (depends on A1, ε1 and φa, φb)
Table 6.1: Parameters used in the implementation of MCMC algo-
rithms. Parameters are grouped and listed in the order they are
introduced in Sections 6.2.2 – 6.2.4. ‘m1’ and ‘m2’ refer to model 1
and model 2, ‘(m2)’ refers to parameters that are only used in a small
number of additional chains run using model 2. *τD1, the length of
impulse 1, is assumed to be determined by bearing material properties
and the effect of the load – see the discussion in Section 6.2.4.
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and 2.8 give the force contribution from the load. Sassi [112] suggests in the case of
an impact with a discrete defect, the force will be a sum of static forces (including
the load contribution) and the impact force, which is proportional to the square of the
defect length.
The term “amplitude” refers to the maximum amplitude of each separate impulse
created by one of sources 1–4, and is denoted Az, z ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4]. This maximum
amplitude may be constant across the data, or vary at some frequency. In the case of
a varying amplitude, Az refers to the mean amplitude of impulses for that source.
The noise term (effectively the sum of all other sources) is modeled as Gaussian
noise with N(0, σN), where σN is a dimension in Ω. This is added to the synthetic data
before filtering, as suggested by Ericsson [33], and contributes to the magnitude of the
root mean square voltage of the synthetic data, Vrms(xS), which is calculated before
the synthetic data are filtered.
The prior distributions of Az and σN were either uniform, or were were selected by
considering the ISO standard for a small machines [87], and by choosing a values that
seemed reasonable. Model 1 assumes an initial state where source 1 has the largest
amplitude. Two sets of 50,000 synthetic data were created by drawing from the prior
distributions for all parameters in Table 6.2. For both sets Vrms(xS) had a mean of
2.9mV (and a standard deviation of 0.4mV), which is well in the range of normal
operation according to ISO standards. Note that all parameters, not just amplitude,
contribute to Vrms(xS). Model 2 uses the same prior distributions for all Az. As a
mixture of Gaussian and uniform prior distributions are used for parameters of model
2, the prior distribution of Vrms(xS) cannot be estimated – but initial states are in the
order of Vrms(xS) = 10 mV.
Modeling Periodic Variations in Amplitude
The impact force due to a moving defect – i.e. a defect on a rolling element or the
moving inner race – depends on the size of the defect [112] and the position of the impact
with respect to the load [83, 128]. Modeling the effect of the load zone on moving defects
can be done by assuming sinusoidal amplitude modulation, or by directly considering
the force contribution from the load according to Equation 2.7. Sassi [112] derives an
expression for the force due to an impact that is a product of Equation 2.7, and a
term related to the size of the defect. Toth [128] points out that the varying load zone
causes amplitude modulation, then models the modulation as a sinusoidal variation.
Both sinusoidal amplitude modulation, and modulation based on Equation 2.7 were
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trialled. The sinusoidal model used modulation indices (Mx) as variables in Ω. Mod-
ulation based on Equation 2.7 used the reciprocal of the load distribution factor, ε−1x .
Both methods result in some MCMC algorithms becoming stuck at problematic local
maxima (see Section 6.4.1), but early trials of MCMC algorithms found that sinusoidal
variations produced fewer of these incidences. Modulation based on the load zone
model produces a better fit to data for bearings with inner race defects or ball defects
(see Section 6.5.6).





zero. Setting both to zero reduced the incidences of chains being stuck at problematic
local maxima, but reduced the information that could be inferred. Bearing models
suggest that source 1 should have no modulation, except in the case of shaft or cage
imbalance [49, 63], and source 2 should have no modulation except that due to random
effects[137] or moving loads [112].
After taking into account the model and findings from trial implementations of
MCMC algorithms, model 1 uses sinusoidal variation for impulses 2, 3 and 4, and sets
M1 = 0. Outputs generated by implementations of the AM algorithm using model
1 led to model 2, which has sinusoidal modulation for impulse 1 and uses the load
zone-based model for impulses 3 and 4. M2 = 0 for most tests of model 2, with the
remainder using sinusoidal modulation. Model 1 trialled uniform prior distributions,
or priors centred on Mz = 0.5 and Model 2 uses uniform priors (see Table 6.2).
6.2.3 Periodicities and Frequencies
As discussed in Section 6.2.1, the four sources each trigger periodic impulses. These
impulses have frequencies fIz, z ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4]. Note that fI1 = fI2 at every point in the
chain, so any reference in this chapter to the prior or posterior distribution of fI2 also
applies to fI1.
As noted in Section 6.2.1, the prior assumption is that fI1 ≈ fbps, fI2 ≈ fod (fbps =
fod for bearings with a stationary outer race), fI3 ≈ fbd and fI4 ≈ fid. Sources 2, 3,
and 4 (model 1) or sources 1, 3 and 4 (model 2) have amplitudes that modulate at
some frequency (fmz). Impulses 3 and 4 are assumed to be caused by moving defects
(or moving imperfections or waviness), so are assumed to modulate at fm3 ≈ fc and
fm4 ≈ fs [126, 135]. Gaussian prior distributions, and all initial states are based on
these assumptions.
As noted above, it is less clear what the physical mechanisms are for any modulation
of impulses 1 and 2. Wang [135] and Wensing [137] suggest that cage run-out (where
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rolling elements are no longer evenly spaced), and variations in ball diameter can cause
excitations at fbps±fc. Shaft or cage imbalance can result in a moving load, in addition




(i.e. fm2 ≈ fc), and uniform priors are used. By setting fm1 = 0 (and M1 = 0) a
“no modulation” condition is also tested. As other properties of impulse 1 and 2 are
the same, the chain is free to map impulses 1 and 2 to sources 2 and 1 respectively,
which allows model assumptions to be tested. Analysis of MCMC outputs influenced
the Gaussian priors used in model 2 (see Table 6.2 and Section 6.5.2).
Exploration of the Target Distribution for Frequency
Early trials of MCMC algorithms revealed that this multi-modal target distribution
could be difficult to sample from. Reasonable correlations could be made at problem-
atic local maxima – for example, a highly modulated impulse with fmx ≈ fc with an
incorrect periodicity, at apparent periodicities caused by combinations of impulses, or
impulses from one of the non-modeled sources. These local maxima could then be
difficult to navigate away from as the chain progresses. In addition, not all possible
sources are included in the model.
Increasing the number of sources, for example including a source with a prior value
corresponding to the ball rotation frequency fr, increases the chance of generating
chains that become stuck at some problematical local maxima. Reducing the number
of sources reduces the usefulness of MCMC outputs and increases the chance of the
chain navigating so impulses map incorrectly to sources.
Chains are more likely to navigate to some problematic state if the initial state
(and/or prior distribution) is more than a few Hertz from the estimated values of the
frequencies of interest given in Section A.2. But it is desirable to test the ability of
the algorithm to search Ω adequately, with the assumption that these frequencies are
not well known. These frequencies are not independent, but are all related to fs and
the physical dimensions of the bearing. Transformed parameters were introduced to
improved the performance of MCMC algorithms.
Using β Variables to Control Frequency
MCMC algorithms sample from variables in Ω that describe the relationships between
the frequencies, rather than from the frequencies themselves. As models predict that all
or most bearings should have an impulse at fbps, this is used as the reference frequency
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instead of fs, with the assumption that fI1 = fbps. Equations 2.1 – 2.6 can all be
rewritten in terms of fbps.
The state space consists of a variable (β1) that controls the reference frequency fI1.
Variables β3 and β4 for fI3 and fI4 and β5 − β8 for fm1 − fm4 control how far these
frequencies vary from the relationships predicted by Equations 2.1 – 2.6. β5 or β6 are
not used if the relevant modulation frequency is set to zero. The frequencies of the four
sources and all non zero modulation frequencies are calculated each step from β1− β8.
β2 = 0 as fI1 = fI2 at all points in the chain.
The initial states for these variables are determined by starting with an initial state
for fs, drawn from some distribution, then using this and the initial values for β2 − β8
to calculate the initial state of β1. It was desirable to compromise between having
reasonable prior knowledge and not simply starting from values that are well known
after running experiments and analysing data.
Model 1 assumes that the only prior knowledge related to frequencies of rotation
is the rated motor frequency (stamped on the side of the motor), the manufacturers’
ratio of d
D
= 0.2370 [93], Equations 2.1 – 2.6, and an assumption that the angle of
misalignment between races, α = 0 [98], (i.e. this assumes there is no axial load com-
ponent). The value stamped on the side of the motor (1420rpm = 23.67 Hz) is about
5% below the values measured by the shaft encoder (fsenc ∈ (1476, 1491) rpm), and this
intentional discrepancy allows some testing of a variety of initial states. Gaussian prior
distributions used for model 1 are also based on these values. Model 2 uses the ‘typical’
shaft encoder output of 1484.6 rpm = 24.74 Hz as the mean of the prior distribution of
fs – this value is based on a selection of readings from UD1-10 and S1-21 (see Section
B.1.2).
The initial states of β3, β4, β6 and β8 are assumed to be small, as predicted and
actual ratios between the frequencies of interest have only small discrepancies [79, 139].
Model 1 trialled combinations of Gaussian and uniform priors. Model 2 uses narrow
Gaussian priors for β3, β4, β7 and β8 and a wider prior for β5, as outputs from model
1 suggest that impulse 2 can have a variety of modulation sources (see Section 6.5.2).
See Table 6.2 for prior distributions for both models.
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6.2.4 Other Impulses Properties
Phase Relationships Between Sources
Each synthetic data are generated with some randomly selected variable determining
the initial phase of source 1, source 3 and source 4, which are all at different frequencies.
The effect of phase differences between the synthetic data and actual data are taken
into account when calculating the empirical likelihood, by considering only the best
correlation (see Section 6.3.4).
Sources 1 and 2 have the same frequency, and have a phase relationship φ1,2 that
is a dimension in Ω. This phase relationship gives some information about the relative
positions of source 1 and 2 on the outer races. As the resulting impulses are due to
interactions between any ball and these sources, the phase represents the modulus of
2π
Z
and the relative angular position of the sources, θ, – i.e. θ = 2nπ
Z
+ φ1,2, where
Z = 8, n ∈ [1 : 8] is the ball in contact with source 2, and ball 1 is the ball that most
recently passed the load zone. A Gaussian prior distribution centred on π radians was
used for a small number of implementations of the AM algorithm using model 1, but
a uniform prior better reflects the knowledge of this parameter, so was used in most
cases.
Impulse Duration
Periodic events due to each source are modeled as exponentially decaying impulses,
each with a different impulse decay constant τDz, z ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4].
In the case of a single event triggering a decaying impulse, the mass-spring-damper





where ωno is the n
th mode of the natural frequency (of the outer race) and ζn is the














= 0.47 ms, (6.21)
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using mor = 0.0466 kg, and a damping factor of C = 200 Nsm
−1, as suggested by
various authors using mass-spring-damper based models [49, 101, 131]. However
C = 200 Nsm−1 is an estimate, is mode dependent [135], and is load dependent [13].
Models predict damped impulses for source 1 when the balls are under maximum
load [126, 137], but these events are not necessarily triggered instantaneously. Events
caused by defects trigger impulses with a duration determined by the size of the defect
[27] – for example the time a ball spends in contact with a race defect. In the case
of larger defects, it is possible that there are multiple decaying ringing events during
impacts. Early implementations of MCMC algorithms indicated that bearings with
longer defects – especially on the inner race – do not fit the model well, but a slowly
decaying impulse provides a reasonable likeness to the data in most cases.
Model 1 uses uniform priors for each τDz, or Gaussian priors that are about six times
the value estimated in Equation 6.21 (see Table 6.2). Model 2 uses uniform priors for
τD2, τD3, and τD4, and a prior for τD1 based on Equation 6.21.
Model 2 and Source 1
In response to MCMC outputs generated using data from undamaged bearings, model
2 attempts to better model source 1. This is discussed further in Section 6.5.2. The new
model assumes that source 1 consists of multiple impulses as each ball moves though
the load zone. This is modeled as one large impulse – impulse 1, and two smaller
impulses, impulse 1a and impulse 1b. Three further parameters are added to Ω, these
are ε1, φa and φb, where ε1 is the width of the load zone, and φa and φb are the phases
of impulse 1a and 1b relative to impulse 1. The amplitude of impulse 1a, A1a, can be








, −φz < φ < φz






, −φz < φ < φz. (6.22)
A1b can be calculated similarly. States where | φ |> φz (i.e. A1a = 0 or A1b = 0) are
disallowed. Impulse duration τD1 = τD1a = τD1b for each chain iteration. These could
be set as independent parameters in future implementations of MCMC algorithms.
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6.3 Implementation of Adaptive Metropolis
Algorithms
This section discusses the implementation of the AM algorithm, and the measures used
in output analysis. Details of data selection and chain types are given in Section 6.3.1.
Prior distributions are discussed in Section 6.3.2. The calculation of chain covariance
and the empirical likelihood function are detailed in Sections 6.3.3 – 6.3.4. Section
6.3.5 has a discussion of MCMC output measures.
6.3.1 Data Selection and AM Algorithms
Bearing condition is estimated using the AM algorithm, which was implemented as
described in Haario [46], with and without the delayed acceptance stage. Matlab
code was written based on previous trials of non-adaptive MCMC algorithms and
incorporating aspects of the DRAM algorithm example code supplied on-line by Laine
[65].
Each step of the chain creates synthetic data with length 60,000 samples (1 s),
which is compared with a 3.33 s section of processed vibration data in order to create
an empirical likelihood function for use in the accept-reject step. This investigation
uses filtered enveloped data in the time-domain. This is discussed further in Section
6.3.4.
During early trials of the AM algorithm (and non-adaptive MH algorithms), diffi-
culties navigating the multi-modal target distribution were more severe in the case of
multi-step MCMC algorithms. As a result, mono-steps were implemented – as noted
by Haario [46] this is possible using the AM algorithm. It is also possible to imple-
ment a Single Component AM (SCAM) algorithm, where the chain variance (rather
than covariance) is calculated adaptively [48], but this is not done in this thesis. An
advantage of using the AM algorithm is that it is simple to implement mono-steps,
multi-steps or some combination using the same code with minor changes. In addi-
tion, the off-diagonal terms in the covariance matrix, Ct, result in all dimensions in Ω
contributing to each proposal step, even if mono-steps are used.
Labels for Variations of AM Algorithms
Different bearings and datasets had different combinations of algorithm types and
model variations. Chain labels are created to distinguish between these variations.
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Details of which data were used with which MCMC algorithm are given below. Prior
distributions of all parameters for all implementations of the AM algorithm are given
in Table 6.2. Unless specified, the term “AM algorithm” is used to refer to implemen-
tations of both the AM and DRAM algorithms in this chapter. See Chapter 7 for a
brief discussion on chains generated using the DRAM algorithm as compared to those
generated using the AM algorithm.
• Chains 1–n use model 1 and uniform priors, where n ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4] is different for
different datasets (see below). A small number of these use the DRAM algorithm
(as specified), the rest use the AM algorithm.
• Chains G use model 1 and Gaussian priors for all variables except β6 and β7. All
are implemented using the AM algorithm (with no delayed rejection).
• Chains M2 use model 2 and a mixture of uniform and Gaussian priors. All are
implemented using the AM algorithm (with no delayed rejection).
All of chains 1–n were retained for analysis, whether they were successful implemen-
tations or not. Section 6.4 discusses problems encountered. Chains G and M were run
to provide a comparison with other successful implementations of the AM algorithm.
At most, one example of a successful implementation of chain G and chain M for each
data is retained. The frequency and nature of problems was noted, but these are not
discussed individually.
Data Selection from UD1-10
The data logged at 18 hrs and 50 hrs from each of UD1-10 were used in implementations
of the AM algorithm. Early trials indicated that when using the data logged at 50 hrs,
some of UD1-10 generated repeatable chains, while chain generated using data from
some bearings would get stuck at problematical local maxima. Chains generated using
data logged at 18 hrs were less likely to cause these problems. In order to evaluate
whether these problems were caused by the changing condition of the bearings or by
problems with the effective implementation of MCMC methods, further data from
each bearing was also used. In most cases data were selected from hourly data logged
between 36 hrs and 39 hrs, with the exception of UD8, UD9 and UD10, which use the
data logged at 45 hrs, 40 hrs, and 48 hrs respectively, to avoid data omitted from the
undamaged bearing dataset (see Section 3.3.2). These data are referred to collectively
as the ‘UD ≈ 40 hr data’ in this chapter (actual logging times are referred to for
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individual bearings). MCMC outputs are referred to according to the chain type and
data logging time (eg chain 2 at 18 hrs, or chain 2 generated using the 18 hr data).
A summary of which data were used in which chain types is given below. In all
cases a 3.33 s portion of data from the middle of the 20 s logging period was used.
The 18 hr data were used as follows:
• 18 hr data from all of UD1-10 were used in chain 1–2 and chain G
• 18 hr data from UD2, UD3, UD5, UD6 and UD7 were used in chain M2
• The DRAM algorithm was not used
The ≈ 40 hr and 50 hr data were used as follows:
• Data from all of UD1-10 were used in chains 1–3, where chain 3 used the DRAM
algorithm
• Data from UD2, UD3, UD5, UD6 and UD7 were used in chain G and chain M2
Data Selection from S1-21
Each of the seeded defect bearings had a single implementation of the AM algorithm
(chain 1) using the pre-defect data logged at 17:30 hrs, in order to compare these as
a set with chains generated using data from UD1-10, and individually with chains
generated using data from the same bearing post-defect. A 3.33 s portion of each data,
from the middle of the 60 s logging period was used.
One of the three data from each bearing logged 25, 30 or 35 mins after the appli-
cation of seeded defects were used in multiple implementations of the AM algorithm.
A 3.33 s portion from the data was selected, either from the middle of the 60 s logging
period, or from a section of data that showed features of interests (as described in
Section 3.5.4). These data (from ID1-8, OD1-7, and BD1-6) were each used in:




• A small number of data had additional MCMC algorithms run – these are dis-
cussed on a case-by-case basis. See Figure 6.21 for outputs from an additional
chain generated using data from OD4, and 6.29 for additional outputs from chains
generated using data from ID1 and ID6.
6.3.2 Prior Distributions and Dimension Bounds
Table 6.2 lists all prior distributions, as well as the limits put on parameters. Manu-
facturer information and other expert knowledge, as well as physical constraints, were
used in choosing prior distributions and dimension bounds. See Sections 6.2.2 – 6.2.4
for more on the choices of priors.
Limits on β values were determined empirically, from previous implementations
of the AM algorithm. Limits on β6, β7, and β8 were designed to avoid modulation
frequencies that are close to zero, or similar to (or higher than) the impulse frequency
of the same source. The limits on β1–β4 were chosen to reduce the chance of a chain
navigating to a sub-harmonic of a frequency of interest, and to avoid impulse frequencies
higher than those that might reasonably occur from periodic events due to shaft–cage–
ball–race interactions. Constraints were also put on the resulting frequencies, so none
could be ≤ 0 and so that fI1 < fI3 < fI4. These limits and constraints were not set
to be so narrow that only events presumed to occur at the frequencies of interest were
allowed.
The lower limit on τDz is selected empirically to be shorter than the estimate of
0.46 ms given in Section 6.2.4, and sufficiently longer than the sampling period (Ts =
0.01665 ms) to create a source that behaves like a periodically decaying impulse, rather
than another noise source. The upper limit of 20 ms was chosen to provide some
balance between being able to model longer defects and producing synthetic data that
approximated a set of damped impulses.
There are several parameters where it is reasonable to expect a marginal density
with a region of high probability near dimension bounds, for example small amplitudes
or highly modulated or unmodulated impulses. Rather than disallowing close to 50% of
proposals when the current state of the parameter is near the limits, proposal steps are
reflected in the relevant limit. For example a prior state of A1 = 0.3 mV and a proposed
step of −0.44 mV would result in a proposed state of A1 = 0.14 mV. Exceptions are φ1,2,
which is wrapped (effectively creating an infinite, circular phase), and the frequency
constraints, which result in a proposal of step size zero (chain stays where it is) when
the original proposal is outside these constraints.
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Parameter Model 1 Priors Model 2 Priors Lower Upper
(chains G) (chains M2) Bound (LB) Bound (UB)
A1(mV) N(5, 0.5) N(6, 2) 0 ∞
A2 − A4(mV) N(2.5, 0.5) N(6, 4) 0 ∞
σN(mV) N(0.5, 0.1) N(0.5, 0.3) 0 ∞
M1, M2 (%)* N(0.5, 0.1) U 0 100
M3, M4 (%) N(0.5, 0.1) - 0 100
ε3
−1, ε4
−1 - U 0 7
ε1 - U 0 2
φ1,2 (radians) N(π, 0.1π) U 0 2π
φa (radians) - U 0 π
φb (radians) - U π 2π
τD1(ms) N(3, 0.6) N(0.5, 1) 0.15 20
τD2 − τD4(ms) N(3, 0.6) U 0.15 20
β3(Hz) N(0, 0.45) N(0, 1.5) −∞ ∞
β4(Hz) N(0, 0.45) N(0, 1.5) −∞ 100
β5(Hz) - N(0, 5) -5 40
β6(Hz) U (N(0, 5) if used) -5 40
β7(Hz) U N(0, 0.3) -5 40
β8(Hz) N(0, 0.45) N(0, 0.5) -20 25
fm4 (fs)(Hz) N(23.67, 1.89) N(24.75, 1.12) 0,(β8,β1 LB) (β8 UB)
β1(Hz) N(467, 38) N(490, 20) 400 ∞
fm1(Hz) - N(12.47, 4.89) 0,(β6,β1 LB) (β6 UB)
fm2(Hz) N(9.03, 0.74) N(18.91, 5.05) 0,(β6,β1 LB) (β6 UB)
fm3(Hz) N(9.03, 0.74) N(9.44, 0.49) 0,(β7,β1 LB) (β7 UB)
fI1(Hz) N(72.75, 5.9) N(75.53, 3.08) (β1 LB) (< fI3)
fI3(Hz) N(94.2, 7.8) N(98.57, 4.29) (> fI1) (< fI4)
fI4 (Hz) N(117.1, 9.6) N(122.45, 5.20) (> fI3) (β4 UB)
Table 6.2: Gaussian (N(µ, σ) ) and uniform (U(LB,UB)) prior distri-
butions for chains G and M2. Chains 1–n use model 1 parameters and
U(LB,UB). Priors below the dividing line are measured from draw-
ing sets of 50,000 samples from the distributions of β2 – β8 and f4.
Bounds and constraints around bracketed parameters in the UB and
LB columns limit the listed parameter. Parameters with bounds of
± inf are constrained by other parameters or by the empirical likeli-
hood function. *For cases when M1 6= 0 or M2 6= 0.
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6.3.3 Adaptive Metropolis Proposal Covariance
All chain variations used an initial non-updating period of 100 samples. The initial
covariance C0 was based on one used by Cui [24], where C0 =
0.12
d
I. It is possible
that a scaled version of this would have been better, as this assumes a similar order
of magnitude for the variance of all parameters. Some parameters are in the order of
10−3 – eg Az and τDz, but β1 is in the order of 10
2. However, Haario [46] notes that
the initial covariance does not have to be well known for this method to be effective.
The chain covariance was evaluated using Equation 6.12, with φ = 2.4, ε = 10−5








where d = 19 for model 1 chains (chains 1–n and chains G), and d = 22 for chains M.
The proposal covariance was updated every 100 samples for the first 20,000 samples.
This was continued for the entire chain (300,000 samples) for chains generated using the
DRAM algorithm, and for some chains generated using the single-stage AM algorithm.
In other chains using the single-stage AM algorithm the covariance was only updated
every 300 samples from 20,000–300,000 samples. There was no obvious difference in the
performance of algorithms due to the different update frequencies, and little advantage
in processing time, so the default became updating every 100 samples for the entire
chain. The DRAM algorithm was implemented using a second proposal covariance
Ct2 = (0.5)Ct (i.e. SDR = 2).
Updating the covariance more often reduced the performance of chains as occasional
large accepted steps had too great an effect on the covariance early in a chain. On some
occasions this resulted in variables taking values where physical meaning was lost – for
example impulse periods becoming shorter than the sampling period. Haario found
that updating the covariance every step was not useful [46].
6.3.4 The Empirical Likelihood Function
An empirical likelihood function, L(y | xS), is created in order to estimate L(y | j),
and therefore calculate the posterior probability π(j | y) of each proposed state (see
Equation 6.9). L(y | xS) is calculated from the normalised correlation between the
synthetic data xS(t) and the actual data y(t), and a scaling term created from the root
mean square (RMS) voltages of xS(t) and y(t).
The data y(t) is created by taking the 3.33 s of vibration data (200,000 samples)
from a selected bearing, and processing it using the envelope method (see Sections
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2.3.3 and 5.2, and Equations 2.28 – 2.30). Referring to Equation 2.30,





xf(t) is filtered vibration data and H(xf(t))2 is the Hilbert transform of this filtered
data. xf(t) is created by using filter 2 (see Section 5.2.2), which has a passband of
10.5 kHz – 13.5 kHz.
The synthetic data are created as described in Section 6.2.3, and filtered in the
same manner as the bearing vibration data, to create the synthetic enveloped data
xS(t), with length 1 s (60,000 samples).
The Matlab [80] function xcorr is used to create the normalised cross correlation.
The xcorr function performs the correlation in the frequency domain, with an inverse
fast Fourier transform (IFFT) (built into the function) returning an output in the time-
domain which is identical to the correlation when calculated point by point in the time-
domain. The xcorr function calculates the correlation in less time than time-domain
based methods [80]. The portion of the correlation that corresponds to the length Nx =
60, 000 synthetic data being fully overlapped with the length Ny = 200, 000 vibration
data is then normalised point by point to give R(τ), the normalised cross correlation






((y(t+ τ)− yτ )(xs(t)− xs) (6.26)
where yτ and σyτ are the mean and the variance of y from y(τ) to y(τ + Nx) and xs
and σx are the mean and variance of xs.
The maximum normalised correlation, R(τmax) = sup(R(τ)), is used in the calcu-
lation of L(y | xS). The index where R(τmax) occurs, τmax, is also noted, and kept with
other chain information.
Early trials of the implementation of MCMC algorithms indicated that Az needed
to be limited. In the case of a source x with fIx that corresponds to a well defined
periodicity, Ax −→ ∞. As the correlation is normalised, this is the equivalent of
reducing the contributions of other sources to zero. This results in no useful information
from any of the amplitudes, as scales change as the chain progresses. Limiting the
upper bound on amplitude dimensions helped, except these limitations had no physical
meaning, and the choice of upper bound determined the posterior distributions of some
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where Vrms(xS) is the RMS of xS, and Vrms(yτmax) is the RMS of data points y(τmax) –
y(τmax +Nx).
The term AS is included in the empirical likelihood, creating a posterior distribution
for AS that is approximately Gaussian, with a mean close to one. This successfully
limits Az, with no upper bound required. The contribution from R(τmax) is considered
a more important measure of similarity between the synthetic and actual data, so a
weighting term W is included in the empirical likelihood.
L(y | xS) ∝ exp
{
−W (1−R(τmax))− (AS − 1)2
}
, (6.28)
The 1−R(τmax) term is required for the acceptance probability to increase as R(τmax)
gets larger (i.e. to increase with a higher correlation between xS(t) and y(t)). Various
values of W were trialled, with W = 30 being used for all implementations of the AM
algorithm in this chapter.
6.3.5 IACT and other MCMC Output Measures
Summary statistics, as described below, were produced for all dimensions of all chains,
and for chains 1–n combined. The first 10% of samples from all chains were discarded
before making these calculations. Geyer [41] suggests discarding fewer samples (1–2%)
unless diagnostics suggest a longer burn-in period. The choice of 10% was made as
this is the default value for the Tracer software [108] used to inspect outputs2, and
was observed to be sufficient in most cases. Further samples were discarded on a
case-by-case basis if a longer burn-in was evident.
For a realisation of a Markov chain with length N, consisting of samples X1, X2,
X3,...XN which converge on the invariant distribution π, the average value of a param-











2This software was not used directly to calculate summary statistics or to produce plots in this
thesis, but was used as a comparison to other calculations of relevant measures.
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) D−→ N(0, σ2). (6.31)










where s2 = V ar(f(X)) is an estimate of σ2. In reality, neighbouring samples are not









uses the effective sample size (ESS), which is the number of independent





where τint1 is the integrated autocorrelation time (IACT) of f(X), as defined in Equa-
tion 6.34. The IACT is an estimate of the time (in chain iterations) between indepen-
dent samples, and can be estimated by calculating ρf(X), the autocorrelation function
of f(X), and integrating. This integral can be estimated from the chain using the first
M autocorrelation lags [18]

































where ESS refers to the definition in Equation 6.33.
The autocorrelation function is noisy, and choice of window size, selection of M
(number of lags), and the finite length of the chain affect this measure. Existing






140]. Plots showing the IACT in this thesis are made using code from Wolff [140], who
uses the definition of IACT in Equation 6.35. ESS is given as defined in Equation 6.33.
Summary statistics given in this chapter include the mean, which is often given along






, or given with the 95% confidence
interval as f(X) ± 1.96(σM) [18].
Another useful summary statistic is the highest probability density interval (HPD)
[19]. The β% HPD interval is the shortest interval of the state space of f(X) which
contains β% of probability content. In addition, the probability density of every point
inside the HPD region is greater than every point outside the region [12]. This measure
is useful when the probability density function of f(X) has a long, low probability tail,
which occurs for the marginal densities of some parameters.
6.4 AM Algorithm Performance and Parameter
Behaviour
This section discusses the performance of the AM algorithm used with the model
introduced in Section 6.2 and the datasets listed in Section 6.3.1. The focus of this
section is the global behaviour of this algorithm, and individual MCMC outputs are
referred to only as examples. Chains 1–n are the focus of this section. Parameter
behaviour, problems faced in the implementation of the AM algorithm, and useful
observations are discussed, with particular mention of parameters relating to impulse
frequency and periodicity. See Section 6.5 for discussion of individual MCMC outputs,
and how these relate to the condition of the bearing and to the model.
Notation for Parameters Relating to the Frequencies of Interest
Chain outputs are referred to by their dimension label, z ∈ [1, 2, 3, 4]. Note that
fI1 = fI2 in all cases. Notation introduced in Section 6.2.1 is retained for the remainder
of the chapter. The notation for the frequencies of interest, introduced in Section 2.1.1
is also used. All of these terms appear in the “List of Symbols” at the front of this
thesis.
The notation ≈ f[of int] is used as shorthand for ‘the estimated value of [given fre-
quency of interest], based on previous knowledge’. For example fI3 ≈ fbd indicates
that the mean of the marginal distribution of fI3 is close to the estimated value of
the ball defect frequency for any typical bearing (based on typical values for fsenc and
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Equations A.14 – A.25). This shorthand does not necessarily indicate that a defect on
a ball is the source of the impulse with periodicity fI3.
6.4.1 Overview of AM Algorithm Behaviour
For most implementations of the AM algorithm, the posterior marginal densities relat-
ing to 1 or 2 sources dominated, and produced useful information. These are discussed
in Section 6.5. Other source(s) (x) from each bearing either generate marginal densities
with wide distributions of fIx and fmx, with little or no overlap in outputs generated
by repeated implementations of the AM algorithm using the same data, or have pos-
terior distributions that approximate the prior distribution. In addition, these sources
generate marginal densities of Ax and τDx with modes at (or close to) lower bounds,
and marginal densities of Mx that are either uniform and/or approximate prior distri-
butions, with Mx ≈ 50% in either case.
Mapping of Impulses to Sources
Impulses 1–4 did do not necessarily map to the definition of sources 1–4 given in
Section 6.2.1. For example, there are many examples where the marginal distributions
of fI1 from some chains generated using particular data are almost identical to the
marginal distributions of fI3 for other chains generated using that data. This creates
some difficulties when attempting to combine outputs from multiple chains. In most
of these cases the mean and/or mode of the marginal distribution is in the estimated
range of fbps ∈ (75.1, 76.3) Hz (using the range of fsenc and either estimate from Table
A.1). This behaviour is less likely if there is a moderate or large seeded defect on a
ball – i.e. if source 3 exists and contributes to vibrations.
Chains generated from initial states of fI1(= fI2) < 70 Hz are approximately twice
as likely to have a marginal distribution of fI3 ≈ fbps than fI1 ≈ fbps. Chains generated
from initial states of 70 < fI1 < 72 Hz are approximately 1.5 times more likely to have
a marginal distribution of fI1 ≈ fbps than fI3 ≈ fbps. Only two chains generated from
initial states of fI1 > 72 Hz have a marginal distribution of fI3 ≈ fbps (one each for
UD5 and OD5). This occurs whether uniform priors (chains 1–n) or Gaussian priors
(chains G) were used. This indicates that choice of initial state affects the behaviour of
chains, and some care is needed when interpreting MCMC outputs. Chains M2 were
generated from prior distributions and initial states that were closer to values measured
using other analysis methods, and no MCMC output had a marginal distribution of
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fI3 ≈ fbps, including three implementations of the AM algorithm from initial states of
fI1 < 72 Hz.
The behaviour described in this section creates some difficulties when interpreting
chain outputs, but it would be reasonable to assume that the same source is described
when marginal densities relating to different impulses from chains generated using
the same data have means that agree within the 95% confidence interval. In the
case of bearings known to be in undamaged condition (eg UD1-10 at 18 hrs), another
reasonable assumption is that the source of impulses is balls moving through the load
zone (i.e. impulses have frequencies that approximate fbps).
Prior distributions (and initial states) centred on this estimate of fbps could be
used when implementing the AM algorithm using later data from the same bearing.
This would almost completely eliminate the problem of source mapping. This was not
done, as starting from a variety of initial states, and using prior distributions that were
either uniform or centred on the (known to be too low) shaft frequency stamped on the
motor, allowed the effect of initial states on posterior distributions to be examined.
Highly Modulated Impulses at Local Maxima
Tables F.8 and F.9 give the mean of the marginal distribution of the log-empirical
likelihood (ln(L(y | xS))). The empirical likelihood function is heavily weighted to em-
phasise the normalised cross correlation function (see Equation 6.28). Good correlation
between large peaks produces a higher correlation score than a good correlation be-
tween small impulses. Of the 180 chains 1–n generated, there were thirteen incidences
of unsuccessful implementations of the AM algorithm, where chains became stuck at
problematic local maxima where large peaks coincided well, but periodicities for all
other peaks did not coincide. Ten chains generated using the AM algorithm and data
from eight bearings that were either undamaged or had significant ball defects had
this problem. In addition, the 40 hr data from UD9 generated one chain that became
stuck for the last third of the chain, and a chain each generated using data from ID4
post-defect and BD3 pre-defect showed evidence of this behaviour. Chains G had a
similar incidence of this problem, with four unsuccessful implementations of the AM
algorithm (of 41).
Good correlation at both large and small peaks produces a further increase in
correlation, and higher values of the empirical likelihood occurred in successful imple-
mentations of the AM algorithm generated using the same data which generated the
problematic MCMC outputs. This can be seen when comparing the marginal distribu-
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tions for ln(L(y | xS)) from all chains 1–n generated using the same data. Figures 6.1
and 6.2 give the marginal densities of the log-empirical likelihood function for all chains
1–n generated using data from UD2 at 50 hrs, UD6 at 38 and 50 hrs, and post-defect
data from ID7, BD4 and BD6.
The algorithms become stuck at values where the dominant impulse had a high
modulation, Mx, and the mode of the marginal distribution of fIx is close to the sum or
difference frequency of the relevant frequency of interest (as indicated by the marginal
distributions of better performing chains from the same data). For UD2, UD6, UD9,
and 10, these sideband frequencies are at approximately fbps ± fmx. If fmx is close to
some fraction of the predicted value of fbps, then the impulses at sideband frequencies
can produce good a correlation with higher amplitude peaks.
Figure 6.3 shows the synthetic data generated from the last chain state from each
of chain 1 and chain 3, along with the 38 hr vibration data from UD6, which was used
in these implementations of the AM algorithm. Plots of the data are zoomed to show
the first 0.5 s of the 1 s of the data where the best correlation with the synthetic data
occurred. For chain 1, every 5th peak of the synthetic data correlates well with every
6th peak of the vibration data. And when comparing outputs from the two chains,
chain 1 has fI2 = 63.675 Hz, where
5
6
(63.675)Hz = 76.410 Hz. This compares well with
fI2 = 76.360 Hz from chain 3. The synthetic data from the chain 3 shows a better
likeness to the data, with similar periodicity, and a reasonable correlation with the
amplitude modulation.
The three bearings with ball damage (ID7, BD4 and BD6) generated chains that
became stuck at frequencies that relate to fbd. Figure 6.4 shows chain 3 and chain
4 generated using data from BD6, with chain 3 becoming stuck at a frequency of
approximately fbd − fm2, where fm2 ≈ fs. In this example every fourth peak from the
synthetic data has a similar periodicity to every third peak from the vibration data.
Some of large amplitude peaks in the vibration data correlate with large amplitude
peaks in the synthetic data, but many peaks do not correlate. Chain 4 generated
synthetic data which has a similar periodicity to the vibration data, and a modulation
frequency that matches the vibration data in places, particularly at around 0.7 s.
One of the reasons that model 1 was used for most implementations of the AM
algorithm in this chapter is that model 2 can generate synthetic data with very low
amplitude except at the modulation frequency (depending on the size of ε−1z ). This
increases the chance of algorithms becoming stuck at these problematic maxima, or
otherwise being unable to generate useful outputs. The cost of using model 1 is that,
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Figure 6.1: Marginal densities of the log-empirical likelihood function
for nine implementations of the AM algorithm using data from UD2
and UD6 logged at 38 hrs or 50 hrs (as specified). Chains became
stuck at local maxima in two of three chains for UD2 at 50 hrs (chain
1 and 3) and one of three chains for UD6 at each of 38 hrs and 50 hrs
(chain 1 for both). In all four cases the log-empirical likelihood is
lower than for successful implementations of the AM algorithm using
the same data.
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Figure 6.2: Marginal densities of the log-empirical likelihood function
from 12 implementations of the AM algorithm using data from ID7,
BD4 and BD6 logged 25, 30 or 35 mins after the seeding of defects.
Chains became stuck at local maxima in two of four chains for ID7
and one chain each for BD4 and BD6. In all four cases, the upper
95% HPD value is below the lower 95% HPD for successful imple-
mentations of the AM algorithm using the same data.
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Figure 6.3: Comparison between the 38 hr vibration data from UD6
and synthetic data created from the final chain state generated by
each of two chain. The first 0.5 s (of 1 s) of the portion of the vibration
data that corresponds to the highest correlation with the synthetic
data is shown for each MCMC. Chain 1 generated a lower posterior
distribution for log-likelihood than chain 3. Note that large peaks
coincide for chain 1, but the periodicity is incorrect. The synthetic
data from chain 3 has a periodicity that matches the data and regions
of larger amplitudes coincide.
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Figure 6.4: Comparison between vibration data from BD6, logged
30 mins after the application of a seeded defect to a single ball, and
synthetic data generated by the chain state corresponding to the max-
imum log-likelihood for each of two implementations of the AM al-
gorithm. The first 0.5 s (of 1 s) of the portion of the vibration data
that corresponds to the highest correlation with the synthetic data
is shown for each example. Chain 3 generated a lower posterior dis-
tribution for log-likelihood than chain 4. There are some incidences
of large peaks coinciding for chain 3, but the periodicity is incorrect.
The synthetic data from chain 4 has a periodicity that matches data
peaks, and regions of larger amplitudes coincide well in places.
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as shown in Figure 6.4, even successful implementations of the AM algorithm do not
necessarily generate synthetic data that mimic the modulation of impulse amplitudes.
A possible solution to the problem discussed in this section is to use a scaled version
of the envelope data, y(t) and xS(t), in the calculation of the empirical likelihood
(see Equation 6.26). Scaling functions that placed relatively more emphasis on lower















were tested in the place of y(t) and xS(t), and therefore used to calculate R(τ) and
R(τmax). The functions given in Equation 6.40 were found to be better performing
than those in than Equation 6.39, and were tested further by implementing the AM
algorithm using data from bearings in various conditions. There were no incidences
of algorithms becoming stuck, and the marginal densities of dominant impulses were
similar to those generated by other implementations of the AM algorithm using the
same vibration data. There were fewer other useful outputs, for example there were
no narrow distributions of fmz. Results suggest that these scaling functions could be
used to calculate the empirical likelihood during during burn-in, or used to generate
the entire chain, with outputs providing improved priors for later use.
Impulse 1 and 2 at Subharmonics of Dominant Frequencies
A small number of implementations of the AM algorithm became stuck at problematic
chain states where fI1 = fI2 corresponded to half of the frequency of the dominant
source, and φ1,2 ≈ π rad. In other words, the periodicity of the dominant impulse
is generated in the synthetic data from a combination of impulse 1 and impulse 2.
This occurred for the second half of one chain generated using the 50 hr data from
UD7, where fI2 ≈ 12fbps, and chains generated using post-defect data from each of ID2
and ID8, where fI2 ≈ 12fid. Figure 6.5 compares vibration data and the synthetic data
created from the final state of two chains generated using data from ID8. Chain 1 shows
this behaviour, and chain 2 is a better performing chain, with a marginal distribution
for log-empirical likelihood with a higher mean than that from chain 1. In addition to
UD7, ID2 and ID8, the first half of one chain generated using post-defect data from
ID5 and small portions (totalling about 20,000 samples) of a chain generated using
post-defect data from ID4 had evidence of this behaviour.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison between vibration data from ID8 logged
25 mins after the application of seeded defects, and synthetic data
generated from the last chain state of two implementations of the AM
algorithm. The portion of data where the highest correlation occurs
is shown for each example. Chain 1 generates a lower valued marginal
distribution for log-likelihood than chain 2, and the synthetic data of
the largest impulse is created by fI2 ≈ 12fid. Note that the periodicity
is correct, but large peaks from the synthetic data and vibration data
do not coincide. The synthetic data from chain 2 has small and large
peaks that coincide, but the model for amplitude modulation does
not mimic the data well.
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The problem with these problematic states is that the log-empirical likelihood is
not necessarily lower than chain states from successful implementations of the AM
algorithm. However this behaviour can be seen clearly by comparing marginal densities
of periodicity, and by inspecting the marginal densities of φ1,2. Figure 6.6 compares
the marginal densities of φ1,2 from two chains generated using data from each of UD7,
ID2 and ID8. The marginal densities of φ1,2 from the problematic chains have modes
at π rad, and are clearly different to those from the other examples shown. These have
marginal densities of φ1,2 that are typical for MCMC outputs for chain generated using
these data. No other bearings in any condition generate chains with distributions of
φ1,2 that resemble the problematic ones
3.
6.4.2 Periodicity, Frequency, and the Frequencies of Interest
Sections 6.5.1 – 6.5.5 discuss the marginal posterior distributions and joint posterior
distributions of several parameters for each bearing. As is noted in these sections,
the mean or mode of MCMC outputs relating to impulse periodicity (fIz), and the
frequency of modulation of these impulses (fmz) provides useful information about the
condition of bearings. The ratio between the means of some of these distributions,
or the distributions of the ratio of pairs of these parameters, gives information about
bearing condition by comparing these to known ratios between pairs of the frequencies
of interest. The usefulness of these comparisons depends partly on relevant distribution
widths, and the size of uncertainties on distribution means.
MCMC Outputs and the Predicted Values of the Frequencies of Interest
The frequencies of interest are introduced in Equations 2.1 – 2.6, and discrepancies
between the actual and predicted values have previously been noted – for example
when creating thresholds (see Section 5.4) and when placing labels on the plots of
enveloped data that appear in Chapter 5 and Appendix E.
The value of fbps predicted using Equation A.16 is:
fbps = 3.053(fs) (6.41)
= 3.053(24.77) Hz (6.42)
= 75.63 Hz. (6.43)
3A similar distribution for φ1,2 could potentially occur – along with fI2 ≈ fbps = fod, in some
bearings with a short deep defect on the outer race, but doesn’t for any of OD1-7.
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Figure 6.6: Marginal densities of φ1,2 generated by two implementa-
tions of the AM algorithm using data from each of UD7, ID2 and
ID7. Chain 1 for UD7 became stuck at fI2 ≈ 12fbps. The marginal
distribution for φ1,2 has a mode and mean close to π radians, and it
is different to that from chain 2, which is discussed in Section 6.5.1
(see Figure 6.14). Chain 4 for ID2 and chain 1 for ID8 became stuck
at states where fI2 ≈ 12fid. Distributions for φ1,2 also have modes and
means close to π radians. Distributions for the two successful exam-
ples (chain 2 for each of ID2 and ID8) are approximately uniform, as
they correspond to small impulses with poorly defined periodicities.
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Variations in this frequency are expected – the mean shaft frequency per logging period,
fsenc , was different for each bearing and each fitting of a particular bearing (see Table





Hz using Equation A.16 and ignoring local variations in fs. However,
marginal distributions that suggest that impulse sources 1 and 2 (and source 3 when
fI3 ≈ fbps) have means that are 0.5−1 Hz higher than these values, and the entire 95%
HPD interval is often above these predicted values.
Slippage would result in a decrease in fbps, so cannot be the cause of this discrep-
ancy. MCMC outputs are consistent with spectral peaks from enveloped data (see
Figures E.1 and E.2). The position of power spectral density (PSD) peaks correspond-
ing to fs indicate reasonable agreement with measurements of fsenc . PSD measurements
are limited by bin-width resolution, and small local variations are masked as PSDs are
averages over the length of the data. But these discrepancies do not appear to be due to
local variations, as multiple implantations of the AM algorithm using 72 different data
should then lead to marginal distributions with means both above and below predicted
values. There are some MCMC outputs that do show the effects of local variations (an
example is given in the next section) but even in these cases fI2 is greater than the
predicted value over all or most of the distribution.
Equations A.21 – A.25 leads to predicted values of fbd = 98.74 Hz and fid =









on the range of fsenc . Marginal distributions with means at frequencies that approx-
imate fbd are often higher, but some fall in this range. Marginal distributions with
high probabilities at frequencies that approximate fid have lower means (or modes if
the distribution is not narrow), which is consistent with observed values of fbps being
higher than predicted, as expanding Equation A.23 leads to fid = Zfs − fbps.
Local Variations in Frequency
Some of the marginal distributions relating to large impulses are narrow but multi-
modal. During every chain iteration, the position of the maximum correlation, τMAX
is recorded along with other chain information (see Section 6.3.4), so the relationship
between any marginal distribution and τMAX can be investigated.
Figure 6.7 gives three marginal densities of fI2 from UD5. These come from chain
1 from implementations of the AM algorithm using the 18 hr, 39 hr and 50 hr data.
The MCMC outputs generated using the 18 hr and 50 hr data are unimodal, but both
(particularly the 18 hr data) have long, low probability tails. The distribution generated
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using the 39 hr data is bi-modal. The plots of fI2 vs τMAX show that better correlations
occur at particular parts of the data, and that the tail from MCMC output generated
from the 18 hr data and the second mode from the 39 hr data come from correlations
with different sections of data. The section of τMAX between 0.5–1.5 s for the chain
generated using the 39 hr data suggests a slight slowing of the shaft over this time. In
comparison, the plot of fI2 vs τMAX for the chain generated using the 50 hr data suggests
similar distributions of fI2 for different sections of data. These narrow, but multi-modal,
distributions are more common in MCMC outputs generated from implementations of
the AM algorithm using data from UD1-10 or bearings with larger ball defects than
those using data from bearings with race defects.
Behaviour of Parameters Related to Periodicity and Frequency
It was hoped that using β values to control impulse periodicities and modulation fre-
quencies would provide some information on the distributions of the ratios between the
frequencies of interest. Posterior distributions relating to 1 or 2 sources tend to domi-
nate in any individual chain, resulting in narrow distributions for a small number of β
values only. Many bearings with larger seeded defects do not have narrow distributions
of fI1, and this frequency is used as the reference frequency (with the assumption that
fI1 ≈ fbps).
In addition, the ESS of many β values (and therefore some fIz and fmz parameters)
are small. This occurs mainly for marginal distributions relating to impulses with small
amplitudes, or when a marginal distribution is multi-modal. Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show
properties of marginal distributions of MCMC outputs generated by implementations
of the AM algorithm using the 38 hrs from UD6 and the BD6 post-defect data. Plotted
are the normalised autocorrelation function, an estimate of the IACT, the value of the
parameter at each chain iteration and marginal densities of fI2 ≈ fbps and fm2 ≈ 0.5fs
from chain 3 from UD6, and fI3 ≈ fbd and fm3 (with a mode at ≈ fc) from chain 4 from
BD6. Figures 6.3 and 6.4 showed vibration data and a single synthetic data created
from single chain states.
The marginal densities of both impulse periodicities are narrow and unimodal, and
IACTs are reasonably short. The distribution of fm2 (UD6) has evidence of multiple
closely-spaced modes, where the chain spends time sampling near one particular value,
then jumps to some other value and spends time there. These values are close-together,
and this quantization may be due to the quantized nature of the periodic impulses. The
distribution of fm3 (BD6) is wide, and the chain spends about half of the chain length
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UD5 at 18hrs (Chain 1)





















UD5 at 39hrs (Chain 1)























UD5 at 50hrs (Chain 1)
Figure 6.7: Scatter plots of fI2 vs τMAX and histograms of the
marginal density of fI2 for three MCMC outputs generated by im-
plementations of the AM algorithm using the 18, 39 and 50 hr data
from UD5 (all chain 1). The lower tail in the 18 hr distribution, and
second mode in the 39 hr distribution are from correlations with dif-
ferent parts of the data than those from the higher probability parts
of the distribution. The higher probability parts of the distribution
generated using the 50 hr data are from correlations with multiple
parts of the data.
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sampling near the mode at fc, then samples elsewhere, with smaller modes at nfc
(n ∈ {4, 5}). The use of Gaussian prior distributions reduces the width of distributions
of fm3 ≈ fc from chains generated using data from bearings with ball defects (see Figure
6.28). However it was useful to begin with uniform priors to validate the assumptions
regarding the sources of modulation, and ensure that there weren’t modes at other
frequencies not predicted by the model.
Re-estimates of the Frequencies of Interest Using MCMC Outputs
In many cases the discrepancies between predicted and actual values of the frequencies
of interest are smaller than the 95% confidence bounds of relevant means, but this
does not explain why discrepancies are not evenly distributed. Attempts to trial other
nearby values of d and D (while assuming α = 0) can provide better consistency for
fbps and fid, but increase errors for fbd or vise versa.
It can be seen in Equations A.2 – A.4 that the derivation of fc (and therefore fod and




The derivation of fbd comes from considering the distance a single ball travels each
cage revolution, and leads to fbd =
Do
d
fc (see Equation A.5). Do and Di are then
re-expressed in terms of D, d and cosα.
This geometry is likely to be correct within very small measurement errors when
the bearing is straight from the packet. Once the bearing is on the shaft and running,
the model used in this chapter assumes the outer race flexes, changing clearances. The
radial load also changes the geometry of the bearing, and in addition has been shown
to push bearings off the shaft, so it is possible that races are not aligned, and α 6= 0 and
is not constant. As Brie [13] points out, variations in α can contribute to variations in
impulse periodicity. Damaged balls have smaller diameters in the direction of defects,
changing the d term in Equation A.5. In addition, there may be slippage. With
these things in mind, an attempt was made to provide a better set of estimates of
the frequencies of interest using MCMC outputs, and to see if any information on the
sources of discrepancies could be inferred.
A small number of chains 1–4 (from implementations of the AM algorithm using
post-defect data from ID2 and ID8) have narrow distributions of fI4 ≈ fid, and fm4 ≈ fs.
The distribution of the ratio of these outputs suggest that d
D
cosα is different to that
found using values from Table 3.1 (see Section 6.5.5). Later implementations of the AM
algorithm (chains G and/or chains M2 generated using data from ID1, ID2, ID5, ID6
and ID8) provided eight further useful MCMC outputs, which confirm these findings
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Normalised autocorrelation from UD6 at 38hrs (Chain 3)



































Normalised autocorrelation from UD6 at 38hrs (Chain 3)
































Figure 6.8: Autocorrelation, IACT, chain states and histograms of
the marginal densities of fI2 and fmI2 from chain 3 generated using
data from UD6 taken at 38 hrs. The IACT for fI2 is much shorter
than that for fm2, leading to an ESS ≈ 3050 samples for fI2, and an
ESS ≈ 115 samples for fI2. The chain states and the distribution for
fm2 are quantized, even though the distribution is quite narrow.
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Normalised autocorrelation from BD6 (Chain 4)



































Normalised autocorrelation from BD6 (Chain 4)





































Figure 6.9: Autocorrelation, IACT, chain state and histograms of the
marginal densities of fI3 and fmI3 from chain 4 generated using post-
defect data from BD6. The IACT for fI3 is short leading to an ESS
of 1720 samples. The wide distribution and very long IACT for fm3
results from the chain not being able to stay near the mode, leading
to an estimate of the IACT with very large errors, and an ESS of
under 10 samples.
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(see Table 6.7). These results lead to α in the range of 0 − 0.25 rad, depending on
how much of the discrepancy is attributed to misalignment of the races, and how
much is attributed to other changing geometry. As the term d
D
cosα comes from a
rearrangement of Di
D
, changes to inner race geometry may also contribute.
The average of the re-estimates of d
D
cosα was used to re-calculate the frequencies of
interest (see Table A.1), and these re-calculations better match observed ratios between
fs, fc, fbps (= fod), and fid. The new estimate of fbd also depends on
Do
d
, where d refers
specifically to the diameter of the damaged ball. If α were known, it could be used to
re-estimate the effective value of Do, but this is not the case. This is discussed further
in Section 6.5.5.
6.5 MCMC Outputs, Bearing Condition, and
Models
This investigation focuses on MCMC outputs generated by implementations of the AM
algorithm using vibration data selected from five bearing datasets – the UD 18 hr, UD
50 hr and S1-21 pre and post-defect datasets. The UD ≈ 40 hr data comes from the
larger undamaged bearing dataset (which also contains the data that constitutes the
UD 18 hr and UD 50 hr datasets). This section investigates differences and similarities
within and between the datasets, and how these relate to bearing condition. Outputs
are used to evaluate the model, identify problems, test possible improvements, and to
see if bearing condition can be inferred.
Output analysis is done by measuring and comparing useful statistics of the em-
pirical marginal distributions of all dimensions of all chains generated using the AM
algorithm. The marginal posterior densities are assumed to approximate the condi-
tional posterior densities, recorded at each point in the chain [19, 36]. Tables F.1 –
F.7 give descriptional statistics (either the mean or the mode) for the marginal distri-
butions of 20 parameters. Similar MCMC outputs (of chains 1–n) generated using the
same data are combined. Tables F.8 and F.9 give the mean of the log of the empirical
likelihood function for each individual MCMC outputs generated using all data and all
algorithms, including chains G and chains M2. Further Tables are included in Sections
6.5.1 – 6.5.5. Tables display the rounded values of descriptional statistics due to space
constraints. The error on the mean, σM, is rounded to one significant figure in most
instances, and the rounding of the relevant mean does not necessarily reflect the level
of accuracy indicated by σM. Non-rounded (or appropriately rounded) values are used
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in all calculations.
Scale for Joint Posterior Distributions that Include Mz
Several figures in this chapter plot joint distributions of outputs that relate to one
particular impulse x from that chain. These joint distributions often include Mx, with
colour temperature indicating the magnitude of Mx. If colour temperature scales refer
to other parameters they will be specified in the figure caption. Marginal posterior
distributions of Mz have a maximum possible range of 0 – 100%. In 467 of 492 chain
outputs the distribution has a range of at least 0.5% – 99.5%, so colour temperature
scales are very similar in these cases. The exceptions all come from distributions that
have high probabilities at high or low values of Mx, which can be clearly seen in plots as
high or low colour temperature. Figure 6.10 is a plot of chain 1 generated using 50 hr
data from UD3 (repeated with other data in Figure 6.11, and discussed in Section
6.5.1), showing the joint distribution of fI2 vs fm2 vs M2, with the colour scale for
M2 included. This colour scale is not redrawn in other plots. This colour scale does
not apply to outputs for impulse 3 and impulse 4 from implementations of the AM
algorithm using model 2. In these cases the scale is specified in individual figures by
also plotting the marginal density of ε−13 or ε
−1
4 .
6.5.1 MCMC Outputs for Undamaged Bearings
The prior assumption for bearings UD1-10 is that there are four well defined sources
of vibration, one caused by impulses as balls pass in and out of the load zone, and
three caused by the effects of imperfections on bearing races. As noted in Section
6.4.1, for most bearings one or two sources dominate, and outputs relating to other
sources are small valued, have wide marginal distributions that may be similar to prior
distributions. This can be seen in Table 6.3, which gives descriptional statistics for the
marginal distributions of fI1, fI3 and fI4, with chains 1–n generated using each data
combined (see also Tables F.1 – F.3 and F.9).
There are many examples in Table 6.3 where modes for the marginal distribution
of fI1 ≈ fI3 ≈ fbps. As discussed in Section 6.4.1, this is because some chains generated
using particular data behave according to the model, with fI1 ≈ fbps, and others
result in some other (lower frequency) value for fI1 , and fI3 ≈ fbps. In addition, some
individual chains generated modes for fI1 ≈ fI3 ≈ fbps, where the distribution of fI3 is
wide, and fI3 is not close to ≈ fbps. Of the eighty implementations of the AM algorithm
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Figure 6.10: Joint distribution of fI2 vs fm2 vs M2 for outputs of
chain 1 generated using data from UD3 logged at 50 hrs. The scale
for M2 is similar to that in most other plots where colour temperature
indicates the size of M2, as at least 99% of the entire state space (of
0%–100%) is included in most marginal distributions of Mz.
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using data from UD1-10, the eight discussed in Section 6.4.1 are the only ones that do
not have a marginal distribution of fI1 ≈ fbps or fI3 ≈ fbps. Even in these cases, the
largest impulses have periodicities that relate to the periodicity of fbps.
Implementing the AM algorithm several times using the same data results in differ-
ent marginal distributions of fI4 for each chain, and marginal distributions of A4 and
τD4 that are small. This includes UD4, which is above the frequency domain threshold
at 2fid (see Table E.2). If fI1 6= fbps (and is not at a maxima of the type discussed in
Section 6.4.1), then A1 , A2 , τD1 and τD2 are small and φ1,2 ≈ π rad, with a marginal
density that approximates the prior distribution. If fI3 6= fbps (and is not at a maxima),
then A3 and τD3 are small.
MCMC outputs for impulses with fI2 ≈ fbps or fI3 ≈ fbps are discussed below, with
some conclusions given at the end of this section.
Marginal Distributions of Periodicity and Frequency
As noted in Section 6.4.2, the modes of marginal distributions where fI2 ≈ fbps or
fI3 ≈ fbps (and means if the distribution is narrow) from Table 6.3 are consistently
0.5 − 1 Hz higher than the value predicted in Equation 6.43. The alternate estimates
given in Table A.1 give a better agreement. A small number of implementations of the
AM algorithm using data from UD1-10 generated marginal distributions with modes
at fmz ≈ fs (see Tables F.1 – F.3), but these are from wide, multi-modal distributions,
so there is no way to reliably infer the relationship between fbps and fs from these
outputs. Calculating the mode of the ratio of fm2 to fI2 in these cases indicates values
for d
D
cosα that range from just below the original value down to those found using
the outputs from ID2 and ID8 (see Section 6.5.5). These results are an indication
only, as modes are calculated from wide distributions, and there is no way to estimate
uncertainties.
Section B.1.2 discusses measurements of fsenc from UD1-10 for each running period.
There is poor agreement when comparing measurement of fsenc for different bearings
and means of posterior distributions at frequencies that approximate fbps. For example,
UD6 has the lowest values for fsenc for all of UD1-10, but as shown in Table 6.3, relevant
modes indicate fbps for this bearing is typical of any of UD1-10. This could be due to
errors in the measurements of fsenc , but this is unlikely as results are consistent over six
logging periods (each of several hours). It is possible that the cause of the lower shaft
frequency also contributed to greater variations in bearing geometry. And as discussed
later in this section, UD6 shows signs of possible deterioration by 50 hrs. The differences
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fI1 = fI2 (Hz) fI3 (Hz) fI4 (Hz)
Bearing mode mean σM mode mean σM mode mean σM
UD1 75.9 76.01 0.003 102.4 104.16 5 141.59 130.29 4
UD2 76.07 70.64 3 76.15 82.67 4 100.92 121.41 9
UD3 76.21 76.11 0.008 76.37 95.14 6 132.78 136.21 4
UD4 76.15 76.16 0.001 76.44 88.57 4 124.98 119.95 5
UD5 76.38 76.56 1 76.39 90.33 7 121.28 128.96 5
UD6 75.97 71.30 3 75.93 85.28 5 101.94 117.60 7
UD7 75.94 76.08 0.01 122.29 104.68 7 121.86 121.72 3
UD8 76.25 71.41 3 76.25 90.73 8 113.45 117.54 3
UD9 69.53 72.70 2 89.05 85.93 2 109.89 122.06 7
UD10 75.95 75.89 0.002 76.10 94.32 6 112.56 125.15 6
UD1 75.8 72.56 2 75.63 99.95 10 126.73 124.11 10
UD2 76.19 76.59 0.4 86.28 101.73 6 127.22 137.55 4
UD3 75.97 76.07 0.04 76.39 86.44 3 121.17 129.17 7
UD4 76.23 72.23 3 76.21 89.6 6 114.44 119.64 7
UD5 76.11 76.11 0.07 76.41 92.44 3 131.46 126.16 3
UD6 63.65 68.57 3 76.35 91.51 6 97.05 109.24 6
UD7 76.07 76.04 0.004 78.44 85.75 2 135.94 138.51 7
UD8 75.86 67.67 3 75.80 80.07 2 105.60 112.89 6
UD9 76.09 68.5 4 76.12 85.72 5 100.30 125.88 10
UD10 76.22 70.73 4 76.29 88.13 5 110.37 129.23 8
UD1 65.65 64.59 1 75.97 76.72 0.5 112.80 115.59 4
UD2 89.22 77.80 5 89.18 93.02 4 102.53 118.65 5
UD3 75.94 75.87 0.002 97.21 100.98 5 111.44 119.02 3
UD4 76.31 67.58 3 76.39 78.38 2 100.20 107.35 4
UD5 76.25 75.6 0.4 76.24 90.90 4 111.97 121.34 9
UD6 76.1 70.12 3 76.06 86.06 4 104.37 116.59 9
UD7 76.19 61.14 6 76.32 85.36 4 148.07 118.65 6
UD8 75.88 68.20 3 75.86 81.61 4 137.49 119.28 8
UD9 75.93 70.10 2 75.93 86.96 7 130.91 121.04 4
UD10 75.96 79.91 3 99.68 94.86 2 117.20 126.26 6
Table 6.3: Mode, mean and σM of combined marginal distributions
of fI1, fI3 and fI4 from all chains 1–n from each of UD1-10. The top
section has outputs from chains generated using the 18 hr data, the
middle section has outputs from the ≈ 40 hr data and the bottom
section has outputs from 50 hr data. Most marginal distributions of
impulse 1/2 or impulse 3 that have means or modes at fbps ≈ 76 Hz.
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in fsenc noted when comparing each bearing sets as a whole are consistent with MCMC
outputs. See Section 6.5.3 – 6.5.5 for more on this.
Figure 6.11 shows joint posterior distributions from chain 1 generated using the
18 hr, ≈ 40 hr and 50 hr data from each of UD2, UD3, UD5, and UD6. The joint
distribution of fI2 vs fm2 vs M2 or fI3 vs fm3 vs M3 (as specified), is plotted for
each chain. Chains generated using data from each of UD3 and UD5 at each logging
time have similar outputs, with all chains 1–n from UD3, and all but one from UD5
producing a marginal distribution of fI2 ≈ fbps (as opposed to fI3 ≈ fbps). The
joint distributions show regions where high values of M2 correspond to modes in the
distribution of fm2. This is more pronounced in chains generated using data from UD5,
with modes at similar frequencies across the three outputs shown. In both of these
bearings there are modes at frequencies that approximate the predicted values of nfc
and mfs, where m = {0.5, 1}. There are also secondary modes at other frequencies for
UD5.
Implementations of the AM algorithm using data from UD2 and UD6 generated the
least consistent outputs of all of UD1-10. In some cases no marginal distribution for
impulse periodicity was near any estimate of fbps. These cases are discussed in Section
6.4.1, and three of the examples discussed there are shown in Figure 6.11. UD2 appears
to deteriorate in condition between 18 hrs and 50 hrs. The chain generated using the
18 hrs data has a marginal density ofM2 with a high probability of low modulation. The
joint distribution of chain outputs generated using the 38 hr data has a high probability
of high modulation at fm2 ≈ 0.5fs, and only one chain out of the three generated
using the 50 hr data was able to navigate to fI2 ≈ fbps. The other two (including
chain 1, shown in Figure 6.11) become stuck at a local maxima corresponding to a
highly modulated impulse with frequency fI2 ≈ fbps + fm2 or fI3 ≈ fbps + fm2. Joint
distribution from the chain generated using the 18 hr data from UD6 has a single mode
at fm2 ≈ 0.5fs, and high modulation (chain 2 generated similar outputs). Chains
generated using the 38 hr and 50 hr data each have one chain with fI2 ≈ fbps, one
with fI3 ≈ fbps, and one stuck at fI2 ≈ fbps − fm2 or fI3 ≈ fbps + fm3. These last two
examples are shown in Figure 6.11. All chains generated using all data from UD6 have
modes of fmz ≈ mfs, m = {0.5, 1} for the largest impulse for that chain.
Even when posterior distributions of fmx have a mode around a single frequency, the
distribution of fmx is often quite quantized (see Figure 6.8 for an example). In addition,
there are several examples of the mode being close to 0.5fs, but others where the 95%
HPD does not quite overlap with estimates of this value made from shaft encoder data
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Figure 6.11: Joint posterior distributions of fI2 vs fm2 vs M2 or fI3
vs fm3 vs M3 for three chains generated using the 18 hr, ≈ 40 hr and
50 hr data from each of UD2, UD3, UD5 and UD6. Colour temper-
ature indicates the size of M2 or M3. Most distributions are centred
around the predicted value for fbps ≈ 76 Hz, except three chains from
UD2 and UD6 that became stuck at local maxima. Distributions of
fm2 or fm3 have differences due to the different running conditions of
bearings, or changes in running conditions during the operation of a
bearing.
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or from observation of PSD peaks. This is discussed further in the conclusion of this
section. Gaussian priors remove outliers and higher harmonics of modes from some
but not all posterior distributions of fm2 and fm3. These are not plotted for chains G,
see Figure 6.15 for outputs from chains M2 generated using these data.
Outputs for other Parameters for Undamaged Bearings
The outputs relating to periodicity discussed above indicate that there are at most
two sources, both with periodicity close to predicted values of fbps. In order to in-
vestigate whether there are one or two vibration sources with this periodicity, and to
evaluate other parameters that relate to these sources, chains are divided into those
with marginal distributions of fI2 ≈ fbps and those with fI3 ≈ fbps, and the marginal
distributions of the corresponding Az and τDz, and for φ1,2 are investigated.
Some chains that generated marginal distributions of fI2 ≈ fbps have well defined
modes for both A1 and A2, with one being small. In other cases, source 1 and source
2 “take turns” being the largest output as the chain progresses. This creates multi-
modal marginal distributions of A1 and A2, with the higher modes being similar to
the mode for the marginal distribution for A3 in any chains generated using same data
with a marginal distribution of fI3 ≈ fbps. This same issue of taking turns also affects
marginal distributions of τDz. This suggests that there is only a single source at fbps
for at least some of UD1-10.
Outputs for A3 and τD3 from multiple chains were combined. All chains 1–n im-
plemented using the AM algorithm and the 18 hr data from UD1-10 which generated
marginal densities of fI3 ≈ fbps were combined. This was repeated for chains gener-
ated using the ≈ 40 hr and 50 hr data. Figure 6.12 compares these combined marginal
densities to joint distributions of A1 vs A2 and τD1 vs τD2 from chains generated using
data from UD2 and UD5. Colour temperature indicates the magnitude of M2 (as per
Figure 6.10). The first chain from each data that has fI2 ≈ fbps was selected.
The combined distributions of A3 show some evidence of amplitudes getting larger
as bearings age, but only for some bearings (note that distributions for the combined
outputs from chains generated using the≈ 40 hr and 50 hr data are multi-modal). Areas
of higher probability for A1 and A2 for each of UD2 and UD5 agree reasonably well with
areas of high probability in the combined distributions of A3. MCMC outputs with
lower valued distributions of M2 – such as that from the chain generated using the 18 hr
or 50 hr data from UD2 – have joint distributions that are approximately symmetrical
around A1 = A2, and chain states indicate “taking turns”. MCMC outputs with higher
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Figure 6.12: Marginal densities and joint distributions of impulse
amplitude and duration for UD1-10. The top row (A3) and fourth
row (τD3) are combined densities from all chains 1–n with marginal
distributions of fI3 ≈ fbps, with chains generated using data from
each of the three specified logging periods combined separately. This
is compared with joint distributions of A1 vs A2 vs M2 and τD1 vs τD2
vs M2 from single chains generated using data from UD2 and UD5.
Colour temperature indicates the size of M2.
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UD3 at 50 hrs, Uniform Priors















































UD7 at 50 hrs, Uniform Priors






















UD3 at 50 hrs, Gaussian Priors
























UD6 at 38 hrs, Gaussian Priors























UD7 at 50 hrs, Gaussian Priors











Figure 6.13: Joint posterior distributions of A1 vs τD1 and A2 vs τD2
vs M2 (indicated by colour temperature) for chains generated using
data from UD3 at 50 hrs (chain 1 and G), UD6 at 38 hrs (chain 3
and G), and UD7 at 50 hrs (chain 2 and G). Each has a marginal
distribution with fI2 ≈ fbps. Use of Gaussian priors (chains G) result
in a reduction in the long low probability tail in marginal distributions
of τD1 and τD2, and narrower distributions of A1 and A2.
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valued marginal distributions of M2, for example chains generated using the 39 hr data
from UD5, are more likely to generate outputs with A2 > A1 . Chain states (not
plotted) indicate less “taking turns” – i.e. the chain maps impulse 2 to source 1 (i.e.
balls moving through the load zone), and impulse 1 has low amplitude.
The distributions of τD3 are unimodal, and narrow, with modes of 2.65 ms, 2.04 ms
and 2.11 ms for the combined results for the three data logging periods. The plots with
higher valued marginal distributions of M2 have posterior distributions of τD2 that are
similar to the combined distributions of τD3, with others having a region of higher
probability between 2–3 ms for both τD1 and τD2.
Another useful way to view outputs is to plot joint distributions of A1 vs τD1 and
A2 vs τD2 vs M2, as is done in Figure 6.13. This figure compares joint distributions of
examples of chains 1–n with those from chains G. Joint distributions generated from
implementations of the AM algorithm using uniform prior distributions are approxi-
mately ‘L’ shaped when regions of low probability are included – distributions rarely
have larger amplitudes and longer impulses simultaneously. As noted in Section 6.5.4
– 6.5.5, this contrasts to joint distributions from some bearings with seeded defects.
MCMC outputs from chains with higher valued marginal distributions of M2 also have
narrower joint distributions of A2 vs τD2, due to the chain clearly mapping the vibra-
tion source 1 to impulse 2. Chains generated from Gaussian prior distributions have
posterior distributions with fewer high amplitude outliers, and the long tails for τDz
are reduced, but areas of high probability are similar to those from chains generated
from uniform priors.
All chains 1–n implemented using the AM algorithm and the 18 hr data from UD1-
10 which generated marginal densities of fI2 ≈ fbps had their outputs for φ1,2 combined.
This was repeated for the chains generated using the ≈ 40 hr and 50 hr data. These
combined marginal densities are plotted in Figure 6.14. Also plotted are the marginal
densities of φ1,2 for the first chain generated using each data from UD2, UD3, UD5,
UD6 and UD7 which had a marginal distribution of fI2 ≈ fbps.
If there was a single impulse with frequency ≈ fbps, it would be expected that
the marginal distribution of φ1,2 would have a mode close to 0 and/or 2π radians. If
sources 1 and 2 both exist, then marginal distributions from different bearings should
have modes at a wide range of values, and combined data should generate uniform
distributions. Instead modes in the order of 0.18π − 0.25π radians and 1.75π − 1.82π
radians are observed for chains generated using most data from most bearings. UD7 is
included in Figure 6.14, as this bearing – along with UD6 – has marginal distributions
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Figure 6.14: Marginal densities of φ1,2 for UD1-10. The top row has
combined densities of φ1,2 from all chains 1–n with marginal distri-
butions of fI2 ≈ fbps, with chains generated using data from each
of the three specified logging periods combined separately. This is
compared with marginal densities for a single chain from each logging
period from each of UD2, UD3, UD5, UD6 and UD7. Chains gen-
erated using most data from UD1-10 have distributions of φ1,2 with
modes at similar values.
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of φ1,2 that differ the most from the combined densities (and the rest of UD1-10). See
Figure 6.16 for chains M2 outputs generated using data from UD3, UD6, and UD7.
6.5.2 The Model and Undamaged Bearings
MCMC Outputs from Undamaged Bearings using Model 1
Bearing models predict that impulses at fbps should not be modulated except in the case
of an unbalanced shaft or cage [49, 63]. Kiral [63] points out that the contribution of
a moving load (such as that caused by an unbalanced shaft) causes force contributions
at various combinations of fbps, fc and fs. For example, several MCMC outputs (eg
chains 1–3 generated using the 50 hr data from UD5) have marginal distribution of fm2
with a mode close to 4fc−fs ≈ 13.1 Hz, which is above 0.5fs ≈ 12.4 Hz. However, with
multi-modal distributions of fmz, and differences noted between predicted and measured
values of the frequencies of interest, caution must be exercised when mapping modes
to some combination of fc and fs. These MCMC outputs do suggest some shaft and/or
cage imbalance, and that the model should be changed so M1 6= 0.
Posterior distributions of φ1,2 suggest more than one impulse per period, and pos-
terior distributions from A1 and A2 suggest the second impulse is small. The impulses
are periodic, but do not necessarily occur at exactly the same shaft position during
each rotation, which results in outputs from some of UD1-10 having wider distributions
of fI1 ≈ fbps than is observed for bearings with short outer race defects. In those cases
impacts occur between balls and the fixed defect position.
Any vibrations due to outer race waviness should result in the second impulse at
fbps, without amplitude modulation [137]. Most, but not all, of these MCMC outputs
suggest a single vibration source, with multiple impulses per period. Outer race wavi-
ness is indicated only in some outputs from UD7 and possibly some outputs from UD6.
Vibrations from inner race and ball waviness are not detectable.
The load zone model supports these observations, as it is possible for more than one
ball to be in the load zone at any time [63], and there is nothing limiting the number
of impulses caused as one ball traverses the load zone. Impulse amplitude depends on
the position of the ball relative to the load when the impulse is triggered. In most
cases ball bearings will have a load distribution factor ε ≤ 0.5 [63, 83] (see Equation
2.7), leading to a load zone that is non-zero over at most half the circumference. An
axial load will increase ε if races are misaligned (i.e. α 6= 0) [97].
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Model 2 and Data from Undamaged Bearings
Model 2 attempts to improve the modeling of impulse 1, and includes multiple impulses
per period. As noted above, impulses are not strictly periodic, so this is difficult. Tests
of model 2 had three aims with regards to data from UD1-10 and OD1-7. These
were to see if non-altered parameters generate similar marginal distributions to those
from model 1, if any improvement in parameter behaviour is possible, and if the extra
parameters produce any useful information in terms of bearing condition or the model.
See Section 6.5.4 for discussion on model 2 and data from OD1-7.
The distributions of φ1,2 suggest that a large impulse with a smaller one before
and/or after the large impulse may fit the data, so this was incorporated. See Section
6.2.4 for details on parameters specific to model 2. In response to model 1 outputs,
M1 6= 0 for model 2. To allow a direct comparison with model 1, M2 = 0 for chains
M2 – i.e. posterior distributions relating to impulse 1 from model 1 can be compared
with those from impulse 2 from model 2. A small number of implementations of the
AM algorithm used model 2 and M1 6= 0 and M2 6= 0 (see Figure 6.21 for an example
from OD4), and any further development of model 2 will retain this.
The load zone is limited so ε1 ∈ (0, 2), and this variable is treated differently
to ε3
−1 and ε4
−1, which are used in model 2 to replace M3 and M4. These limits
could be changed as the model is developed. Most MCMC outputs have marginal
distributions of ε1 with modes at about 1.2 but this parameter does not yet generate
narrow distributions or a large ESS.
Figures 6.15 and 6.16 show outputs from some chains generated using model 2.
MCMC outputs shown in each of these plots are generated using the same data as that
used in each of Figures 6.11 and 6.13. Distributions for fI1 vs fm1 vs M1 are similar to
those observed for fI2 vs fm2 vs M2 or fI3 vs fm3 vs M3 in the better performing chains
1–n in Figure 6.11. The Gaussian priors used in model 2 for fI1 and fm1 resulted in
some posterior distributions of fm1 being narrower, with higher harmonics missing (eg
see UD5 at 39 hrs) – these differences are also observed in chains G (not plotted). What
this shows is that changes to the composition of impulse 1 does not affect parameters
relating to frequency and modulation, but the choice of prior distribution has some
effect.
It was hoped that model 2 would allow each chain to differentiate between impulse 1
and impulse 2. There were some examples of improvements when compared to outputs
from model 1, and two of these are shown in Figure 6.16 (see also Figure 6.21). These
occur mainly in bearings with higher modulation. For example the chain generated
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using the 38 hr data from UD6 has A1 > A2 for most of the chain.
The modes at φ1,2 ≈ 1.5π rad seen in Figure 6.14 for chains generated using some
data from UD6 and UD7 are at similar values to the mode of φ1,2 in Figure 6.16 for
UD7. UD6 also has a mode at a similar value, but it is not as distinct as that from
UD7. The posterior distributions of φa and φb for the three MCMC outputs are similar
to those typical of most of UD1-10. This indicates a second source of vibration for UD7
and possibly for UD6. This may be evidence of outer race waviness, which is easier to
detect than inner race and ball waviness [137].
6.5.3 MCMC Outputs Generated using Pre-defect Data
A single MCMC (chain 1) was generated using the pre-defect data logged at 17.5 hrs
from each of ID1-8, OD1-7 and BD1-6. This was done to provide a comparison with
chains generated using the post-defect data from the same bearing, and to ensure that
any apparent evidence of defects in these outputs wasn’t already present in outputs of
chains generated using the pre-defect data. Table 6.4 gives descriptional statistics of
marginal distributions of fI2, fI3 and fm2. See also Tables F.6 – F.8.
Marginal Distributions of Periodicity and Frequency
As can be seen in Table 6.4, outputs are similar to those from UD1-10 given in Table 6.3.
Most implementations of the AM algorithm using pre-defect data generated marginal
distributions of f̄I2 ≈ fbps, along with a small number with modes (but not means) at
fI3 ≈ fbps. Chains generated using data from four of these bearings – BD1, BD3, OD7
and ID8 generated MCMC outputs where impulses 1 (and 2) and impulse 3 and both
spend some of the chain sampling near the predicted value of fbps, with intermittent
periods of running time where neither were near fbps. This was not observed for any
of UD1-10, where slow burn-in, or algorithms becoming stuck (see Section 6.4.1), were
the only times chains didn’t have one of impulses 1 (and 2) or impulse 3 sampling
near the predicted value of fbps. BD3 had problems with grease being expelled from
the cage, and OD7 and ID8 were the last two bearings run. Other bearings that had
problems noted in Section 3.5.3 also show evidence of different parameter behaviour
when compared to chains generated using data from UD1-10.
Values in Table 6.4 indicate that fbps may be lower for pre-defect bearings than for














































































































































Figure 6.15: Joint distributions of fI1 vs fm1 vs M1 (indicated by
colour temperature) for chains generated using the 18 hr, ≈ 40 hr and
50 hr data from each of UD2, UD3, UD5 and UD6. Model 2 is used,
which has Gaussian priors for fI1 and fm1, and a uniform prior for
M1. Distributions of fI1 are similar to those shown in Figure 6.11, but
some distributions of fm1 are narrower than equivalent distributions
in Figure 6.11.
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UD3 at 50 hrs






























































UD6 at 38 hrs
































































UD7 at 50 hrs

















































Figure 6.16: Joint and marginal distributions relating to impulse 1
and 2 for chains generated using model 2 and data from UD3 at
50 hrs, UD6 at 38 hrs and UD7 at 50 hrs. The top plots show the
joint distribution of fI1 vs fm1 vs M1. The next two rows show A1
vs τD1 vs M1 and A2 vs τD2 (M2 = 0). The fourth row shows A1
and A2 at each chain iteration. The bottom rows show the marginal
distributions of the phase of impulses 1a , 1b and 2 relative to impulse
1 (φa, φb, and φ1,2). UD7 shows evidence of a second impulse at fbps.
This is less clear in outputs from UD6.
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Parameter: fI1 = fI2 (Hz) fI3 (Hz) fm2 (Hz)
Bearing mode mean σM mode mean σM mode mean σM
ID1 76.10 76.10 0.001 102.35 90.12 4 9.461 9.484 0.01
ID2 76.08 76.07 0.0008 85.78 84.87 2 9.471 9.431 0.006
ID3 75.94 75.93 0.006 95.00 94.78 0.4 9.601 9.619 0.008
ID4 75.66 75.65 0.0004 108.58 106.72 0.8 23.83 20.81 4
ID5 75.71 75.68 0.0009 96.74 97.99 2 26.01 24.48 2
ID6 75.38 75.36 0.0007 110.48 105.41 4 24.33 25.27 2
ID7 75.88 75.91 0.002 117.84 115.14 3 24.57 23.78 0.6
ID8 76.01 75.82 0.1 75.96 95.23 3 9.380 20.34 2
OD1 75.65 73.77 2 75.68 89.51 2 49.23 33.3 3
OD2 65.94 68.58 0.8 84.99 112.05 10 18.94 21.33 3
OD3 75.72 75.78 0.01 76.34 84.55 4 26.38 26.78 3
OD4 75.27 75.31 0.002 75.39 81.95 3 14.36 25.01 2
OD5 75.86 75.85 0.0008 101.21 101.12 0.4 19.11 23.80 2
OD6 75.61 75.61 0.0006 97.42 96.48 2 26.09 24.48 2
OD7 76.06 71.4 4 75.87 87.86 3 9.187 13.97 2
BD1 63.18 72.91 3 75.43 92.6 5 19.18 20.63 3
BD2 75.62 75.61 0.0009 99.83 98.45 2 38.13 26.07 3
BD3 50.5 57.22 5 75.67 88.35 6 33.21 25.12 0.7
BD4 75.91 75.90 0.0006 96.46 96.82 0.5 19.10 17.57 3
BD5 75.38 75.39 0.001 98.44 96.19 2 24.74 24.7 0.4
BD6 76.00 76.00 0.0005 102.04 101.81 0.6 9.408 23.75 3
Table 6.4: Mode, mean and σM of the marginal distributions of fI2, fI3
and fm2 from a single chain generated using data from each of ID1-8,
OD1-7 and BD1-6 after each bearing had been running for 17.5 hrs.
Marginal distributions of fI2 have means or modes at expected values
of fbps ≈ 76 Hz, but these values are slightly lower than those observed
for UD1-10 (given in Table 6.3). This agrees with shaft encoder data,
where measurements of fsenc tended to be lower for S1-21 pre-defect
than UD1-10. Eleven MCMC outputs have marginal distributions of
fm2 with modes at nfc ≈ n(9.5) Hz, which may be due to the effects
of the preparation process for seeding defects.
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generated marginal distributions of fI2 ≈ fbps, and nine of these had fI2 < 75.8 Hz4.
Sixty-five chains generated using data from UD1-10 had marginal distributions with
fI2 ≈ fbps or fI3 ≈ fbps. None had means below 75.8 Hz, and only fourteen (22%) had
means between 75.8 Hz and 75.9 Hz. This is consistent with trends noted in Section
B.1.2, where shaft frequency was lower for S1-21 pre-defect than UD1-10 (see also Table
B.1).
Plots of enveloped data from S1-21 pre-defect (see Figures E.3 – E.5) indicate that
several of these bearings have peaks at nfc. MCMC outputs confirm this, and eleven
generate marginal distributions with modes for fm2 ≈ nfc. Most of these bearings were
run in the first batch. Three of these (ID1, ID2 and ID3) have unimodal distributions
at frequencies close to the predicted value of fc. In addition, chains generated using
pre-defect data from five other bearings have modes at frequencies close to the predicted
value of fs (three for fm2 and one each for fm3 and fm4), all of these bearings were run
in the second batch.
As is the case with UD1-10, these MCMC outputs have marginal distributions
where fI2 ≈ fbps where fI2 is higher than the frequency predicted by Equation A.17,
once the lower readings for fsenc for these bearings is taken into account. The modes of
the ratios between fm2 and fI2 were calculated for the three bearings with fm2 ≈ fs, and
distributions were compared for the other two. All indicate similar ratios of d
D
cosα
to those found doing a similar analysis with outputs from UD1-10, but these are not
robust analyses as uncertainties cannot be calculated.
The relationship fbps = Zfc depends only on Z = 8, the number of balls. Several
bearings have modes at nfc, and modes of the ratios between fm2 and fI2 show good
agreement with 1
n
Z. The mean of the distributions of the ratios of fI2 to fm2 were
calculated for the three chains with unimodal distributions of fm2. These values are
8.04 ± 0.01 for ID1, 8.06 ± 0.01 for ID2, and 7.89 ± 0.01 for ID3. This indicates a
reasonable agreement with Z = 8, but shows that small fluctuations do exist. Without
any prior knowledge of shaft frequency, the fact that these ratios are very close to Z
suggests that fI2 ≈ fbps and fm2 ≈ fc for these three data.
Selected Joint Posterior Distributions
Figure 6.17 shows joint posterior distributions relating to sources 1 and 2 for chains
generated using pre-defect data from ID3, OD2, OD3 and BD5. These bearings were
selected as they highlight some of the differences in outputs between UD1-10 and S1-21
4Table 6.3 displays rounded values.
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pre-defect. In addition, Figures F.1 – F.3 plot these same outputs for the rest of S1-21.
ID3 has a narrow unimodal distribution for fm2 ≈ fc, and has joint posterior
distributions of A1 vs τD1 and A2 vs τD2 vs M2 which are similar to those from UD5 at
39 hrs (see Figure 6.12, but note that joint distributions are for different combinations
of parameters). The marginal distribution for φ1,2 has a small ESS, is not smooth,
and has regions of higher probability at larger absolute phase differences than most of
UD1-10 – i.e. the modes at above and below π rad both indicate larger angles than
those seen in Figure 6.14. In addition, ID3 has posterior distributions of parameters
of impulse 3 which indicates another vibration source – these are included in Figure
6.17. This is the only one of S1-21 with a well defined second source. Chains generated
using post-defect data from ID3 have similar marginal distributions of φ1,2, but other
outputs are different – in particular there is no evidence of the source of impulse 3. It
is likely that the problem of grease being expelled from the cage noted in Section 3.5.3
contributed to these additional vibrations.
OD2 is one of two examples which had marginal distributions of fI2 which did not
resemble any from UD1-10. The other one is BD3 (see Figure F.3). These two bearings
also had significant problems with grease being expelled from the cage during run-in.
Chains generated using the post-defect data from OD2 generated outputs that would
be expected given the model (see Section 6.5.4), so the pre-defect state of this bearing
does not appear to affect the post-defect data.
OD3 is included for two reasons – first, it is an example of a bearing that did not
behave according to the model post-defect, so it is worth observing outputs from the
chain generated using pre-defect data. In addition, it is one of three chains generated
using pre-defect data (also ID2 and OD1 ) which have distributions of φ1,2 that are
obviously different from those from UD1-10, with modes at 0.8π − 0.9π rads or 1.1π −
1.2π rads.
In addition to ID3, another four chains generated using pre-defect data, including
BD5, have have marginal distributions of φ1,2 which are not as obviously different (to
those from UD1-10) as OD3, but have a small ESS, secondary modes in some cases, or
modes that are not well defined in others. Some other outputs from BD5 also resemble
those from ID3. The marginal distribution of fm2 ≈ fs provides an indication of the
shaft becoming worn (it was replaced a short time later).
It has been noted in previous chapters that many of the pre-defect bearings are not
typical undamaged bearings. This can be seen when comparing MCMC outputs with





































































































































































































Figure 6.17: Joint and marginal distributions of parameters of im-
pulses 1 and 2 for chains generated using pre-defect data from ID3,
OD2, OD3 and BD5. Joint distributions of parameters of impulse 3
from ID3 are also given. These distributions show some differences
to those from UD1-10, indicating that the preparation process for
seeding defects had some effect on data.
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run before the resolution of the problem with grease being expelled from the cage
generated outputs that show significant differences to UD1-10 in the behaviour of some
parameters. In particular, the posterior distributions of φ1,2 from chains generated
using pre-defect data from ID2, OD1 and OD3 indicate a very wide load zone, or a
second source of vibration, possibly caused by cage imbalance. These three bearings
appeared to be operating normally, and monitoring software displayed typical values
for signal properties. Bearings run later in the second batch show signs of shaft wear.
The model used in this chapter does not directly include the effects of shaft imbalance
or cage damage, but these do affect the nature of vibrations, and therefore MCMC
outputs.
6.5.4 MCMC Outputs from Bearings with Outer Race
Defects
Analysis using time-domain measures discussed in Chapter 4 suggests that OD1, OD4
and OD5 have very low levels of (or no) damage, and OD2, OD3, OD6 and OD7
have higher levels of damage, which compares reasonably well to their actual condition
when bearings were cut open (see Appendix C for photographs of defects). However,
the analysis discussed in Chapter 5 indicates that it can be difficult to distinguish
between impulses from undamaged bearings and those with outer race defects. It was
hoped that MCMC methods can provide a way to better distinguish between these
bearings.
Tables 6.5 and 6.6 show descriptional statistics for the marginal distributions of fI2,
fI3, and for one of fm2 or fm3 (as specified in the table caption) for chains generated
using post-defect data from each of OD1-7. Bearings are divided into those with smaller
and larger seeded defects and are also discussed separately below. See also Tables F.4,
F.5 and F.8. Each of OD1-7 has chains generated using one of the post-defect dataset.
All references to data from each of OD1-7 refers to these data unless otherwise specified.
Marginal Distributions of Periodicity and Frequency
As occurred with UD1-10, most chains generated using post-defect data from each of
OD1-7 generated marginal distributions where fI2 ≈ fbps, but other chains – about a
third – generated marginal distributions where fI3 ≈ fbps. As noted in Section 6.4.1,
this is more likely to occur when the initial state for fI2 < 70 Hz.
OD7 also has a seeded defect on one ball, and three of chains 1–4 generated using
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Parameter: fI1 = fI2 (Hz) fI3 (Hz) fm2 or fm3** (Hz)
Bearing mode mean σM mode mean σM mode mean σM
OD1 Ch1 76.04 75.98 0.004 88.16 88.64 1 37.96 35.27 3
OD1 Ch2 56.95 59.37 2 76.00 84.91 4 37.82 32.85 3
OD1 Ch3 59.20 59.36 0.3 76.01 76.00 0.02 37.82 33.96 4
OD1 Ch4 76.03 75.98 0.005 88.27 93.97 5 38.04 33.75 2
OD1 ChG 76.00 75.97 0.004 100.99 94.46 1 37.90 36.06 2
OD4 Ch1 68.65 68.74 0.05 75.86 75.85 0.0007 9.332 9.235 0.03
OD4 Ch2 75.82 75.83 0.0005 95.14 94.68 0.6 19.06 19.05 0.02
OD4 Ch3 75.87 75.85 0.006 100.78 100.57 0.5 9.392 12.67 2
OD4 Ch4 75.83 75.85 0.005 106.06 105.89 0.2 19.11 13.20 2
OD4 ChG 75.82 75.83 0.0005 104.23 103.81 0.3 19.03 19.04 0.007
OD5 Ch1 74.77 74.79 0.03 75.58 75.57 0.0007 17.67 15.01 2
OD5 Ch2 60.56 60.45 0.1 75.58 75.57 0.0006 8.024 18.85 3
OD5 Ch3 55.66 55.43 0.1 75.57 75.57 0.0007 8.085 18.33 5
OD5 Ch4 75.58 75.57 0.0006 98.35 100.16 0.8 18.16 19.78 3
OD5 ChG 75.57 75.58 0.0004 94.35 96.33 0.8 48.14 32.74 5
Table 6.5: Mode, mean and σM of the marginal distributions of fI2,
fI3 and either fm2 or fm3 from all model 1 chains generated using
data logged 25, 30 or 35 mins after the application of seeded defects
on the outer race of OD1, OD4 and OD5. **The right three columns
give statistics for fm2 if fI2 ≈ fbps or for fm3 if fI3 ≈ fbps. Marginal
distributions of fI2 ≈ fbps or fI3 ≈ fbps are slightly lower than those
observed for UD1-10 (given in Table 6.3), which agrees with shaft
encoder data, where measurements of fsenc tended to be lower for
S1-21 post-defect than UD1-10.
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Parameter: fI1 = fI2 (Hz) fI3 (Hz) fm2 or fm3** (Hz)
Bearing mode mean σM mode mean σM mode mean σM
OD2 Ch1 75.88 75.89 0.001 81.07 87.08 4 38.00 25.74 2
OD2 Ch2 75.88 75.89 0.001 76.01 88.02 6 37.76 27.25 1
OD2 Ch3 75.88 75.89 0.001 114.20 111.66 2 37.56 25.72 2
OD2 Ch4 66.64 67.52 0.5 75.88 75.88 0.001 37.80 29.37 3
OD2 ChG 75.88 75.90 0.0008 104.54 102.20 1 37.83 30.41 2
OD3 Ch1 61.14 57.45 2 66.47 81.86 6 19.21 23.09 1
OD3 Ch2 83.77 124.85 10 142.40 172.02 20 37.91 30.02 2
OD3 Ch3 83.29 83.64 2 83.92 99.72 7 18.78 28.22 1
OD3 Ch4 66.55 64.68 1 66.35 73.26 3 37.96 27.89 4
OD3 ChG 83.29 90.34 4 105.92 117.25 6 18.77 18.76 0.1
OD6 Ch1 75.88 75.91 0.004 89.64 87.06 0.9 37.86 37.61 0.3
OD6 Ch2 56.91 59.11 2 75.96 75.46 0.6 37.89 33.25 3
OD6 Ch3 75.92 75.91 0.004 94.92 98.22 4 38.00 37.71 0.4
OD6 Ch4 75.86 75.90 0.007 94.89 88.43 4 37.85 37.98 0.2
OD6 ChG 75.86 75.90 0.003 94.87 96.25 1 37.98 34.37 2
OD7 Ch1 76.03 76.04 0.0002 99.13 99.22 0.06 5.074 11.91 2
OD7 Ch2 76.04 76.04 0.0002 98.41 99.11 0.3 17.97 22.43 5
OD7 Ch3 76.04 76.04 0.0002 124.03 124.34 0.3 20.89 29.09 4
OD7 Ch4 76.03 76.04 0.0003 98.85 98.69 0.2 4.578 12.39 3
OD7 ChG 76.03 76.04 0.0001 96.28 95.65 0.6 39.82 35.18 4
Table 6.6: Mode, mean and σM of marginal distributions of fI2, fI3
and either fm2 or fm3 from all model 1 chains generated using data
logged 25, 30 or 35 mins after the application of seeded defects on the
outer race of OD2, OD3, OD6 and OD7. OD7 has an additional defect
seeded on a single ball. **The right three columns give statistics for
fm2 if fI2 ≈ fbps or for fm3 if fI3 ≈ fbps. All chains from OD3
give fm2. Except for OD3, marginal distributions have fI2 ≈ fbps or
fI3 ≈ fbps. These values are slightly lower than those observed for
UD1-10 (given in Table 6.3), which agrees with shaft encoder data,
where measurements of fsenc tended to be lower for S1-21 post-defect
than UD1-10.
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data from OD7 have fI3 ≈ fbd. See Figure 6.25 and Section 6.5.5 for discussion of
these outputs. No implementations of the AM algorithm implemented using data from
any of OD1-7 generated marginal distributions that indicated any other source. This
includes vibrations due to the ball damage that occurred while seeding defects on OD1-
6. Posterior distributions of parameters of impulse 4 indicated a small impulse with no
clear periodicity. Chains generated using post-defect data from OD3 failed to produce
any chains with modes (even secondary modes) at frequencies close to the predicted
value of fbps. There are recurring modes, but different chains generated quite different
marginal posterior densities of all fIz. ID8 is not discussed in this section, as chains
generated using data from this bearing do not produce any impulse with a marginal
density with mean (or mode) near the predicted value of fbps = fod. The contribution
of the outer race defect to vibrations from this bearing is discussed in Section 6.5.5.
Marginal distributions with fI2 ≈ fbps or fI3 ≈ fbps are at lower values than
those from UD1-10, but four of the five measurable cases (i.e. all except OD2 and
OD3) have marginal distributions that indicate an increase in fbps when compared
to chains generated using pre-defect data from the same bearing. This contradicts
measurements of fsenc (see Table B.1), where all of OD1-7 with available data had
lower shaft frequencies after the seeding of defects, although many of these differences
were less than the measurement errors. The cause of this discrepancy may relate to
changes in bearing geometry.
Chains generated using data from OD1, OD2, OD3, OD4 and OD6 have modes
for fm2 ≈ nfc or fm3 ≈ nfc, with n=4 in most cases. This may be caused by the
damaged cage affecting the size of impacts between balls and the defect. Outputs from
chains generated using pre-defect data from these five bearings showed no significant
modulation, and most pre-defect bearings with modes at ≈ nfc were for n ∈ {1, 2}.
It would appear the physical mechanism for impulse modulation is different in pre-
defect bearings. Three chains generated using data from OD6 have unimodal marginal
distributions of fm2 ≈ 4fc (where 4fc = 12fbps). The mean of the ratios of fI2 to fm2 for
these three examples are 2.1± 0.1, 2.03± 0.07 and 2.01± 0.03, which all agree (within
the 95% confidence interval) with the predicted mean of Z
4
= 2.
Bearings with Smaller Outer Race Defects
Figure 6.18 shows MCMC outputs relating to impulse 1 and impulse 2 from chains
generated using data from OD1, OD4 and OD5. OD1 has the smallest defect on the
outer race. Most outputs related to impulses 1 and 2 are similar to those from UD1-10,
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although marginal distributions of τD1 and τD2 indicate a longer impulse than is typical
for most of UD1-10, or from the chain generated using the pre-defect data from OD1.
However UD9 has similar valued modes for τD2 and τD1 from chains generated using
the 40 hr data, and OD1 pre-defect has a secondary mode for τD2 at a similar value –
so outputs cannot be assumed to relate to the seeded defect.
Chains generated using data from OD4 (including outputs plotted in Figure 6.18)
have joint posterior distributions of A2 vs τD2 with a high probability of an impulse
with a higher amplitude and shorter duration than any from UD1-10. Figure 6.13
includes joint distributions of A2 vs τD2 from chains generated using the 38 hr data
from UD6. These have a similar shape but are scaled differently, with lower A2 and
longer τD2 than those generated using data from OD4 (see also Tables F.2 and F.5).
See Figure 6.20 and 6.21 for more on joint distributions of A2 vs τD2 for OD4.
OD4 has a marginal distribution with a mode of φ1,2 ≈ 1.9π rad with a possible
second mode at 0.6π/1.4π rad. Chains 3, 4 and G also generate similar probability
distributions. This could be caused by cage imbalance except the chain generated
using the pre-defect data from OD4 has a marginal distribution for φ1,2 that is similar
to those from UD1-10. Another possibility is that the second mode relates to parts
of the MCMC where impulse 1 is mapped to source 1, and impulse 2 to source 2 –
or vise versa. However, efforts to better resolve these sources using model 2 were not
successful (see Figure 6.21).
OD5 has a marginal distribution of φ1,2 with modes closer to 0 and 2π rad than those
from UD1-10, and only a single chain attributed the impulse(s) with a frequency that
approximates the predicted value of fbps = fod to sources 1 and 2 rather than source
3. Marginal distributions of fI3 ≈ fbps occur even when chains were generated from
initial states of 69.8 < fI2 < 74.6 Hz. These outputs all suggest good correlation with
a single source only. This bearing had particularity low amplitude envelope spectra
across all frequencies for both the pre and post-defect data (see Figure E.4).
The joint marginal distributions of τD1 and τD2 also indicates shorter impulse(s),
but this is seen most clearly in outputs from chains 1–3, which all have fI3 ≈ fbps.
In these chains, the mean of combined outputs is τD3 = 1.16 ± 0.03 ms. This mean
is lower than chains generated using data from UD1-10 (see Figure 6.12), or from the
chain generated using the pre-defect data from OD5 (see Figure F.2). This suggests
the impulse source is the defect on the outer race, and not the very small impulses due
to the balls moving through the load zone (although this source may contribute to the
outputs from chain 4).
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Figure 6.18: Joint and marginal distributions of parameters of im-
pulses 1 and 2 for chains generated using post-defect data from OD1
(chain 1) and OD4 (chain 3) and OD5 (chain 4). These have the
smallest defects on the outer race of any of OD1-7, and MCMC out-
puts can be difficult to distinguish to those from UD1-10.
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Implementations of the AM algorithm generated using data from OD1, OD4 and
OD5 have similar marginal distributions to those observed in MCMC outputs from
UD1-10. This is consistent with signal processing results, and with the actual condition
of these bearings. However, OD4 and OD5 have at least some parameters with marginal
distributions that suggest differences to those from UD1-10 and MCMC outputs from
implementations of the AM algorithm using pre-defect data from OD4 and OD5.
Bearings with Larger Outer Race Defects
Bearings OD2, OD3, OD6 and OD7 all have larger defects than those on the bearings
discussed above. Joint posterior distributions relating to impulse 1 and 2 for a single
chain generated using post-defect data from each bearing are given in Figure 6.19, and
all have outputs that suggest differences from UD1-10.
As noted in Table 6.6, OD3 has no impulse with modes at frequencies close to
predicted values of fbps = fod. Marginal distributions of fIz are multi-modal, and
only some of these modes are common to different chains generated using this data.
Marginal distributions of each of A1 −A4 are also different for each MCMC. However,
all chains generated using data from OD3 have regions of higher probability at high
Mz and fmz ≈ nfc for impulses 2, 3 and 4. In addition, τDz parameters have higher
probabilities at larger values that those observed in all other MCMC outputs, with the
exception of those from BD5, which also has a large defect and doesn’t fit the model
well (see Section 6.5.5).
This bearing has one of the largest defects on the outer race (ranked 1 in Table
3.8). In addition, two balls were damaged during the seeding of defects (see Table
3.10). Ball diameter variations can cause vibrations at nfc in bearings with outer race
defects [135], and bearings with more severe damage may have vibrations from periodic
impulses drowned by other random vibrations [16].
Bearings OD2 and OD6 each have marginal distributions of A1 and/or A2 that
suggest higher amplitudes than most chains generated using data from UD1-10, or
using the pre-defect data from OD2 and OD6. Vrms(xS) for each of OD2 and OD6
is higher than that from any chain generated using data from UD1-10 (see Tables
F.1 – F.3 and F.5). Marginal distributions of τD2 (also for τD1 for OD2) suggest
longer impulses than those from UD1-10, or from OD7 which has a rectangular defect.
Marginal distributions of relevant τDz parameters often have long low probability tails,
and are sometimes bi-modal due to impulses 1 and 2 taking turns being the largest
impulse.
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Figure 6.19: Joint and marginal distributions of parameters of im-
pulses 1 and 2 for chains generated using post-defect data from OD2
(chain 2), OD3 (chain 4), and OD6 and OD7 (both chain 1). These
bearings have large defects on the outer race, and all have outputs
that differ from UD1-10, and from chains generated using pre-defect
data from the same bearing.
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The marginal distribution of φ1,2 for OD2, shown in Figure 6.19, is multi-modal.
There are modes that are similar to the modes for the combined chains generated using
data from UD1-10, shown in Figure 6.14 (0.2π rad and 1.8π rad), and in addition, there
is another mode at about 0.6π rad (and a smaller one 1.4π rad). An interpretation
of this is that the 0.6π rad mode relates to the relative positions of the load and the
defect, whereas the 0.2π rad /1.8π rad modes relate to impulses from balls passing the
load only. Chains generated using data from OD6 have marginal distributions of φ1,2
that are similar to those from UD1-10, with no evidence of any further modes. As
defect positions were not noted, it is not clear if this is a failure in the model, or an
accurate reflection of the relative position of the defect and the load zone.
All chains generated using data from OD7 have marginal distributions of the log-
empirical likelihood which are higher than those from any other implementations of the
AM algorithm – this is due to very high correlation values (the mean of the correlation
of combined chains is 0.6697 ± 0.0004). Joint distributions of parameters relating
to impulse 1 and 2 indicate that OD7 has a single source with fI2 ≈ fod. Each
MCMC generates modes of φ1,2 = {0.08π, 1.93π} rad, suggesting that the rectangular
defect approximately coincides with the position of the centre of the load zone, or
that impulses due to this defect dominates chain outputs. See Figure F.2 for an chain
generated using the pre-defect data from OD7, where there was no mode at fI1 ≈ fbps
or fI3 ≈ fbps.
Chain states for A1 and A2 indicate turn taking, with the smaller of A1 and A2 being
close to zero, particularly when 0.2π > φ1,2 < 1.8π rad. Due to the turn taking, A1 and




indicates an impulse with
larger amplitude than any of UD1-10, and joint distributions of A1 vs τD1 and A2 vs
τD2 vs M2 indicate high probability regions corresponding to large impulse amplitude
and very short duration. This is consistent with the impulse source being a rectangular
defect with short length.
Figure 6.20 shows joint posterior distributions of chains generated using data from
OD2, OD4 and OD6 for A1 vs τD1 and A2 vs τD2 vs M2, comparing selected examples of
chains 1–4 with chains G. As noted in Section 6.5.1, Gaussian prior distributions can
remove the low probability tails, which further emphasises the relationship between
defect length and marginal distributions of τD2.
Outputs of chains generated using data from OD2, OD3, OD6 and OD7 show
some clear differences from chains generated using data from undamaged bearings, and
marginal distributions of impulses due to impacts with the seeded defects dominate.
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Figure 6.20: Joint distributions of A1 vs τD1 and A2 vs τD2 vs M2
(indicated by colour temperature) for chains generated using data
from OD2 (chain 3), OD4 (chain 3), and OD6 (chain 1), and chains
G for each of these data. Each has a marginal distribution for fI2 ≈
fbps. Gaussian priors (chains G) result in a reduction in the long low
probability tail for τD1 and τD2, and narrower distributions of A1 and
A2. This better highlights the relationship between defect length and
the posterior distribution of τD2.
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OD3 is clearly not undamaged, but individual vibration sources are not well resolved.
Marginal distributions of τDx (where fIx ≈ fod) show a relationship between impulse
duration and defect size for all of OD2-7. See Table 6.12 for more on this, with reference
to model 2. MCMC outputs from OD2 suggest it is possible to resolve multiple impulse
sources with the same periodicity.
Model 2 and Data from Bearings with Outer Race Defects
Figure 6.21 shows some outputs from chains generated using model 2. It was hoped
that the improved modeling of impulse 1 would better separate sources 1 and 2. This
appears to be successful in the case of OD2, with A2 > A2 and τ2 > τ2 . In addition
the marginal distributions of φa, φa, and φ1,2 suggest that impulse 1 consists of multiple
UD1-10 like impulses at approximately fbps and impulse 2 is a larger, longer duration
impulse caused by an impact with a defect. These outputs indicate that the seeded
defect is at an angle relative to the load of θ = 2nπ
Z
+ φ1,2, where Z = 8, n ∈ [1 : 8] is
the ball in contact with the defect, and ball 1 is the ball that most recently passed the
load zone. This model cannot estimate n.
The plots from OD4 show one of the last variations of the AM algorithm tested,
where model 2 was tested with M1 6= 0 and M2 6= 0. These outputs map the large, very
short defect to impulse 2 for most (but not all) of the chain – the advantage of having
all Mz 6= 0 is that presence or absence of modulation is not the cause of this mapping.
Chain states for A1 are small for most chain iterations. This is consistent with posterior
distributions from chains generated using pre-defect data from OD4 (see Figure F.2),
which indicate very low amplitudes for impulses 1 and 2 (where fI1 = fI2 ≈ fbps).
Outputs of chains generated using data from OD6 do not show any evidence of
impulses 1 and 2 taking turns mapping to each of sources 1 and 2, but there is no clear
separation of sources. Repeated tests of model 2 are required, using different prior
distributions and setting M1 6= 0 and M2 6= 0. In addition, further improvements in
the modeling of impulse 1 may be required. See Section 6.5.6, where chain statistics
for impulse amplitude and duration are discussed for chains generated using model 2
and data from selected bearings with inner race and outer race defects, including OD2,
OD4 and OD6.
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Figure 6.21: Joint and marginal distributions relating to impulse 1
and 2 for chains generated using model 2 and data from OD2, OD4
and OD6. The top plots show the joint distribution of fI1 vs fm1
vs M1. The next two rows show A1 vs τD1 vs M1 and A2 vs τD2 vs
M2 (where M2 = 0 for OD2 and OD6). The fourth row shows A1
and A2 at each chain iteration. The bottom rows show the marginal
distributions of the phase of impulses 1a , 1b and 2 relative to impulse
1 (φa, φb, and φ1,2 ). Source 1 and 2 are mapped to impulses 1 and 2
in the case of OD2. This does not occur for OD6.
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6.5.5 MCMC Outputs from Bearings with Moving Defects
This section discusses MCMC outputs from ID1-8 and BD1-6. Each of ID1-8 and
BD1-6 has implementations of the AM algorithm using data logged either 25, 30, or
35 mins after the seeding of defects. All references to data from ID1-8 and BD1-6
refer to these data unless otherwise specified. Outputs from chains generated using
data from ID2 and ID8 were used to provide alternate estimates of the frequencies of
interest, and these re-estimates were compared with marginal distributions of fIz and
fmz parameters. To do this, and to evaluate other parameters, bearings are divided
into sections for discussion, according to the nature of MCMC outputs. Bearings are
divided into those with data that generated chains with marginal distributions that
show evidence of relevant defect types or otherwise differ from undamaged bearings, and
those with marginal distributions that are difficult to distinguish from outputs of chains
generated using data from UD1-10 or S1-21 pre-defect. Examples from chains M2 are
discussed separately in Section 6.5.6. See Tables F.4, F.5 and F.8 for descriptional
statistics of marginal distributions from all of ID1-8 and BD1-6.
MCMC Outputs and Ratios of the Frequencies of Interest
Two chains generated using data from ID8 have very narrow marginal distributions






cos(α) to be estimated from these outputs. Rearranging Equation 2.5, and using the
95% confidence interval of fI4
fm4























= 0.25(4.937± 0.004)− 1 (6.46)
= 0.235± 0.001. (6.47)
Repeating the process with chain 4 gives 0.234± 0.001. If it is assumed that d and D
are correct and the discrepancy comes from α 6= 0, this leads to α = 0.134 rad, and
α = 0.146 rad for these two outputs. However, there is no way to verify which of d,
D, or α are incorrect using these chain outputs. This process is repeated with outputs
from chains generated using data from ID2 (chains 1 and 2). Uncertainties are larger
as both of these chains spends some time sampling away from fI4 ≈ fs. These results
lead to α = 0.240 rad, and α = 0.251 rad using the same assumptions about d, D and
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α. Note that small variations in d
D
cosα lead to larger variations in estimates of α, as
angles are small and the gradient of the arccosine function −→ −∞ as α −→ 0.
This is a small number of results, but using the average of these four values leads to
the re-estimate of d
D
cos(α) = 0.2319. After rounding to 0.232, this value provides the
revised set of the frequencies of interest (estimate 2) given in Table A.1. These provide
better agreement with data from most bearings when compared with the original esti-
mates. There is not enough information to estimate α from these results, and revised
estimates of fbd (and fr) have a large range of possible values if α is not known.
The uncertainties on the re-estimates from ID2 are large enough that the original
value of d
D
cos(α) = 0.2367 (rounded to d
D
cos(α) = 0.237 by NSK [93]) is included in
the 95% confidence interval of the mean. However, outputs generated using chain G
and chain M2 provide two further estimates of d
D
cos(α) with narrower distributions.
These have 95% confidence intervals that include the means of chains 1 and 2, but not
the original values. Table 6.7 gives MCMC outputs for these, and a further six chains
from later implementations of the AM algorithm. These include two results from chains
G and M2 generated using data from ID8. In addition, tests of the AM algorithm using
model 2 and/or different filters and data from ID1, ID5 and ID6 generated four chains
(chains G or M2) with outputs with narrow distributions of fI4 ≈ fid and fm4 ≈ fs
(see Section 6.5.6). The average of the twelve re-estimates is also d
D
cos(α) = 0.2319,
but as eight data come from ID2 and ID8, this is not surprising. Apart from chains
1 and 2 from ID2, only chain G F1 (chain G, using filter 1) generated using data
from ID6 has the original value included in the 95% confidence interval. There is a
further estimate from ID6 with a lower mean and narrower distribution (the two 95%
confidence intervals overlap). These additional results indicate that this re-estimate is
reasonable as a ‘typical’ value, but each bearing has its own ratio of d
D
cos(α) – possibly
indicating varying degrees of race misalignment.
Equations 2.1 – 2.6 (or the derivations given in Equations A.2 – A.13) can be
combined to give the ratio between any pair of the frequencies of interest. Combining
Equations A.9 and A.23 and using the original value for d
D
cos(α) = 0.2367, or using











The revised ratio, using d
D
cos(α) = 0.232, is
fid = 1.6042fbps. (6.50)
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ID1 ChM2 F1 121.58 24.81 4.901± 0.006 0.225± 0.001
ID2 Ch1 121.75 24.75 4.92± 0.03 0.230± 0.007
ID2 Ch2 121.70 24.82 4.92± 0.08 0.229± 0.020
ID2 ChG 121.75 24.74 4.921± 0.003 0.2302± 0.0008
ID2 ChM2 121.74 24.75 4.917± 0.004 0.229± 0.001
ID5 ChM2 120.59 24.42 4.936± 0.005 0.234± 0.001
ID6 ChG F1 121.72 24.62 4.944± 0.007 0.236± 0.002
ID6 ChM2 F1 121.74 24.65 4.9388± 0.0009 0.2347± 0.0002
ID8 Ch2 121.46 24.60 4.938± 0.004 0.235± 0.001
ID8 Ch4 121.46 24.61 4.936± 0.004 0.234± 0.001
ID8 ChG 121.46 24.62 4.934± 0.002 0.2336± 0.0006
ID8 ChM2 121.46 24.64 4.9284± 0.0008 0.2321± 0.0002
Table 6.7: Frequencies of marginal distributions of fI4 ≈ fid and
fm4 ≈ fs (expressed to 2 dp), along with the mean of the ratio of these
frequencies ( fI4
fm4
), calculated from chains that have narrow distribu-
tions for a significant portion of the chain. Chain outputs generated
using data from ID2 (chains 1 and 2) and ID8 (chains 2 and 4) were
used to re-estimate d
D
cosα (where the original value was 0.2367), and
therefore the frequencies of interest. F1 refers to filter 1 (see Section
5.2.2) – the default is filter 2. The outputs from ID5 are from the last
130,000 samples of chain M2.
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Similarly, the predicted relationship between fbd and fbps can be estimated by





(D + d cos(α)) (6.51)
= (1.306)fbps (6.52)
where ddam refers specifically to the damaged ball causing the impacts, and d refers to
the average diameter of all balls. Equation 6.52 assumes that d and D are correct and
that α = 0. It also assumes that the effect of changes in the diameter of damaged balls
is negligible, and that there is no slippage. The larger ball defects (i.e. on BD4, BD5,
BD6, ID7 and OD7) alter the ball circumference in the direction of motion by as much
as 0.2%–1%, depending on the orientation of the ball.
Outputs from some chains generated using data from of UD1-10 and OD1-7 support
the revised value for d
D
cos(α), as far as this can be estimated from these outputs. The
contribution of α to this change does not have to be known for other frequencies of
interest, but must be known to re-estimate fbd. The assumption that d and D are
correct, and α 6= 0 gives Equation 6.53 (Estimate 2a), and assuming that α = 0, d and
D are incorrect, and ddam = d, gives Equation 6.54 (Estimate 2b):
fbd ≈ (1.301)fbps (6.53)
fbd ≈ (1.328)fbps. (6.54)
Equation 6.53 underestimates fbd in most cases, and Equation 6.54 overestimates fbd in
all cases (see Table 6.10). This suggests a combination of α 6= 0 and changing bearing
geometry contributes to discrepancies. Changes to ddam and the effects of slippage
may also contribute to discrepancies between the observed and predicted values at the
frequencies of interest, and in addition, α is not necessarily constant.
Equations 6.49 – 6.54 are used in the remainder of this section when comparing
the marginal distributions of different parameters relating to frequency and periodicity
from chains generated using data from each of ID1-8 and BD1-6. This is done to test
the validity of these estimates, and if assumed to be valid, to see if defect types can be
identified by ratios of the frequencies of interest.
Outputs Generated from Bearings with Inner Race Defects
Outputs from of chains generated using data from the five bearings summarised in Table
6.7 are discussed in this section with respect to their model 1 outputs. Two of these
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bearing (ID5 and ID6) do not show evidence of inner race defects with implementations
of the AM algorithm using model 1. See Section 6.5.6 for examples of chains generated
using these data and model 2 and/or other filters. Chains generated using data from
ID3 and ID4 are discussed separately below.
Table 6.8 gives descriptional statistics for the marginal densities of all fIz for each
model 1 chain generated using data from ID1, ID2, ID5, ID6 and ID8. Figures 6.22 and
6.23 show posterior distributions of some dimensions of a single chain generated using
each of these data. As can be seen from Table 6.8, ID2 and ID8 generated multiple
chains with fI4 ≈ fid, and ID1 has some chains with modes for fI4 ≈ fid. In addition,
all chains, except those from ID5, generated modes (and in some cases means) close
to estimated values for other frequencies of interest. Outputs for impulses relating to
ball defects on ID1 and ID2 are discussed further in the next section (see Tables 6.10
and 6.11).
The modes of combined outputs from ID1 occur at fI2 ≈ fbps, fI3 ≈ fbd and
fI4 ≈ fid (see Table F.4), with each individual MCMC output having modes at two or
three of these (except for chain 4, which has fI3 ≈ fbps instead). A difficultly encoun-
tered with chains generated using data with multiple well defined sources is that the
impulse corresponding to the largest amplitude source will sample close to the mode
frequency, and generate a narrow marginal distribution, whereas impulses correspond-
ing to sources with smaller amplitudes will sample the frequency space more widely,
and generate wide distributions, which still have prominent modes at frequencies of
interest. This can be seen in Figure 6.22, where the distribution for fI4 has a strong
mode at ≈ fid, but has a wide distribution. Gaussian priors can result in narrower
distributions and this can be seen in Figure 6.27.
Combining the outputs for fI2 from chains 1 and 2 for ID1 gives an estimate of
fbps = 76.0 ± 0.2 Hz. This leads to a predicted value of fid = 123.2 ± 0.4 Hz using
Equation 6.49 and fid = 122.0 ± 0.4 Hz using 6.50. Two chains (chains 2 and 4)
generated modes of fI4 = 121.6 Hz – but the distribution is wide. Chain 3 has a narrow
distribution for fI3 = 98.856± 0.001 Hz, and outputs for impulse 3 for this MCMC are
discussed below (see Tables 6.10 and 6.11).
Outputs generated using data from ID6 are also shown in Figure 6.22. ID6 has a
defect that is greater than the ball-to-ball spacing. This is the only data from a bearing
with a larger seeded defect (as defined in Tables 3.7 – 3.9) that does not generate
MCMC outputs for at least some marginal distributions that are clearly different to
outputs from UD1-10. This model assumes a single decaying impulse, and clearly does
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Parameter: fI1 = fI2 (Hz) fI3 (Hz) fI4 (Hz)
Bearing mode mean σM mode mean σM mode mean σM
ID1 Ch1 76.19 76.20 0.002 98.96 101.74 4 107.16 110.53 2
ID1 Ch2 76.20 75.87 0.2 98.96 93.27 3 121.58 118.31 4
ID1 Ch3 81.12 80.90 0.2 98.85 98.86 0.0005 127.78 128.46 0.4
ID1 Ch4 68.61 69.20 0.6 76.19 78.46 3 121.61 112.51 3
ID1 ChG 76.16 76.19 0.003 98.94 100.36 0.6 126.61 125.50 1
ID2 Ch1 69.79 69.60 0.1 90.15 89.56 0.2 121.75 121.75 0.0008
ID2 Ch2 74.40 74.17 0.4 98.33 98.25 0.2 121.75 121.70 0.04
ID2 Ch3 76.56 75.97 0.2 98.13 98.24 0.03 121.73 125.83 2
ID2 Ch4 60.89 61.08 0.2 88.27 88.10 0.4 98.15 98.20 0.03
ID2 ChG 74.21 74.88 0.3 98.34 101.00 1 121.75 121.75 0.0009
ID5 Ch1 48.18 45.72 1 96.32 90.43 5 147.29 150.27 3
ID5 Ch2 67.38 68.47 1 81.89 83.88 2 96.32 96.31 0.009
ID5 Ch3 72.39 73.10 0.4 87.08 87.48 0.4 96.33 96.27 0.04
ID5 Ch4 65.15 64.95 0.1 85.36 86.01 0.8 96.33 96.32 0.001
ID5 ChG 75.35 75.95 0.3 96.33 96.29 0.02 127.69 126.70 0.8
ID6 Ch1 75.44 75.41 0.02 75.41 81.57 4 122.25 120.96 2
ID6 Ch2 75.42 75.3 0.1 75.44 88.98 3 107.97 128.25 10
ID6 Ch3 75.45 75.28 0.2 75.43 78.44 1 121.34 124.37 2
ID6 Ch4 75.44 71.18 3 75.43 79.73 2 97.73 115.6 8
ID6 ChG 75.42 75.44 0.001 98.89 98.76 0.6 121.98 122.33 1
ID8 Ch1 60.73 61.88 1 86.85 88.70 2 136.29 134.07 3
ID8 Ch2 72.41 72.52 0.1 88.61 89.00 0.1 121.47 121.46 0.0004
ID8 Ch3 73.24 73.33 0.03 93.97 94.27 0.2 121.46 121.46 0.0005
ID8 Ch4 74.43 74.54 0.1 96.51 97.72 0.5 121.45 121.46 0.0006
ID8 ChG 73.36 73.58 0.1 98.34 98.29 0.5 121.46 121.46 0.0004
Table 6.8: Mode, mean and σM of the marginal distributions of fI2,
fI3 and fI4 for all model 1 chains generated using data logged 25,
30 or 35 mins after the application of seeded defects to the inner
races of five bearings. ID8 has an additional defect seeded on the
outer race. The predicted values of the frequencies of interest are
(very approximately) 75.6 < fbps < 76.3 Hz, 98.1 < fbd < 99.2 Hz
and 121.3 < fid < 122.3 Hz. Many of the chain outputs listed have
marginal distributions of one or more parameters with means and/or
modes in these ranges.
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Figure 6.22: Joint and marginal distributions of parameters of im-
pulses 1–4 for chains generated using data from ID1 (chain 2), and
ID6 (chain 1). Both ID1 and ID6 have fI2 ≈ fbps and marginal dis-
tributions for φ1,2 that are similar to those from chains generated
using data from UD1-10. ID1 has other outputs that show evidence
of defects, but ID6 does not. ID1 has a marginal distribution with a
mode at fI4 ≈ fid, and also shows evidence of balls damaged during
the defect seeding process, with a mode of fI3 ≈ fbd. See Figure 6.29
for outputs from chains generated using model 2 and filter 1, which
better show evidence of the inner race defects on both bearings.
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not fit this data well.
As noted in Section 5.2.2, different filtering better recovers evidence of different
defect types. The data from ID6 was one of the clearest examples of the advantages of
using a different filter in signal processing (see Figure 5.9). A trial of implementations
of the AM algorithm using filter 1 in the place of filter 2 gave poor results for most
bearings, but successfully showed evidence of the inner race defects on ID1 and ID6.
See Section 6.5.6 for details.
As seen in Table 6.8, three chains generated using model 1 and data from ID2 have
marginal densities with fI4 ≈ fid (a fourth has a mode for fI4 ≈ fid), and three have
means and/or modes at fI3 ≈ fbd. Chain 4 has fI3 ≈ fbd and an local maxima where
fI2 ≈ 12fid and φ1,2 ≈ π (see Section 6.4.1 for more on chain 4). The impulses with
periodicities close to the predicted values of fbd and fid have the largest amplitudes.
See Figure 6.23 for joint distributions from chain 2 relating to impulses 3 and 4, where
it can be seen that amplitudes (particularly A4) are larger than those for any impulse
from chains generated using data from UD1-10.
ID2 only generated one chain with fI2 ≈ fbps (chain 3). Using this value of fI2 =
76.0 ± 0.4 Hz leads to fid = 123.1 ± 0.7 Hz using 6.49. Estimate 2 (Equation 6.49)
gives fid = 121.8± 0.7 Hz, which agrees within error limits to fI4 from chains 1, 2 and
G. These chains helped create the revised estimate, so this shows that this revision is
consistent when comparing estimates of fid, fs and fbps, and that revised values agree
better than the original estimates.
Outputs with means that approximate the predicted value of fbd are discussed
further below, where combined outputs for fI3 from chains 2 and 3 and fI4 from chain
4 are given in Table 6.10, and other outputs from chain 4 are given in Table 6.11.
As mentioned in Chapter 5, fid − fs ≈ fbd – that is, the lower sideband of a
modulated impulse caused by an inner race defect has a similar frequency to an impulse
caused by a defect on a ball. This causes problems when identifying causes of peaks
in the frequency domain. Section 6.4.1 gives examples of chains that become stuck at
values where the dominant impulse had a high value of Mx, and a posterior mode for
fIx that is close to the sum or difference frequency of the relevant frequency of interest.
This does not occur in outputs from chains generated using data from ID1 and ID2.
Marginal distributions of fm3 (when fI3 ≈ fbd) have low modulation. This also means
that modulation at nfc predicted by the model is not detected.
Using the (relevant) means and σM from chain 2 for ID2 gives an upper estimate
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(with 95% confidence) of fid − fs ≈ 97.65 Hz, which is below fI3 = 98.2 ± 0.4 Hz5. In
addition, the marginal distribution of τD4 = 1.0 ± 0.1 ms. This is shorter than the
impulse with a frequency close to the predicted value of fbd (see Table 6.11, which
gives τD = 2.3 ± 0.4 ms). This further supports the conclusion that these impulses
have separate sources.
Posterior distributions from chains generated using data from ID8 are dominated
by vibrations due to the inner race defect, and modulation due to this defect moving.
Chains 2, 4 and G have marginal distributions with fI4 ≈ fid, fm4 ≈ fs and high
values of M4. Chain 3 has fI4 ≈ fid, but has a low mean for M4, no clear mode for fm4,
and a lower marginal distribution for the log-empirical likelihood. Chain 1 generated
states where fI2 ≈ 12fid and φ1,2, and is discussed in Section 6.4.1. See Figure 6.5
for vibration data and a single synthetic data from each of chains 1 and 2. No chain
generated using these data has any marginal distributions with means or modes in the
range of predicted values of fbps = fod (or fbd). Using fI2 = 75.8 ± 0.3 Hz from the
pre-defect data leads to an estimate of fid = 122.8±0.5 using Equation 6.49. Equation
6.50 leads to fid = 121.6± 0.5 Hz. This agrees within error limits with fI4 from chains
2-4 and 2fI2 from chain 1. Like ID2, these results suggests that the revised ratios
provide consistent results for fid, fs and fbps, although the estimate of fbps came from
pre-defect data, so is not as accurate.
ID8 has an additional defect on the outer race, so some evidence of this might be
expected in the marginal distributions. Figure E.3 indicated that enveloped spectra
of the data from ID8 appear quite different to any of ID1-6. The sections of data
shown in Figure 6.5 have bursts of large impulses approximately every fs
−1 s, with
much smaller impulses approximately every fid
−1 s between these. The large impulses,
the very narrow apparent load zone (see also Figure 6.27), and the differences to ID1
and ID2 suggest a different cause of this high modulation. The simultaneous impact
between a ball and both the inner and outer race defects could cause the large impulses
every fs
−1 s. ‘Missing’ fs
−1 s impulses (eg between 0.5–0.7 s in Figure 6.5) would occur
when a ball is not in position to impact both defects at once. This would mean that
impulse 4 has two sources (or two sources map to one impulse), but the larger inner
race defect dominates outputs.
The seeded defect on ID1 is longer than that on ID2 or ID8, but the marginal
distributions of τD4 all have high probabilities at low values of τD4. These values are
lower than those typical for impulses due to balls passing the load (eg see Figure 6.12).

























































































































































Figure 6.23: Joint distributions of parameters of impulses 3 and 4 for
chains generated using data from ID2 (chain 2), ID5 (chain 4) and
ID8 (chain 2). Joint distributions of impulse 4 from ID2 and ID8
show evidence of inner race defects, with fI4 ≈ fid and fm4 ≈ fs. In
addition, ID2 has outputs that show evidence of the ball damaged
during the defect seeding process, with a mode of fI3 ≈ fbd. Joint
distributions of impulse 4 from ID5 show the effect of seeded defects,
but do not fit the model well. See Figure 6.27 for outputs from chains
generated using model 2, which show evidence of the inner race defect
on all three bearings.
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There appears to be no relationship between defect length and marginal distributions
of τD4. See Section 6.5.6 for more on this.
Three chains generated using data from ID5 have very similar outputs, which have
fI4 = 96.3 Hz (and chain 1 and chain G generate outputs with a mode and/or mean
for the marginal distribution of fI3 near this value). These three chains have joint
distributions with a high probability of highly modulated impulses, and a mode at
fm4 = 13.46 Hz. Posterior distributions relating to impulses 3 and 4 are given for chain
4 in Figure 6.23.
As is shown in Figure 4.10, transient high-amplitude events occur in sections of
data from ID5, and the data used in implementations of the AM algorithm is during
one of these events (25:13.335 – 25:16.665 mins). Figure 6.24 shows synthetic data
generated from chain 4, and the portion of vibration data where the best correlation
occurs. Large peaks from the vibration data are not strictly periodic, and the synthetic
data coincides with only some of the large peaks, but some smaller peaks also coincide
well – so this is not a local maxima of the type discussed in Section 6.4.1. Over 90%
of accepted chain states for all burnt-in chains generated using data from ID5 have
0.12 < τMAX < 0.19 s – i.e. maximum correlations are with a very similar section of
vibration data to that plotted in Figure 6.24.
The value of fI4 = 96.3 Hz is well below the estimated value for fbd. Vibrations
from ID5 are dominated by transient events – this suggests periodicities relating to
some combination of shaft-cage-defect interaction which is not accounted for in the
model. Outputs from chain M2 give further insight into the state of this bearing. This
is discussed in Section 6.5.6.
Outputs that Show Evidence of Ball Defects
Table 6.9 gives the modes, means and σM for the marginal densities of fI2, fI3 and fm3
(or as specified for the final two table entries) for each individual chain generated using
data from five bearings that show signs of ball damage – BD4, BD5, BD6, ID7 and
OD7. Figure 6.25 gives posterior distributions of some dimensions for a single chain
generated using each data.
Implementations of the AM algorithm generated using data from BD5 have outputs
with very wide distributions of all fIz for chains 1–4. The only prominent mode is one at
approximately 97.1 Hz, which three chains map to impulses 3. There was no evidence of
any impulse near the predicted frequency of fbps. All marginal distributions of fmz have
modes near the predicted values for nfc. Chain 1 from BD5 has a narrow distribution
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Figure 6.24: Comparison between vibration data from two bearings
with seeded defect (ID5 and BD5) and synthetic data generated by
the chain state corresponding to the maximum log-likelihood for each
of two implementations of the AM algorithm (chain 4 from ID5 and
chain 3 from BD5). Large peaks in the synthetic data do not coincide
with peaks in vibration data in either case. There is good agreement
between synthetic and vibration data at low amplitudes for BD5.
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Parameter: fI1 = fI2 (Hz) fI3 (Hz) fm3 (Hz)
Bearing mode mean σM mode mean σM mode mean σM
BD5 Ch1 66.25 73.63 4 97.18 150.64 20 9.493 9.484 0.005
BD5 Ch2 97.08 93.24 4 106.29 121.86 6 9.494 24.64 2
BD5 Ch3 71.24 74.9 3 97.1 117.94 10 9.469 12.37 3
BD5 Ch4 87.87 85.06 1 106.32 125.45 9 19.18 23.09 2
BD5 ChG 75.12 75.02 0.6 97.04 97.88 0.3 9.496 9.486 0.003
BD6 Ch1 75.76 75.76 0.02 99.17 99.16 0.0004 37.97 35.97 2
BD6 Ch2 75.43 75.49 0.1 99.16 99.16 0.0003 9.446 25.86 8
BD6 Ch3 74.33 74.34 0.002 77.67 77.16 0.3 6.602 20.31 3
BD6 Ch4 75.66 75.71 0.01 99.17 99.16 0.0004 9.532 23.56 7
BD6 ChG 74.22 74.37 0.1 99.16 99.16 0.0004 9.551 9.861 0.5
ID7 Ch1 65.99 65.99 0.0008 67.49 67.39 0.1 14.00 13.38 2
ID7 Ch2 74.23 74.41 0.3 98.97 98.97 0.0003 9.083 9.015 0.2
ID7 Ch3 65.99 65.99 0.004 65.99 66.42 0.2 15.68 11.12 2
ID7 Ch4 75.45 75.54 0.04 98.97 98.97 0.0005 9.136 8.893 0.1
ID7 ChG 75.72 75.72 0.03 98.97 98.98 0.0005 49.41 49.29 0.02
OD7 Ch1 76.03 76.04 0.0002 99.13 99.22 0.06 14.54 12.49 1
OD7 Ch2 76.04 76.04 0.0002 98.41 99.11 0.3 28.17 25.15 3
OD7 Ch3 76.04 76.04 0.0002 124.03 124.34 0.3 9.110 10.27 1
OD7 Ch4 76.03 76.04 0.0003 98.85 98.69 0.2 25.18 22.01 5
OD7 ChG 76.03 76.04 0.0001 96.28 95.65 0.6 25.51 26.08 8
BD4 Ch2 74.38 74.41 0.002 79.85 79.59 1 37.65 23.77 2
BD4 Ch4 73.88 74.97 0.7 99.19 99.22 0.001 9.426 10.70 1
BD4 ChG 79.95 79.37 0.4 99.21 99.22 0.0009 9.420 9.446 0.006
Parameter: fI2 fI3 fm2
BD4 Ch3 99.20 99.22 0.002 129.8 125.68 2 9.407 23.91 10
Parameter: fI2 fI4 fm4
BD4 Ch1 62.11 62.49 0.2 99.19 99.23 0.002 9.408 9.480 0.03
Table 6.9: Mode, mean and σM of marginal distributions of fI2, fI3 and
fm3 (or as specified for BD4) for all implementations of the AM algo-
rithm using model 1 and data logged 25, 30 or 35 mins after the appli-
cation of seeded defects to BD5, BD6, OD7, ID7 and BD4. With the
exception of BD5, most MCMC outputs have marginal distributions
with means close to predicted values of fbd. Some have fI1 ≈ fbps
or fm3 ≈ fc. These are expected to be (very approximately) in the



















































































































































































































































Figure 6.25: Joint distributions of parameters of impulses 2 and 3
for chains generated using data from BD4 and BD5 (chain 3), BD6
and ID7 (chain 2), and OD7 (chain 1). Distributions of parameters of
impulse 3 show evidence of ball defects, with fI3 ≈ fbd for all except
BD4, which has a mode at a slightly lower frequency. BD4, BD5, BD6
and ID7 have modes at fm3 ≈ nfc, with these modes corresponding
to regions of high modulation – these are evidence of the rotation of
the defective ball with respect to the load zone.
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for fm3 = 9.484 ± 0.009 (which is similar to relevant modes from other chains). This
leads to a predicted value of fbps = 75.88±0.07 Hz. Alternatively, an estimate of fbd can
be made using the pre-defect data for this bearing, which has fI2 = 75.391± 0.002 Hz
– this is lower than the first estimate, so there is no indication that slippage has caused
the cage motion to slow. Using the output of the chain generated using the pre-defect
data, and Equations 6.52 and 6.53 lead to estimates of fbd = 98.469 ± 0.003 Hz and
fbd = 98.094 ± 0.003 Hz. The mode of fI3 = 97.1 Hz is lower than these, and a useful
estimate of uncertainties cannot be made from the wide posterior distribution.
The combined outputs of chain 1 and 3 have τD3 = 14.1 ± 0.6 ms and A3 = 4.1 ±
0.5 ms. A3 is not large when compared to distributions of A3 from other bearings
with ball defects, but (as shown in Figure 6.25) there is an area of higher probability
corresponding to high Mz, a very long τD3, and relatively high values of A3. Figure
6.24 shows a single synthetic data from chain 3, and the portion of vibration data
from BD5 where the best correlation occurs. There is poor correlation with the larger
impulses (which are clipped in Figure 6.24, to zoom in on smaller impulses), but better
correlation occurs with the lower amplitude periodic events, which have a periodicity
close to the predicted value for fc
−1.
Chain G has far narrower distributions, and this is one of the clearest examples of
more useful outputs resulting from the use of Gaussian prior distributions. Outputs
from chain M2 (which also uses Gaussian priors) are given in Figure 6.28, and these
are similar to chain G. While the marginal distribution for fI3 is narrower, it is still
wider than those from chains generated using data from BD4, BD6 and ID7, however
the mode at fI3 ≈ 97.1 Hz is more prominent.
The most likely reason for these outputs is impacts between the heavily damaged
ball and races, with slippage of this damaged ball contributing to vibrations and the
reduction of the frequency of impacts. Cage motion has not slowed, so other balls
appear to be traveling normally. High modulation at fm3 ≈ fc suggests that impacts
are most severe as the ball travels past the load. These events can also be seen in the
time-domain (unfiltered) in Figure 4.9 and the time-frequency domain in Figure 5.12,
which displays the same portion of data as that in Figure 6.246.
Of the five implementations of the AM algorithm using model 1 and data from
BD4, four have marginal distributions of one of fI2 ≈ fbd, fI3 ≈ fbd or fI4 ≈ fbd. No
6The time-scale in used Figure 5.12 is given with respect to the start of the logging period, whereas
time scales in this chapter are given with respect to the beginning of the portion of data used in the
implementation of MCMC algorithms
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MCMC output has modes at frequencies close to predicted values of fbps. Marginal
distributions from chains 1–4 (and chain M2) that relate to amplitude – Vrms(xS), σN
and A1–A4 – indicate a very high probability of larger impulses (and other vibrations)
than all other bearings (see Table F.5). Outputs for amplitude from the impulses with
means of 99.2 Hz are combined. The mean of this combined amplitude is 174± 6 mV,
which is about five times as large as the next highest amplitude, A4 = 37 ± 3 mV
for chain 1 generated using data from ID2. Chain G from BD4 failed to infer these
large amplitudes. The posterior distribution of the amplitude scaling term has AS =
0.091 ± 0.001, whereas this output typically has a mean of close to 1. For example,
chain M2 for BD4, which also uses Gaussian prior distributions for amplitude, has
AS = 0.99± 0.03.
Chains 1, 3, 4 and G from BD4 indicate clear evidence of a significant ball defect,
but only if a reasonable estimate of fbps is available. The AM algorithm generated
using pre-defect data from BD4 has fI2 = 75.902 ± 0.001, which leads to an estimate
of fbd = 99.137 ± 0.002 Hz using Equation 6.52. Equations 6.53 and 6.54 give esti-
mates of 98.759± 0.002 Hz and 100.767± 0.002 Hz. The four chains all have marginal
distributions with modes at fc (chain 3 has a secondary mode at
1
2
fbd = fr). Chain
1 has a narrow distribution of fm4 = 9.48 ± 0.03 Hz. This leads to an estimate of
fbps = 75.8± 0.4 Hz, which suggests that it is reasonable to use fI2 from the pre-defect
MCMC output to predict fbd. These outputs suggest that BD4 has a severe ball defect,
causing vibrations that are so large that the periodicity of source 1 cannot be inferred.
The marginal distributions of relevant τDz values (i.e. those that relate to the
impulse with frequency that approximates fbd) are narrow, with a combined mean for
chains 1, 3 and 4 of 1.2± 0.2 ms. This suggests the detected vibrations are caused by
impacts between races and particular defect on the heavily damaged ball, rather than
being caused by almost continuous impacts, as appears to be the case with BD5.
The marginal distributions from chains 1, 2, and 4 generated using data from BD6
have fI2 ≈ fbps, but 2 of these 3 distributions are bi-modal. Each has a range of
< 1 Hz, and all have at least a secondary mode close to the combined mean (and
mode) of fI2 = 75.7± 0.1 Hz. This agrees within error limits with the predicted value
for fbps = 75.60, found using fsenc and estimate 2.
The value of fI2 = 75.7 ± 0.1 Hz leads to a predicted value of fbd = 98.8 ± 0.2 Hz
(using Equation 6.52). Equations 6.53 and 6.54 lead to estimates of 98.4± 0.2 Hz and
100.4 ± 0.2 Hz. Chains 1, 2 and 4 have a combined value of fI3 = 99.163 ± 0.001 Hz.
The three chains also generated multi-modal posterior distributions of fm3, with modes
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at nfc. Chain G generated narrow distributions with fI3 ≈ fbd and fm3 ≈ fc.
Marginal distributions of other outputs relating to impulse 3 are similar for chains 1,
2 and 4. These have combined means for τD3 = 0.67±0.01 ms and A3 = 18.1±0.3 mV.
This suggests a narrower impulse, and higher amplitudes than any impulse from chains
generated using data from UD1-10. These outputs all suggest a high probability of
damage to a ball resulting in short duration impacts with races.
Two unsuccessful implementations of the AM algorithm using data from ID7 gen-
erated chains that became stuck at lower likelihood local maxima (see Section 6.4.1),
and each chain generated similar posterior distributions. ID7 has a small defect on the
inner race, a rectangular defect on one ball, and four pits on another ball, with total
area similar to the larger single defect. The model used in this chapter assumes only
one source of vibration due to ball imperfections, but there will be many instances
during the running of this bearing when defects on both balls contact the races during
rotation. The current algorithm cannot create synthetic data that models this, and
these chains become stuck as they attempted to generate states that included the effect
of both defects using a combination of impulses 1, 2, and 3.
The other three (higher likelihood) chains generated using data from ID7 (chains 2, 4
and G) generated similar outputs for impulse 3 with a combined mean of fI3 = 98.969±
0.001 Hz . The marginal distributions of fI2 ≈ fbps for each chain, but distributions are
bimodal and the 95% confidence intervals of the means do not overlap. If the estimate
for fI2 = 75.908±0.003 Hz from the chain generated using pre-defect data is used, this
leads to an estimate of fbd = 99.146±0.004. Equations 6.53 and 6.54 lead to estimates
of 98.767± 0.003 Hz and 100.776± 0.004 Hz.
The combined marginal distributions from chains 2 and 4 have τD3 = 0.47±0.01 ms
and A3 = 14.5± 0.4 mV. The joint distribution of fm3 and M3 suggest a highly mod-
ulated impulse, which is in the range of fc, but the higher probability parts of the
marginal distribution of fm3 are at lower frequencies that the predicted value of fc
(using any available estimates of fbps to approximate fc). These outputs show there is
a large modulated impulse which is more likely to be caused by a defect on a ball than
any other seeded defect, but the presence of the second defect, or some other interac-
tion, causes the impulse to be modulated at a rate that is lower than that predicted by
the model. See Figure 6.28, where model 2 is better able to model these defects. The
presence of the inner race defect cannot be inferred from any chain generated using
data from ID7.
Chains generated using data from OD7 are discussed with reference to evidence
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of the outer race defect in Section 6.5.4. Three of chains 1–4 also generate marginal
distributions of fI3 ≈ fbd (all have fI2 ≈ fbps). The narrow distribution of fI2 =
76.0361± 0.0002 Hz for combined posterior distributions leads to a predicted value of
fbd = 99.312 ± 0.003 Hz. The combined marginal distribution of the three chains has
fI3 = 99.3 ± 0.3 Hz. Equations 6.53 and 6.54 lead to estimates of 98.9 ± 0.3 Hz and
100.9± 0.3 Hz.
However, marginal distributions of A3 and τD3 differ little from A4 and τD4, and
none of chains 3, G, or M2 have fI3 ≈ fbd. A reasonable conclusion is that there may
be a defect on a ball, which has considerably less effect on vibrations than the defect
on the outer race.
Summary of Parameters Showing Evidence of Ball Defects
Table 6.10 gives a summary of MCMC outputs believed to come from impulses caused
by defective balls impacting with races. The combined mean from BD4 includes fI4
from chain 1 and fI2 from chain 3, and the combined mean from ID2 includes fI4 from
chain 4. With the exception of ID2, these combined means have a narrow range of
98.856 Hz – 99.3 Hz, which is consistent with the range of values observed for marginal
distribution relating to other frequencies of interest.
Estimate 1 provides predictions of fbd that agree with measured values in a small
number of cases, and are close in others, but estimate 1 has been shown to be incorrect
when comparing fs, fbps and fid. Posterior distributions with fI2 ≈ fbps are higher
than values predicted by fsenc and estimate 1, and as is the case with most MCMC
outputs estimate 2 gives better agreement.
Estimate 2a provides predictions of fbd that are too low in most cases and estimate
2b is clearly too large. This leads to the assumption that α 6= 0 – i.e. there is some
misalignment between races, but there are also other potential sources of discrepancies.
As noted in Equation 6.51, fbd depends on the diameter of the damaged ball. A
reduction in diameter leads to an increase in fbd, and this is not evident in these
outputs. However cage motion also depends on the motion of all undamaged balls,
so slippage in some or all of the balls is possible. Patil [101] notes that ball slip is a
function of several parameters, such as clearance and alignment. Equation 6.51 also
depends on the outer race diameter Do, where Do = D + cosα. This model is based
on vibrations due to the flexing of the outer race, so treating Do as a constant creates
another potential cause of observed discrepancies.
Table 6.11 summarises marginal distributions of impulse amplitude and duration for
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fI2 fI3 Estimate 1 Estimate 2a Estimate 2b
(Hz) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz)
BD4 75.902± 0.001* 99.221± 0.002 99.137± 0.002 98.759± 0.002 100.767± 0.002
BD5 75.391± 0.002* 97.1 (mode) 98.469± 0.003 98.094± 0.003 100.080± 0.003
BD6 75.7± 0.1 99.163± 0.001 98.8± 0.2 98.4± 0.2 100.4± 0.2
OD7 76.0361± 0.0002 99.3± 0.3 99.312± 0.003 98.933± 0.003 100.945± 0.003
ID7 75.909± 0.003* 98.969± 0.001 99.146± 0.003 98.767± 0.003 100.776± 0.004
ID7 75.54± 0.08 98.969± 0.001 98.7± 0.1 98.2± 0.1 100.3± 0.1
ID1 76.0± 0.2 98.856± 0.001 99.3± 0.4 98.9± 0.4 100.9± 0.4
ID2 76.0± 0.4 98.2± 0.1 99.3± 0.4 98.9± 0.4 100.9± 0.4
Table 6.10: Comparison between marginal distributions from im-
pulses caused by ball defects, and the predicted values of fbd found
using marginal distributions of fI2 ≈ fbps and Equations 6.52 – 6.54.
BD4 and ID2 use marginal distributions of fI2 ≈ fbd and/or fI4 ≈ fbd
as well as (BD4), or instead of (ID2), fI3 ≈ fbd. *indicates that
fI2 ≈ fbps comes from the chain generated using pre-defect data. En-
tries above the dividing line the use combined outputs from several
chains, and entries below the line use marginal distributions from a
single chain and/or mix outputs for each impulse source from dif-
ferent chains. Estimate 1 (shown to be wrong when predicting other
frequencies of interest) and estimate 2a show the best agreement with
fI3 , but results are often outside error limits, indicating that discrep-
ancies are a combination of race misalignment and other effects.
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impulses that relate to ball damage. OD7 is included for completeness, but amplitudes
are very small, and the marginal distribution of τD3 is wide (with a low mode). BD5
has a relatively low value for A3 due to the synthetic data correlating well with lower
amplitude vibrations (see Figure 6.24). All other amplitudes are larger than those seen
for any impulse from chains generated using data from UD1-10. In the case of inner
race defects, there was no relationship between impulse duration and defect size. The
difficulty with ball defects is that the orientation of the ball is unknown and varying.
However BD6 and ID7, with rectangular defects, have lower values of τD than other
bearings. The defect on the ball of ID1 is a thin line, so contact time may also be
short. BD5 has a high value of τD3 and a large defect covering most of a ball, whereas
BD4 has a similar sized defect and much smaller value for τD3 . There is a possible
relationship between defect size and τD. Implementing MCMC algorithms using data
from bearings with different sized rectangular defects would enable this relationship to
be investigated further.
One of the problems with this model is that impacts between a defective ball and
the inner race are modeled as having the same properties as impacts between the ball
and the outer race. This model assumes impulses trigger flexing of the outer race,
and outputs from chains generated using data from bearings with outer race defects
show different properties than those generated using data from bearings with inner race
defects. A possible improvement to the model would be to allow alternate impulses for
impulse 3 to have different amplitudes and durations. It would be essential for impulse
3 to map to source 3 for these extra outputs to provide useful information about ball
defects.
MCMC Outputs with Little or No Evidence of Damage
Figure 6.26 shows all posterior distributions relating to impulses 1 and 2 for a single
chain generated using data from each of ID3, ID4, BD1, BD2 and BD3. See also Tables
F.4, F.5 and F.8.
ID3 and ID4 have modes of posterior distributions with fI2 ≈ fbps and/or fI3 ≈ fbps
for all chains generated using these data, except chain 3 from ID4. However, these
distributions are wider than those from chains generated using data from UD1-10 and
OD1-7. Also there are similarities to the marginal distribution of fI2 from the chains
generated using the pre-defect data from BD1 and ID8. Chain 4 from ID4 has a multi-
modal distribution for fI2, as the chain spent time sampling near the mode, then found
other local maxima (then returned to the mode). This is similar to the marginal density
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A (mV) τD (ms)
ID1 16.5± 0.7 0.83± 0.03
ID2 16± 2 2.3± 0.4
ID7 14.5± 0.4 0.47± 0.01
BD4 174± 6 1.2± 0.2
BD5 4.1± 0.5 14.1± 0.6
BD6 18.1± 0.3 0.67± 0.01
OD7 0.68± 0.03 8.3± 0.3
Table 6.11: Summary of the mean of the marginal distributions of
impulse amplitude and duration for impulses believed to be caused by
ball defects. Most results are combined means, with specifics for each
table entry given when bearings were discussed individually. Except
for BD5 and OD7, amplitudes are higher than those from MCMC
outputs from UD1-10 relating to any source. There is some correlation
between defect size and magnitude of τD, but this would need to be
tested on a larger set of bearings with defective balls to confirm this.
of fI2 from the chain generated using the pre-defect data from BD1. Neither of ID3
or ID4 has outputs for impulse 3 or 4 that showed any evidence of inner race defects,
or balls damaged during the seeding process, and A3 and A4 are small, (except when
fI3 ≈ fbps). Both bearings have marginal distributions of Mz and fmz which indicate a
high modulation at nfc – this was present in the chain generated using the pre-defect
data for ID3 (see Figure 6.17), but not for ID4 (see Figure F.1).
ID3 is above the threshold for an inner race defect when using frequency domain
classification, so this appears to indicate that MCMC methods are less successful in the
detection of defects. As shown in Figure E.3, ID3 has several small peaks, but none at
fid. The peaks which coincide with 2fid and 3fid (and are above the thresholds) may
be from other sources that just happen to coincide with these frequencies – MCMC
outputs suggest this is the case. ID4 does not have any peaks above frequency domain
thresholds for nfid.
The marginal distributions of parameters of impulse 1 and 2 from BD1 are very
similar to those from chains generated using data from UD1-10. BD2 and BD3 have
marginal distributions of τD1 and/or τD2 that indicate longer impulses than are typical
for UD1-10, but these distributions are similar to some from chains generated using
















































































































































































































































Figure 6.26: Joint and marginal distributions of parameters of im-
pulses 1 and 2 for chains generated using data from ID3 (chain 1),
ID4 (chain 4), BD1, BD2 and BD3 (all chain 2). BD1, BD2 and
BD3 generated posterior distributions that are hard to distinguish
from UD1-10. Posterior distributions from ID3 and ID4 are like some
of those from chains generated using pre-defect data, in particular
BD1 and ID8, shown in Figures F.1 and F.3. These distributions are
reasonable in the case of BD1, BD2, and BD3 as defects on these
bearings are only slight.
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methods discussed in Chapters 4 and 5 classify the data used in the implementation of
MCMC algorithms as coming from undamaged bearings, or from bearings with very
low levels of damage. These MCMC outputs are a reasonable indication of bearing
condition, given the results using other methods and the state of the bearings.
The chains generated using pre-defect data from BD1 and BD3 (see Table F.3) did
not generate narrow marginal distributions of fI2 ≈ fbps, but those generated using
the post-defect data from these bearings do. These bearings were part of a batch that
had problems with grease being expelled from the cage. The cleaning and re-greasing
that was done when the defect was seeded (with the bearing remaining on the shaft)
appears to have remedied this problem. This is a useful observation, as it indicates that
problems noted when running-in these bearings do not affect post-defect vibrations.
BD1 has four small pits on a single ball. There is possible evidence of impulses
at fbd when data is processed using the Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT), but they
are not well resolved (see Figure 5.10). Other methods discussed in Chapter 5 cannot
recover evidence of impulses at fbd. Chains 1–3 have fI2 ≈ fbps, and also generate
marginal distributions of fI3 that have modes or secondary modes close to predicted
values of fbd. The combined outputs from chains 1–3 have a marginal distribution
of fI2 = 75.87 ± 0.06 Hz, and a marginal distribution of fI3 with a mode at fI3 =
98.6 Hz. Using the output for fI2 ≈ fbps and Equation 6.52 leads to an estimate for
fbd = 99.10± 0.08 Hz. Equation 6.53 gives an estimate of fbd = 98.72± 0.08 Hz. This
agrees reasonably well with the mode of fI3, but given that the marginal distribution
is multi-modal and wide, this suggests only that a contribution to this impulse may be
a slight defect on a ball.
6.5.6 Model 2 and Bearings with Seeded Defects
This section discusses the use of model 2 in the implementation of the AM algorithm
using data from bearings with inner race and ball defects. This includes some exam-
ples of the implementation of MCMC algorithms using data filtered with filter 1. In
addition, there is a discussion on the relationship between marginal distributions for
impulse amplitude and duration and the physical dimensions of race defects.
Model 2 and Bearings with Inner Race and Ball Defects
Equation 2.7, introduced in Section 2.1.2, is used to model variations in the amplitude
of moving defects in model 2. Examples given in this section suggest that model 2 may
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provide a better fit to the data than model 1, which uses sinusoidal modulation. For
most chains generated using data from BD1-6 and ID1-8, the marginal distribution of
the empirical likelihood for model 2 has a higher mean than chains 1–4 or chains G (see
Table F.8). However problems discussed in Section 6.4.1 need to be resolved before
this model can be effective, as chain states discussed in that section are more likely to
be generated when using model 2 in algorithms.
Figure 6.27 shows outputs for impulse 4 for chains generated using model 2 and
data from ID1, ID2, ID5 and ID8. ID1 has a narrower marginal distribution for fI4,
and more prominent mode than the distribution shown in Figure 6.22. No MCMC
outputs generated using model 1 and data from ID5 have evidence of an inner race
defect. The data plotted in Figure 6.27 come from the last 130,000 samples from the
chain generated using data from ID5, and suggest evidence of an inner race defect.
Marginal and joint distributions for fI4, fm4, A4 and τD4 for ID2 and ID8 are similar
to those from model 1.
The right subplots show the marginal distribution for ε4
−1, and colour scales for
each bearing relate to the scale of this plot. This variable was limited to ε4
−1 ∈ (0, 7)
to reduce the chance of chains navigating to problematic states. ID1 and ID2 have
outputs for ε4
−1 that are comparable to those from chains generated using model 2
and data from BD4, BD5 and BD6. These are shown in Figure 6.28, and are discussed
below.
ID5 and ID8 have high values for ε4
−1 and marginal distributions are affected by
the limits. These suggest a very narrow load zone, but could also be caused by the
interaction of multiple defects. Other outputs from ID8, discussed in Section 6.5.5, also
suggest that large impulses occur when the inner race and outer race defects co-coincide
at the point of impact with a single ball.
As shown in Table 6.7 and Figure 6.27, fI4 and fm4 for chains generated using data
from ID5 are at lower frequencies than those for other bearings with inner race defects.
They are also lower than values predicted by shaft encoder outputs or chains generated
using the pre-defect data from ID5. However, the ratio of fI4 to fm4 is consistent to
the ratios from other bearings given in Table 6.7. This suggests that the bearing may
be slipping on the shaft. It is also possible that the motor itself is slowing, but unless
these events are very brief fsenc should also be lower than expected, and this is not the
case (see Table B.1). The transient nature of events, which can be seen in Figure 4.10,
and the aperiodicity noted in Figure 6.24 are consistent with slippage.
This result must be treated with some caution, as fI4 − fm4 ≈ fI4 model 1, where
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fI4 model 1 is the mean of the distribution shown in Figure 6.23. The reverse is not true,
fI4 model 1 + fm4 model 1 6= fI4 from model 2. But the possibility must be considered
that this is just another example of an implementation of the AM algorithm where
the chain becomes stuck in a problematic state. Evidence that suggests otherwise
includes the similarity of the ratio of fI4:fm4 to that from other bearings, and that the
slippage suggested by the lower values of fI4 and fm4 provides a good explanation for
the observed data.
Figure 6.28 shows MCMC outputs generated by implementations of the AM algo-
rithm using model 2 and data from BD4, BD5 and BD6 and ID7. Marginal and joint
distributions for fI3, fm3, A3 and τD3 for BD4 and BD6 are similar to those from model
1. As is the case with chain G, the posterior distribution of fI3 for BD5 is narrower than
those generated by chains 1–4, with prominent modes at values close to – but lower
than – the predicted value for fbd. In addition fm3 ≈ fc, and the joint distribution of
A3 vs τD3 has a high probability of a long (but not particularly large) impulse.
MCMC outputs generated by implementations of the AM algorithm using data
from ID7 appear to come from two different posterior distributions, which is consistent
with ID7 having two balls with defects on them. Samples 22,320–126,900 relate to the
high modulation (red) portions of the plot, and samples 127,040–300,000 to the low
modulation (blue) portion7. It was noted previously that fm3 from Figure 6.25 is lower
than the predicted value. The low modulation portion of the posterior distribution is
similar to this output, while the high modulation portion has typical values for fm3 .
As noted in Section 6.5.2, ball bearings are expected to have a load distribution
factor of ε ≤ 0.5 [63, 83] except in the case of an axial load [97]. MCMC outputs suggest
that races are misaligned, which is due to the applied load having a radial and axial
component. ID5 and ID8 have marginal distributions for ε4
−1 with high probabilities
of values near the upper limit of ε4
−1 = 7, which indicates a narrow load zone, but it
is not clear that load zone width is the physical property being inferred in these cases.
The marginal density of ε3
−1 for the low modulation portion of the chain generated
using data from ID7, and the marginal density of ε4
−1 for the portion of the chain
generated using data from ID1 where fI4 ≈ fid, are compared with marginal densities
from the entire burnt-in chains generated using data from BD4, BD5 and BD6 (ε3
−1)
and ID2 (ε4
−1). These marginal distributions have means in the range of 0.33 – 1.28,
which all correspond to ε > 0.5. All except BD5 have means are below 1, so ε > 1 for
the other five data. If ε > 1, this is an indication of misalignment between the races
7The samples between 126,900 and 127,040 spend time in both regions of Ω.
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Figure 6.27: Joint and marginal distributions of parameters of impulse
4 for chains M2 generated using data from ID1, ID2, ID5 and ID8,
where all show evidence of inner race defect with means or modes of
fI4 ≈ fid. ID2, ID5 and ID8 also have fm4 ≈ fs and high probability
of impulses with large amplitudes and short duration impulses. The
right subplots give marginal distributions for ε4
−1, and the colour
scale relates to the scale of this distribution for that data. For ID1
and ID5, model 2 better infers the presence of inner race defects
when compared to outputs from model 1, which cannot produce any

















































































































































Figure 6.28: Joint and marginal distributions of parameters of impulse
3 for chains M2 generated using data from BD4, BD5, BD6 and ID7,
which all show evidence of ball defects with means or modes of fI3 ≈
fbd. The chain generated using model 2 and data from BD5 has
a narrower distribution of fI3 that previous chains generated using
this data. Gaussian prior distributions result in marginal densities
of fm3 ≈ fc, without the modes at higher harmonics of fc present in
some chains generated from uniform priors. The right subplots give
marginal distributions for ε3
−1, and the colour scale relates to the
scale of this distribution for that data. ID7 has portions of each joint
distribution that relate to two separate ball defects.
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[97]. Further testing of model 2 is required to further investigate these parameters, and
this could include making ε a single dimension in Ω – i.e. fixing ε3 = ε4, and possibly
tying these values to ε1 also.
Some Examples of AM Algorithms Implemented using Filter 1
Filter 2 was used as the default filter when implementing the AM algorithm as it is
the best performing for vibration data from bearings in any condition, as concluded in
Chapter 5. However, it was also noted in Chapter 5 that evidence of inner race and
ball defects could be better recovered using filter 1 in some instances. A brief trial
was done where vibration data and synthetic data were filtered using filter 1 instead
of filter 2. See Section 6.3.4 for more on the use of filter 2 in the implementation
of MCMC algorithms. Both model 1 and model 2 were tested by retaining all other
conditions from chains G and chains M2. No chains generated using filter 1 and data
from any of UD1-10, OD1-7 or BD1-6 performed well (only some of these data were
tested). Many were unable to generate chain states with fI1 ≈ fbps (or fI3 ≈ fbps), even
if MCMC outputs from chains generated using the same data and filter 2 had narrow
distributions for impulse 1 or 3 centred on fbps. There was also a reduced ability to
detect impulses due to ball defects.
Not all implementations of the AM algorithm using filter 1 and data from ID1-8
generated useful outputs. However, chains generated using data from ID1 and ID6,
each with long inner race defects, generated narrow marginal distributions at fI4 ≈ fid
and fm4 ≈ fs. Joint and marginal distributions of parameters of impulses 1–4 are
shown in Figure 6.29. The same distributions from chains generated using filter 2
are shown in Figure 6.22. No filter 2 chain generated using data from ID6 generated
outputs that could differentiate it from UD1-10. Filter 2 chains generated using data
from ID1 had wide distributions, some had modes for fI4 ≈ fid, but none had marginal
distributions with a mean or mode of fm4 ≈ fs.
However, chains implemented using data from ID1 and ID6 and filter 2 generated
outputs with narrow marginal distributions at fI1 ≈ fbps. Outputs from chain gener-
ated using these data and filter 1 do not have these narrow distributions.
It was useful to test filter 1, as outputs show that filter 2 was the better choice in
most cases. This test also demonstrates that it is possible to use the AM algorithm to




































































































































































































Figure 6.29: Joint and marginal distributions of parameters of im-
pulses 1–4 for implementations of the AM algorithm using model 2,
filter 1, and data from ID1 and ID6. Filter 2 outputs (shown in Figure
6.22) from these data have narrow distribution at fI1 ≈ fbps, whereas
these MCMC outputs do not. However there is evidence of the long
defects on the inner race, with fI4 ≈ fid and fm4 ≈ fs. This cannot
be detected in chains generated using filter 2 and data from ID6, and
is either not detectable in chains generated using filter 2 and data
from ID1, or is a mode in a wide distribution.
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Amplitude and Duration of Impulses due to Race Defects
As discussed in Sections 6.5.4 and 6.5.5, there does not appear to be a relationship
between defect length and impulse duration for MCMC outputs where the marginal
distributions for fI4 ≈ fid, but outputs from chains generated using data from bearings
with outer race defects do appear to show a relationship between defect length and
impulse duration. This is investigated further using outputs from five chains show
evidence of inner race defects, and five chains that show evidence of outer race defects.
All outputs are from chains generated using the AM algorithm and model 2.
Table 6.12 gives A4 and τD4 for the chains generated using model 2 that have
marginal distributions of fI4 ≈ fid. Also included are five bearings with outer race
defects that have narrow marginal distributions of fI2 ≈ fod. Chains generated using
data from OD2, OD4 and OD6 give A2 and τD2 (see also Figure 6.21 for further
outputs from these three chains). OD5 and OD7 had poor separation of sources 1 and
2, so marginal distributions of sup(A1, A2) and τDs1,2 are given. τDs1,2 is the impulse
duration of sup(A1, A2) at each point in the chain. Also included in Table 6.12 are
the defect dimensions listed in Tables 3.7 and 3.8 (see Section 3.5.2 for more on these
measurements).
There does not appear to be a relationship between defect length and impulse du-
ration for bearings with inner race defects. ID6 has the longest defect and largest value
of τD4 , but other bearings do not follow any trend. However, there is a relationship
between amplitude and impulse depth, with deeper defects having larger values of A4 .
Outputs from chains generated using data from bearings with outer race defects
show a relationship between longer defects and higher values of τD . There does not
appear to be a relationship between outer race defect depth and amplitude. OD4 has
a shallow defect and relatively high amplitude, and OD6 has the deepest outer race
defect, and a lower amplitude. As shown in Figure 6.21, OD4 maps impulse 1 to source
1 and impulse 2 to source 2, but OD6 does not. A model that is better able to separate
sources 1 and 2 is required to investigate this relationship further.
This model assumes that the flexing of the outer race is the main contribution to
bearing vibrations over the frequency bands used in all MCMC algorithms. It appears
that in the case of inner race defects, impulses are due to a single event, for example
triggered by a ball hitting (or leaving) a defect. The passage of balls over defects –
particularly the longer defects on ID1 or ID6, cannot be detected in these MCMC
outputs. This is consistent with findings from Al-Dossary [1], who analysed the burst
duration of acoustic emissions from a transducer in contact with a bearing housing.
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A (mV) τD (ms) defect size (mm)
ID1 F1 13± 4 0.7± 0.1 5.6× 4.4× 0.08
ID2 17± 5 1.2± 0.2 2.4× 3.8× 0.15
ID5 3.7± 0.6 0.7± 0.1 3.0× 0.9× << 0.05
ID6 F1 5.6± 0.3 2.6± 0.1 11.7× 4.3× 0.05
ID8 9.1± 0.4 0.5± 0.02 4.0× 3.9× 0.08
OD2 8.3± 0.3 9.1± 0.4 5.5× 3.9× < 0.05
OD4 12± 3 1.8± 0.8 3.2× 3.2× << 0.05
OD5 4.8± 0.3 1.08± 0.05 2.3× 1.9× < 0.05
OD6 5.6± 0.6 7.5± 0.9 5.8× 5.6× 0.08
OD7 16.6± 0.9 0.54± 0.03 1.9× 3.7× 0.05
Table 6.12: Summary of the mean of the marginal distributions of
impulse amplitude and duration for chains generated using model 2.
Five bearings with inner race defects have statistics given for A4 and
τD4 . Five bearings with outer race defects have statistics given for A2
and τD2 (OD2, OD3, OD6), or sup(A1, A2) and τDs1,2 (OD5, OD7),
where τDs1,2 is the impulse duration of sup(A1, A2) at each point in
the chain. Also given are the defect dimensions from Table 3.7 – 3.8.
For bearings with inner race defects there does not appear to be a
relationship between defect length and impulse duration, but there
is a relationship between defect depth and amplitude. For bearings
with outer race defect there is a relationship between defect length
and impulse duration. It is difficult to compare amplitudes as source
1 and source 2 are not well separated in many chains for OD1-7.
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He found a relationship between defect size and burst duration for outer race defects,
but not for inner race defects.
6.6 Summary and Future Work
Results from this chapter show that it is possible to use MCMC methods to infer
bearing condition, but there are problems to be resolved. For example, there are
performance issues where algorithms fail to converge, and where chain behaviour is
influenced by the choice of initial states. This section concludes the findings of this
chapter, and discusses future work, including solutions to problems. See Chapter 7 for
further conclusions.
6.6.1 Implementation of Methods
This section briefly discusses common problems faced when inverse modeling, how
they relate to findings in this chapter, and potentially useful additions to the future
implementation of MCMC algorithms.
Model Selection
There is a necessary balance between using a model that is not too computationally
expensive, but is sufficient to describe the system [24]. Oversimplifying the model
causes approximation errors become too large [58]. As noted in the introduction to
this chapter, MCMC methods can give solutions even to ill-posed inverse problems [25].
The model discussed in Section 6.2 was developed over the course of this investigation in
response to analysis of the outputs of chains 1-n. After considering all output analysis
discussed in this chapter, these further developments could be useful.
• Further improvement of model 2.
• Mapping synthetic data properties more closely to physical properties of the sys-
tem, such as damping, stiffness, alignment between the races and ball diameter.
This may require changing the way that the synthetic data is created during each
iteration.
• Further to the item above, investigating further development of the model as a
set of basis functions, incorporating methods described in [24, 35].
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• Experimenting with different pulse shapes in the synthetic data, to see if larger
defects can be better modeled.
• Investigating a method of including the use of filter 1 to create enveloped data,
while still relying mainly on filter 2.
Model Estimation
In order implement MCMC based analysis, it is necessary to find some measure of
difference between the data and the model [24]. In this thesis the empirical likelihood
function is used, which is based on the normalised cross correlation function. This
function has been shown to have the ability to estimate likeness between vibration
data the synthetic data created during each chain iteration, however there are still
chains that fail to converge. Most problematic chain states are at lower values of
the empirical likelihood than chain states generated during successful implementations
of MCMC algorithms using the same data. The following may further assist with
improving model estimation.
• Further testing of the use of a scaled version of the envelope function for use
in the calculation of the empirical likelihood – either as a part of burn-in or to
provide improved priors for later use.
• The use of sequential inference, so narrower priors can be used, centred on high
likelihood states from previous implementations of MCMC algorithms using data
from that bearing.
• Use of delayed acceptance [24] to reduce computation time and/or to allow a
higher cost (in terms of computation time) calculation of the empirical likelihood
to be incorporated.
• Testing the incorporation of some multi-steps – for example proposing changes
to all of τDx, Ax and Mx for (one) impulse x during the same chain iteration.
Implementation of Algorithms and Automation
The AM MCMC algorithms used in this chapter automated the selection of the proposal
covariance. Other parts of the algorithm included manual tuning – such as the scale
variables in the proposal densities. It is also possible to automate this and other aspects
of algorithm implementation, such as error modeling [24].
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Another necessary improvement is the reduction of computation time. As noted
above, the introduction of delayed acceptance could assist with this [24]. In addition,
code can be made more efficient. For example, efficiency gains could be made by
incorporating the creation of the synthetic data and the cross-correlation function.
Doing this would remove one IFFT and one fast Fourier transform (FFT) per chain
iteration, but this also removes some flexibility in the creation and scaling of the
synthetic data, and would make the calculation of normalising constants more difficult.
Current code is written to be flexible, so various changes (eg model 1 versus model 2)
can be easily implemented. Gradient based optimization may arrive at a result in a
more computationally efficient manner, but there is no certainty that this method will
provide useful information in the case of a multi-modal posterior distribution [24].
As noted in Section 6.4.1, each chain generates one or more source with small valued
marginal distributions for impulse amplitude, with wide distributions of parameters
relating to periodicity and frequency. Changing the number of dimensions (i.e. the
number of impulses) as the chain progresses [44] could allow the removal of sources for
some or all of the chain. This can be implemented with DR algorithms, but cannot
easily be done with the AM algorithm. Another possibility is the use of spike and slab
priors [53], where prior distributions have regions of high and very low probability.
6.6.2 MCMC Outputs
This section summarises findings from chain outputs, discusses advantages and disad-
vantages over other methods of analysis, and briefly describes possible directions for
future work.
An advantage of using a correlation-based measure of likelihood is that the posterior
distribution of data features in the time-domain can be measured. Some of these
MCMC outputs have marginal distributions that show evidence of multiple events
with the same periodicity. This cannot be done in the frequency domain. In addition,
sources that approximately coincide in the frequency domain (for example, fbd and
fid − fs) can be resolved as separate sources in the time domain – each with impulse
characteristics that are different.
Discrepancies between the predicted and actual value of the frequencies of interest
were investigated. An alternative set of ratios between the frequencies of interest was
found that better matched observation. This indicated that the races were misaligned,
but also that changing geometry due to ringing events, reduction in ball diameters
due to damage, and slippage affected these frequencies. The individual contribution
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of each of these sources are not well separated, but a reasonable conclusion is that
mis-alignment between the races (due to the load) is a significant contributor, and this
varies with each bearing fitting.
The width of the marginal density of a parameter gives information about the
certainty of that parameter. Bimodal distributions for impulse periodicity indicate
variations in this periodicity over the length of the vibration data. Impulses with
strong periodicities generate narrow, unimodal distributions. Chains generated using
data that do not fit the model well have wide, multi-modal marginal distributions. In
some cases these wide distributions give useful information by considering the regions
of higher probability, or considering joint distributions with other related parameters.
The model used in the implementation of the AM algorithm started with a model
of small seeded defects, and was generalised to include undamaged bearings. The
effect of balls moving through the load zone can be similar to, but is not the same
as, balls moving past a small defect on the outer race, so alterations to this model
were tested. MCMC outputs discussed in this chapter indicate it is possible to observe
evidence of specific defects in some cases, including information on defect dimensions.
In particular, the marginal posterior distributions of some parameters give information
on the length of defects on the outer race, and the depth of defects on the inner race.
Some bearings with particularly large defects did not fit the model well. Other bearings
with multiple defects had the effect of more than one defect inferred, but each chain
spent time sampling near only 1 or 2 of these sources at a time. In other instances
MCMC outputs indicate the bearing is not undamaged, but fail to infer specific defect
properties.
These outputs show potential for automation. As discussed in Sections 2.2.3 and
2.2.4, Gebraeel [38] and Zhou [150] use a point estimate of the probability distribution
of remaining bearing lifetime to measure this property. However, in this chapter much
of the useful information is inferred from the nature of joint distributions, or from multi-
modal marginal distributions, not simply from some point estimate such as those given
in the summaries of descriptional statistics in Appendix F. This is similar to the findings
of others, who also find scatter plots provide more useful information than summary
statistics [136], and that point estimates are not useful in the case of multi-modal
posterior distributions [24]. The ability to infer multiple sources at similar frequencies
gives further advantages over classification or inference schemes based on features in
the frequency domain, for example those discussed in Section 2.2.3 [42], Section 2.4
[122, 148], and Section 5.4.1 [11, 33].
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Optimization methods relying on point estimates are known to provide a poor
estimate of parameters from multi-modal or other non-Gaussian distributions, and are
not computationally efficient in the case of high-dimensional problems [24]. Rather
than attempting to optimize outputs, or use point estimates, recognizing the nature
of posterior distributions provides a better route to automation. As discussed in this
chapter, there are recognizable differences between joint distributions and marginal
distributions from bearings in different conditions. This work was not begun in this
thesis, but would be a productive direction for future work.
This investigation set out to find whether it was possible to use MCMC methods
as a tool in bearing vibration analysis, using a correlation based estimate of likelihood
that to our knowledge has not been applied to this field. The findings detailed in this
chapter are that while problems still remain, this method can successfully infer useful




The aim of this thesis was to investigate methods of vibration analysis of deep groove
ball bearings with respect to three questions posed in Chapter 1, and then addressed
in Chapters 4 – 6. These questions addressed the following:
1. Can data from a selection of undamaged bearings be used to create measures of
bearing condition to which other bearings can be compared in order to measure
degree or absence of damage in these bearings? Or is it only possible to compare
a bearing with measures created from itself at some other time?
2. Can data from a selection of bearings in various states of wear be used to create
measures of bearing condition in order to determine the nature and level of dam-
age in these bearings? Can these measures then be used to determine the nature
and level of damage in other bearings?
3. Do Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods have potential as a tool in
bearing vibration analysis? Is it possible to model multiple properties of bearing
condition in a way that allows meaningful inference of these properties from
vibration data? What problems arise, and what solutions are available? What
model improvements are possible? What advantages do MCMC methods have
over other techniques used in this thesis?
Chapters 4 and 5 concluded that existing methods of bearing analysis could differ-
entiate between undamaged bearings and damaged bearings in most cases, and detect
the type of damage in some instances. With this in mind, Chapter 6 discussed an
investigation of the use of MCMC methods to infer bearing condition, using a scheme
that to the best of our knowledge differs from other examples of the use of MCMC
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algorithms in bearing vibration analysis. This investigation concludes that is possible
to implement adaptive MCMC algorithms, using a model based on several parame-
ters relating to bearing condition. MCMC outputs can give useful information on the
condition of bearings. Analysis of these outputs led to refinements of the model.
Chapter 2 introduced literature and methods relating to bearing vibration analysis.
There have been many methods of analysis employed, and these rely on models of
bearing behaviour. These models take into account the structure of bearings and
running conditions, and include the effects of loads and imperfections on bearing races.
Signal processing methods in the time-domain, frequency-domain and time-frequency
domain are used to differentiate between undamaged and damaged bearings, and detect
defect types. All methods are successful in some situations, but some defect types can
be more easily detected than others [2], and this can depend on the method of analysis
[139]. Examples were given of MCMC and related methods being used in vibration
analysis. These include the use of Hidden Markov Models to classify bearing condition
[99, 100, 102], and the use of MCMC algorithms to estimate the remaining lifetime of
bearings from current and past Vrms values and a model of the changes in Vrms over a
typical bearing’s lifetime [38, 75, 150].
Chapter 3 discussed the experimental setup, and the gathering of the datasets used
in analysis. The running of multiple bearings required multiple shaft fittings, and this
caused some technical difficulties. In addition, the seeding of defects required bearing
cages to be damaged to access balls and races. This had some effect on vibrations, and
these effects were noticeable in some of the analysis methods used in later chapters.
Chapter 4 used time-domain measures to classify bearings according to the level of,
or absence of, damage. Undamaged bearings were found to have time-domain measures
that were similar for all bearings, and measures for each bearing varied little over
the 56 hour running period once the bearing was run in. Variation between different
undamaged bearings was greater than the variation for an individual bearing over 56
hours, which can be seen by measuring the spread of data.
Time-domain measures were able to detect differences in the nature and amplitude
of vibrations in bearings with seeded defects when compared with undamaged bearings,
but similar sized defects on different parts of the bearing affect measures differently.
This is consistent with the findings of others [1, 73]. When comparing time-domain
measures after the seeding of defects with data from the same bearing before the seed-
ing of defects, or with typical values from undamaged bearings, bearings with inner
race defects had greater increases in these measures than bearings with similar sized
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outer race defects. Vibrations from bearings with ball defects had variations due to
the varying orientation of defective parts of the ball with respect to the races. Mod-
erate to severe deterioration in bearing condition can be detected using time-domain
analysis, and bearings with slight defects showed signs of possible deterioration. Time-
domain classification provided a useful baseline for comparison with other methods. In
addition, time-domain measures were used in later chapters.
Analysis in the frequency-domain was discussed in Chapter 5. The envelope method
has advantages over measuring the power spectral density (PSD) of unfiltered data
when recovering evidence of defects [2, 63]. However, different defect types are better
recovered with different filtering [145]. A filter bandwidth that corresponded to the
n = 3 mode of flexural vibration of the outer race, f3o, (filter 2) was found to perform
the best over all defect types, but other filter bands performed better for bearings with
certain defects. In particular, a filter that corresponds to f2o (filter 1) performed better
than filter 2 when recovering evidence of inner race defects. Some people find adaptive
filtering is superior to fixed band filtering [29, 148], but when spectral kurtosis and the
Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT) were trialled no advantages were found.
Filter 2 was used along with the envelope method to create thresholds designed to
detect defect types. Thresholds created using filter 1 were also tested. Bearings with
short deep defects could have their defect type detected by this method, along with
some bearings with longer defects. Thresholds in the frequency domain could not be
created using any robust, repeatable method. They were created by trial and error,
whereas time-domain thresholds were created by considering the spread of data from
undamaged bearings. However, time-domain thresholds are limited in their application,
as they cannot be used to differentiate between different defect types.
Decision trees correctly classified most bearings with inner race defects, and decision
trees that used data filtered by filter 1 had higher rates of successful classifications than
those using filter 2. Most bearings with inner race defects produced peaks at harmonics
of the inner race defect frequency, nfid, when filter 1 was used. However, in some cases
it is not clear that these peaks are due to inner race defects. Some data produce
enveloped spectra with multiple peaks, including at harmonics of the cage frequency,
nfc, and some of these peaks are at values close to the predicted values of nfid.
Outer race defects produce spectral peaks at the same frequency as the ball pass
frequency (i.e. fod = fbps), and this creates difficulties when attempting to differentiate
between bearings with outer race defects and undamaged bearings (or bearings with
slight damage due to other seeded defects). It was difficult to create thresholds that
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separated these bearings. Filter 2 was more successful than filter 1 (or any other filter
tested) when classifying bearings with outer race defects, but there were many false
positives in undamaged bearings. When time-domain data are included as decision
tree predictors the incidence of these false positives was reduced. This reduction can
be seen by comparing summarised threshold results (see Table 5.2) and summarised
decision tree results (see Table 5.4).
The detection of ball defects can be difficult, as vibrations are affected by the
orientation of defects with respect to the bearing races. Small defects do not necessarily
impact with races on each ball rotation, and large defects have almost continuous
impacts that can be hard to detect in the frequency-domain. Spectral peaks at the
ball defect frequency, fbd, can be absent or hard to detect as they are spread over
several frequencies. Depending on the threshold levels or decision tree predictors used,
a third to a half of data from bearings with ball defects were correctly classified (see
Tables 5.2 and 5.4). Some data from bearings with small ball defects were classified
as coming from undamaged bearings, or from a bearing that had not yet had defects
seeded. These results are reasonable given the state of the bearings.
Many of the enveloped spectra – especially those from damaged bearings – had
peaks at many frequencies apart from (or in addition to) the defect frequencies. These
include harmonics of fc (as mentioned above), and peaks at sideband frequencies due
to moving defects. Some of these peaks were at frequencies that were close to the
predicted values of the defect frequencies. One of the problems with frequency domain
analysis is that the existence of a peak at a certain frequency does not, in isolation, give
any information about its source. Further supporting information is required, such as
peaks corresponding to other harmonics or peaks at sidebands of other harmonics.
With results and findings from Chapters 4 and 5 in mind, Chapter 6 investigated
the use of MCMC methods in vibration analysis. The first aim of this investigation
was to see whether it was possible to implement these methods, using a model that
has several parameters that relate to bearing condition. And then if it is possible, to
see if useful information on the condition of bearings can be inferred. There are still
several problems to be resolved, but this investigation indicates that MCMC methods
have potential as a tool for bearing vibration analysis.
Initial attempts at implementing non-adaptive MCMC algorithms generated chains
with poor mixing, often with very high or very low accept rates. Most problems oc-
curred when attempting to sample from the multi-modal target distribution for impulse
frequency. In addition, it was difficult to select appropriate proposal step sizes (i.e.
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proposal variance or covariance). A solution was to implement an adaptive Metropolis
(AM) algorithm, where the proposal covariance is updated adaptively using the co-
variance of the chain. The AM algorithm can be implemented in combination with a
delayed rejection (DR) stage (DRAM). DR can be useful when navigating multi-modal
target distributions [129].
Some of the MCMC outputs discussed in Section 6.5 are from chain implemented
using the DRAM algorithm, rather than the single stage AM algorithm. There is some
evidence that the DRAM algorithm worked better when data came from bearings with
multiple vibration sources at different frequencies. When selecting the best examples
of MCMC outputs for figures in Section 6.5, many of the examples from bearings with
inner race and ball defects come from chains generated using the DRAM algorithm.
For example, see Figures 6.22, 6.23 and 6.26 where ‘chain 2’ refers to chains generated
using the DRAM algorithm. Most examples given in Section 6.5 of undamaged bearings
or bearings with outer race defects are generated using a single-stage AM algorithm
(eg see Figures 6.18 and 6.19). The disadvantage of the DRAM algorithm is that it is
more computationally expensive, so further investigation was not done. In addition,
some chains generated using the single-stage AM algorithm had similar outputs to
those shown in Figures 6.22, 6.23 and 6.26. Other refinements such as using Gaussian
prior distributions and alterations to the model further improved the ability of the
single-stage AM algorithm to generate informative outputs.
Data used in the implementation of the AM algorithm were processed using the
envelope method. Synthetic data were created during each iteration, based on a model
that included the effects of balls passing the load zone, and the effects of imperfections
and defects on balls and races. These were assumed to trigger flexural vibrations of the
outer race. Other contributions were modeled as a Gaussian sum. The Matlab xcor
function does calculations in the frequency-domain, but the result is mathematically
equivalent to taking the cross correlation in the time-domain [80]. This had some
advantages in separating sources that produce spectral peaks at similar frequencies.
MCMC outputs indicated that correlation is a reasonable measure of similarity, and
leads to meaningful empirical marginal distributions of parameters. In some cases
MCMC algorithms became stuck at local maxima, where large peaks in the vibration
data and synthetic data coincided well, but other periodicities in the synthetic data
were incorrect. Likelihoods were lower than when MCMC algorithms were successfully
implemented. There are potential solutions to this problem, which have been tested,
but require further work.
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The use of uniform priors allowed model assumptions to be tested, particularly in
relation to the source(s) of periodic modulation of impulse amplitudes. Once model
assumptions were confirmed, Gaussian prior distributions were used for many param-
eters. These improved the performance chains generated using data that didn’t fit
the model well, and removed outliers from posterior marginal distributions of some
parameters in others.
Implementations of the AM algorithm using data from undamaged bearings gener-
ated outputs with similar posterior marginal distributions for most parameters. The
marginal distribution of impulse periodicity was centred near the predicted value of
the ball pass frequency, fbps, for most MCMC outputs, and there was no evidence of
any other periodic vibration source. Some marginal distributions showed regions of
higher probability for high modulation at frequencies that relate to combinations of
the shaft frequency, fs and the cage frequency fc. This is consistent with other model
predictions [49, 63], where imbalance due to interactions between the shaft and cage
are suggested. In addition, implementations of the AM algorithm using data from one
bearing (UD7), and possibly a second (UD6), generated chains that showed signs of
additional vibrations that may be due to outer race waviness. Classifications of bearing
condition for these data, using measures in the time-domain and/or frequency-domain,
did not distinguish them from other undamaged bearings. However, later data from
UD7 showed signs of possible deterioration. This indicates that MCMC methods may
be better able to detect early-stage deterioration in bearings when compared to other
methods.
Some chain outputs generated using data from the S1-21 pre-defect dataset had
evidence of a second source at fbps, and this is likely to be due to the slight damage
done to cages when preparing these bearings for the later seeding of defects. The
cage could then act as a moving source, in addition to the stationary source from the
applied load. Chains generated using some of these pre-defect data had clear differences
to chains generated using data from undamaged bearings. Other methods used in this
thesis were less able to detect these differences, classifying some of these pre-defect
data as coming from undamaged bearings.
Chains generated using data from undamaged bearings, pre-defect bearings and
those with small seeded defects had marginal distributions that suggested that the
impulse at fbps may be better modeled as a series of impulses consisting of one large
and one or two smaller impulses. This model adaption was tested, and had some
success, but further refinement is required.
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As is the case with analysis using traditional methods, short defects were more
readily detectable than longer defects. Implementations of the AM algorithm using
data from ID6 generated outputs that were difficult to distinguish from undamaged
bearings, unless filter 1 was used. While it was useful to see that different filters could
recover longer defects, it is more useful to improve the detection of defects using a
single filter. Findings in Chapter 5 indicted that filter 2 was the best across bearings
in all conditions. This was confirmed in Chapter 6. Other bearings with longer defects
produced evidence of these defects using filter 2, even if the data didn’t fit the model
well. Implementations of the AM algorithm using filter 1 and data from bearings in
other conditions did not generate useful outputs.
Chains generated using data from bearings with outer race defects showed some
differences to those generated using data from undamaged bearings. In particular
marginal distributions for impulse duration showed a correlation with defect length.
This is consistent with others who were able to find a relationship between outer race
defect length and data properties [1, 2, 8]. One of the reasons for the refinements in
model 2 is that the source with a periodicity of fbps now has different properties to
the source with a periodicity of fod, which is at the same frequency but has a different
physical cause. Model 2 needs further work, but it was shown to improve the separation
of these two sources in some cases.
Chains generated using data from five bearings with inner race defects had marginal
distributions of frequency centered on, or with a mode at, the inner race defect fre-
quency, fid. There was no relationship between impulse duration and defect size, and
this is consistent with events being caused by flexing of the outer race (and not the
inner race). Other methods also fail to find a relationship between inner race defect
lengths and data properties [1]. However, there is a relationship between marginal
distributions with larger amplitudes and greater defect depths.
It was noted while doing frequency-domain analysis that the frequencies of interest
were not at their predicted values. This is not unexpected, and changing geometry is
known to change the ratios of these frequencies [33, 79]. The advantage of investigating
these discrepancies using MCMC methods is that parameters have probability distri-
butions, which allow ratios to be re-estimated, and uncertainties calculated on these
re-estimates. The was done using outputs generated by 12 implementations of the
AM algorithm using data from five bearings with inner race defects. The re-estimated
parameter values vary for each of the five bearings, and are distributed around a new
‘typical’ value for these parameters, not around the original value. This alternative
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set of ratios was found to better match the ratios observed when doing frequency do-
main analysis, and to better match ratios of relevant pairs of parameters from chains
generated using data from most bearings. An attempt was made to infer the physical
causes of discrepancies from chain outputs generated using data from bearings with
ball defects. It is most probable that race misalignment is the cause of most of this
discrepancy.
Impulse properties relating to ball defects could be inferred in five bearings with
large seeded defects, and two bearings with balls damaged during the defect seeding
process. Implementations of the AM algorithm using data from six of these bearings
generated multiple outputs with narrow marginal distributions for periodicity centred
on the ball defect frequency, fbd. The seventh has a very large ball defect, and chains
did not generate narrow marginal distributions. Outputs suggest that there may be
slippage, causing impacts to be only approximately periodic. Four of the five bearings
with seeded defects had marginal distributions of modulation with modes at nfc. Gaus-
sian prior distributions, and in particular the use of model 2, improved the inference
of the properties of these impulses.
No evidence of ball defects was inferred from chains generated using data from any
bearings with balls damaged while seeding outer race defects (except one that had a
second seeded defect on a ball), so it is possible that the vibrations due to outer race
defects obscured the effect of this damage. Vibrations from some of these damaged
balls could be detected using thresholds in the frequency domain, so MCMC methods
were not as effective in these cases, assuming that these spectral peaks were caused by
ball defects and were not a harmonic of some other vibration source.
An advantage of MCMC methods is that peaks at similar frequencies with different
physical causes can be separated. In the case of bearings with inner race defects
and damaged balls, the moving inner race defect produces spectral peaks at a similar
frequencies to fbd. MCMC outputs are able to separate these sources.
These MCMC algorithms take several hours to complete, making them impractical
to use as part of a condition monitoring scheme. Efficiency gains are possible, and can
be implemented in the future. This research was limited to investigating whether it is
possible to apply MCMC methods to the field of bearing vibration analysis, using a
model with parameters based on several properties of bearing condition. The findings
of this thesis are that it is possible. Adaptive methods were required, and there are
other further adaptations and variations that may enhance performance, for example
delayed acceptance [24] and the use of spike and slab prior distributions [53]. Efficiency
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gains can be made by the use of multiple-step proposals, by combining synthetic data
creation with correlation calculation, and by creating prior distributions from posterior
distributions of previously generated chains.
The marginal distributions of many parameters were centred on values that were
physically meaningful, and accurately reflected the condition of bearings. Some of these
physical properties could not be detected using other methods used in this thesis, for
example the length of outer race defects. In other cases, they were detectable, but other
methods lack the ability to estimate uncertainties, or to provide supporting evidence
of physical causes. By modeling separate sources with several parameters, MCMC
methods could provide this supporting evidence. For example, a joint distribution
centred on a predicted combination of impulse periodicity and modulation frequency
provides strong evidence that a moving defect is the cause of these vibrations.
This thesis shows that it is possible to use vibration data with existing or novel
methods of analysis to infer the condition of bearings. Using existing methods, it was
confirmed that time-domain measures can detect the presence or absence of damage
and frequency-domain analysis can detect the type of damage in some cases. The in-
corporation of time-domain measures improves the success of frequency-domain based
classification. Knowledge of the nature of vibrations, gained when performing time-
domain and frequency-domain analysis, was useful when implementing MCMC meth-
ods.
The application of MCMC methods using a correlation-based measure of likelihood
has, to the best of our knowledge, not been previously done in the field of bearing
vibration analysis. The MCMC algorithms used in this thesis were able to infer useful
information on bearing condition, and have some advantages over traditional signal pro-
cessing methods – such as the ability to infer multiple sources at similar frequencies,
and the ability to provide quantification of uncertainties. Much of the useful infor-
mation is from the nature of joint or marginal posterior distributions of parameters.
Recognizing the nature of posterior distributions from bearings in various conditions
provides a better route to automation than relying on a point estimate. The work
completed in this thesis demonstrates that MCMC methods have potential in the field
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Derivations and Solutions for
Equations 2.1–2.6 and 2.9–2.10
This Appendix provides derivations of the frequencies of interest, which were intro-
duced in Equations 2.1 – 2.6, and are are referred to throughout this thesis. Solutions
to Equations 2.1 – 2.6 are given for the NSK 6204 bearing. Also included in this Ap-
pendix are estimations of some of the natural frequencies of the NSK 6024 bearing –
in particular the modes of flexural vibration of the bearing races. These are estimated
using Equations 2.9 and 2.10, measurements of NSK 6204 bearings, and manufacturer
information.
A.1 Derivations of the Frequencies of Interest
The geometry of a bearing can be used to calculate frequencies of interest (ωs, ωc, ωr,
ωbps/ωod, ωbd and ωid). Experiments in this thesis use ball bearings run in a setup with
a moving inner race and stationary outer race, so only this case is considered. The
frequencies of interest can be derived in a similar manner for the situation where the
outer race rotates, with the inner race stationary [92], or also rotating [45].
As discussed in Section 2.1.1, the bearing geometry is used to calculate these fre-
quencies, and it is assumed that there is no slippage between the balls and bearing
races. The bearing geometry gives the relationship between inner race, outer race, ball
and cage diameters (Di, Do, d, D), where
Do = D + d cosα, D = Di + d cosα. (A.1)
The contact angle α = 0 for deep groove ball bearings [98], except when under a
significant axial load.
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It is useful in some cases to consider the velocities of the components in terms of
relevant diameters and angular frequencies (i.e. using v = diam
2
ω), where cage, inner
race and ball rolling velocity (vc, vi, vb) can be calculated using the relevant diameter
(D, Di, d), and angular frequency (ωc, ωi, ωb). Note that the inner race frequency
ωi = ωs, although the relevant velocities and diameters for the inner race and shaft are
different.
Cage frequency
Assuming that there is no ball slippage against either race, the inner and outer ball
velocities, vbi and vbo, are equal to that of the inner and outer race respectively, i.e.























The distance traveled by a single ball during each cage rotation is 2πDo, where 2πDo =
X2πd, and X is the number of ball rotations per cage rotation. X is also the ratio of















































Outer Race Defect and Ball Pass Frequencies
As discussed in Section 2.1.1, ωod = ωbps, because the rate that balls pass any point
on the stationary outer race is the same. The balls are fixed relative to the cage, so
this frequency is simply a multiple of ωc, as Z balls pass a single defect (or the load








Inner Race Defect Frequency:
Each ball rolls over a stationary outer race defect once per cage revolution. When
considering the inner race defect frequency, the relative motion of the inner race and
cage must be considered. The frequency that a single ball rolls over a particular point
of the moving race is
























Therefore the Z balls will roll over an inner race defect with frequency:










A defect on a ball will strike the inner race and outer race in turn. With a ball bearing,
a defect may not strike each race on every revolution, however if recording data for a










Note that the 1/d term outside the brackets in Equation A.8 relates to each of the Z
balls, whereas in Equation A.13 it relates specifically to the damaged ball.
A.2 Estimation of the Frequencies of Interest
Equations A.2 – A.13 give derivations of Equations 2.1 – 2.6, which are used to estimate
the frequencies of interest for the NSK 6204 bearings in the experiment setup used in
this thesis. The values of Z = 8, α = 0, d = 7.93 and D = 33.50mm from Table 3.1
are used. Note that D is not supplied in any technical information, and can only be
estimated using other dimensions or directly measured. This leads to d
D
cosα = 0.2367,
which is similar to the ratio of d
D
cosα = 0.237 used by NSK in their on-line frequency
calculator [93].
Each (linear) frequency of interest is calculated as a multiple of fs, then solved for
fs = 24.77 Hz in Equations A.14 – A.25. This value of fs is the average of fsenc for
UD1-10 (where fsenc is the mean shaft frequency per experimental running period).
The range of values for fsenc was 24.61 Hz – 24.82 Hz for bearings in any condition. See































Note that Equations A.14 – A.25 assume there is no slippage, no local variations
in fs, and no misalignment between races.
There is disagreement between the values calculated in Equations A.14 – A.25, and
observed and measures values for the frequencies of interest. This is discussed in Section
6.4.2. Some Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) outputs (see Section 6.5.5) suggest
an alternate value for d
D
cosα = 0.2319. Table A.1 gives re-estimates of the frequencies
of interest for fs = 1 Hz (giving the ratios), fs = 24.77 Hz (fs1) and fs = 24.71 Hz (fs2),
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Frequency of Original Estimates (1) Revised Estimates (2a, 2b)
Interest Ratio Frequency (Hz) Ratio Frequency (Hz)
×fs fs1 fs2 ×fs fs1 fs2
Cage rotation (fc) 0.3816 9.45 9.43 0.3840 9.51 9.49
Shaft rotation (fs) 1 24.77 24.71 1 24.77 24.71
Ball rotation (fr) est 1, 2a 1.994 49.39 49.27 1.999 49.50 49.38
Ball rotation (fr) est 2b 2.039 50.51 50.39
Ball pass (fbps = fod) 3.053 75.63 75.44 3.072 76.09 75.91
Ball defect (fbd) est 1,2a 3.988 98.78 98.53 3.997 99.01 98.76
Ball defect (fbd) est 2b 4.078 101.02 100.77
Inner race defect (fid) 4.947 122.53 122.23 4.928 122.07 121.76
Table A.1: Original and revised estimates of the frequencies of inter-
est, calculated for two values of fs, where fs1 is the average of fsenc
for UD1-10 and fs2 is the average of fsenc for S1-21 post-defect. The
original estimates assume that α = 0 rad and d
D
cos(α) = 0.2367. The
revised estimates use d
D
cos(α) = 0.232, which comes from MCMC
outputs in Section 6.5.5. Estimates 2a and 2b yield the same values




2a assumes that original values of d and D are correct and therefore
α = 0.2 rad. Estimate 2b assumes that d and D are incorrect and
α = 0.
where fs1 and fs2 are the averages of readings of fsenc for UD1-10 and S1-21 post defect
respectively (see Section B.1).
Estimate 1 is that given in Equations A.14 – A.25 (using d
D
cosα = 0.2367). Es-
timate 2 uses the (rounded) revised ratio of d
D
cosα = 0.232. Estimate 2 is further
broken into estimate 2a and 2b for calculations of fr and fbd. Estimate 2a assumes no
change in d and D from original values, and a value of α = 0.2 rad. The accuracy of
this assumption is discussed in Section 6.5.5. Estimate 2b assumes that α = 0 rad and
that d and/or D are not at their original values and are the sources of the difference
between the original and revised ratio of d
D
cosα. Note that estimates 2a and 2b yield
the same values for fc, fbps = fod and fid. Sections 6.4.2 and 6.5.5 have some discussion
of the physical reasons for discrepancies.
A.3 Estimations of the Natural Frequencies of Races
Section 2.1.2 discusses the modeling of bearing races, in particular resonances caused
by the flexing of races at their natural frequencies. Three estimates of the nth flexural
mode of the outer race of a NSK 6204 are made using Equations 2.9 and 2.10. The
first two estimates use Equation 2.9, each using different (but equivalent) values either
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where n ∈ [2, 3, 4....) is the mode of vibration, E = 208 GPa [94] is the modulus of
elasticity for bearing steel, I = 1
12
B(tho
3) is the area moment of inertia of the bearing
race, found using tho = 3.25 mm, the (estimated, not constant) thickness of the outer
race, µ, and the race width B = 0.014 m [94]. The mass per unit length of the outer







This is found using the mass of the outer race, mor = 0.0466 kg, and the mean diameter
of the outer race,
Dom = De − tho = 0.0438 m,
where the external diameter De = 0.0470 m [94]. rom =
Dom
2
is the radius of the
neutral axis of the outer race. The mass of individual bearing races were not found
in manufacturer information, so were measured by weighing the races of disassembled
bearings.
Estimate 2
An alternative estimate was made using µ = ρA, where ρ = 7830 kg/m3 is the density
of hardened bearing steel [97], and A = B tho is the cross sectional area. This gives
a slightly different value for µ = 3563 kg/m, and also allows for some simplification

































Equation 2.9 (and therefore Equations A.26 and A.29) requires the thickness of the
bearing race to be used in the calculation. As bearing races are not of constant thick-
ness, NSK [97] provides an equation to estimate these values for the outer race of one
of their bearings.
The approximation supplied by NSK [97], given in A.33, uses the constant1






and when substituted in, this leads to















where K(De−Ds) is an estimate of the race thickness of seal groove bearings, found
using manufacturers dimensions for the external diameter De and the shaft diameter
Ds [94], and a constant related to these bearings K = 0.125 [97].
Note that De−K(De−Ds) ≈ 2×rom is an estimate of the diameter of the neutral axis
of the outer race, leading to Equation A.33 having similar a form to Equation A.30.
1Equation A.33 as it appears in [97] uses millimeters as a measure of length, whereas this thesis
uses meters, so the constant (Equation A.32) is adjusted accordingly.
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Estimate: 1 2 3
f2o(kHz) (outer race, n = 2) 4.42 4.32 4.48
f3o(kHz) (outer race, n = 3) 12.51 12.21 12.66
f4o(kHz) (outer race, n = 4) 23.99 23.40 24.28
f2i(kHz) (inner race, n = 2) 12.97 14.06
Table A.2: Three estimates of the frequency of the first three (n =
[2, 3, 4]) modes of flexural vibration of the outer race of a NSK 6204
bearing, and two estimates of the n=2 mode for the inner race. Es-
timate 1 uses Equation A.27, estimate 2 uses Equation A.31 and
estimate 3 uses Equation A.34.
A.3.1 Summary of Estimates
Equations A.27, A.31 and A.34 all required some estimation of parameters – in particu-
lar the thickness of the bearing race and dimensions that rely on this value, such as the
area moment of inertia. The solutions for the first three flexural modes (n = 2, 3, 4) of
the outer race were calculated for each of Equations A.27, A.31 and A.34 and given in
Table A.2. These estimates are used when designing filter bands and when interpreting
data.
The flexural modes of the inner race, also given in Table A.2, were calculated
using the Equations A.26 and A.29, with the following values substituted in: thi =
2.90× 10−3m is the thickness of the inner race, mi = 0.0268kg is the mass of the inner
race and Dim = 0.0228m is the mean diameter of the inner race, found using thi and Ds.
Frequencies for n > 2 are not given for the inner race as they are above fnyq = 30kHz.




Additional Data from Experiments
This appendix contains non-vibration data gathered from experimental control appa-
ratus and a thermistor while running experiments. In addition, some time-domain
measures taken while running S1-21 and T2-10 are discussed. This material is addi-
tional to that in Chapters 3 and 4.
B.1 Shaft Frequency and Bearing Condition
The experimental control apparatus is described in Section 3.2.3, and includes two
counters which measure bearing age – counter 1, which counts shaft revolutions, and
counter 2, which counts 500ths of a revolution. Section 3.2.4 gives an estimate of the
typical value for the shaft frequency (fs) of an undamaged bearing, using measurements
from counter 1 and elapsed time.
In this section, the mean shaft frequency per logging period (fsenc) is compared for
all logging periods for UD1-10 and S1-21. The accuracy of measurements, and the
relationship between bearing condition and fsenc is discussed.
The mean shaft frequency per logging period, fsenc , is calculated for all logging





where ∆C1 = is the difference between the counter 1 value at the beginning and end
of each logging period, and ∆t is the length of the logging period. If counter 1 is
unavailable, then counter 2 and 1
500
∆C2 are used.
B.1.1 Accuracy of Measurements
To use these shaft encoder data, it is first necessary to first estimate the magnitude of
measurement errors. Error sources include missing data, incorrectly recorded data, the
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manual turning on and off of experiments, rounding errors due to shaft positioning,
and missed counts.
Missed data, or incorrectly recorded data occurred on a few occasions. Unless a
reasonable estimate could be made (for example if counter 1 was missed or obviously
incorrect, but counter 2 was taken and appeared correct), these data were omitted.
The error due to the manual turning on and off of the motor can be estimated using
information from SignalExpress logs, which record the exact time logging starts. In
manually started experiments, the maximum discrepancy between the actual and in-
tended turn-on time was 0.75 s, so so a maximum timing error of 2 s per logging period
is reasonable (as there is also a similar error when stopping the experiment). Percent-
age errors for three logging conditions are estimated below, and the contribution from





where ∆tmin is the minimum logging period in seconds for each of the logging conditions
given below.
The counter 1 and counter 2 values were compared and used to estimate counter
errors. Small discrepancies between counters could be explained by rounding at the
beginning and end of experiments (i.e. incomplete revolutions), larger ones can be
caused by jitter resulting in missed counts. Most discrepancies (71 out of 91 readings)
were under 5 revolutions per logging period. Half of the larger discrepancies occurred
during logging periods of under 5 hours. The contribution from counter inaccuracies
to the total percentage error, εdesc, is taken to be the largest measured error for each
of the three conditions. That is, for each condition:






where Cdesc =| ∆C1 − 1500∆C2 | is the counter discrepancy.
To allow for the larger discrepancies between counter 1 and counter 2 observed
during shorter runs, three estimates of errors are made, where each is the sum of εman
and εdesc for that condition. For runs where the time between readings is over three
hours, the total error was estimated to be under 0.013%. A separate error estimate of
0.04% is used for two shorter runs – the last day’s logging for UD6, second last day’s
logging for UD10. This leads to absolute errors for S1-21 pre-defect, and the first day
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Figure B.1: Mean shaft frequency per logging period for UD1-10. fsenc
for each days running is plotted against the cumulative running time
when the bearing tester was stopped for the day.
of logging for UD1-10 of
εundam ≈ 1486rpm× 0.013%
≈ 0.2 rpm. (B.4)
For subsequent day’s logging for UD1-10, the errors are multiples of this value, as times
and counter values are cumulative. For the two short logging periods (last day of UD6,
2nd last day of UD10), the cumulative error is increased by 0.6 rpm.
The seeded defect experiments were taken over only 37 mins, and the counters were
not reset while the shaft was removed and returned, so the total error in these readings
are estimated to be as large as 0.2%, so the absolute error is
εdam ≈ 1486rpm× 0.2%
≈ 3 rpm. (B.5)
B.1.2 Changes in Shaft Frequency with Bearing Condition
Figure B.1 plots the mean shaft frequency per logging period (fsenc) against total
elapsed time, using all available shaft encoder data for UD1-10. Counter values are
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reloaded each day. These are used with Equation B.1 to calculate fsenc , and this is
plotted against the total elapsed time at the end of the days logging. Figure B.2 gives
histograms of fsenc for UD1-10 at the end of the first day (305 – 666 mins, depending
on the bearing), and after 56:05 hours. Also given are histograms of fsenc for the pre-
defect logging periods and the post defect loggings period for S1-21. See Figure B.3 for
individual results for each of S1-21 and some of UD1-7 (Figure B.3 is discussed further
below).
Some trends can be observed. For bearings UD1-10 63% of readings were higher
than the previous one (see Figure B.1), but these differences are within error limits.
Bearings are more similar to themselves than the dataset as a whole – individual
variances in fsenc for UD1-10 are smaller than the variance of the UD1-10 data as a
whole. Bearing UD3 has a period where some slippage may have been evident (it was
noted in logging records), but this was not noticeable in vibration data. However,
the biggest change in subsequent readings of fsenc for any of UD1-10 occurred during
this time, and can be seen in Figure B.1 as a 4 rpm drop between days 4 and 5. In
addition, the 2 rpm drop in fsenc experienced by bearing UD9 between days 3 and 4
coincides with technical problems, where the bearing came loose on its shaft. These
data give no information about shaft frequency variations over each day, for example
due to variations in mains frequency during normal operation [22], but there is some
indication that each bearing has its own particular running frequency, and that an
unusually large variation in fsenc could be an indication of problems.
Bearings S1-21 pre-defect have lower readings of fsenc than UD1-10 after their first
day of logging (or at any time), although all readings are in the same range (when error
limits are included). The average of readings for S1-21 pre-defect is 1484.5± 0.2 rpm.
This can be compared with the average of readings from UD1-10 of 1486.32±0.04 rpm.
The cause of this difference could be the damage done to bearing cages to prepare
bearings for damage in-situ. But it must also be noted that the bearings with the
highest shaft frequency were the first three of UD1-10 run, and slowest three of UD1-
10 were the last three run (see Table 3.2 for running order). There is no clear correlation
between running order and shaft frequency in S1-21, but equipment wear could be a
contributor to shaft frequency decreases. After the seeding of defects, bearings S1-
21 slow down further. The average reading for S1-21 post-defect is 1482.7 rpm. The
average of all readings plotted in Figure B.2 is 1484.6 rpm, and this value is used in
Chapter 6 as a ‘typical’ shaft frequency reading, assuming no knowledge of the state
of bearings.
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UD1−10 at 56 hours









S1−21 at 17:37hrs (pre defect)









S1−21 37 mins after defects seeded









UD1−10 at end of first day




Figure B.2: Histograms of measurements of the mean shaft frequency
(fsenc) for UD1-10 at different times and S1-21 pre and post-defect.
Many of UD1-10 have higher values for fsenc than S1-21. Many of S1-
21 have lower readings of fsenc after the application of seeded defects
than before.
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Figure B.3: Mean shaft frequency for each of ID1-8, OD1-7, and BD1-
6 before (left point for each pair) and after (right) the application of
seeded defects. In some bearings only one reading of the pre and post-
defect pair is available. The maximum and minimum daily values of
fsenc for UD1-7 are given as a comparison. Bearings are separated into
defect types, and the (applicable) numbers 1–8 refer to the bearings
UD1-7, ID1-8, OD1-7, and BD1-6.
Figure B.3 separates bearings into defect types, and plots fsenc for each bearing
before and after the application of seeded defects – i.e. the logging period that ends
at 17:37 hrs running time, then the 37 minute logging period after defects were seeded.
As a comparison, the maximum and minimum readings of fsenc for UD1-7 are also
included. UD8-10 are not plotted, as these bearings had technical problems which
contributed to changes in shaft frequency.
Of the seventeen available pairs of data for S1-21, only one bearing experienced an
increase in fsenc after the seeding of defects. However, only five bearings experienced a
decrease that was greater than 3.2 rpm (the sum of errors). The difference in these five
bearings was also greater then the maximum difference for any of UD1-7 (or UD8-10).
This data indicates that it is probable that bearings slow down with damage, and this
was confirmed with a t-test that returned a rejection of the null hypothesis, which
indicates with 95% confidence that these sets come from populations with different
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means [80]. A t-test of the pairs of data from UD1-10 confirms the null hypothesis.
There is no clear correlation between level of damage and reduction in shaft fre-
quency. For example, OD4 and OD7 have only a small reduction in fsenc after damage
(0.2 rpm for each), while OD3 and OD5 each have a reduction of 3.7 rpm. But when
comparing severity of the seeded defects (see Table 3.8, and Figure C.2), OD3 and
OD7 have larger defects than OD4 and OD5.
B.1.3 Summary of Mean Shaft Frequencies
The typical shaft frequency in an undamaged bearing is taken to be the slope of Figure
3.7, which is 1486 ± 1 rpm (24.76 ± 0.02 Hz). This must be considered a variable
as readings of fsenc vary from 1481.6 − 1489.1 rpm (24.69 − 24.82 Hz). Readings of
fsenc give no indication of any local variations during each day. Analysis of bearing
vibration results, particularly those which rely on shaft frequency to identify frequencies
of interest, must take these variations into account. Large variations in fsenc in a single
bearing coincides with technical problems. Damaged bearings run more slowly than
undamaged ones, but there is no clear relationship between level of damage and shaft
frequency. Table B.1 summarises fsenc for the logging periods when datasets were
gathered – i.e. during the time the UD18 hr, UD50 hr, S1-21 pre-defect and S1-21
post-defect datasets were gathered. In addition, fsenc for the logging period when the
UD ≈ 40 hr data was gathered is included. The UD ≈ 40 hr data were also used in
MCMC algorithms (see Section 6.3.1). The entries in Table B.1 are referred to in
Chapter 6, where they provide an useful estimate of fs.
B.2 Vrms vs Temperature after the Application of
Seeded Defects
Temperature and vibration data were periodically logged for experimental monitoring
purposes during the running of the seeded defect experiments. Temperature logging
was done partly to observe the effect of temperature on the root mean square voltage
(Vrms) of vibrations (see Sections 3.4.2 – 3.4.3 for more on this). Section 4.2.1 has some
observations on temperature trends before and after the application of seeded defects.
Figures B.4 – B.6 show Vrms and logged temperature for S1-21 after the application
of seeded defects. Temperature was monitored every 10 s and vibration data were
logged for 60 s every 5 mins from the time the motor was turned on. The data logged
at 25, 30 and 35 mins were used to create the post-defect dataset (see Section 3.5.4),
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Bearing fsenc (Hz) fsenc (Hz) fsenc (Hz)
18 hrs ≈ 40 hrs 50 hrs
UD1 24.79 24.79 24.82
UD2 24.80 24.80 24.80
UD3 24.77 24.77 24.78
UD4 24.78 24.78 24.79
UD5 24.75 24.76 24.76
UD6 24.70 24.70 24.71
UD7 24.80 24.80 24.80
UD8 24.76 - -
UD9 24.78 24.75 24.75























Table B.1: The mean shaft frequency per logging period, fsenc , for
the logging periods that coincide with times in which the UD18 hr,
UD50 hr, S1-21 pre-defect and S1-21 post-defect datasets were gath-
ered. In addition, fsenc for the logging period in which the UD≈ 40 hr
data was gathered is included – these data were also used when im-
plementing MCMC algorithms (see Section 6.3.1).
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Figure B.4: Vrms and temperature for ID1-8 after the application of
seeded defects. Vrms is calculated from data logged every 5 mins for
60 s. Temperature was logged every 10 s.
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as the rate of temperature increases had slowed by this time. Bearings are plotted by
defect type, but there is no indication that different defect types had different running
temperatures.
As discussed in Sections 3.4.3 and 4.2.1, it is desirable that the Vrms of the three data
that constitute the post-defect dataset for each bearing don’t show the continuation
of an increasing trend influenced by temperature. In many cases they don’t, and in
other cases the rate of increase in Vrms has slowed significantly, along with the rate of
increase in temperature. It should be noted that increasing Vrms could also be a sign
of damage progressing. The total running time was kept short to reduce the chance
of this occurring, so bearing condition while logging the dataset would closely match
that observed once bearings were cut open.
Bearing ID8 shows possible signs of healing (where rough edges of the defect are
smoothed by the balls [139]) as Vrms drops between 15 and 20 mins. The final reading
for OD2 is higher than previous readings, indicating that damage may have been
progressing. BD4 was very damaged, and logging was stopped early. The motor was
also stopped during the experiment period to ensure that excessive vibrations were
not caused by other problems. Figure B.6 includes a plot of temperature and Vrms
against total elapsed time for BD4 (along with all of BD1-6), and the period the motor
was turned off corresponds to the period of decreasing temperature at around 5 mins.
The dataset for this bearing are the final three logged data. The increase in Vrms over
these three readings could be caused by increasing temperature, worsening damage, or
a combination of these. Vrms values for this bearing are higher than any other data
from S1-21, except two readings from BD5 (also see Figure B.6), and the experiment
was stopped early due to these excessive vibrations.
B.3 Analysis of Test Bearings
The test bearings were used in experimental design, and during this time data from
these bearings were compared with data from bearings UD1-10 to ensure there was
a measurable difference. Figure B.7 shows the time-domain measures (introduced in
Section 2.3.2) for six vibration data from each of bearings T2-10 and UD1-10. Data
from T2-6 are from these bearings in a damaged state only (after seeded defects had
been applied). Data from T7 is taken during the logging period shown in Figure
3.8, and the bearing is undamaged. Time-domain measures for the last three data
logged before defects were seeded on T8, T9, and T10 are plotted, along with the data
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Figure B.5: Vrms and temperature for OD1-7 after the application of
seeded defects. Vrms is calculated from data logged every 5 mins for
60 s. Temperature was logged every 10 s.
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Figure B.6: Vrms and temperature for BD1-6 after the application of
seeded defects. Vrms is calculated from data logged every 5 mins for
60 s. Temperature was logged every 10 s. BD1 had no temperature
data logged. BD4 had data logged out of schedule due to excessive
damage – data are plotted against elapsed time for this bearing.
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logged 25 mins, 30 mins and 35 mins after the seeding of defects. The ‘UD 18 hr set’
and ‘UD 50 hr set’ are also plotted (these data are discussed in Sections 4.1 – 4.2).
These results showed that there are measurable differences between vibrations from
undamaged bearings and those with seeded defects.
Vrms and kurtosis are higher in damaged bearings in most cases. Bearing T6 is
the only bearing with seeded defects that does not have a higher Vrms than all of the
plotted data from UD1-10. Only two bearings with seeded defects – T8 and T10 –
have kurtosis that is not clearly higher than all plotted data from UD1-10, and in both
cases, the value is higher than that measured before defects were seeded.
Crest factor tends to be higher in damaged bearings, but this trend is less clear
than that noted for Vrms and kurtosis. Of bearings T8, T9 and T10, only T9 shows
an increase in crest factor after defects was applied. Comparisons between UD 18 hr
and UD 50 hr data show that there are no clear trends for kurtosis, whereas Vrms and
kurtosis values for UD1-10 at different ages were very similar – to the point of obscuring
data points.
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Figure B.7: Vrms, kurtosis and crest factor of bearings T2-6 after the
application of seeded defects, T7 (in undamaged condition), and T8,
T9 and T10 before the application of seeded defects and 25, 30 and
35 minutes after the application of seeded defects. Also plotted are
the UD 18 hr set, and the UD 50 hr set.
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Appendix C
Seeded Defects Applied to Bearings
This appendix includes photographs of all seeded defects, and photographs of balls
damaged during the seeding of defects on races. Section C.1 has photographs of S1-21
– the bearings used in the seeded defect experiments – with figures sorted by defect
type. Section C.2 has photographs of defects on test bearings T2-10 (except T7), with
figures sorted by the order these bearings are discussed in Section 3.4.
C.1 Seeded Defects Applied to S1-21
Defects seeded on bearing inner races (ID1-8) are shown in Figure C.1. Figure C.2
shows defects seeded on bearing outer races (OD1-7 and the outer race of ID8). Note
that arrows indicate the position of all defects. See Section 3.5.2 for discussion of the
defect seeding process and Tables 3.7 and 3.8 for defect dimensions, and a ranking of
defect severity.
Figures C.3 – C.5 show pictures of damaged balls. Table 3.9 lists dimensions of
seeded defects on balls from BD1-6, ID7 and OD7, and ranks defects according to
severity. Defects on BD1, BD2 and BD3 are only slight – these are discussed further
below. Table 3.10 lists all balls damaged while seeding defects on the races of OD1-7
and ID1-8, ranks them according to damage type, then according to severity. The less
damaged balls are also ranked in comparison with BD1, BD2 and BD3, and all balls
identified as being more damaged than any of BD1, BD2 and BD3 are photographed.
Balls with less damage have defects that are too slight to be visible in photographs.
Figure C.3 shows pits, rectangular defects, and very minor defects on balls. The
defect on BD2 is a light line that is barely visible, and the defect on BD3 is too slight
to be visible in the photograph (the ball from BD3 is rotated so the defect is included






Figure C.1: Seeded defects on the inner race of bearings ID1-8. See
Table 3.7 for defect dimensions, and a ranking of defect severity.
Note that ID4 has two defects, with horizontal arrows pointing to
the longer defect in both photographs, and vertical arrows pointing





ID8- defect on outer raceOD7
Figure C.2: Seeded defects on the outer race of bearings OD1-7 and
ID8. See Table 3.8 for defect dimensions, and a ranking of defect
severity. Note that only a portion of the defects on OD1 and OD4






ID7- additional defects (ball 2)ID7- intentional defect (ball 1)
BD3 OD3- defect on ball 1
Figure C.3: Pits, rectangular defects and minor defects on balls, show-
ing seeded defects on BD1, BD2, BD3, BD6, and balls from OD7 and
ID7. In addition, a ball from ID7 was damaged while seeding defects
on races, and a ball from OD3 was damaged either while seeding
defects or running the bearing. See Tables 3.9 and 3.10 for defect
dimensions, and a ranking of severity. The defect on BD2 is the





ID1- defect on ball 1 ID1- defect on ball 2
ID2- defect on ball OD6- defect on ball
Figure C.4: Moderate – severe line/pit defects and line defects on
balls. The seeded defects on BD4 and BD5 are the most severe of the
ball defects, and each pair of photographs show different parts of the
ball surface. ID1 (two balls, ball 2 only minor), ID2 and OD6 had
balls damaged while seeding defects on races. See Tables 3.9 and 3.10
for defect dimensions, and a ranking of defect severity.
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ID5- defect on ball
ID3- defect on ball ID4- defect on ball
ID6- defect on ball
OD2- defect on ballID8- defect on ball
OD3- defect on ball2 OD4- defect on ball
Figure C.5: Moderate line/pit defects and line defects on balls dam-
aged while seeding defects on the races of eight bearings with race
defect. See Figure C.3 for another damaged ball from OD3. See
Table 3.10 for defect dimensions, and a ranking of defect severity.
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rectangular defects. Ball 2 from ID7 is the most damaged of all balls listed in Table
3.10 (i.e. those with unintentional defects). In addition, ball 1 from OD3 is shown.
It has small pits, that may have occurred during the defect seeding process, or during
the running of the bearing, which also has a significant defect on the outer race (see
Figure C.2), and a defect on a second ball (see Figure C.5).
Figure C.4 shows two photographs each of balls from BD4 and BD5. These bearings
have the most severe ball defects apart from T2 (shown in Figure C.6). The two views
show different parts of the ball surface. In addition, balls damaged during the defect
seeding process are included. There is clear evidence of the defects on ID1 (at least
one of the balls) and ID2 in signal processing and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
outputs (discussed in Chapters 5 and 6). OD6 has a ball with similar damage to that
on the ball from ID2, and there is possible evidence of this in signal processing outputs.
ID2, OD6 and ID7 ball 2 (see Figure C.3) have the three most damaged balls of those
with unintentional damage (i.e. that which occurred when seeding defects on races).
Figure C.5 shows eight more balls damaged while seeding defects.
C.2 Seeded Defects Applied to Test Bearings
Bearings T1-T11 were used to aid experimental design, and defects were seeded on
eight of these. See Section 3.4 for more on this. Figure C.6 shows defects seeded on
T2 and T4. These bearings are discussed in Section 3.4.1, and defect dimensions are
given in Table 3.5. Figure C.7 shows defects seeded on bearings run in two groups.
T3, T5 and T6 are discussed in Section 3.4.1, with defect dimensions given in Table
3.5. Bearings T8, T9 and T10 are discussed in Section 3.4.3, and defect dimensions
are given in Table 3.6.
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T2
T4- outer race defect 1
T4- outer race defect 2T4- defect on ball
T4- inner race defect
Figure C.6: Seeded defect applied to a ball on T2, and four defects
on T4. The defect on the inner race, and two defects on the outer
race of T4 were intentionally seeded. The ball was damaged during
the defect seeding process. See Table 3.5 for defect dimensions.
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T3 T6




T8- defect on ball
T9
Figure C.7: These bearings had defects seeded in two groups – T3,
T5 and T6, and then T8, T9 and T10. Each group has one bearing
with a seeded defect on a ball, one with an outer race defect and one
with an inner race defect. In addition, two balls were damaged during
the defect seeding process (balls from T5 and T8). See Tables 3.5 and






This appendix gives further information on the time-domain based classification of
bearings discussed in Section 4.3, including details on the testing of proposed threshold
levels, and full results of classification of the S1-21 pre and post-defect datasets.
D.1 Creation and Testing of Thresholds
Table D.1 gives the proposed time-domain thresholds for each time-domain measure
(root mean square voltage (Vrms), kurtosis, and crest factor), for classification of bear-
ing condition. Values were selected by considering the spread of data in the undamaged
bearing dataset, and are expressed in terms of percentiles, or multiples of the interquar-
tile range (IQR) above the upper quartile (Q3), of these data. Relative thresholds are
made by measuring the maximum IQR of any of UD1-6 for each measure (IQRm), and
using multiples of this value. See Section 4.3.3 for more on the selection of thresholds.
The data that created these thresholds are shown as boxplots in Figure 4.5.
D.1.1 Initial Tests of Time-domain thresholds
The first step was to test the performance of these thresholds using bearings UD1-10
and T3-10. T2 was not included in testing due to its excessive damage. They were
tested using different weighted averages of the Vrms, kurtosis and crest factor scores,
from equal weighting for Vrms:kurtosis:crest factor (1:1:1), to strongly favouring Vrms
(6:2:1). See Section 4.3.2 for more on weighted averages. Thresholds were initially
varied over a large range, from thresholds so low all undamaged bearings scored as
‘d’ or ‘D’, to thresholds so high that all bearings with seeded defects scored as in a
‘G’, ‘g’, or ‘Q’ state (these states are defined in Section 4.3.1, see also Table D.1).
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Condition Symbol Score Vrms threshold Kurtosis Crest Factor
(mV) threshold threshold
very good G 0 (0) (0) (0)
good g 1 90th percentile 90th percentile median (Q2)
(3.32) (3.18) (13.41)
query Q 2 Q3 + 1.5× IQR Q3 + 1.5× IQR Q3
state (3.74) (3.57) (14.76)
slight d 3 Q3 + 2.5× IQR Q3 + 2.5× IQR Q3 + IQR
damage (4.08) (3.90) (17.64)
damage D 4 Q3 + 4× IQR Q3 + 4× IQR Q3 + 1.5× IQR
(4.58) (4.40) (19.08)
severe D+ 5 Q3 + 6.5× IQR Q3 + 5.5× IQR Q3 + 4× IQR
damage (5.43) (4.89) (26.28)
same S ∼ 0
condition S-/S+ ∓0.2 > 0/ < 0 > 0/ < 0 > 0/ < 0
similar qs-/qs+ ∓1 ±1× IQRm ±1× IQRm ±1× IQRm
condition (±0.14) (±0.23) (±3.18)
slightly w/b ∓2 ±2.5× IQRm ±2.5× IQRm ±2.5× IQRm
worse/better (±0.36) (±0.59) (±7.95)
worse/better B/W ∓3 ±4× IQRm ±4× IQRm ±4× IQRm
(±0.57) (±0.94) (±12.71)
much B+/W- ∓4 ±8× IQRm ±8× IQRm ±8× IQRm
worse/better (±1.14) (±1.87) (±25.43)
Table D.1: The proposed set of time-domain thresholds with actual
threshold magnitudes in brackets. ‘IQR’ refers to the IQR of the
undamaged bearings dataset. The relative thresholds (below the di-
viding line) compare a bearing at a particular time with time-domain
measures taken at previous times. IQRm refers to the maximum IQR
for any of UD1-6 for each measure. For relative thresholds, the ± for
each threshold refers to worsening condition (+), or improving condi-
tion (−). No classification of ‘b’, ‘B’ or ‘B+’ occurred except during
testing, and only when values much lower in magnitude than those
given in this table were tested.
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Results indicated that the thresholds were set approximately correctly, and that some
weightings produced identical results to others. Re-testing was done with a reduced
set of weightings, over a smaller range of thresholds.
Results were tallied in terms of incorrect, correct, and query results. Definitions for
absolute thresholds are as follows (note that in this context an ‘undamaged bearing’
refers to UD1-10, and to T8-10 and S1-21 before the application of seeded defects):
• A score of ‘G’ and ‘g’ is a correct result for undamaged bearings, and an incorrect
result for bearings with seeded defects
• A score of ‘d’, ‘D’, or ‘D+’ is an incorrect result for undamaged bearings, and a
correct result for bearings with seeded defects
• Query results are tallied separately
This definition does not equate actual levels of damage, for example it might be “cor-
rect” to classify a bearing with a small seeded defect as being in a ‘Q’ state. See Section
4.3.5 for a discussion on classification versus actual condition of S1-21.
Different definitions of ‘correct’ and ‘incorrect’ results are used for relative threshold
results for UD1-10 (which shouldn’t have changed significantly in condition), and for
T8-10 and S1-21 (which should have deteriorated in condition). Referring to the scores
of -4 to +4 and their assigned conditions ‘W-’, W’, ‘w’, ‘qs-’, ‘S’, ‘qs+’,‘b’, ‘B’, ‘B+’
respectively, the definitions are as follows:
• A correct result for UD1-10 is a score of magnitude <1 (S)
• An incorrect result for UD1-10 is any score with magnitude ≥ 2 (B+, B ,b, w,
W, W-)
• Possible improvement/deterioration results for UD1-10 are combined and counted
separately (qs-, qs+)
• A correct result for T8-10 and S1-21 is a score of ≤ −2 (w, W, W-)
• An incorrect result for T8-10 and S1-21 is a score of > −1, (S, qs+, b, B, B+)
• Possible deterioration for T8-10 and S1-21 is counted separately (qs-)
Classifications of ‘b’, ‘B’ and ‘B+’ only occurred in initial tests of thresholds, which
were varied over very large ranges. In all further testing and use of thresholds no
bearing had any of these three classifications.
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Figure D.1: Effects of changes in absolute time-domain thresholds
to classification results, using four different Vrms:kurtosis:crest factor
weighted averages, with weights given on the top two plot legends.
Bearings T3-10 and UD1-10 were used for this test. Percentages for
left subplots (T3-10) are weighted so half of each percentage comes
from bearings with seeded defects (T3-10, except T7), and half from
undamaged or pre-defect bearings (T7, and T8, T9 and T10 before
the application of seeded defects). The undamaged bearing dataset
is used for the testing of UD1-10. Note that the best outcomes (low
incorrect results, high correct results, and reasonably low query re-
sults) come from thresholds close to the original values (i.e. close to
0%), and the 3:2:1 weighting is the best or second-best performing.
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Figure D.1 shows the results of testing absolute thresholds, with thresholds tested
over a range of 88% to 112% of the values proposed in Table D.1. Results for T3-10
are weighted so 50% of the score is from bearings with seeded defects, and 50% from
bearings before defects are applied. The highest number of correct results occurs for
the 3:2:1 weight, at thresholds 5% and 6% higher than the proposed values. Incorrect
results are low (3% or under) for all tested weights within ±6% of the proposed values.
The difference in incorrect results between different weights is due to differences in the
rate of ‘query’ results.
The weight of 6:2:1 is the best performing for bearings UD1-10, which reflects
the Vrms data shown in Figure 4.3, where there are no outliers, and all bearing are
very similar, and these data were used to create the proposed thresholds. The second
best results come from the 3:2:1 weight. It could be argued that the (very) small
percentage of query results for the 3:2:1 weight is desirable, so any possible evidence
of early damage – for example, slightly raised kurtosis – will trigger an change in state
from ‘good’ to ‘query’.
Only limited testing of relative thresholds was possible, as only three test bearings
(T8, T9 and T10) have data from before and after defects were applied and all three
have 100% correct results for thresholds up to several times the proposed values. This
indicates that thresholds may be too low, but this is only a small sample of bearings.
When testing the relative thresholds on UD1-10, there are no incorrect results for
thresholds of 60% of the proposed values and above. However, around 20% of bearings
are in the query state (possibly in a better or worse state) at the proposed threshold
values. This also indicates that the proposed thresholds may be too low. In particular,
the Vrms thresholds are very low when compared to the difference in Vrms values between
neighbouring states for absolute thresholds (for example, the difference between the ‘g’
and ‘Q’ threshold values).
D.1.2 Creation of Two Further Threshold Sets
Test results indicate that with a small adjustment to the relative thresholds, it is
reasonable to retain the proposed thresholds as the ‘middling set’. A lower and higher
set were also created, using the results from further tests detailed below. These tests
are done using S1-21 – i.e., they are tested on the data they are going to be used to




The threshold that distinguishes between the ‘G’ and ‘g’ state for each time-domain
measure is created by calculating the value that corresponds to a particular percentile
of that measures for the undamaged bearing dataset. The chosen percentile was varied
from the 60th to the 100th percentile for Vrms, the 74th to the 98th percentile for kur-
tosis1, and the 20th to 80th percentile for crest factor. These percentiles were chosen
to trial a reasonable range of values, while staying lower than the next highest thresh-
old (that which distinguishes ‘g’ from ‘Q’) over each of the 32 steps. The remaining
thresholds were changed by changing the multiple of the IQR used to determine the
threshold over 32 evenly spaced steps, over the range ±0.5× IQR.
Figure D.2 shows the results of these tests on the S1-21 pre-defect and post-defect
datasets. Correct and incorrect results are defined as they were in Section D.1.1.
Integer values on the x-axis show the points where the entire set has been changed. For
example, ‘4’ denotes all of values being 0.125× IQR higher than the original proposed
values. Comparing the two weighted averages used, the 3:2:1 gives better results when
tested with the post-defect dataset – more correct results and less incorrect results for
all thresholds. This weight performs worse for the pre-defect dataset, in that there
are fewer correct results, and more query results. The 3:2:1 weight performs better
on bearings UD1-10 (see Figure D.1), so it is possible that this high query rate is an
accurate reflection of the state of the bearings S1-21.
Considering only the results using the 3:2:1 weighted average, the proposed thresh-
olds (‘0’ on the plot) combine a low incorrect classification result with a reasonable
rate of correct classifications. The lower set of thresholds was chosen to improve the
classification of the post-defect dataset. The thresholds corresponding to the −12 on
the plot were selected as this gives low incorrect classification and high correct classi-
fications of these bearings, and in addition only 5% of classifications for the pre-defect
dataset were incorrect (although the number in a ‘Q’ state is high). The thresholds
corresponding to the +8 on the plot give a set of thresholds with no incorrect clas-
sifications and fewer ‘Q’ results for the pre-defect dataset while minimizing the cost
to the post-defect dataset. The set corresponding to +12 on the plot were initially
considered, but these gave slightly more incorrect results, with no benefit. The three
sets of absolute thresholds are given in Table 4.3.
1the 100th percentile was used for the final eleven steps for Vrms and the 98th percentile used for
the final eight steps for kurtosis
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Figure D.2: Effects of changes to absolute time-domain thresh-
old levels on classifications of bearings S1-21 before and after the
application of seeded defects. Two different weighted averages of
Vrms:kurtosis:crest factor scores were used – these are given on the
top two plot legends. Thresholds for query and damage states were
raised one at a time in steps over the range ±0.5× IQR, where whole
numbers on the x-axis correspond to the entire set being changed. See
Section D.1.2 for details on step sizes for the percentile based thresh-
olds separating the ‘G’ and ‘g’ states. Results indicate there is un-
likely to be another significantly better performing set of thresholds,
but other sets can be created with better results for either damaged or
undamaged (and pre-defect) bearings, and/or lower results for either
false negatives or false positives. The 3:2:1 weighted average is the
best performing in most (but not all) cases. The high number of ‘Q’
results for pre-defect bearings may be an accurate indication of their
condition.
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UD 50hr Dataset vs UD 18hr Dataset 
 
 













Figure D.3: Effects of changes to relative time-domain thresholds
on classifications of bearings, with two different weighted averages of
Vrms:kurtosis:crest factor scores used – these are given on the top two
plot legends. Left plots are of S1-21 where each bearing’s post-defect
dataset is compared with averaged values from its pre-defect dataset.
Right plots are from UD1-10, where each bearing’s ‘UD 50 hr set’ is
compared with averaged values from the ‘UD 18 hr set’ for the same
bearing. Thresholds were raised one at a time in steps over the range
±0.75 × IQRm, where whole numbers on the x-axis correspond to
the entire set being changed. Results indicate there is unlikely to
be another significantly better performing set of thresholds, but sets
can be created with better results for either S1-21 or UD1-10, while
minimising the cost to the other set. The 3:2:1 weighted average is the
best performing for S1-21, and performs reasonably well for UD1-10.
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Relative Thresholds
The relative thresholds were altered in 24 even steps, over the range ±0.75 × IQRm,
where IQRm is the maximum IQR of an individual bearing for each measure. The
proposed Vrms thresholds were each raised by 0.25× IQRm before testing, so increments
and decrements were made to these values, not the original proposed values in Table
D.1.
Figure D.3 shows results for S1-21 (left plots) and UD1-10 (right plots). Correct
and incorrect results are defined as they were in Section D.1.1. Seeded defect results
compare the post-defect dataset with averaged results from the pre-defect dataset for
the same bearing. Undamaged bearing results compare each of the three readings from
the UD 50 hr set with averaged values from the UD 18 hr set for the same bearing.
Note that these same undamaged bearing data were used in previous tests, with the
only difference being the method of varying thresholds.
The 3:2:1 weighted average performs better for the seeded defect bearing results,
whereas the 1:1:1 weighting provides a slightly higher rate of correct results in undam-
aged bearings. There are no incorrect results for undamaged bearings, however a small
lowering in thresholds makes a significant change in the number of query results, which
is not consistent with absolute threshold results, where each bearing’s 18 hr set and
50 hr set have few differences in classification. The two alternative sets of thresholds
were made by increasing or decreasing the altered proposed thresholds by eight steps
(±0.5× IQRm), with the lower set of thresholds producing better results in the seeded
defect bearings, and the higher set producing better results in undamaged bearings.
Very low thresholds produce mixtures of ‘q-’ and ‘q+’ results in some undamaged bear-
ings, so the number of correct results drops with some threshold increments (between
-12 and -8 on the x-axis). The three sets of relative thresholds are given in Table 4.3.
D.2 Results of Classification using Time-domain
Thresholds
Full results of classification of seeded bearings are give in Table D.2. As a comparison
the results for UD1-10 are included. Results from S1-21 are given by defect type. Full
results are given for the middling set of thresholds, with results for higher or lower
thresholds given only if they differ from those for the middling set. Each bearing has
three data for each condition (‘UD 18 hr set’, ‘UD 50 hr set’, S1-21 pre-defect and S1-
21 post-defect datasets) – a single result for each condition indicates that the three
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data give the same result. Threshold values are given in Table 4.3, and results are
summarised in Table 4.4 and discussed in Section 4.3.5. The key to results is as fol-
lows. Absolute threshold results: G=very good, g=good, Q=query state (possible early
damage), d=slight damage (probable early damage), D=damage, D+=severe damage.
Relative threshold results: qs+=possibly in better condition, S+, S, S- = same condi-
tion2, qs- = possibly in worse condition, w=probably in a worse condition, W=worse
condition and W- = much worse condition (b, B, B+ also exist for increasingly better
conditions, but no bearings have these classifications).
2S+/S- indicates that all three of Vrms, kurtosis and crest factor are lower/higher, but not by any
significant amount, and a S indicates a mixture of higher and lower results. Weighted averages of
other mixed scores can also give these results
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Lower Thresholds Middling Thresholds Higher Thresholds
(if different) (if different)
Absolute Rel Absolute Relative Absolute Rel
thresholds thres thresholds thres thresholds thres
Set 18hr 50hr 50hr UD 18hr UD 50hr UD 50hr 18hr 50hr 50hr
UD1 q+ ggG G q+S+S+ gGG S+
UD2 g g G q+ G S+
UD3 G G S+
UD4 G G SSS+
UD5 q-q-S- g g S- G G
UD6 S-q-q- G G S-
UD7 g g S- G gGg S-Sq- G SSS-
UD8 gGG q- G G S-q-S- S-
UD9 gGG SS-S G G S+SS
UD10 Ggg SSS+ G G S
Set Pre Post Post Pre Post Post Pre Post Post
def def def defect defect defect def def def
ID1 Q g D W
ID2 Q D+ W- WWW-
ID3 d Q D w
ID4 W- Q D+ W-WW-
ID5 DQd WwW g Dgd Wq-W G dgd
ID6 g D W
ID7 D Q DDd WWw
ID8 Q g D+ W-
OD1 d g Q w G wq-q-
OD2 Q d w g
OD3 g D W G DdD
OD4 QQg q-wq- g Q q-
OD5 gQQ S-q-q- g g Sq-q- SS-S-
OD6 dDd g d W G
OD7 Q D+ g D+D+D W DD+D
BD1 g Q q- G Qgg
BD2 Q Q S+ g gQQ q+S+S+ g q+SS
BD3 ggQ g Q q-
BD4 g D+ W- G
BD5 Q gQg D+ W- g
BD6 D+D+D WW-w Q DD+d WW-q-
Table D.2: Results of the classification of the pre and post-defect
datasets using time-domain thresholds. Also included are results for
the UD 18 hr and UD 50 hr datasets. Data from UD1-10 were used to
create these thresholds, so results from these bearings are included as
a comparison only. A single result indicates that the three results for
that bearing and dataset are identical. Results for higher and lower






This Appendix has additional information regarding the frequency-domain analysis de-
scribed in Chapter 5. Section E.1 includes plots of enveloped data which are additional
to those given in Sections 5.2 – 5.3. Figures E.1 – E.5 give plots of the power spec-
tral density (PSD) of enveloped data used in analysis based on Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) methods, discussed in Chapter 6. These same data are used in the
time-domain in MCMC algorithms. There are some features of interest shown in these
plots, which are useful when interpreting MCMC outputs. Section E.2 gives full results
for each bearing for the classification schemes discussed in Sections 5.4 – 5.5.
E.1 Further Examples of Enveloped Data
This section has additional plots of enveloped data in the frequency-domain. The upper
x-axis of each plot has labels indicating the position of the frequencies of interest and
their harmonics (introduced in Section 2.1.1). Due to space limitations these labels
are abbreviated, and selected to be relevant to the data being plotted. Sidebands at
nfid ± fs are marked on all plots from ID1-6 and ID8, and labeled ±s on some plots.
Sidebands at nfbd ± fc are marked (but not labeled) on all plots from BD1-6. The
plot labels are at the ‘typical’ values of these frequencies. Table E.1 summarises these
observed values and gives the abbreviated labels used. These values where chosen by
observation of data – they are visually the best values for plot labels. These values
were also used in the creation of frequency-domain thresholds (see Section 5.4.1).
Also included in Table E.1 is estimates of the frequencies of interest made using
an online calculator from the manufacturer [93]. This calculator sets α = 0 and d
D
=
0.2370, and the user inputs fs. The manufactures estimate is very similar to estimate 1,
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Frequency of Interest Plot Position of Manufacturers
Label label (Hz) Estimate (Hz)
Cage rotation (fc) fc 9.51 9.45
Shaft rotation (fs) fs 24.78 24.77
Ball rotation (fr(=
1
2fbd)) fr 49.60 49.32
Ball pass/outer race defect (fbps = fod) fo 76.06 75.60
Ball defect (fbd) fb 99.20 98.64
Inner race defect (fid) fi 121.80 122.56
Table E.1: The values of the frequencies of interest used on plot
labels in this appendix and Chapter 5, and in the creation of thresh-
olds (see Section 5.4.1). Also given is the shortened (due to space
constraints) version of symbols used on plots. These values were cho-
sen based on the appearance of plots, and can be compared with
estimates made using the manufacturers online calculator [93], and
entering fs = 24.77 Hz into this calculator. See also Table A.1 for
other estimates, based on measured dimensions or MCMC outputs.
Shaft frequency is often lower than 24.77 Hz for bearings with seeded
defects (see Section B.1).
which uses d
D
cosα = 0.2367 and α = 0 (see Section A.2 and Table A.1), but both sets
of frequencies differ slightly from the ‘typical’ values used as plot labels data. These
discrepancies are discussed in Chapter 6, where these frequencies are re-estimated using
MCMC outputs – see estimate 2 in Table A.1 for these re-estimates.
E.1.1 Plots of data from All Bearings using Filter 2
Figures E.1 – E.5 show the PSDs of two data from each of UD1-10 and S1-21, with
data filtered using filter 2, which has a passband of 10.5 kHz – 13.5 kHz, and processed
using the envelope method. See Section 5.2 for details on this method, and discussion
on selected plots from Figures E.1 – E.5 (which are replotted in Figures 5.6 and 5.7).
Figures E.1 and E.2 show plots of the data logged at 18 hrs and 50 hrs from each of
UD1-10. Figures E.3 – E.5 have plots of pre and post-defect data from each of ID1-8,
OD1-7 and BD1-6. The pre-defect data logged at 17:30 hrs is plotted, and one data
from 25, 30 or 35 mins after the application of seeded defects is plotted. See Section
3.5.4 for exceptions relating to the logging schedules of OD3 and BD4.
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fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo
UD1 at 18hrs
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo
UD2 at 50hrs
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo
UD2 at 18hrs
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo
UD3 at 50hrs
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo
UD3 at 18hrs
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo
UD4 at 50hrs
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo
UD4 at 18hrs
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo
UD5 at 50hrs
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo
UD5 at 18hrs
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo
Figure E.1: PSDs of enveloped data logged from undamaged bearings
UD1-5 at 18 and 50 hours, after the data were filtered with filter 2
and processed using the envelope method. Note peaks at the ball pass
frequency and harmonics (nfbps), labeled as nfo on the upper x-axis.
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fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo
UD7 at 18hrs
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo
UD8 at 50hrs
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo
UD8 at 18hrs
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo
UD9 at 50hrs
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo
UD9 at 18hrs
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo
UD6 at 50hrs
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo
UD6 at 18hrs
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo
UD10 at 50hrs
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo
UD10 at 18hrs
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo
Figure E.2: PSDs of enveloped data logged from undamaged bearings
UD6-10 at 18 and 50 hours, after the data were filtered with filter 2
and processed using the envelope method. Note peaks at the ball pass
frequency and harmonics (nfbps), labeled as nfo on the upper x-axis.
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fcfs fo fi 2fi 3fi 4fi
After the Application of Seeded Defects
ID1
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
Before the Application of Seeded Defects
ID2
fcfs fo fi 2fi 3fi 4fi
ID2
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
ID3
fcfs fo fi 2fi 3fi 4fi
ID3
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
ID4
fcfs fo fi 2fi 3fi 4fi
ID4
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
ID5
fcfs fo fi 2fi 3fi 4fi
ID5
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
ID6
fcfs fo fi 2fi 3fi 4fi
ID6
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
ID8
fcfs fo fi 2fi 3fi 4fi
ID8
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
Figure E.3: PSDs of enveloped data logged from ID1-6 and ID8 before
and after defects were seeded on the inner race. ID8 also has a defect
seeded on the outer race. Bearings have some ball damage as a result
of the defect seeding process. The data were filtered with filter 2 and
processed using the envelope method. The harmonics of the inner
race defect frequency are labeled nfi on the upper x-axis of post-
defect plots, along with other frequencies of interest. The position of
fid±fs is marked (but not labeled), these peaks are due to amplitude
modulation as the defect moves relative to the load.
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fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
After the Application of Seeded Defects
OD1
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
Before the Application of Seeded Defects
OD2
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
OD2
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
OD3
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
OD3
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
OD4
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
OD4
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
OD5
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
OD5
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
OD6
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
OD6
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
OD7
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
OD7
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
Figure E.4: PSDs of enveloped data logged from OD1-7, before and
after defects were seeded on the outer race. OD7 also has a defect
seeded on one ball. Bearings have some damage to balls as a result
of the defect seeding process. The data were filtered with filter 2 and
processed using the envelope method. The harmonics of the outer
race defect frequency (nfod = nfbps) are labeled nfo on the upper
x-axis, along with some other frequencies of interest.
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fs fr fo fb 3fr 2fb 3fb 4fb 5fb
After the Application of Seeded Defects
BD1
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
Before the Application of Seeded Defects
BD2
fs fr fo fb 3fr 2fb 3fb 4fb 5fb
BD2
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
BD3
fs fr fo fb 3fr 2fb 3fb 4fb 5fb
BD3
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
BD4
fs fr fo fb 3fr 2fb 3fb 4fb 5fb
BD4
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
BD5
fs fr fo fb 3fr 2fb 3fb 4fb 5fb
BD5
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
BD6
fs fr fo fb 3fr 2fb 3fb 4fb 5fb
BD6
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
ID7
fs fr fo fb 3fr 2fb 3fb 4fb 5fb
ID7
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
Figure E.5: PSDs of enveloped data logged from BD1-7, before and
after defects were seeded on one ball from each bearing, and ID7 with
a small inner race defect and larger defect on one ball. The data
were filtered with filter 2 and processed using the envelope method.
The harmonics of the ball defect frequency (fbd) are labeled nfb on
the upper x-axis, along with some other frequencies of interest. Also
noted (but not labeled) is the position of fbd ± fc, which can be seen
in the data from BD4 and BD6, and some harmonics of fbd for ID7.
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E.1.2 Additional Plots using other Filters
Additional plots from selected bearings, filtered using filters 1–4, are given in Figures
E.6 and E.7. See also Section 5.2.2 and Figures 5.8 and 5.9. Figure 5.8 shows two
examples of bearings with inner race or ball damage (ID3 and BD4) where there is no
advantage using an alternate to filter 2. Filter 1 better recovered peaks from bearings
with these damage types in some other incidences, but not in these cases.
OD4 has only a very small defect seeded on the outer race, but one ball was also
damaged while seeding defects. This ball has a line defect of slightly greater sever-
ity than that on BD2 (which produces no evidence of this defect using any filtering
method). As shown in Figure E.7, there is evidence of this ball defect. When filter 1
is used, harmonics of fbd ≈ 99 Hz dominate, but when filters 2–4 are used harmonics
of fod dominate.
Figure E.7 also shows plots from BD6. Clear peaks can be seen at nfbd and nfbd±fc
using filters 1 and 2. These peaks are less well resolved using filter 3, due to the presence
of multiple harmonics of fc – hence these are peaks at many closely spaced frequencies.
Filter 4, created using spectral kurtosis, has a similar centre frequency, and smaller
bandwidth then filter 3, and performs poorly. This is the worst performing spectral
kurtosis-based filter observed during all testing of this method.
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fcfs fo fi 2fi 3fi 4fi
BD4 filter 1
fs fr fo fb 3fr 2fb 3fb 4fb 5fb
ID3 filter 2
fcfs fo fi 2fi 3fi 4fi
BD4 filter 2
fs fr fo fb 3fr 2fb 3fb 4fb 5fb
ID3 filter 3
fcfs fo fi 2fi 3fi 4fi
BD4 filter 3
fs fr fo fb 3fr 2fb 3fb 4fb 5fb
ID3 filter 4
fcfs fo fi 2fi 3fi 4fi
BD4 filter 4
fs fr fo fb 3fr 2fb 3fb 4fb 5fb
Figure E.6: PSDs data from of ID3 and BD4, with data processed
using the envelope method. Four different filters are compared. The
centre of the passbands of filters 1–3 are 4.45 kHz, 12.00 kHz and
23.25 kHz. Filter 4 is centered on 25.2 kHz for ID3 and 25.7 kHz for
BD4. These are two examples where there is no advantage using any
particular filter. No filter is able to recover evidence of the inner race
defect on ID3. All plots show peaks at nfbd and nfbd± fc, due to the
large ball defect on BD4.
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fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
BD6 filter 1
fs fr fo fb 3fr 2fb 3fb 4fb 5fb
OD4 filter 2
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
BD6 filter 2
fs fr fo fb 3fr 2fb 3fb 4fb 5fb
OD4 filter 3
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
BD6 filter 3
fs fr fo fb 3fr 2fb 3fb 4fb 5fb
OD4 filter 4
fs  4fc fo 2fo 3fo 4fo 5fo 6fo
BD6 filter 4
fs fr fo fb 3fr 2fb 3fb 4fb 5fb
Figure E.7: PSDs of data from OD4 and BD6, with data processed
using the envelope method. Four different filters compared. The
centre of the passbands of filters 1–3 are 4.45 kHz, 12.00 kHz and
23.25 kHz. Filter 4 is centered on 18.9 kHz for OD4 and 23.6 kHz for
BD6. Filter 1 recovers evidence of the slight defect on a ball of OD4,
but peaks at nfbps are relatively smaller. Filters 1 and 2 both result
in peaks at nfbd and nfbd ± fc, due to the rectangular ball defect on
BD6.
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E.2 Frequency-domain Threshold and Classification
Results
This section gives full results for each bearing for classification using frequency-domain
thresholds (see Section 5.4), and decision trees (see Section 5.5).
E.2.1 Keys to Results
Table E.2 gives results for three sets of frequency-domain thresholds applied to data
processed by the envelope method using filter 2. The terms ‘I+’, ‘I’, ‘i’ refer to positive
results at the frequencies corresponding to inner race defects (fid). ‘I+’ indicates
positive results at the first three harmonics, ‘I’ indicates a positive result for the first
harmonic and one of the 2nd or 3rd harmonic, and ‘i’ indicates a positive result at
either the 1st or the 2nd harmonic. Similarly ‘O+’, ‘O’, ‘o’, indicate positive results
at harmonics of fod = fbps and ‘B+’, ‘B’, ‘b’ indicate positive results at harmonics of
fbd. ‘N’ indicates that there are no values above thresholds. Full results are given for
threshold set 2, with results given for set 1 or set 3 if any classifications are different
from those using set 2.
Threshold results for data processed by filters 3 and 4 are not given, but some
results from filter 1 are included with decision tree classifications. Trees 1, 2, and 6
use threshold results or the amplitudes at the frequencies of interest for data processed
using filter 1. Tables E.4 and E.6 give results for decision trees that use these thresholds,
and relevant threshold results are also included in these tables. Time-domain threshold
results for the middling set are included in all tables, where ‘G’, ‘g’, ‘Q’, ‘d’, ‘D’, ‘D+’
indicate ‘very good condition’, ‘good condition’, ‘query’ (possible damage), ‘probable
early damage’, ‘damage’ and ‘severe damage’ respectively. Due to space constraints in
some cases data from a single bearing with different frequency-domain or time-domain
classifications have these results listed according to the majority or average results for
this data, and all such alterations are indicated by * . ‘IB I+b ib’ becomes ‘Ib*’ and
‘Dgd’ becomes ‘d*’. See Table D.2 for full time-domain classifications.
Tables E.3 – E.6 give the results for six decision trees (trees 1–6, denoted Tr1–Tr6 in
Tables E.3 – E.6). Results for the UD 18 hr dataset and the S1-21 pre-defect dataset are
given together, and results for the UD 50 hr dataset and the S1-21 post-defect dataset
are given together. Results from the decision trees that used data processed with filter
1 and filter 2 are listed separately. The key to results is as follows: ‘U’ and ‘P’ refer to
undamaged and pre-defect condition, with 4-class trees having no ‘P’ condition (all of
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S1-21 pre-defect were trained as ‘U’); ‘I’, ‘O’ and ‘B’ indicate inner race defect, outer
race defect and ball defect. The defect conditions are further broken into levels (I1,I2,
O1, O2, B1, B2) for 8-class trees, with 1 indicating a slight defect and 2 indicating a
more significant defect. I2, O2 and B2 are further broken into moderate and severe
defects (I2,I3, O2,O3, B2,B3) for Tree 6.
Table 5.4 summarises the classification results shown in Tables E.3 – E.6. Table E.7
sorts decision tree results for the S1-21 pre and post-defect data sets by time-domain
classifications.
Tree inputs are abbreviated as follows: ‘R’ refers to root mean square voltage (Vrms),
‘RKC’ refers to the time-domain measures (Vrms, kurtosis, crest factor), ‘thres’ refers to
threshold results, and ‘p:Q1’ refers to the ratio of the peak amplitudes at the frequencies
of interest to the local first quartile amplitude. See Section 5.5.3 for a more detailed
list of predictors (inputs) for each of decision trees 1–6.
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Set 1 Frequency-domain Set 3
Thresholds Thresholds Thresholds
if different Set 2 if different
Dataset 18hr 50hr UD 18hr UD 50hr 18hr 50hr
UD1 o o,O+,O+ N N,O,O+ N,o,o
UD2 o,o,O o,o,N o N N
UD3 N N
UD4 iO+,iO+,O+ iO+ iO,iO,O iO
UD5 N N
UD6 O,O,O+ O+ N O,O+,O N
UD7 o,N,N N N
UD8 o,o,iO O,o,O o N N
UD9 O,O,o o O,N,N N o,N,N
UD10 N,N,O N,N,o O+ N o,o,N
Dataset
Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post
defect defect defect defect defect defect
ID1 N I+B+ I+
ID2 N,o,o * N,N,o I+B+,I+b,I+B+ N I+
ID3 i,ib,i N iB+ i
ID4 N,b,N N N
ID5 N N
ID6 o I,I,i N i,I,i N
ID7 N B+,B+,B b,b,N
ID8 N I+B I+
OD1 N,o,O N N
OD2 i,ib,b i,ib,N Ob,o,OB N o,o,O
OD3 N,b,b N N,N,b N
OD4 o N b,ioB,b N
OD5 o N N
OD6 o O+b N O+b,Ob,O+b o,N,O
OD7 N O+B,N,b O+,N,N
BD1 N N
BD2 o,O,O N N
BD3 N N
BD4 N iB+,B+,B+
BD5 N,N,b B+,b,N N N,b,N N
BD6 i,i,N N B+ B+,B+,b
Table E.2: Results of classification using frequency-domain thresholds
applied to data processed using the envelope method and filter 2.
Results for the pre and post-defect datasets are given, with the UD
18 hr and 50 hr datasets included as a comparison. There are three
data for each bearing for each dataset, and a single result indicates
the three data got the same result. * ID2 also has a single ‘o’ result
for set 1. Results for threshold set 1 and set 3 are only given if they
differ from set 2.
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Threshold Results Class Descision Tree Outputs
Time Frequency of Tr3 (4-class) Tr4 (8-class) Tr5 (8-class)
(middling) (Set 2) bearing R+thres R+thres RKC+p:Q1
UD1 ggG N U U U U
UD2 g o U U P P
UD3 G N U U U U
UD4 G iO+,iO+,O+ U U U U
UD5 g N U B,B,U U U
UD6 G N U U U U
UD7 G N U U U U
UD8 G o U U U U
UD9 G O,N,N U U U U
UD10 G N,N,o U U U U
ID1 g N U/P U P U
ID2 Q N,N,o U/P I,I,B P,P,B2 P,P,B2
ID3 Q N U/P I P O1
ID4 Q N U/P O P U,U,P
ID5 g N U/P U P P
ID6 g N U/P U,U,B P,P,B1 P
ID7 Q N U/P I O1 O1
ID8 g N U/P U O1,P,P P
OD1 g N U/P U P P
OD2 Q i,ib,N U/P B,U,U P P
OD3 g N U/P U U U
OD4 g N U/P B O1 P
OD5 g N U/P U P P
OD6 g N U/P U P P
OD7 g N U/P B,I,U P,O1,O1 B1,P,P
BD1 g N U/P U P P
BD2 g N U/P B P P
BD3 g N U/P U B1,P,P P
BD4 g N U/P U P P
BD5 gQg N U/P U P P
BD6 Q N U/P I P P
Table E.3: Results of classification by decision trees 3–5 for the
UD 18 hr dataset and the S1-21 pre-defect dataset. Features in the
frequency-domain are created from data processed using filter 2. Four-
class trees do not distinguish between S1-21 pre-defect and U1-10
during training, and are all assigned a ‘U’ state.
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Threshold Results Class Descision Tree Outputs
Time Frequency of Tr1(4-class) Tr2(4-class) Tr6(11-class)
(middling) Set 2 Set 3 bearing R+thres RKC+p:Q1 R+thres
UD1 ggG N N U U U U
UD2 g N N U U U P
UD3 G N N U U U U
UD4 G N N U U U U
UD5 g N N U U U U
UD6 G N N U U U U
UD7 G N N U U U U
UD8 G N N U U U U
UD9 G N N U U U U
UD10 G N N U U U U
ID1 g N N U/P U U P
ID2 Q N,N,o N,N,o U/P U,U,O B P,P,O1
ID3 Q N N U/P U B,B,O P
ID4 Q N N U/P U O P
ID5 g N N U/P U U P
ID6 g N N U/P U,U,B U P,P,B1
ID7 Q N N U/P O O O1
ID8 g N N U/P O,U,U B O1,P,P
OD1 g N N U/P U U P
OD2 Q N N U/P B I P
OD3 g N N U/P U U,U,B U
OD4 g N N U/P O U O1
OD5 g N N U/P U U P
OD6 g N N U/P U U P
OD7 g i N U/P U,O,O U P,O1,O1
BD1 g N N U/P U U P
BD2 g N N U/P U U P
BD3 g N N U/P B,U,U U B1,P,P
BD4 g N N U/P U U,B,B P
BD5 gQg N N U/P U U P
BD6 Q N N U/P U,U,B U,U,B P
Table E.4: Results of classification by decision trees 1,2 and 6 for
the UD 18 hr dataset and the S1-21 pre-defect dataset. Features in
the frequency-domain are created from data processed using filter 1.
Four-class trees do not distinguish between S1-21 pre-defect and U1-
10 during training, and are all assigned a ‘U’ state.
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Threshold Results Class Descision Tree Outputs
Time Frequency of Tr3 (4-class) Tr4 (8-class) Tr5 (8-class)
(middling) (Set 2) bearing R+thres R+thres RKC+p:Q1
UD1 G N,O,O+ U U U U
UD2 G N U U U U
UD3 G N U U U U
UD4 G iO+ U U U U
UD5 g N U U,U,B P,U,U B1,U,U
UD6 G O,O+,O U U U U
UD7 gGg N U U U U
UD8 G N U U U U
UD9 G N U U U U
UD10 G O+ U U U U
ID1 D I+B+ I2 I I2 I2
ID2 D+ I+B+* I2 I I2 I2
ID3 D iB+ I1 I I2 O2
ID4 D+ N I2 I,O,O B2 I2
ID5 Dgd N I1 U P O1,P,P
ID6 D i,I,i I2 O,I,O I1 O2,I2,I2
ID7 DDd B+,B+,B I1 O O2 I2,I2,O2
ID8 D+ I+B I2 I I2 I2
OD1 Q N O1 B P,P,O1 P
OD2 d Ob,o,OB O2 O,I,I O2 O2
OD3 D N,N,b O2 B,I,O I1,I1,I2 B2,O1,O1
OD4 Q b,ioB,b O1 U P P
OD5 g N O1 O P,O1,O1 P
OD6 d O+b* O2 O O2 O1,O1,O2
OD7 D+D+D O+B,N,b O2 I O2 I2
BD1 Q N B1 U P,B1,P B1
BD2 gQQ N B1 U,B,B P,B1,B1 B1,P,B1
BD3 Q N B1 U P P
BD4 D+ iB+,B+,B+ B2 B B2 B2
BD5 D+ N,b,N B2 O,B,B B2 I2
BD6 DD+d B+ B2 B O1,O2,O1 I2,I2,O1
Table E.5: Results of classification by decision Trees 3–5 for the
UD 50 hr dataset and the S1-21 post-defect dataset. Features in the
frequency-domain are created from data processed using filter 2. Four-
class trees have one class of ‘U’ (undamaged) for bearings without
seeded defects and three classes (‘I’,‘O’,‘B’) for bearings with inner
race, outer race and ball defects. Eight-class trees divide ‘U’ into ‘U’
(undamaged) and ‘P’ (pre-defect) and defect types are divided into
severity levels 1 and 2.
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Threshold Results Class Descision Tree Outputs
Time Frequency of Tr1(4-class) Tr2(4-class) Tr6(11-class)
(mid) Set 2 Set 3 bearing R+thres RKC+p:Q1 R+thres
UD1 G N N U U U U
UD2 G N N U U U U
UD3 G N N U U U U
UD4 G N N U U U U
UD5 g N N U U U P,U,U
UD6 G N N U U U U
UD7 gGg N N U U U U
UD8 G N N U U U U
UD9 G N N U U U U
UD10 G N N U U U U
ID1 D Ib IB+ I3 I I I1
ID2 D+ I+b I+B* I2 I I I3
ID3 D Ib IB+ I1 I I I3
ID4 D+ io iob I3 I I I3
ID5 Dgd N N I1 U,U,B O,B,U P
ID6 D I+b I+b I3 I I I2
ID7 DDd N B+,B+,b I1 O O,I,I O3,O3,O2
ID8 D+ I+B I+B+ I2 I I I2
OD1 Q N N O1 U,U,O U P,P,O1
OD2 d N,N,B b,b,B+ O2 O B,O,O O3,O3,B2
OD3 D N b,N,b O3 O B,U,U O2
OD4 Q N N,b,b O1 U O P
OD5 g N N O1 U,O,O U P,O1,O1
OD6 d O+b O+b O3 O O O2
OD7 D+* N,N,o o,N,o O2 O I O3
BD1 Q N N B1 U,B,U U,B,U P,B1,P
BD2 Q* N N B1 U,B,B U P,B1,B1
BD3 Q N N B1 I,U,I U P
BD4* D+ oB+ oB+ B3 B B B2,I3,B2
BD5 D+ ioB ioB B3 I,B,I O I3,O2,I3
BD6 D* B+,B+,b B+,B+,b B2 O O,B,B O1,B2,O1
Table E.6: Results of classification by by decision trees 1, 2 and 6
for the UD 50 hr dataset and the S1-21 post-defect dataset. Features
in the frequency-domain are created from data processed using filter
1. Four-class trees have one class of ‘U’ (undamaged) for bearings
without seeded defects and three classes (‘I’,‘O’,‘B’) for bearings with
inner race, outer race and ball defects. Eight-class trees divide ‘U’ into
‘U’ (undamaged) and ‘P’ (pre-defect) and defect types are divided into
severity levels 1 and 2. Severity 2 is divided to create a third level for
eleven-class trees.
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Number of classes: Four Eight Eleven
Tree Number: 1 2 3 4 5 6
Time-domain inputs: R R,K,C R R R,K,C R
Freq-domain inputs: thres p:Q1 p:Q1 thres p:Q1 thres
Pre-defect Result of ‘U’ 82 84 80 7 14 7
‘g’ Result of ‘P’ n/a n/a n/a 75 84 75
(N=44) Result of I,O,B 18 14 20 18 2 18
Pre-defect Result of ‘U’ 58 16 16 0 11 0
‘Q’ Result of ‘P’ n/a n/a n/a 79 53 79
(N=19) Result of I,O,B 42 84 84 21 37 21
Post defect Result of ‘P’* 60 80 40 60 80 60
‘g’ Correct defect 40 0 60 40(40) 20(20) 40(40)
(N=5) Incorrect defect 0 20 0 0 0 0
Post defect Result of ‘P’* 57 71 64 71 71 71
‘Q’ Correct defect 29 29 14 29(29) 29(29) 29(29)
(N=14) Incorrect defect 14 0 21 0 0 0
Post defect Result of ‘P’* 0 11 11 11 11 11
‘d’ Correct defect 67 78 56 67(67) 67(44) 56(0)
(N=9) Incorrect defect 33 11 33 22 22 33
Post defect Result of ‘P’* 6 12 6 6 0 6
‘D’ Correct defect 76 59 53 59(24) 53(29) 76(0)
(N=17) Incorrect defect 18 29 41 35 47 18
Post defect Result of ‘P’* 0 0 0 0 0 0
‘D+’ Correct defect 83 72 72 78(78) 67(67) 78(33)
(N=18) Incorrect defect 17 28 28 22 33 22
Table E.7: Summarised results from decision trees 1–6, with the S1-
21 pre and post-defect datasets listed by time-domain classification as
given in Table D.2 using middling thresholds. Results are given as a
percentage of all data with that time-domain classification. Outputs
‘U’, ‘P’, ‘I’, ‘O’, ‘B’ refer to undamaged, pre-defect, inner race defect,
outer race defect and ball defect conditions. Note that four-class
trees cannot give an output of ‘P’ (substitute ‘U’ for ‘P’* for four-class





This Appendix contains some additional plots and tables relating to analysis based on
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods, run using an adaptive Metropolis (AM)
algorithm, and discussed in Chapter 6.
As discussed in Section 6.4.1, different MCMC outputs map the same impulse to
different sources (sources 1–4 as defined in Section 6.2.1). With this in mind, similar
MCMC outputs (from chains 1–n only) are combined, and means or modes (as spec-
ified) are calculated for the combined posterior marginal densities of each parameter
and given in Tables F.1 – F.7. A ‘majority rules’ scheme is used, and if repeated chains
don’t behave according to the model, they are combined, rather than using a single
chain that behaves well. The purpose of selections and omissions, as well as the choice
of mean or mode, is to give the most useful outputs, while best showing typical outputs
generated from implementations of the AM algorithm using that data.
UD1-10 had two chains 1–n generated using the 18 hr data (i.e. chains 1–2), and
all have at least one that behaves according to the model. Five bearings have chains
1 and 2 combined in Table F.1, and five have outputs given from a single one of chain
1 or chain 2. UD1-10 had three chains generated using each of the data logged at
approximately 40 hrs and at 50 hrs. UD5 at 38 hrs, and UD2, UD5 and UD7 at 50 hrs
did not produce combinable chains, so outputs for one of chains 1–3 are given. See
Section 6.4.1 for discussion on outputs from other chains generated using these data
(see also Figure 6.11). All other bearings have 2–3 chains generated using data logged
at each logging period combined. These outputs are given in Tables F.2 and F.3,
Some of BD1-6 and ID1-8 post-defect have MCMC outputs that show the effects
of multiple sources of vibration. MCMC outputs are combined (or omitted) according
to which combination best shows the ‘typical’ behaviour of chains 1–4 generated using
that data, with at least two of the four combined for the outputs given in Tables F.4
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and F.5. The one exception is BD4, where a single MCMC output is given, as outputs
generated by three of the four implementations of the AM algorithm using data from
BD4 attribute the impulse due to the ball defect (at fbd) to a different source (the
fourth gets stuck at a local maxima as described in Section 6.4.1).
A single chain was generated using data from each of ID1-8, OD1-7 and BD1-6
after the bearing had been running for 17.5 hrs, in order to provide a comparison with
outputs generated by implementations of the AM algorithm using data from the same
bearings after the seeding of defects. These MCMC outputs are given in Tables F.6
and F.7.
Tables F.8 and F.9 give the mean of the marginal distribution of the log-empirical
likelihood function for all chains 1–n, chains G and chains M2 generated using each
data. See Section 6.3.4 for more on the calculation of L(y | xS). Due to space con-
straints table headings use L(y | x) to denote the mean of the log of the empirical
likelihood function, rather than ln(L(y | xS)).
Figures F.1 – F.3 (given after Tables F.1 – F.9) show joint posterior distributions
and marginal densities of chains generated using data from the S1-21 pre-defect dataset.
Outputs generated using the pre-defect data from ID3, OD2, OD3, and BD5 are plotted




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Chain 1 Chain 2 Chain 3 Chain G Chain M2
L(y | x) σM L(y | x) σM L(y | x) σM L(y | x) σM L(y | x) σM
UD1 -20.6 0.03 -20.7 0.02 - - -20.4 0.02 - -
UD2 -19.7 0.02 -18.8 0.02 - - -18.6 0.02 -18 0.09
UD3 -21.1 0.09 -21.3 0.07 - - -21 0.06 -20.4 0.06
UD4 -17.7 0.02 -17.7 0.02 - - -17.5 0.02 - -
UD5 -21.4 0.1 -20.8 0.05 - - -20.9 0.06 -20.8 0.04
UD6 -19.2 0.02 -19.4 0.02 - - -19.4 0.4 -18.6 0.04
UD7 -20.8 0.05 -20.7 0.05 - - -20.4 0.03 -20.1 0.06
UD8 -18.9 0.05 -19.5 0.05 - - -18.7 0.05 - -
UD9 -18.3 0.02 -20.2 0.04 - - -18.6 0.02 - -
UD10 -18.4 0.05 -18.3 0.05 - - -17.9 0.06 - -
UD1 -20.8 0.02 -21.1 0.03 -21.6 0.7 - - - -
UD2 -20.1 0.1 -20.4 0.4 -20.1 0.07 -19.7 0.05 -19.5 0.04
UD3 -21.4 0.05 -21.5 0.06 -21.4 0.06 -21.1 0.07 -20.2 0.3
UD4 -18.8 0.6 -17.7 0.03 -17.6 0.04 - - - -
UD5 -21.1 0.06 -21.1 0.05 -20.7 0.06 -20.9 0.03 -20.4 0.3
UD6 -19.4 0.02 -17.5 0.4 -16.9 0.02 -16.7 0.02 -16.3 0.02
UD7 -22.5 0.04 -22.4 0.02 -22.4 0.03 -23.2 0.03 -22 0.07
UD8 -18.7 0.02 -19.2 0.5 -17.7 0.02 - - - -
UD9 -18.2 0.02 -20.2 0.8 -18.7 0.02 - - - -
UD10 -18.9 0.02 -18.1 0.02 -18 0.02 - - - -
UD1 -19.4 0.7 -18.9 0.04 -19.4 0.7 - - - -
UD2 -22.7 0.05 -21.1 0.03 -22.5 0.08 -21 0.02 -20.6 0.03
UD3 -20.5 0.02 -20.6 0.02 -20.5 0.02 -20.3 0.02 -20.1 0.03
UD4 -17.8 0.04 -19 0.01 -19 0.02 - - - -
UD5 -22.2 0.06 -22.2 0.07 -22.1 0.09 -22.3 0.07 -21.4 0.2
UD6 -22.3 0.06 -19.3 0.08 -19.8 0.4 -19 0.07 -18.7 0.05
UD7 -22.8 0.6 -22.4 0.02 -21.9 0.4 -20.6 0.06 -20 0.04
UD8 -20.3 0.08 -20.4 0.05 -20.2 0.03 - - - -
UD9 -18.1 0.1 -17.5 0.08 -19.7 1 - - - -
UD10 -17.3 0.05 -17.2 0.04 -22.7 0.1 - - - -
Table F.9: Mean and error on the mean of the posterior marginal
distribution of the log-empirical likelihood function for all chains gen-
erated using data from UD1-10. The top section shows results for
implementations of the AM algorithms using data logged at 18 hrs,
the middle section shows results for the data logged at ≈ 40 hrs, and
the bottom section shows results for the data logged at 50 hrs.
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Figure F.1: Joint and marginal posterior distributions relating to
impulses 1 and 2 for pre-defect data from ID1-8, except ID3 and ID7,
which are plotted separately – see Figure 6.17 for ID3 and Figure F.3
for ID7.
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Figure F.2: Joint and marginal posterior distributions relating to
impulses 1 and 2 for pre-defect data from OD1 and OD4-7. See Figure
6.17 for OD2 and OD3.
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Figure F.3: Joint and marginal posterior distributions relating to
impulses 1 and 2 for pre-defect data from BD1-4, BD6 and ID7. See
Figure 6.17 for BD5.
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